
Advisory Committee on Civil Rules
Tuscaloosa, Alabama

6- November 9-11, 1995

I. Opening Remarks of Chairman. (Oral report.)

II. Approval of Minutes of April 1995 Meeting.

III. Report on September Judicial Conference Session. (Oral report.)

IV. Report on Pending Legislation Affecting Civil Rules.

V. Self-Study Report of the Standing Rules Committee.
L.,

VI. Proposed Amendments to Rule 23.

K A. Multiple Choices.

B. Partial Annotations.

C. Background Materials.

VII. Report on State Class Action Experiences. (Oral report.)

lo VII. Miscellaneous Rules Amendments.

A. Proposed Amendments to Admiralty Rule B.

B. Continuing Agenda Regarding Previously Proposed Amendments.

IX. Protective Orders and Business Week.

X. Next Meeting.
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DRAFT MINUTES

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CIVIL RULES

APRIL 20, 1995

The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules met on April 20, 1995,

at New York University School of Law. The meeting was held in

conjunction with the April 21 and 22 Research Conference on Class

Actions and Related Issues in Complex Litigation, held by the

E Institute of Judicial Administration at New York University School

of Law. Members of the Advisory Committee also attended the

7 Conference. The Advisory Committee meeting was attended by Judge

L Patrick E. Higginbotham, Chair, and Committee Members Judge David

S. Doty, Justice Christine M. Durham, Francis H. Fox, Esq.,

Assistant Attorney General Frank W. Hunger, Mark 0. Kasanin, 
Esq.,

E Judge Paul V.; Niemeyer, Professor Thomas D. Rowe, Jr., Judge

Anthony J. Scirica, and Judge C. Roger Vinson. Edward H. Cooper

was present as Reporter. Judge Alicemarie H. Stotler attended as

Chair of the Standing Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure,

and Professor Daniel R. Coquillette attended as Reporter of 
that

Committee. Judge Jane A. Restani attended as liaison representative

from the Bankruptcy Rules Advisory Committee. John K. Rabiej and

K Mark D. Shapiro represented the Administrative Office. Thomas E.

Willging represented the Federal Judicial Center. Observers

included Professor Linda Silberman and Professor Samuel Estreicher,

Robert S. Campbell, Jr., Esq., Alfred W. Cortese, Jr., Esq., Fred

S. Souk, Esq., Laura S. Unger, Esq., and H. Thomas Wells, Jr., Esq.

Professor Silberman welcomed the Committee to the NYU SchoolE of Law and to the Conference; the welcome was later repeated by

Professor Estreicher.

The Committee approved the draft Minutes for the meetings 
of

October 20 and 21, 1994, and February 16 and 17, 1995.

Judge Higginbotham opened the meeting by noting that this is

the last in a series of meetings designed to increase the

Committee's knowledge of class actions. The history of the 1993

draft was recalled: the Committee had approved it with a

recommendation that the Standing Committee approve publication forL public comment. During the meeting of the Standing Committee,

however, it was decided that the public agenda of civil rules was

so full that it might be better to defer action on Rule 23 for a

while; particular concern was felt about the impact of the

discovery and disclosure amendments then awaiting study and

approval by Congress. Since then, rapid developments in the use of

Rule 23 to address dispersed mass tort litigation have provided 
the

occasion for further consideration of Rule 23. The settlement

plans worked out in different asbestos actions and the silicone gel

breast implant action are examples of these developments that 
have

L not yet fully played out. Rule 23 was the subject of active study

at the Advisory Committee meetings in April, 1994, and February,

1995. Many members of the Committee also attended the March, 1995
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Conference on the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure sponsored by K
Southern Methodist University School of Law and the Southwestern

Legal Foundation in Dallas. Research help has been sought from the

Federal Judicial Center.

Congress 'has been examining the large social problems that

give rise to asubstantial share of the litigation brought as class 7

actions. Although the Committee hopes to be, able to coordinate

with Congress,''and to informitswork just as the work of Congress

informs the Committee's efforts, Congress operateson a different-

time line than the Committee. The Committee, moreover, must

maintain" its independence and 'crediblility - work on Rule 23'might

easily 'be 'perceived as arising from ,particular positions or

viewpoints on 'the larger substantive and social pror'lems, land

everything lpossible must be done to defuse any such perceptions. j

It[ is alis'o important to continue to find ways to defeat the common

'per'ception thatl Committee processes are closed to the public; the

widespread circulation of the current Rule 23 draft and the efforts

to bring experienced class action lawyers into Committee

deliberatidns-!have provided a beginning. The repeated focus on the

current draft-' at the Institute, of Judicial Administration K
conference also should help.

A report also was provided on the Dallas Conference on the

Federal Rules ,of Civil Procedure. It was observed that the

academicians were not much interested in the discussion of pleading

and discovery. 'They tended to assume the continuing wisdom of the

1938 decision to subordinate pleading to discovery. The lawyers

who participated in the second day of the conference, however, were L
more interested in seeing what might be done. Possible means of

controlling discovery were discussed, including work underway in

Texas to substantially curtail the amount of time that can be spent

on depositions, with particularly dramatic limits for cases that

involve only damages in small amounts. The possibility of imposing

responsibilities on counsel for supervising and certifying the K
completion of a party' s document production also was discussed.

Pleading devices that may deserve further study include development

of the reply. The Fifth Circuit has found the requirement of a

reply helpful in shaping the pleadings with -respect to defenses of

official immunity, in the wake of, tightening restrictions on

heightened pleading requirements, and the device might be useful in

more general,,ways. A specific suggestion at the Dallas conference

was that some form of statement, be required as a supplement to K
pleadings. The central idea seems to be a statement of position

and summary of evidence that does not carry the consequences of 7
pleading but that does illuminate the case in the way that might be LJ

expected of a well-conducted Rule 26(f) discovery planning

conference. As to a plaintiff, for example, the requirement might

be a form of disclosure that requires a statement of the facts the K
plaintiff expects to prove at trial and summaries of the testimony

L
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L that will be used for proof. Defendants would have similar
obligations.

This summary developed into discussion of the relationships
between pleading, discovery, and judicial management. It was
observed by several Committee members that pleading is not very
helpful - and at times useless - and 'discovery at times seems
unmanageable, but that increased involvement by a judge can help a
great deal. If a judge takes charge of a suit at the very
beginning, great benefits follow not only with respect to pleading
and discovery but also in the general 'behavior of the lawyers.
Questions of judicial management were viewed from many
perspectives, with a common thread in the observation that there
are enough formal court rules to support effective management. The
problems seem to be not so much a lack of rules as docket
pressures, and at times the views of some judges that active
management is not desirable. Docket pressures were repeatedly
noted; one member judge noted that he once went for three years
without a civil trial, and during the same period had a criminal
trial on almost .ievery working day. This discussion included
accounts of experiencelwith the "rocket docket" system in Virginia,
which includes' an assumption that each case is, an institutional
responsibility of the full court. A firm trial date is set for 6
to ,8 months after filing. The process can be rushed; it is

L difficult to get an extension of time, and perhaps occasionally the
denials are unwise in relation to the needs of case preparation.
The system can'be implemented - as it has been - without the need
to amend any of the Civil Rules. Experience with a somewhat

U similar fast track system in California, state courts also was
noted, with the observation that it seems to work well. It was
suggested that perhaps similar docket systersishould be tried in
half a dozen pilot districts to learn whether they can be
successful in other'courts that face different circumstances.

E The discussion continued along tracks that moved among the
L ( three topics of pleading, discovery, and judicial management. The

system is built on the assumption of open discovery, ideally
managed by lawyers rather than the courts-. Lawyers can be made to

L behave in disciplined ways by setting and'adhering to a firm trial
date. But some courts are not in a position to be able to enforce
firm trial dates. Case loads continue to shift, and will continueL to shift in ways that cannot be fully predicted. For the time
being, there seems to be a flattening of general civil cases, a
slight reduction in the number of criminal prosecutions, and rapid
growth in the number of civil actions filed by prisoners that do
not challenge the conviction or sentence. Measured by numbers of
cases, such prisoner cases account for startling portions of many
appellate dockets, and seem to continue to grow as the numbers of
prisoners grow.

An observer suggested that the'Dallas conference showed that
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really experienced lawyers divide on the question whether the
problem lies in pleading, discovery, or judicial management, and
that the problem probably, lies in all three. The relationship
among all threeFshould be examined further. The "rocket docket"
works beautifully ,in the Eastern District of Virginia, but it is

unique to that court. The rules must be rewritten.

The recurrent suggestion that the rules must be rewritten was

recurrently met 'by the suggestion that the discovery rules have

been amended recently, and that it is too early to amend them yet

again. ,One-, Committee member who expressed a preference for a

return to some measure of fact pleading agreed that it is even more

important not to change the rules too often. Another member echoed

the view that many j3,ud ges and lawyers agree that we should not

change Rule 26,again so, soon. This may be true whether the changes
involve minor tinkering or fundamental revision.

Robert eCampbell stiated that the Federlal, Rules Committee of the

American College' of, Ttial Lawyers likely would agree that "the

rules aren'tlzbrokel." itTbey will operate if, the courts will enforce
them. Lawyetrs lIneed initial rulings; a Rulre,,16(b) conference early
in the litigation; and al follow-up conference. It helps if the L7
judge is willing to, express, a view on the nature of the case -

whether, f 'or, example, it ,really presentsa viable claim under an C

oft-overused statute.

Another observer noted that the CJRA advisory group in the

District of Columbia had studied all these issues, and had not
proposed anyradical changes. Other districts have developed more
dramatic local, rules.,, Much will be learned as information is

gathered about experience with the different CJRA plans. Perhaps
the most radi1cal`,,suggestion, not implemented anywhere, has been
that, discovery, should be, eliminated. On this view, "the system is Li

broke." Massive resources are poured down the drain of civil

discovery. Fact pleading, no discovery, and speedy trials may be

the better, way. 1[-

IIt was suggested again that if the judge has the time and uses
it to manage litigation, the problems are controllable. But the 11

problem of judge time must be dealt with. Without sufficient judge
time, other reforms are simply spinning the wheels. If indeed it

is true - as judges have been taught for years - that the one fair

and effective control is setting a firm trial date, why doesn't
this hap pen? If it does not happen because it cannot happen,

because judges cannot effectively meet,,firm trial dates, solutions

may lie, outside thelrules of procedure. t

"Inla more optimistic vein, it was noted that empirical studies

of discovery show that in most cases, discovery is not a problem.

There is no discovery at all in many cases, and only limited resort

to discovery in many, more. We must be, careful to avoid disrupting
a system thai works well most of the time in the process of

L1
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attempting to cure the problems that arise in a small proportion of
all cases.

In a more cautious vein, it was noted that bar associations
everywhere are now addressing the problem of lawyer behavior.
There is unacceptable behavior by too many lawyers - including a
handful who always cause problems, particularly when matched up
against each other.

One of the perennial proposals for reform was again advanced,
cutting back from the Rule,>26(b) (1),3 permission for discovery of
"uany matter, not privileged, which is relevant to the subject
matter involved in the pending action." The reference to'subject
matter would be replaced by limiting discovery to matters relevant
to the issues framed by the pleadings. It was recognized that the
pleading issues standard would be difficult in cases in which the
pleadings do not frame issues - in such cases, discovery would
continue to be about whatever discovery comes to be about." One way
out of this interdependence with notice pleading might be to define
the scope of issues by other means, most likely through Rule 16(b).
Rule 16(b) indeed is used to affect and even control the scope of
discovery. Initial scheduling orders, combined with Rule 26(f)
discovery conferences, may be able to accomplish significant
definition of issues and thereby support limitations on discovery.

The argument for narrowing the broad Rule 26(b) (1) scope of
discovery was related to the ongoing debates about the scope of
discovery protective orders. The availability of' effective
protection is an essential counterbalance for the broad scope of
discovery, particularly as discovery is pushed beyond matters
plainly relevant to issues clearly framed in the action. This
connection exists not alone as a matter of the quid pro quo
considerations that have shaped development of the rules as they
stand, but also as an essential- protection of privacy. Should
ongoing efforts to reduce the effective operation of protective
orders succeed in some measure, the need to protept against
unwarranted invasions of privacy will substantially strengthen the
case for curtailing the scope of discovery.

H. Thomas Wells stated that similar debates are occurring in
the ABA Litigation Section. Attention has focused not only on
specific pleading, but also on the question whether disclosure
might be broadened to include more information about a party's own
case. From his experience with three different disclosure rules in
the three districts of Alabama, the Rule 26(f) discovery meeting is
a good device if there is a good complaint. If the complaint is
not well drawn, the meeting is not effective. But it is possible
to link the scope of discovery to the pleadings.

This discussion of disclosure prompted the suggestion that
perhaps the general scope of discovery should be narrowed to the
present scope ofJRule 26(a)(1) disclosure.
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A desire was expressed to find out more general information L
about what is happening, particularly with early experience on

disclosure. The Rand study of CJRA plans should help. The Federal
Judicial Center is evaluating experience in 'five "demonstration"
districts that include at least one - the Northern District of

California - that ,has adhered to disclosure requirements
essentially the same as Rule 26(a) (1). Once these studies are

done, it will be time to reexamine the provisions of Rule'26(a)(1) H

that permit local options on disclosure.

This discussion,concluded with the observation the Committee
would weacome aray 'study and' expression views" that might be

undertaken by the Federal Rules Committee of the American College

ofTrial Lawyers or the Litigation Section of the ABA.'

Rule,5(e)

A draft amendment of Rule 5(e) was published for comment on

September 1, 1994. The Committee agreed on changes to' the

published draft at the October, 1994 meeting, as described in the

minutes, for that meeting.

Discussion began by observing that a change should be made in K
the third sentence of the first paragraph of the published
Committee Note. The statement that "the local rule" must be
authorized by the JudicialConference is a misleading summary of
the present rule. The Note should say instead that "Use of this
means of filing" must be authorized by the Judicial Conference. 7

The reference to "three conditions" also will be changed to "two
conditions" rather than worry overmuch about ,the number of L
conditions that must be met to permit electronic filing under
present Rule 5(e). ,

Comments on the published draft by the Association of the Bar
of the City of New York led to discussion of the availability to
the public of' papers filed by electronic means. The Committee
recognized two quite distinct issues. One issue is whether the
right of public access is' in any way affected by electronic filing.
The Committee agreed clearly and emphatically that 'electronic
filing does not in any way affect the right of public access. FJ
This answer is so plain that there is no need to provide any
statement in the text of the rule, just as the rules have not had
to spell out the right of public access to documents initially
filed in tangible form. The other issue is the means of
accomplishing actual exercise of the right of public access,
recognizing that the public includes people without computer skills
and that simply providing a public terminal in the 6lerk's office Li
will not respond to all needs. It was concluded that this problem
is one that should be addressed by a combination of the Jud'icial
Conference standards process and by local rules. The means ofL
access issue is obviously tied to the technical standards for

filing, and is as obviously tied to such provisions as local rules

7i
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may make for requiring supplemental filings in tangible form.

'The Committee was advised that the Administrative Office will
attempt to help the Judicial Conference and its committees to draft
technical standards quickly. Although it is clear that the
amendments would authorize local rules that permit electronic
filing before Judicial Conference Standards are adopted, it isL possible that the standards will be available soon after the
amended Rule 5(e) could take effect, and possibly even by the
effective date.

There was renewed discussion of the October decision to delete
from the published draft the sentence stating: "An electronic
filing under this rule has the same effect as a written filing."
The version published by the Appellate Rules Committee provides: "A
paper filed by electronic means in accordance with this rule
constitues a written paper for the purpose of applying these
rules." Concern was expressed that the reference to "this rule"
might invalidate filings authorized by local rule, even though
filing in compliance with a valid local rule 'would seem to be
authorized by the rule. It was suggested that i~t would be better
to refer to a filing "in accordance with,", or "under,! a local
rule. The belief that the eintirle sentence is unnecessary was again
expressed, in light of the fundamental authorization to file, sign,
or verify documents by electronic means. The conclusion of this
discussion was that the Chair and Reporter were authorized to
coordinate language under the auspices of the Standing Committee to
azhieve uniform provisions in the Appellate, Bankruptcy, and Civil
Rules.

It was agreed that the final two sentences of the published
L Committee Note should be deleted. These sentences disparaged

filing by facsimile means, an enterprise that may be unnecessary if
it is right that'routine facsimile filing will prove attractive to
few courts, but may prove wrong if facsimile filing proves more
attractive to many courts than' more advanced means of electronic
filing.

L The suggestion was made by the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania, through the court clerk, several judges, and many
lawyers, that Rule 5(b) should be amended to permit service by

C electronic means. The Committee has considered this question
recently.'- Discussion confirmed the earlier conclusion: it seems
better to await developing experience with electronic filing before
pursuing the potentially more difficult problems that may surround

L. electronic service.

The Eastern District of' Pennsylvania also suggested that Rule
77(d) should be amended to permit a court clerk to effect service

L7by electronic means. Although this question has not been
considered by the Committee, and seems to pose fewer potential
problems than electronic service among the parties, the conclusion

S
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was the same. Greater experience is needed before it will be time

to move in this direction.
LJ

Rule 9(h)

The final sentence of Rule 9(h) provides: "The reference in

Title 28,, U.s.c. § 1292(a)(3), to admiralty cases shall be

construedto mean admiralty andmaritime claims within the meaning L
of this subdivision (h)." It is not clear what is meant by the

statement that "cases" means "claims." The ambiguity arises in

cases that include both admiralty claims and nonadmiralty claims. s J
The Rule may mea&n that only the admiralty claims qualify for appeal

under § 1292 (a) (3) . But it also may mean that if thei case includes

an admiralty claim,! an order that disposes of any claim in the case

and that meet's ,the rterms of § ,1292 (a) (3) can be appealed, even

though the claim, is not an admiralty claim. The' only known case to

address the, issue squarely is Roco carriers, Ltd. v. M/V Nurnberg

Express, 2d iCir.1990, 8919 F.2d 1292. The court in that case LI
allowed a §, 1192(a) (3) appeal by a party who was not involved with

any of ,the admiralty claims in the case, concluding that a pendent

party should be able to appeal an order that could be appealed by i

another party.,, pIt, found that the order establishing the

appellant's liability[,, was ,"'integrally linked with the determination
of non-liablility"l of, theparty to the admiralty claim.

The prospect of-amending Rule 9(h) was discussed extensively

at the'Octpber, 1994'meeting. Further discussion focused on the

desirability of i'nterlocutory appeals. Opinion was divided on the

need for § 1292(a)(3), a matter beyond the Committee's authority.

Some members believe that interlocutory appeal is a good thing, and

that statutory opportunities should be developed in ways that

maximize the ability to appeal. Others believe that admiralty

cases do not involve any special justification for interlocutory
appeal that distinguishes them from other complex litigation. EvenC

some of those who doubted the wisdomof § 1292(a)(3) believed that

so long as it is available, it should be made as sensible as

possible. They found persuasive the concern expressed in the Roco 7
case that interlocutory appeal opportunities that are available to

some parties or as' to some claims should be equally extended to

all.

By vote of 7 to 3, the Committee approved a motion to strike H7

the present final sentence of-Rule 9(h) and substitute a new final

sentence as follows:

The rzfzrznzz in Title 28, U.S.C. -1292(a)(3), to L

admiralty ease shall be -cnstrued to mean admiralty and

maritime claims within the m-aning of this subdivision
(h)-. A case that includes an admiralty or maritime claim

within this~subdivision is an admiralty case within 28

U.S.C. § 1292(a) (3).

L
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A Committee Note will be drafted by the Reporter and
circulated to members of the Committee for comment.

Rule 26(c)

On recommendation of this Committee, the Standing Committee
recommended to the Judicial Conference that it send to the Supreme
Court an amended Rule 26(c) that grew out of discussions at this
Committee's meeting in October, 1994, and an ensuing mail vote.
The Judicial Conference first voted to delete the reference to
stipulated discovery protective orders in the proposed Rule
26(c)(1), and then voted to recommit the proposed rule to the
Advisory Committee.

Discussion of the apparent reasons for the remand began withL the observation that a concerted lobbying effort was directed at
the Judicial Conference in the last few days before its meeting.

C- The lobbying addressed only the stipulation aspect of the proposed
l rule. This viewpoint ran parallel to the aspect iof recent

legislative proposals that would require specific findings by the
court to support every protective order.

It was suggested that in the flurry of last-minute
representations, the Conference was not able to fully understand
the nature of the'proposed rule. This Committee sought a balanced
rule that recognizes .the present important practice of stipulated
protective orders, but that recognizes the interests of nonparties
by making clear the right to intervene to seek modification or
dissolution. The draft does not require a judge to accept a
stipulated order. Among the many analogies to other established
practices, Rule, 35 physical examinations provide an easy
illustration. A court must find good cause before ordering a party
to submit to a physical examination. The parties, however, can

L agree that a party!wlill submit to a physical examination without a
court order. In the same way, the parties can agree to exchange
information entirely outside the channels of formal discovery. If

L they choose instead to proceed through discovery, they may agree to
submit a stipulated protective order. The court, however, "may" -
but also may not- enter the order. In this form', the rule not
only recognizes well established current practice. It also
recognizes the need to honor the balance struck by the central role
of protective order practice in the overall plan of discovery.

L Discovery has been made very broad, permitting inquiry into vast
private areas that would be protected against any, other mode of
inquiry, public or private. This sweeping reach is'tolerable only7 if means exist for limiting the invasion of privacy to the needs of
the litigation. The Committee requested the Federal Judicial
Center to study the actual use'of protective orders. This study,
now nearly complete, shows that stipulated protective orders are
common, as are orders based on 'unopposed ''motions. Defective
products - the focus of much of the current debate - are involved
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only in a small minority of protective orders. Civil rights cases

are the single most common category of cases involving protective

orders, protecting against general access to highly personal

information that may relate to nonparties as well as parties.

Discussion of the appropriate next step opened with the

reminder that many observers have doubted the 'need for any

amendment of Rule 26(c) , and that the Committee has shared these U
doubts. There 'is much to be said for -the conclusion that it would

be better not to" pursue amendment further than to risk eventual

adoption of amendments that would upset 'the "sensitive balance H
established by present practice.

Further discussion of the next step noted that concern had 7
been expressed in the Judicial Conference that the proposed

amendments varied to some extent from the draft that had been

published for public comment. Republication of the proposal in the

form submitted to the Judicial Conference may elicit -additional

comments that can further info6rm the Committee, either supporting H
present views or stimulating reconsideration and changes of

position. Public comment may illuminate the decision whether to

pursue the proposed amendment at all,, as well as the more specific L

issues that surround stipulated protective orders.

It was noted that the Rule 26(c) proposal does not affect

access to materials that are used as part of a judicial proceeding.

Discovery information submitted at trial, for example, becomes part

of the public trial record, subject to sealing only under the quite

different standards that apply to trial records. Materials Li
submitted to the court for consideration in connection with any

other order likewise become part of the public record, moving free

of the scope of a discovery protective order; if use of the L
materials violates a protective order, that fact may be considered

in determining what to do about access, but cannot' be controlling. E

The Committee unanimously approved a motion to recommend to

the Standing Committee republication of the version of Rule 26(c)

that was transmitted to the March, 1995 meeting of the Judicial

Conference. .

At the end of this discussion, it was voted to carry forward

for further consideration a draft Rule 5(d) that would regulate 7
agreements to return or destroy discovery materials that are not Li

filed with the court.

Rule 47(a)

The Committee agreed at the October, 1994 meeting to submit to

the Standing Committee for publication amendments to Rule 47(a)

that would establish the parties' right to'participate in voir dire C

examination of prospective jurors to supplement the initial

examination by the court. The Standing Committee discussed the .H
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,proposal at its January, 1995 meeting, but deferred action pending
deliberation by the Criminal Rules Advisory Committee on parallel
changes to Criminal Rule 24(a)(2). Early in April, 1995, the
Criminal Rules Advisory Committee approved, by vote of 9 to 2, a
draft Criminal Rule 24(a)(2) that - like the proposed version of
Civil' Rule 47(a) - would require the trial court to permit the
parties to supplement' the court's examination. There are many
drafting differences between the two proposals. Discussion of the
drafting differences, and of initial reactions from judges who have
seen the Rule 47(a) proposal, led to extended further discussion of
the initial proposal.

The Rule 47(a) proposal is seen as part of a package with the
proposal, approved by the Standing Committee, to publish for
comment a revision of Rule 48 that would restore the 12-person
jury. The combined effect of the' two proposals could go far toward
restoring civil jury trial as a fair and rational ,means of

L resolving disputes.

Much discussion -was devoted to "early reactions from judges who
have seen` the Rule 47(a) proposal. There is widespread concern

A, that lawyers will take control of the jury selection process,
converting it into an opportunity to influence the jury and distort
the ihe selection process is supposed to foster.
Written response has come especially from judges in the Fourth
Circuit, and most particularly from judges in Virg'inia, but hers
come from otherquarters as well. One committee member reported
attending a meeting of chief judges in the Ninth Circuit who, on
hearing a description of 'the proposal, were unanimously opposed.
Another reported that severaal members of the Fourth Circuit had,
within the first week -after the meeting of the Criminal,"Rules
Advisory Committee, commentednegatively on the draftCriminal Rule
24(a).

It was agreed that the early response from judges is likely to
be borne out as additional 4comments come in. Even though the
Federal Judicial Center survey in 1994 sh6wed that approximately
60% of federal judges permit direct lawyer participation in voirEl dire - a sharp increase from the number' found in an earlier survey
they are opposed to requiring that 'participation be permitted.

There" is not yet, however, any evidence that judges who do not
permit lawyer participation have reached'this position because of
bad experiences with their own initial 'efforts-to permit1 and
control lawyer participation. The opposition may rest in part on
concern about interfering with the- autonomy of individual judges to

LWl adhere to traditional local practices and to methods that work well
in their own courts. It also surely rests on concern that lawyers
will be difficult to control. The motives of lawyers are to act as
advocates, and the impulse to bring advocacy into the 'voir dire
process will have to be cabined by the' t'rial judge.
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The opposition of many federal judges will ensure that the

Rule 47(a) proposal is controversial. One committee member

suggested that if there are problems with present practice', they do

not,'involve a system that is "broke,," but onrly'one that is "broke

at 'the, edges. " Opening the topic is sure to bring controversy.

If, aas many expect, members of the bar will strongly support the

proposed amendment,, there is a chance that whatever is done in the E

Enabling, Act; process will be taken to Congress. Perhaps the time

is , not 'ripe 'for taking on a controversial topic rwithout

demonstrated need. 7
The concern about controversy was met by the observation that L"

we have not 'yet heard from the practicing bar". TheCommittee

should not shhy, away from controversy when there is a rea lneed 'to i

be addressed.' Many experienced lawyers have told the Committee,

directly and indirectly, that there is a serious problem. Voir

dire conducted 'by some judges is simply not adequate toga support

informed efforts to select an impartial jury. The Cbommittee was

unanimous qin making the proposal. The ,Criminal Rules Advisory

Committee ,divided 9 to 2 in favor of the parallel proposal,. If the

Committee 'Hesitates, the lawyers whho have addressed ,thel Committee

,will rjeturn to'congress to renew longstanding, efforts' to secure

leg.slation. Concerns about expending political' capital must
recognize that the proposal has' been launched, and launched for 7
good Ireasons.

The reeds to revise Rule 47(a) was, revisited in more general

terms a's' well . The central theme was that the parties have la right

to the fai~'rest jury possible. Many lawyers reject the view that

court-conducted voir dire is adequate to the task. Particularly on

the criminal side, there are many cases in which judges have

refused to ask questions that are'very basic. Challenges-for cause

require careful examination that is well-informed by knowledge of

the case# We, are, moreover, still in the early stages of m

experience with the new rules that prohibit discriminatory exercise

of peremptory challenges. Courts are likely to ,Prequire '

articulation of nondiscriminatory reasons to support a peremptory

challenge 1that in, turn "require support in voir dire examination.

There is little reason to fear that party participation' will unduly V

lengthen voir dire if courts conduct effective initial examinations

and, make it, clear that misuse of party examination will be quickly

corrected. The FJC study in 1994 shows, no 'more than de minimis K
variations ip the time required for > voir dire no matter how

examining responsibility is allocated between 'court and parties. r
A Committee member reported that a similar conclusion was reached L.

by thelNational Center for State Courts in an earlier survey. The

iewsof the Criminal Rules Advisory Committee' bolster" this

Committtee' s original conclusion that there is 'a real need ,f qor E

reform, and particularl[{y that there is a need to hear reactionsp to

a published proposal.

Ld
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Discussion of the differences between the Rule 47(a) draft and
the Criminal Rule 24(a) draft turned first to the provision in
Criminal Rule 24(a) (2) that: "The court may terminate supplemental
examination if it finds that such examination may impair the jury' s
impartiality." This provision, and a parallel provision suggested
by the Committee Reporter in earlier correspondence with members of
the Standing Committee and the Chair and Reporter of the Criminal
Rules Advisory Committee, are intended to make it clear that

L abusive questioning can be terminated. Some members of the
Committee thought it would be desirable to add to Rule 47(a) a new
final sentence: "The court may terminate further examination by aL- party whose examination may impair the jury's impartiality." The
need for this provision, however, was questioned. The Rule 47(a)
draft explicitly permits the trial court, in its discretion, to set
reasonable limits of time, manner, and subject'matter. These
limits can be invoked as the need arises from misuse or abuse of
the right of supplemental examination. This broad general power is
more effective than the proposed Rule 47(a) addition or the
CriminalRule 24(a)(2) draft. The Rule 24(a)(2) draft, moreover,
may imply undesirable limits on the right to terminate party
examination. It seems to require a finding that the examination
may impair the jury's impartiality, implying that examination may
not be cut off for other reasons. On the other hand, it does not
require that examination be cut- off even when there is a threat to
jury impartiality. It also could be read to provide for
termination of examination by all parties, not the, offending party
alone. Although correspondence with the Criminal Rules Advisory
Committee Reporter indicates that the draft was intended to ensure

L that all parties at least have the opportunity to begin
examination, by referring to the power to "terminate," there also
was some concern that termination might be ordered at the veryL outset before the finding of a threat to i-partiality could be
based on actual behavior rather than anticipated behavior. At the
end of this discussion, it was concluded that the best course would
be to adhere to the current Rule 47(a) draft. the Committee Note,
however, should be fleshed out with an express statement that the
power to establish reasonable limits includes the power to
terminate further examination by a party who misuses or abuses the
opportunity.

Another feature of the Criminal Rule 24(a) draft that drew
active discussion was the requirement that a party make a "timely
request" to enjoy the right to examine prospective jurors. This
limitation was adopted in response to the concerns of a member of
the Criminal Rules Advisory Committee who prepares a lengthy
questionnaire for prospective jurors, tailored to each individual
case, and who believes that in shaping the questionnaire it will be
important to know whether the parties plan to examine the jurors.
The thought also was expressed that timely advance request might
enable the judge to anticipate more accurately the amount of time
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that must be set aside for the jury selection process. one member [F
of the Committee initially was attracted to this limitation, 

but at

the conclusion of, the discussion joined the unanimous consensus

that the limitation is not desirable.. In various ways, committee

members observed that a timely request requirement will 
prove only

a trap for ,the 'unwary. All lawyers will know that they cannot

anticipate the need for examination until the court 
has concluded

its ,own examination. All but the ill-advised or forgetful L

therefore ,,will make automatic requests that, they hope will be

timely. The forgetful and the diligent alike, moreover, will be at

risk that even ~an express' pretrial' requestwill b e found not

timely, particularly when there is no attempt to ,set'' a clear

measure'of6 tmelinewss'. The "actual decision whether to undertake

suppleirent"al ,'examination, however, will bej made only after

completion'o f the coIurt' s examination shows whether' there 
is ar'need

for supplemental examination. l!The result will be that autonVatic

advance 1''Ire-questsdo not provi'Ide any useful information to the

courtt For that matter, thet court itself should be ablre to

anticipate thatlIthe nature and extent of supplemental exkamination

will be shaped! by the resultslof its own examination. 
'7

The Committee expanded on theOctober, 1994 discussion of ,the

use of questionnaires as part of, the examination of prospective

jurors. :rThe 4values of questionnaires were noted., One committee

member' noted regular successful,,experience with questionnaires 
in

state court pratctlice,. The answers, generally support many

challenges i',,for, cause. The process can, save time; prevent

contaminationq of a' jury panel by answers openly given in the

presene bof other, prospectivejurors; avoid the embarrassment that

can occurl when a prospective juror is forced to-answer questions 
in

public; and encourage prospective jurors to provide honest answers

that mighltlbe!!too elmbarrassing for public announcement.

Qes tionnal~res on the other hand, also have a potential for

mischief.: Just as voir dire examination, they can be used in

attempts to select a favorable jury, not an impartial one. 
Several

committee members have had experience with lengthy questionnaires

that invade juror privacy across a wide range of topics, 
designed

not to support challenges for cause or intelligent use' of

peremptory challenges but to support the efforts of "jury

consultants" trIlgerrymander a favorable jury. Inquiriesmay be

attempted into&rea ing habits, religious preferences, political

views, and other far afield from matters that are properly

allowed on voirldire examination.

The discus iOn of questionnaires concluded with the direction

that the Committee Note be expanded to reflect not only 
the virtues

of questionnaires but also the potential dangers.

Robert Campbell stated that the Federal Rules Committee 
of the

American College of Trial Lawyers thinks that the draft 
Rule 47(a)

L
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properly controls the "tension between court and lawyer." The
_ draft clearly establishes a right only to supplement the court' s

examination, within limits, not the right to take over. The lawyer
will not be permitted to try the case at voir dire. The power toF- set reasonable limits includes the power to terminate, and need not
be supplemented by a possibly limiting separate statement of the
power to terminate examination upon demonstrated misuse. The
Criminal Rule 24(a) requirement of "timely request" seems

L-Jo ' dangerous, because it may be used to defeat the right without
achieving any significant benefit. The court knows that, it has the

r- power to limit, and does not need any advance notice of the intent
to exercise the right.

Two' changes in the language of the draft 'rule were then
approved by'consent. Thestatement that the parties are entitled
'to examine prospective" jurors to supplement the court' s examination
was changed to a statement that the court must-permit'supplemental
examination. The reference to reasonable limits "set" by the court
was changed to "determined;" the Committee Note should be revised
to state that the limits can be determined as examination by the
parties" progresses, including'termination of examination by a party
'who misuses or abuses the right to examine., The power to'terminate
examination extends' beyond abuses that threaten the ability to seat
an impartial jry -to include other misuses or 'abuses, such as
unduly "confusing', repetitious, or lengthy examination, or
examination that threatens' unwarranted invasion of privacy.

The Committee if urther concluded that every effort should be
made to get Iresponses to Rule 47(a) as broad and 'detailed as
possible during the course of the public comment period if the
draft rule is published.

L The Committee was reminded that a recommendation to the
Standing Committee for publication represents the Committee's
judgment that there is a genuine need to correct present practice,
and that the proposal is the Committee' s best answer pending

L consideration of the information gained as the process moves
forward. A motion to renew the recommendation of Rule 47(a) to the
Standing Committee for publication passed unanimously.

The Repojrter was directed to report to the Chair and Reporter
of the Criminal Rules Advisory Committee the Committee's reasons
for going forward the the language of Rule 47(a) rather than
adopting the language of proposed Criminal Rule 24 (a). In addition
to the differences discussed in detail, several other matters were
noted. Rule 24(a) irefers to the "preliminary" voir dire, a word
that may seem tosubordinate the importance, of the court' s primary
responsibility for effective voir dire examination; the Committee
prefers to avoid-this gpossible implication. Rule 24(a) speaks in
the first sentence of "examination of the trial jurors," rather
than prospective p!Jurors; if this term is appropriate for some

L l
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reason of criminal practice, such as the need to distinguish grand lJ

jurors from trial jurors, there is no parallel need in civil

practice. Rule 24(a) states that the court must permit the

defendant or the defendant's attorney to examine prospective H
jurors, language that may create an impression that a defendant who

is represented 'by an attorney nonetheless may conduct 'the

examination in person. Rule 24(a)'(1) omits reference to the

court's discretion in describing the' power to set reasonable l'iits,

on the supplemental examination; the explicit Rule 47(a) reference

to limits set "by the court 'in its discretion" was adopted",to

assuage fears that efforts to control party behavior would becom'e,

the occasion for intrusive appellate review and reversal. The

appropriate course may be, to publishboth draft rules, for, comment H
in their present forms, facilitating, public reaction to th esa and
perhaps otherFdiffernces of drafting,.

Rule'23 Study'E

Thomas!Wililging provided a-,brief report on the progress of the

Federal Judicial Center study ofWRule 23 to supplement the ,,partial

draft report that was provided with the Committee materials, nd -the

presentation to be made, at the IJA,,Conference the following day.

He noted that data collection in the Northern District of Illinois

and the Southern District of Florida will be completed in Mayand
June. They hope to, have a final, report by the end of, s0ummer6. H
Among the preliminary findings of experience in the Northern

District of California and the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, he

noted that class certification is granted in only about-half, of the

cases brought on for certification, and that defendants oftleniare

successful in winning partial or complete' dismissal under Ru'l'e

12(b)(6) or by, summary judgment.

Legislative Activity

A report was provided by the subcommittee of Committee members

Doty, Vinson, and Wittmann, chaired by Scirica and reported by H
Rowe, dealing with the procedural aspects of pending securities

legislation. It was suggested that the central issue at the outset

will be whether Congress shares the view of the SEC that private

actions are essential to protect the integrity of the securities

markets. If Congress disagrees with this view, it is likely to

make many substantive changes and blend procedural changes in with H
them. If Congress shares this view', on the other hand, it may find L

less sweeping means ot'addressing any abuses that it may find in

present patterns of privaIte-enforcement. At least some of the

problems that Congress is addressing deal with ,matters within the K
reach of the Rules Enabling Act. 'The Committee' can provide for

such matters as a threshold showing on the merits as a prerequisite

to class certification; permissive interlocutory appeal from H
certification"rulings; means of regulating races' to file, class

actions; and perhaps the specific pleading standards of Rule 9(b).

Ko
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As to such matters, and others within the Committee' s reach, it
will be important to discover whether the Committee and Congress
can and should find means of working together.

Laura S. Unger described several of the concerns of Congress,
with particular emphasis on the perspectives of the Senate, where
she works. It does not seem likely that Congress will want to
defer to the SEC and the rules committees, but the committees of
Congress would like to- be able to gain the advantage of rules
'committee knowlege and experience just as they gain much advantage
from working with the SEC. There is considerable frustration with
lax pleading, races to the courthouse, and the cost of discovery
while motions to dismiss remain pending unresolved. There is a

7 ' desire to fnid a way to force institutional investors, who
typically have the largest stakes, to opt in or out of securities
class actions. Such a system' likely would' encourage the
institutions to opt out of weak actions, greatly reducing the
incentives to bring weak actions. At the same time, it would
encourage the institutions totopt into strong actions, preventing
them from getting a free ride on the efforts of others and perhapsff1 contributingivaluable information to thelprogress of the action.

This concern with weak'actions was echoed in the Committee.
It was noted that the problem is with actions that pass'the hurdles
of Rule 11 frivolousness, motions to dismiss 'for failure to state
a claim, and motions for summary judgment,"but that nonetheless are
quite weak.

Miscellaneous Rules

Rule 4. Suggestions have been made from various sources for
amendments of the 1993 version of Rule 4. In addition to earlier
proposals, proposals this time suggested revision of Rule 4(d)(2)
to provide for use of the waiver-of-service procedure against the
United States as defendant; revision's of subdivisions (e) and (f)
in some indeterminate manner to improve service on foreign
governments; and amendment of Rule 4(m) to specify a clear error
standard for reviewing the determination whether good cause has
been shown for a failure to effect service in timely fashion. The
Committee concluded that it is too early to consider further
amendments of Rule 4. The various suggestions should be
accumulated for joint consideration in a'few years.

Rules 8. 9. 12: Particularized Pleadint. It has been suggested
that the rules be amended in some way to restore the "heightened
pleading" requirement that was prohibited by the decision in
Leatherman v. Tarrant Cty. Narcotics Intelligence & Coordination
Unit, 1993, 113 S.Ct. 1160. The Committee noted that it has
considered this specific question and has concluded that it would
be premature to 'address it before lower courts have had an
opportunlity to develop practice further in light of the Leatherman
decision. It also noted that the combined topics of pleading and
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discovery continue to occupy the Committee on an ongoing basis. 7

Rule 12. A suggestion has been made that a new rule be adopted that 7
"would require that dispositive motions, by defendants in civil

rights cases on grounds of qualified immunity be filed and ruled

upon prior to the commencement of trial." The Committee concluded

that this suggestion is not sound. Other defenses may be raised L
for the first time at trial, under the liberal amendment policies

of Rule 15, and there- is little reason to distinguish official

immunity defenses. ,

Rule 15(a). Rule 15(a) establishes the right to amend a pleading to

which a responsive pleading is required that endures until the

responsive pleading is served. The result is that a motion to

dismiss does not, terminate! the right to 'amend as a matter of

course, while aneanswer that includes grounds that might have been

advanced by motion does i'terminate the right to amend. LIt has been i

suggested that 'it is snot ,clear why a motion and' an answer'should

have different conseqi6ences for this purpose. The suggestion was

advanced from the perspective of urging that a responsive motion K
should cutoffithe rlightto amend just as an answer does. Brief L]
discussion included thge ,observation that leave to amend is almost

never ,denied unless, thelunderlying claim 'is patently frivolous. K
The Committee concluded that this,,topicishould be carried on the

agenda for, further discussion, including conslideration of

alternatives that would expand the right to amend as a matter of

course, treat responsive motions in the same way as responsive

pleadings are now treated, establish tighter limits on the right to

amend as a matter'of course, or abolish the right to amend as a

matter of course.,

RuleI'23(e). A suggestion that Rule 23(e) should be amended to

develop further the court' s responsibilities in approving class

action settlementsiwas met with the conclusion that this topic is

one of 'the central~matters being studied in the ongoing study of L&

Rule 23. It will continue to be a major topic in developing

possible revisions of Rule 23. L
Rule,26(a). A plea has been received to repeal present Rule 26 in

favor of the version that was replaced on December 1, 1993.' The

Committee concluded that it is too early to consider such

proposals. Experience with Rule 26 and local variations will be a

major focus of the ongoing study of local Civil Justice Reform Act

plans. Further study will be undertaken on completion of the r
study. Lie

Rule 39(c). The question has been raised whether a court should be

required to state by the beginning of trial whether a jury will be 
I

treated as an advisory jury as to any matter that does not involve

a constitutional or statutoryright to jury trial. The Committee

L
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L concluded that no reason exists to undertake amendment of the rule
at this time.

Rule 43(f). Rule 43(f) provides -that a court may appoint an
KJ interpreter, but does not address the question whether there are

circumstances in which a court should be required to appoint an
interpreter. An interpreter may be necessary not only to enable
the trier of fact to understand a, witness, but also to enable a
party to understand a witness. It has been suggested that
appointment of an interpreter may be required by the Americans With

t Disabilities Act, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, or more general
L principles of due process. The Committee concluded that before

considering these questions further, an effort should be made to
find out more'about present practices that may supplement the bare

Lo text of Rule' 43(f). Thee topic will remain Ion the agenda for
consideration at a future meeting.

Rule 56(c). Rule 56(c), on its face, establishes implausible time
periods for notice of a summary judgment and response to the
motion.- Many courts have adopted local rules establishing more

C sensible periods, and also providing procedures that require
specification of the facts claimed to be established beyond genuine
issue and identification of supporting materials. It may be time
to adopt uniform national standards. The Committee concluded that
this topic should be set for further discussion on the agenda for
the fall meeting.

Rule 60(b). -A plea was received to amend Rule 60(b) "'to provide
L that where the prevailing party in a judgment, order or proceeding,

cites that judgment in any other proceeding as evidence of its
position, the parties to such other litigation shall be entitled to
challenge the basis and result of such judgment, order or
proceeding as if they had been parties thereto." The Committee was
unable to, discern the purpose or impact of the proposal, and
concluded that it does not deserve further consideration.

Rule 81(c). It has been pointed out that Rule 81(c) continues to
refer, to the "petition"' to remove an action from state court. The
procedure for removal has been changed from a petition to a notice
of Iremoval. The Committee agreed that revision is appropriate, but
also concluded that minor technical matters of this sort may'better
be accomplished by legislation than'by the lengthy Rules Enabling

Ad Act process. It was'concluded that the appropriate procedure is to
accumulate proposals of this 's'ort, to be submitted to the"Standing
Committee for recommendations to Congress.

Copyright Rules of Practice. The Copyright Rules of Practice have
not been considered since 1966. In 1'966, the Committee expressed

7 doubts about "the desirability of retaining Rules 3-13 for they
appear to be out of keeping with the general attitude of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure * * * toward remedies anticipating
decision on the merits, and objectionable for their failure to

L1
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require notice or a showing of irreparable injury to the same

extent as is customarily required for threshold injunctive 
relief."

It refrained from acting at that time becauseiCongress 
had begun

the deliberative process that led to enactment of the '1976

Copyright Act. The 1976 act includesdiscretionary impoundment

procedures, 17 U.-SC. §503(a), that seemto be inconsistent with

the Rules of Practice. These Rules areunfamiliar territory to

present members of the Committee. The topic will be carried

forward on the 'agenda while ,,additional means of information are

sought. " LJ

Admiralty Rules Bland C. It has been proposed that Admiralty Rule

Bdishould be amended to adoppt'l;he, reduction 6of the requirement' for

service by a Marshal that was, recently' made in Rule C.' This

proposal will'be set on th'e Octoberr agenda with specificilanguage L

to show the change.

Next Meeting

Rule"23 revisions will form the major item for discussion 
at

the fall meeting. The meeting probably will be set in October..

The period from October 19 to 21 has been ruled out. Every effort F:
will be made to select the dates that create as few 

conflicts as

possible for presently known schedu les of.Committee members. 
The

site will be Tuscaloosa, Alabama.

In preparing for discussion of Rule 23, the Committee should

work throughout the summer in exchanges that focus on gradually

more specific proposals. 'This process will help to decide ,whether L
any revision should be' attempted, whether drastic changes are

desirable, or whether modest reforms are worthwhile and the limit

of, prudent proposals. A docket of proposals will be prepared by C

the Reporter, beginning with lists of topics that seem 
certain to

warrant further discussion and other topics that will warrant

further discuission only if Committee members believe that is C

desirable, Some of the "no-discussion" items may include suggested

amendments that can be considered, at the October meeting without

further correspondence over theisummer. Once a list of topics §for r
summer discussion is created,' more specific questions will- be L

framed for continuedcollegia-l exchange, for a self-study process

that will not attempt,,to reach any specific decisions'. 
The thought

is that focusingfor the first, time on a detailed draft at a

meeting, without advance preparation, will not provide a solid L

foundation fr 'effectivel',progress. Although it is hoped that a

detailed draft rule can be provided for consideration, perhaps even

for recommendation by the end of the meeting to the Standing L

Committee for' publication, the draft itself will be intended to

focus the results of the summer exchanges, not to preempt further C

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Li
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detailed discussion and revision. Detailed language will
facilitate discussion, without freezing it.

Respectfully submitted,

Edward H. Cooper, Reporter
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ADMINISTIE OFFICE OF THE
L. RALPH MECHAM UNITED STATE CURTS JOHN K. RABIEJ
DIRECTOR

CHIEF. RULES COMMITTEE

CLARENCE A. LEE, JR. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20544 SUPPORT OFFICE
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

October 12, 1995

7 MEMORANDUM TO ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CIVIL RULES

SUBJECT: Pending Legislation Affecting Civil Rules

E Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995

The House of Representatives passed the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act on
March 8, 1995 (H.R 1058). The bill was part of the Republican's Contract With America, and it

L was passed expeditiously with little modification. On June 28, 1995, the Senate substituted and
passed its version of a securities bill for H.R. 1058. Both bills contain many procedure-related
provisions. No conference has yet been scheduled to resolve the major differences between the
Senate and House versions.

Judge Patrick E. Higginbotham appointed a subcommittee to review the bills' rules-related
implications. Judge Anthony J. Scirica chairs the subcommittee with members Judge C. Roger
Vinson, Judge David S. Doty, Phillipp A. Wittmann, and Professor Thomas D. Rowe. The
subcommittee, Professor Edward H. Cooper, and Judge Higginbotham met on several occasions

L with officials of the Securities and Exchange Commission and staffers of principal members of
Congress. The meetings were productive, and several of the rules-related provisions in the billsK were later revised.

Both bills, however, still retain specific sanction procedures that are inconsistent with Rule
11. The Senate bill would require a "court (to) include in the record specific findings regarding
compliance by each party and each attorney representing any party with each requirement of Rule
11(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure" in any private action arising under title 15. It laterE adopts "a presumption that the appropriate sanction for failure of the complaint or the responsive
pleading or motion to comply with any requirement of Rule 11(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure is an award to the opposing party of all the reasonable attorneys' fees and other
expenses incurred as a direct result of the violation." Whether the sanction provision, which
seemingly applies only to the "complaint or the responsive pleading or motion," circumscribes the
initial obligation of the court to review compliance with all requirements of Rule 11(b) is unclear.

L (A copy of the sanctions' provisions is included.) The House bill adopts a more straightforward
fee-shifting mechanism with discretion vested in the court to impose sanctions for the filing of
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Pending Legislation 2

abusive litigation.

Senator Arlen Specter attempted to insert an alternative sanction provision suggested by
Judge Higginbotham. (See attached excerpts of Congressional Record, pp. S 9164- 9169, which
also include copies of letters from several judges opposing the sanction provision.) The proposed
substitute would retain the discretion of the court in reviewing and sanctioning the filing of
abusive litigation, consistent with Rule 11. (See S 9164.) Consideration of Senator Specter's
amendment was tabled by a vote of 57 - 38.

The differences between the House and Senate sanction provisions are marked. Efforts
continue to be made to substitute Senator Specter's amendment as a substitute for both provisions
during the to-be-scheduled conference. (See letter from Senator Specter to Senator Alphonse
D'Amato.)

Civil Rule 30

Congressman Carlos J. Moorhead, chairman of the Subcommittee on Courts and
Intellectual Property of the House Judiciary Committee, introduced H.R. 1445, which would
require stenographic recording of all oral depositions unless otherwise ordered by the court or
stipulated by the parties. It would undo amendments to Rule 30(b) that took effect on December
1, 1993. Stenographers and their association have steadfastly opposed the 1993 amendments.
The House is likely to pass the bill.

The 1993 amendments allow the parties to decide which recording method will be used in
a particular case and are designed to facilitate use of modem technology, while ensuring an
accurate record. The amendments were prescribed only after extensive discussion, including two
separate publications for comment, and despite strong opposition from stenographers.

Judge Higginbotham sent a letter to key Congressional leaders urging them to oppose the
bill. (A copy of his letter and a strong dissenting statement are included in the Congressional
Committee Report accompanying H.R 1445, which is attached.) No similar bill has been
introduced in the Senate.

Other Bills

On March 7, 1995, the House of Representatives passed the Attorney Accountability Act
of 1995 (H.R. 988). The bill would undo much of the 1993 amendments to Civil Rule 11 and
would establish a modified "loser-pays" mechanism in diversity actions. Senator Orrin G. Hatch
introduced the Civil Justice FairnessAct of 1995 (S. 672) on April 4, 1995. It contains "loser-
pays" and Rule 11 provisions similar to ones in the House-passed bill., No hearings have been
held specifically on the bill.

On March 10, 1995, the House of Representatives passed the Conmmon Sense Product
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Liability and Legal Reform Act of 1995 (H.R. 956). The bill would limit the amount of punitive
L damages in all civil cases to the greater of $250,000 or three times the amount of economic

damages. The Senate passed the Product Liability Fairness Act of 1995 - as an amended H.R.
956. The bill included a cap on punitive damages, but the limit was set at the greater of $250,000
or two times compensatory damages, and it applied only to product liability suits. The Senate
earlier had defeated an amendment that would have extended the limits on punitive damages to all
civil actions.
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Union Calendar- No. 120
E 104TH CONGRESS

1ST SESSION He R. 1445
[Report No. 104-228]

To amend Rule 30 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure to restore the
stenographic preference for depositions.

L

, IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

APRIm 6, 1995
Mr. MOORBEAD (for himself, Mrs. SCHROEDER, Mr. COBLE, land Mr. CANADy

of Florida) introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on the Judiciar A

L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~AUGUST 2, 1995

Additional sponsors: Mr. Boxo, Mr. BARR, Mr. FRAŽx of Massachusetts, and
Mr. SENSENBRENNER

AUGUST 2, 1995K Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the State of the Union
and ordered to be printed

K
K A BILL
L To amend Rule 30 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

to restore the stenographic preference for depositions.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-
2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
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1 That paragraphs (2) and (3) of Rule 30(b) of the Federal

K 2 Rules of Civil Procedure are amended to read as follows:
3 "(2) Unless the court upon motion orders, or

.. 4 the parties stipulate in writing, the deposition shallK 5 be recorded by stenographic means. The party tak-
6 ing the deposition shall bear the cost of the tran-

7 scription. Any party may arrange for a transcription

8 to be made from the recording of a deposition taken

9 by nonstenographic means.

10 "(3) Wi-th prior notice to the deponent and
11 other parties, any party may use another method to

12 record the deponent's testimony in addition to the

13 method used pursuant to paragraph (2). The addi-
14 tional record or transcript shall be made at the par-

15 ty's expense unless the court otherwise orders.".

7
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1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~104TH CONGRESS REPORT
Ist Session HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 104-228

AMENDMENT TO RULE 30 OF THE FEDERAL RULES OF
L. CIVIL PROCEDURE

L AUGUST 2, 1995.-Comnmitted to the Committee of the Whole House on the State
of the Union and ordered to be printed

Mr. MOORHEAD, from the Committee on the Judiciary,
submitted the following

REPORT

L together with

DISSENTING VIEWS

L [To accompany H.R. 1445]

[Including cost estimate of the Congressional Budget Office]

The Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was referred the bill
(H.R. 1445) to amend Rule 30 of the Federal Rules of Civil Proce-
dure to restore the stenographic preference for depositions, having
considered the same, report favorably thereon without amendment
and recommend that the bill do pass.

CONTENTS

0 Ps~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'ge
1^ Pur Doseand lgslmatin..................2

lBackground need for 2
Hearing ................................... . ................ 2
Committee consideration ........................................... 3
Committee oversight findings . ....................................... 3
Committee on Goverment Reformn and Oversight Findings .................. 3
New budget authority and tax expenditures ......................................................... 3
Congressional Budget Office estimate .......................................................... 3
Agency views................................................................................4
Inflationary impact statement ....................................... 6
Section-by-section analysis ....................................... ............. 6
Changes in existing law made by the bill, as reported ........ .............. 6
Dissenting views ................................................. 8
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1%SW7Itt,1CtA FQJscArcFoJwIgbsr~ COMhMITTEON THE JUE)CWAY

,,7H AGAJkM. MICWGAN 
WASHINGTON. UC 20510 6275

July 24, 1995

Honorable Alfonse M. DOAmatO
Chairman
Committee on Banking, Housing

and Urban Affairs
United States Senate
534 Dirksen Senate Office Building

7 'Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Alfonse:

L As you prepare for conference on H.R. 1058, the securities

litigation reform bill, I write to urge you to drop the Rule 11

provisoions of the bill. These provisions are unworkable and will

have the opposite effect that you intend, only adding to the

L burdens and costs of litigating securities cases.

R By requiring federal judges to review all the pleadings in a

case at its conclusion and make a decisaron on whether Rule 11 was

violated, the bill imposes an immense burden on the courts. That

review is not likely to accomplish anything, because it is almost

7 impossible for a judge to decide, several years after the fact,

whether Rule 11 was violated.

As you know, Rule 11 requires a representation by counsel

that a factual or legal claim is not objectively frivolous. Such

an inquiry is best made at the time the pleading is filed when

such an allegation may be brought to the court's attention by any

7 party. To expect a judge to decide years after the fact what the

state of the law was when a pleading vas filed or what a party

ought to have been able to know at the time a factual

7 representation was made is unreasonable.

Because of the difficulty in conducting the review required

by the bill and because of the normal adlersarial nature of our

syutexa of justice, the impact of the provision is likely to be

directly contrary to what is intended. Judges are likely to

respond by requiring the parties themselves to go through the

pleadings and submit briefs on the issue of whether either side

violated Rule 11. Such a process will result only in additional

cost to the litigants, including defendants, at the conclusion of

the case, while it is unlikely to yield many violationst which

typically would have been identified and pursued at the time the

of fending pleading was filed. I believe that the Senate would

have been best served by allowing the Judiciary Conmiittee to

review this and other procedural reforms in the bill.
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Honorable Alfonse M. D'AmatO
Paqe TwO

Therefore, I believe you should delete the Rule 11
provisions from any conference report, despite the Senate's vote
to table my amendment on Rule 1.1.

Thank you for your consideration.

my best.

Sinc7 ¶Ity,

rm~~~~~~~~~~ Y
L. Arlen Specter

Li ASIrah

cc: Honorable Paul S. Sarbanes
Honorable Pete V. Domenici
Honorable Christopher J. Dodd
Honorable Gilbert S.. Merritt
Honorable Patrick H. Higginbotham
Honorable Anthony J. Scirica/
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PRIVATE SECUITIES LITIGATION REFORM ACT OF 1995
(H.R. 1058 - as amended and passed by the Senate on June 28, 1995)

* * * * *

SSC ira. sA4NCONS FOR ABUSIVN Ul7G.ATON.
(a) SECURITIES ACT Of 1933.-Section 20 of the

Securities Act of 1933 (15 U.S.C. 77t) is amended
by adding at the end the following new sub-
section:

"(j) SANCTIONS FOR ABUSIVE LITIGATION.-
"(1) MANDATORY REvIEW ay COURr.-In any (5 U.S.C. 7u) Is amended by adding at the end

private action arising under thi* tid.e upon the following new subsection:
final adjudication of the action, the court shall "(t) 5 10NS FOR BUSIVS LIV ON,
include in the record speciflc findings regarding "(IJ) MANCDATOORY Arvisw Ly COUTA.-In an.
compliance by each party and each attorney private action arising under this title, upon
representing any party with each reqidrement of final ad dication of the action, the court shall
Rule 11(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Proce- inclue in the record specific findings regarding
dure. complianc by each party and each attorney

"(2) MANDATORY SANCTIONS.-lf the court representing any party with each requirement of
makes a finding under paragraph (1) that a Rule 11(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Proce-
party or attorney violated any requirement of dure.
Rule 11(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Proce- "(2) MANDATORY SANCTIONS.-If the court
dure, the court shall impose sanctions on such makes a finding under paragraph (1) that aL. ~~~party or attorniey in accordance with Rule 11 of partyf or attorney violated any requirement of
th~eFederal Rules of Civil Procedure. Rule 11(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Proce-

,() PRESUMPTION IN FAVOR OP ATTORNEYS' dure, ta court shall impose sanctions in accord-
FEES AND COSTS. acwihRl 1oMeFdrlResfCvl

'(A) IN OENEPRAL.--SubjeCt to subparagraphs Ponceduthrie on fc pathe Fedraltoruley. fCi
(B) and (C). for purposes of paragraph (2). the on uch party or attorey
court shall adopt a presumption that the appro- "(3) PRESUMPTION IN FAVOR Of ATTORNEYS'
ptiate sanction for failure of the complaint or Fr AND ._

thc rcsponstve pleading or motin to comply '"(A) IN G AL.-SUbeCt to ragrap
writh any reqturement of Rulm 11(0 of thc Fed- (B) and (C). for Puwpose of paragraph (2), the
eral Rules of Civil Procedure is an award to the court eh san t o presumptionf the tc appro-
opposing party of all of the reasonable attor- Pfi sonctsiv for fainure of tth complaint or
neys' ees and other expenses incurred as a di- wt n reqonsi pleeting or mou1on to comply
rect result of the violation. with a7tqtdret of Rule JIM of the Fat-

"(B) REBUTTAL EVIDENCE.-The presumption eyal Rules of Civil Procedure is an award to the
described in subparagraph (A) may be rebutted P0SftW Parnd otherof the reasoInaue attor-
only upon proof by the party or attorney ?$Jeft an4 other c incurred as a di-
against whom sanctions are to be imposed rect result of the violation.
that- "(B) REBUT7AL IVJDENCZ.-Th presumption

"fi) the award of attorneys' ees and other ex- described in subparagraph (A) may be rebutted
penses will impose an undue burden on that aW ga st Proof an tin party or attorned
party or attorney; or 4afns whm sactions are to be imposed

"ffi) the violation of Rule 11(b) of the Federal O t ttht-
Ruies of Civil Procedure was de mintmis. ( award of attoney'%ees and other oz.

Y(C) SANcTiONs.-If the party or attorney pena will impose an undue burden on thatLi ~ ~~against whom sanctions are to be imposdmet party or a c~trrn or
its burden under subparagraph (B). the court "() te violation of Rule 11(b) of the Federal
shall award the sanctions that the out deems Rides of Civil Procedure was de vrdnimis.
a opy I te pursuant to Rule 1J Of the Federal "t) SAN0-IONS.-If th party or attorney
Rulropof Civil Prsocedure." against whom sanctions are to be Imposed mees

(b) SECURITIES EXCHAN.E ACT or 1.-Se its burden under subparagraph (B), the court
tiotn 21 rof the Securities Exrchange Act of 1934 sha,£ award tOc sancton that the court deernsappropriate pursuant to Rule 11 of te Federal7 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Rides of Civil Procedure.".



L ~~~~~June 27, 1995 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-SENATE S9162
of the votes on those amendments will The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without sylvania for allowing me to m~fove
take place tomorrow, or tonight by objection, it is so ordered. ahead. He is always gracious to me anc
voice. So what I am saying is there will Mr. D'AMATO. Mr. President, I fur- I appreciate it.L ~~~~~be no further rollcall votes. And all of ther ask unanimous consent that all of There Is a carve-out in this legisla.L ~~~~the debate, with the exception of, I be- the votes after the first vote In the vot- tion, carving out securities fraud frorn
lieve, 7 minutes for one Member, and ing sequence be limited to 10 minutes the application of the civil RICO stat.
the intervening times, will take place each, except for final passage. utes. I think that is a bad idea. But
this evening. I am going to propound The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without will not debate that issue tonight.L that request. objection, it is so ordered. I have an amendment that Is before

UNANUMOUS-CONSENT AGREEMENT Mr. D'AMATO. Mr. President, there the body that says such a carve-out ex-
Mr. D'AMATO. Mr. President, I ask will be no further rollcall votes this ists, except that It shall not apply i:

unanimous consent that the following evening, and the first vote tomorrow Is any participant In fraud is criminally
amendments be the only remaining at 8:45 a.m. The first amendment to be convicted; then RICO can apply, and
first degree amendments in order, in order will be the Biden amendment, the statute does not begin to toll unti]
other than the committee-reported which will be kept under 5 minutes. the day of the conviction becomeE
substitute, that no second-degree Thereafter, the Bingaman amendment final.
amendmients be In order and that all will follow, which will also be limited Keeping with the admonition of Rus-
amendments must be offered and de- to 5 minutes, to be followed by Senator sell Long, I have no further comment
bated tliis'evening: The Biden amend- Specter's three amendments, on the amendment.
ment; the Bingaman amendment; the Mr. SARBANES. The first vote in the Mr. D'AMATO. Mr. President, we

-~~~~ ~D'Amato-Sarbanes managers amend- morning will be at 8:45. I remind my have no objection. We accept that
ment; the Boxer amendment, re: in- colleagues, that is a vote at 8:45. amendment.
sider trading; the Specter, amendment, The PRESIDING OFFICER. The first The PRESIDING OFFICER. If there
re: fraudulent intent; the Specter vote will be 8:45. is no further debate, the question is or
amendrment, re: rule lIB; the Specter Mr. D'AMATO. Mr. President, I ask agreeing to the amendment.
amendi-pent. re: stay of discovery, unanimous consent that the pending The amendment (No. 1481) was agreed

The PRESIDNG OFFICE. Withoutamendment be set aside so the Senator to.
objection, It is so ordered., from Delaware can offer his amend- Mr. BIDEN. I move to reconsider the

Mr. D'AMATO. I further ask that ment. vote.
when the Senate completes its business The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without Mr. SARBAINES. I move to table the
today, it stand in recess until 8:40 a.m., objection, it is so ordered. The pending motion.
and at 8:45 a.m. the Senate proceed to amendment is set aside. The motion to lay on the table wasvote On or in relation to the first Spec-AENMTNO14agedt.
tonclusindmoft tatnvte there beloin 4tme Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President, I send an AMEsir~NDMEN NO. 1482

concusio ofthatvot, thre e 4 in-amendment to the desk -and ask for its (Purpose: To clarify the application of sanc-
utes for debate, to be equally dividedImeitcosdrto.tosuerrl ofheFealResl
on the second Specter amendment, to Tmedae consideaINGOn.CE. h Cions unoderre in ofivthe FederaltRies litga
be followed by a vote on or in relation Ther PRSIIGlFICR Theot.Civio rcdrni)rvt eurte iia
to the second Specter amendment. clrwllept.to)

The PRESIDING OFFICER, Without The legislative clerk read as follows: Mr. BINGAMAN. Mr. President, Iobjection, it is so .ortered. The Senator from Delaware [Mr. Brnz] send an amendment to the desk andL ~~~~~~Mr. DIAMATO. I further ask that fol- Proposes an amendment numbered 1481 ask for its immediate consideration.
lowing the 'Vote on the second Specter Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President, I ask The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment, there be 4 minutes for de- unanimous consent that reading of the pending amendment Is set aside. The
bate, to be equally divided, on the third amendment be dispensed with. clerk will report.
Specter amendment, to be followed by The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without The legislative clerk read as follows:E ~~~~a vote on or in relation to the Specter objection, It is so ordered. The Senator from New Mexico [Mr. BINGA-
amendment. The amendment is as follows: MA).A4 for himself and Mr. BRYAN, proposes an

The PRESIDING OFFICER. 'Without At the approprtate place insert: amendment numbered 1482.7 ~~~~objection, It Is so ordered. sac . AmNssair im RAcx~mvz nDmA.u -Mr. BINGAMAN. Mr. President, I ask
Mr. D'AMATO. I further ask that fol- ENE AND CORRuPT ORCANEZA- unanimous consent that further read-

lowing 'the vote on the third Specter TIONS ACT. Ing of the amendment be dispensed
amendment, there be 7 minutes for de- Section 1964(c) of title 18, United States with.
bate, to be divided under the Coepireeddvyineoigbeoesh The PRESIDING OFFICER. Withoutorde, t befollwedby previoun ori id" except that no person may rely upon ojcin ti oodrdorde, tobe olloed y a oteon o inconduct that would have been actionable as betoi I oodrd
relation to the Boxer amnendment. fraud In the purchase of sae of seuitis to The amendment is as follows:

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without establish a. violation of section 196" pro On page 105, line 25, Insert ", or the respon-
objectioni, it, is so ordered. vided however that this exception shall not sive pleading or motion" after "complaint".

-AMr. D'AMATO. I further ask that fOl- apply If any Participant in the fraud Is crml On page 107, line 20. insert "-. or the respon-
lowing the disposition of the Boxer nally convicted In connection therewith, in sive -pleading or motion" after "complaint".
amendmient, the commnittee substitute, which case the statute of limitations shall Mr. BINGAMAN. Mr. President, I
as areneded, be agreed to and S. 240 be sta~rt to run on the date that the conviction send this amendment on behalf of my-
advanced to third reading, and the becomes final, self and Mr. BRYAN. It Is a very simple
Banking Committee be discharged Mr. BIDEN. Mi. President, I have amendment.
from further consideration of H.R. 1058, been here a while, When I first got here The present bil, as It is -pending be-L- the House companion bill, and the Sen- 23 Years ago, I learned a lesson from fore the Senate. calls for a mandatory
ate proceed to its immediate consider- Russell Long. review by the court in any Jfrivate ac-
ation; th~at all after the, enacting clause I went up to him on a Finance Comn- tion arising under the legislation. it
be stricken and the text of S. 240, as mittee day and asked to have an says teat the court-'shall establish aL ~~~~~amended, be Inserted In lieu thereof, amendment accepted, and he said yes. I record With specific findings regarding
and TH.. 1058 be considered read the proceeded to speak on it half an hour compliance by each party, and each at-
third time. and say why it was a good amendment. torney representing any party with theThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Without And he said, "I changed my mind. Roll- requirements of rule 11 of the Federal
objection, it is so ordered, call vote." I lost. He came later and he Rules of Civil Procedure, prohibitingMr. D'AMATO. I further ask unani- said, "When I accept an amendment, frivolous pleading or frivolous atvt
rmous consent that at that point there accept the amendment and sit down.." by counsel.

__ ~~~~~be 30 minutes for closing remarks, to I will take 30 seconds to explain my The difficulty is that later in the bill
-, ~~~~~be equally divided In the usual form, to amendment because it Is about to be where it specifies presumption, that we

be followed by a vote on Hf.R. 1058. accepted. I thank my friend from Penn- call for on page 106 and 107 of the bill,

L



S 9164 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-SENATE June 27, 1995L we only specify that the appropriate kind of very thoughtful encrustation valving some $26 million recovered
sanction apply to pleadings filed by the that cornes through common law devel- and some $288 million lost; the 52 bil-
plaintiffs. opment and Interpretation of the secu- lion last In the Washington Public

Our amendment would change that rities acts. Power Supply System case-mention-
and make it more balanced, in that It I have represented both sides In secu- ing only a few.
would specify that 'the sanctions could rities litigation before coming to the The concern that I have on the legis-
apply either to pleadings filed by the U.S. Senate in the private practice of lation as it i~s currently pending Is that
plaintiff or to responsive pleadings or law. I would remind my colleagues that there is an imbalance which will dis-
motions filed by defense, before we proceed to make such enor- courage this very important litigation

I think this is acceptable to the maa- mous changes by this legislation, we to protect the shareholders. I have sup-L agers of the bill. I think it is-only rea- need to recall the importance of pro- ported -the managers af the bill on a
sonable that if we are going to have tecting investors, especially small in- number of the-amendments. which have
this provision in the bill-which is a vestors, small unsophisticated inves- been filed, but. I am going to submit a

prvision, quite frankly, I do not agree thrs, in some cases, who put a substan- series of three amendments which, IFwith-I think that singling out these tial part of their savings, perhaps all of submit, will make the bill more bal-
securities cases as the only cases in- our their life savings, into securities, and anced.
court system where we'require a man- how much is involved in the accretion The PRESI]DING'-OFFICER. Without
datory review by, the court,- and the of capital 1through corporations, objection the pending amendment will

7 finling and imposition of specific find- through, common stock, compared to be set a-side. -.

ings, is-a mistake. If we are going to what is the thrust of ti ~ilto,~?
hve it. we should -make it balanced be- really looking to curb some lawsuits (Purpose:, To provide for sanctions for

tween plaintiff and defendant. -which should not be brought, some. abusive litigation)I kniow the Senator from Nevada frivolous lawsuits which ought not to - Mr. SPECTER. 'At this time, Mr.
wishes to'speak. I yield the floor.,. have been filed, and perhaps some of President, I send an amendment to the

L. Mr. BRYAN. Mr. President, first let the excesses In the plaintiffs' bar, as5 desk and ask for Its immediate consid-me com~mend my colleague from New there may be excesses in. any, group - eain
Mexico. I think his amendment is well- What wei -are looking at is the ai The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

- constructed. We have used, the word *of Ishar'es, traded in 1993 on the stock -ex- clerk will report.
oftop int lthe ourse of the 'debate-bal- changes, the most recent year avail- Telegislative'clerk read as follows:
anced, This is balanced. What i's sauce able" for analysis'. Mr. Presiden't.. the 'ieiSnator-from Pennsylvania Qdr. Spac-
for thei poose is sauce- for the gander. 38.63 trillion traded- on 'the stock ex-- Tm prpse n amendmnent numbered 1483.

Those-, lawyers.. whiether they be changesa itt 1993 i's more thana Ialf of the tSPCE.M.reinIasr plahintiffs lawyers or defendant'svlaw- gross national product of the Unitedunim scoetthteangote
yers who'are finvqlved in fxM'v6lous con- States-fni 1963. The value of Initial pub amendment be dispensed with. -

duct, rtow~,i feel the full efrec6t, of sanc- lid o~fferng in, 1993,~ was 557.444 billion.
tios~ed rl11ndrthe Federal Rules If we take a look at the comparis~on The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
of Cvl-poeur.as to how much Is spent~ air ttorney~s objecton, it is so ordered.

MuchL as ben said about the frivo- fees,, according to a 1990 article in the% The-amendment is as follows:
Ios n'ueothslawsuit correction Class Adtiqn Reports, a review of some egnlnin on page 1M. strike line 1 and all

I lT~~~~ust'~~~a decided ~~~~~that flosthrough page I08. line 17, and in-act, y ~~~this-is one of the few 33~~ securities class action eases deie ert the fallawler.
amen4~ente 1 , tha actually deals with between, 1980 anid 1990, a group of cases I O su T~t
this is~ ~I ampleased to support my in wich 'there- was a recovery of $4.281 (a) IO Sacusi FOR ABUa' 133-SIE Lctin 2 o

L collague ad 'frind from New Mexico, billion, only same 15.2 percent of that th euiisAtof 193 (15 U.S.C. 7ts) is~ i~lased~that the managers r~ ecovery went to fees and costs, a total aed badngat the end the following
have aged oacetthe amendment. of 1 so~n g13630 million- newsuecon
I urge t ~pin i th ose cases, according to the court 1.uP SANCONFO tJTSLIGTO-

The PRS~J)ING OFFICER. The riecor l, te attrneys for the plaintiffs i ny p-atacinrsiguder this title.
0n~ii isd geIng to the amend- spenilt I69I,$2 hours, if an sbesive litigation practice relating to

me-nt. St~tistic-0 have already been pre the action isibroughit to the attention of the
The amendment (No. 1482) was agreed sented 'on the floor of the Senate which court, by motion or otherwise, the coturt

to. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~show aldecrease in securities litigation. shall promptly7' Mr.SARBAES. I ove t recon I sum~t tat it s ver imporant ~be- '(1) deternilne whether or not to imposeMr. SRBANE. I mve toreco- I, up'p~' tha It s ver impotant o besanctions utider rule 11 or rule 2r>(gX3) of thesider the vote. able tlol continue to protect Investors- Fedra RP so ii roeue eto
~'~ Mr. D'AMATO. I move to table the es ci~lly small investor--from. stock 1927 of tile 29, United States Code, or other

motion-; frad authqrlty of hes court; and'
The motion to lay on the table was yi lnow that in the crash of the-De- "(2) inld pthe record findings of fact

agreed to. preson, 192 and thereafter, trenien- and conclson f law to support such deter-
Mr. SPECTER. Mr. President, I. have do'i 1 svnswr ls tta ie minattn"

sought recognition to offer three Thsaigwee lossetaers ato thelgsattion. (b) ScRTn EXCHANGE ACT OF' 1934.-
am~endments which I think will provide inI9 an 94t rtect Investors and Section 21 ofIthe Securities Exchange Act of
somte balance to the legislation that is thescrte arkt.13 1 U.S.9 78u) is amended by adding atthe end the following new subsection:now pending before the Senate. Wthuspaigat length on the .(I)~ no~ FOR Asusrvv LMOATIotI.-L I believe that there is a need for some sit~be I ol ont to a few cases In an'piaeaton arising under this title.
modification of our securities acts, but whe~ there were very substantial if anauieltgton practice relating to
I thIink it has to be very, very carefully lose to the public and in which pri- the atoIsboht to the attention of the
crafted. VIt actions were brought to enforce cort b eonor otherwise, the court

AsI take a look, at what is occurring the securities laws. For example. .theshlprptyK inA the courts, compared to what hap- onoig Prudential Securities litiga- () ernnewhehro oboIpspens in our legisltive process. I tink ti ith ~O~er 1 banctonons losserule- Io or ru ele 2(gg((3)oofthepen$ n ourlegisativeproces. I hink lon~ ith oer 31billin in osses per Federal RuIl of, Civil Procedure, section
that the very deliberative rule in the asasmuch as double that; the Mi- 192 of titl 5 United States Code, or other
courts, case by case, with very, very oh.e MIlken cases, where there were autoiyoftecut; and
careful analysis, has to take prece- rec~eisi the range of $1.3 billion. ()icueIn h record findings of fact
dence over the procedures which we use ivvigDelBurnham & Lambert, andcnlsoi of law to support, such deter-
in the congress where hearings are at- redee yte Federal Deposit Insur- mination'
tended, sometimes by -only one or two aneCrporation under the securities Mr. SPECTER. Mr. President. this
Senators, and then provisions are as e all know the famous Charles amendment is designed to leave discre-

L deq in markup very late in the proc- K ~n case, involving his former tion with tlhe trial judge in place of the
es.Legislation does not receive the cipy.Lincoln Savings & Loan, in- very on~erous provisions of the pending

L
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bill which require a mandatory review Earlier In the consideration of this quate authority to impose appropriateby the court after each securities case bill I made an effort to have these 18- sanctions for conduct that violatesis concluded and then a requirement sues on procedure referred to the Judi- Rule U1."
that the court impose sanctions on a ciary Committee. on which I serve, Mr. President, a number of the Judi-party if the court finds that the party which has the most experience of any cial comments which I am about toviolated any requirement of rule 11(b) committee in the Congress--certainly read apply to my second amendment aswith the presumption being that attor- more than the Banking Committee, well. That second amendment relatesney's fees will be awarded to the losing which has jurisdiction over this bill- to a provision in the bill which requiresparty. because hearings were not held and that the court not allow discoveryE ~ ~~~~I submit that this is a very harsh consideratiob was not given to this after a motion to dismiss is filed. OnL ~~~~rule which will have a profoundly -rule 11 provision, that particular line, the rule is thatchilling effect on litigation brought Among the responses which I re- discovery may proceed unless the judgeunder the securities acts, and will in ceived, some 164 responses from Fed- eliminates discovery. Under the pend-addition spawn an enormous amount Of eral judges, there was a general sense ing legislation, there would be no dis-additional work for the Federal courts that the trial judges ought to have the covery as a matter of mandate unlessby causing what is called satellite liti- discretion and were In the best position under very extraordinary cir-gation. to make a determination as to whether cumstances, but the mandatory ruleThat means that In any case where sanctions ought to be Imposed without applies. And the comments of Judge
the litigation is concluded under the having a mandate from the Congress, Parker would apply to the secondL ~ ~~~securities acts, the Judge will be com- the micromanagement from the Con- amendment as well. the second amend-pelled, under the mandatory review gress, saying you must make this de- ment which I propose to bring.provision, to review all the pleadings termination. Even though the winning Mr. President, the statement by
filed in the case to determine whether party did not ask for It, even though Judge Bill Wilson of the Eastern Dis-K ~ ~~~rule 11 was violated, whether or not ei- there are not procedures for one party trict of Arkansas, in, a letter datedther party chooses to have that review to say to the other, "You are undertak- April 27, Is to the same effect, as fol-made, and then will be compelled to in~g something which our side considers lows:
Impose the sanction with the presump- frivolous and, if you do not cease and Federal Rule. ... 11, as it now reads, givestion being payment of attorney's fees, desist, we will bring an action to imi- a judge all he or she needs to handle ims-which is really the gritish system, not pose sanctions," to have a chance to proper conduct. And I think we should allthe United States' system, where we correct it. keep in mind that we can't promulgate ruleshave had open courts. This provision A very lucid statement of the prob- good enough to make a good judge out of a
risks causing a tremendous imbalance lem was made by a very distinguished ba one.
between plaintiffs and defendants in judge for the Court of Appeals for the On that point, Mr. President, I think
these cases because the defendants are Third Circuit, judge Edward R. Becker, it is fair and appropriate to note thatcharacteristically major corporations who had this to say. - we have a very able Federal judiciary
with much greater resources to defend, The mandatory sanctions are a mistake which can administer justice if left tocontrasted with the plaintiffs who do and will only generate satellite litigation, do so with appropriate discretion.'
not have those resources, or'their law- By satellite litigation, Judge Becker Judge Prentice H. Marshall of theL~~~. ~~yers who bring the suits on their be- Is referring to the situation where an- Northern District of Illinois said this
half, other lawsuit, another issue has to be in a May 5 letter:

I have surveyed the Federal bench, litigated as to whether a rule 11 sanc- Rule 11 . . gives the Judge greater flexi-the judges In the U.S. district courts tion should be Instituted. Again, not at bilitY in the Imposition Of sanctions; It af-
and in the courts of appeals, to see how terqstothlsigparty Jdefords the offending party the opportunity to
to tkawytediscretion of the trialwhat I, In ffect The flexibility afforded by the current re- A letter from Martin F. Loughlin ofjudgs ad hae wat I. I effctgime ealsJudges to use the tlhreat of the District of New Hampshire, datedmicromanagement of the Judiciary bysanctions to manage cuseffectively. Well- May 2 re-ads.CI ~ ~~~the Congress of the United States. I managed eases almost never result in sanc- Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 11 is work-have done this to try, to get a sense as. tions. Moreover, the provisions for manda- Ing well. It gives the judge adequate discre-
to what is going on in the courts. It has tory review, presumably without Prompting tion to deal with frivolous litigation and un-.been some time since! I practiced there. by the parties, will Impose a substantial bur- toward conduct by attorneys.I submit that the views of a few Sen- den on the courts and prove completely use- 'A letter from Federal Judge Miriam
ators, the -authors of this bill and the less in the vast majority of cases. RequiringSenators who are voting on this legis- courts to impose sanctions Without a motion Goldman Cedarbaum from the South-

latin. re gret dal orelimited of a perty also places the judge in an inquisi- ern District of New York, dated Maythain are ansgretso dheFeral mor ge torial role, which Is foreign to our legal cul- 10, 1995. says in part:thanthe nsigts o theFedeal jdge ture, which Is based on the Judge as a neutral I have found the general supervisory powerwho preside in the administration of arbiter model. o h or swl s2 ... eto 97
these cses da in an day ot. The A very cogent reply was made by and Rule 11 adequate sources of judicial an-procedures which are being followed In Judge James A. Parker, of the United thority to discourage frivolous litigation.

this legislation are n~ot those cus- States District Court for the District A letter from Federal Judge J. Fred-
tomnarily followed where the. rules of of New Mexico, who had this to say: -eriek Motz from the District of Mary-L ~~~~civil procedure are formulated by theFederal courts under the Rules Ena- As a member of the Judiciary, I implore .land, dated May 9,1995, referring to theblingAct-te Supeme, ourt hichmembers of the legislative branch of govern- .Mandatory rules said that they are:blingAct-te Supeme. ourt hichment to follow the Rules Enabling Act proce- .. cutrrdcieI htI nrae

has he athorty t do o, ad th de- dures for amending rules of evidence and pro- Judges' workloads and contributed to litiga-K ~ ~~~~egation of that authority to comamit- cedure that the courts must apply. Congress tion cost and delay by requiring judges totees where the judges work with It all demonstrated great wisdom in passing the impose sanctions whenever a Rule 11 viola-the time, and representatives of the Rules Enabling Act which defines the appro- tion was found. Satellite -litigation in whichbar, as'opposed to the Members of Con- Priate roles of the legislative and judicial one lawyer or party sought fees from another
gress, who have very, very limited ex- branches of government in adopting new became commonplace.rules or amending existing rules. Those whoperience In this field'and, in this par- hltesrogadinrebiftat Continuing to quote:
ticular case, had this provision added changes should be made to the current for- I QPPose any amendment to the Rule thatvery late in the process, late in May, a mulation of Rule 11 should present their would make imposition of sanctions manda-
few days before there was final markup views and proposals in accordance with the torY*
of the bill in the Banking Committee, procedures set forth in the Rules LEnabling A similar view was expressed bywhich does not normally deal with is- .Act. Judge nana Diamond Rovner of thesues of the Federal Rules of Civil Pro- Judge Parker further writes that Court of Appeals for the'Seventh Cir-cedure. "Rule 11** gives federal judges ade- cult In a letter date April 1995
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'Me current Rule 11 gives the District Mr. President, I submit to my col- tremiely detrimental to. the orderly function-

Court ample dliscretion to address frivolous leagues that leaving the discretion to Ing of the courts.
litigation, the judge really Is the right way to (3) What suggestions, if any, do you have in

relation to this Issue?L A letter from Senior Judge Floyd R. handle these matters. Theme judges sit Response: As a memb~er of the judiciary I
Gibson from the U.S. Court of Appeals on these cases, know the cames anld implore members of the legislative branch of
for the Eighth Circuit, dated Apri1 20, have ample authority as a discre- government to follow the Rules Enabling Act
1996: tionary matter to impose the sanction. procedures for emending rules of evidence

I believe more discretion should be given As one judge said, all these rules can- and procedure that the courts must apply.
to the district judge in the how and when to not make a bad Judge do the right. Congress demonstrated great wisdom in
apply the sanctions under Rule 11(c) on sanc- tngBtIthkwec rlupnhe passing the Rules Enabling Act which de-
tions. thn.BtItikw a l pntefines the appropriate roles of the legislative-

Similaly, Juge Aven Cohnfrom discretion of the judges without tying an judicia~l branches, of government, in
theiEast ,ugeAern DsrtofM Cohignae their han~ds. adopting- new rules or. amending existing

the May6 ster Dsaysint part: i dte Mr. President, I would be1 glad to rules. Those who.hold a strong and sincere
Mafrmy be9ieveys i phart:Cnrs nvle yield the floor at this time to argu- belief that changes should be made to the
selfitor eely beinv thet pnroeduranvlvaecs of- ment by the managers if they would current formulation of, Rule II should

thel ltgtio n deplyinte rceulasetso care to do so. We can then proceed to present their views and proposals In accord-
the litigaton process.conclude the argument on this amnend- ance with the procedures set forth in the

A letter from -Martin Feldman from Rules Enabling Act.
th astern District of Louisiana, sas ment. XHr IIf you wish. I will be happy to provide addl-

in part: , 1tional information on this subject either'
I believe that giving district courts more U~rZ ST~z Di~ Cou~. orally or In writing.

discretion in applying the Rule was good Dwm'RcT"I or Ns gto Sincrely,
thinking. HnAlbuquerque. New Mexico, May 2,1995. JAwza A. PAR]CER.

Ro.ARLEN SPECTrOR,,
And Judge Jlmm ILarry Hendren of U.'S.enate, Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. DISTRCT COURT,

the Western District of Arkansas, Wsshmugton, DC.~ EAS'ThRN Dxs'rwr or AarmmSs,
writes, In part: DxAR SxxAroR SrucrR: Thank you for Little Pock, AR, Apr11 27, 1995.

I am not sure the Congress needs to pass your letter of April 24, 1998 and the oppor- Hon. ARLEN Spac-ERu,
aylegislationi. I think the courts, them- tunity to express comments on Issues Involv- U.S. Senate, Committee on the judiciary,

selves. can handle this matter with the rules Ing Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of Civil Pro- Washington. Do.
already in place and their inherent powers. cedure. DEAR 8mrA'ron SrzcTan Thank you very

And a -letter from Judge Leonard I. For purposes of clarity, I have restAted much for your letter of April 6, 1906.
teeach question posed in your April 24, 199 let- In the year and a half that I have been onL. Garth, a distiguished member ~ ter followed by my response. - the bench I have had no problem with frivo-

Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit, (1) Is there a sigifcant problem with friv- Ions litigation. I have sanctioned two law-
Says., olous litigation In the Federal Courts such yore, for engagin In what I thought to be In-

In my opinion, abandoning mandatory as to justify "loser pay" and strengthening appropriate discovery procedures, but have
sanctions and permitting district court of PRCP 11? had no experience with FRCP 11 saas tria
judges to exercise their judicial discretion Response: Rule 11. as amended effective jde
was a welcome measure. December 1, 1998 gives federal judges ade- I am strongly opposed to the "loser pays"

,A good many- -of these comments qusote authority to impose appropriate sanc- proposal. I am told by my scholarly friends
< apply t the chage in rul 11, whih tions for conduct that violates Rule 11. Rule that this is a British rule. With all due re-

hadpl bee mh candatory frome IL wid 11(c) states that if Rule 11 has been violated spect for our, kinfolkas across the Atlantic.
Itoud applymequallry well to8 the kind "the Court may, subject to the conditions ma~ny of our ancestors got on a ship and

It wuld pplyequaly wll t thekindstated below, impose an appropriate sanction came to the United States because they were
of a rule which Is in effect here. upon the attorneys, law firms, or parties not particularly fond-of the justice system In

The letter from Senior Judge Wil- that have violated subdivision (b) or are re- Britain. In all .seriousness I do have a lot of
11amn Schwarzer from San Francisco sponsible for the violation." Rule 11(cX2) de- respect for so~me aspects of the system in
says that the sanctions ought to be dis- scribes the sanctions that may be imposed England, but. In my opinion, ours Is much

6- cretionary. .for a violation. These include directives of a superior.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- non-monetary nature, an order to pay a pen- The "loser pays" will obviously slamn the

sent that these letters, which represent alty 'Into Court, or an Order directing that courthouse door shut in the face of deservingan unstuccessful movant who has violated citizens who are not well heeled financially.
only a small sample of the responses I Rule 11 pay "some or all the reasonable at- It appears to me that the 1993 Amendment
received supporting discretionary im51- torneys' fees and other expenses incurred as to FRCP 11 was much needed. The rule, be-
position of sanctions, appear In the a direct result of the violation." At this fore these changes, tended to be too rig-id, at
RECORD at the conclusion of my state- point there appears to be no need to change least on the surface.1It encouraged satellite

ent, with the exception of the letter Rule 11, or to pass legislation, to Introduce a litigation. PROP 11, as It now reads, gives a
from Judge flecker. .more stringent "loser pays" sanction, judge all she or he needs to handle Improper

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without (2) How well did FRCP 11 work after~ the conduct. And I think we should all keep in
obectoi ss ree.1983 Amendment, which strengthened the mind that we can't promulgate rules good

(See exhibit 1.) rule, and since the 1993 Amendment, which enough to make a good judge out of a bad
Mr. SPECTIER. Mr. President, I nowv weakened the rule? one. -Response: In this judicial district, consid- Finally, I would like to comment on the

refer again to the letter from Judge erable satellite litigation developed under "crisis" claims that are being made about
Becker citing the draft of a rule from Rule 11 after the 1983 amendment. This re- the case load in federal district courts. I
Circuit Judge Patrick Higginbotham, quired judges to devote significant time to quote from j~udge G. Thomas Eisele: Difering
who Is chairman of the Judicial Con- resolving squabbles among counsel unrelated Visions-Differing Values: A Comment on JudgeK ference Advisory Committee on Civil to the merits of the case. The 1993 amend- Parker's Reformation Model for Feder-al District
Rules, which sets out the amendment ment of Rule 11 has dramatically reduced the Courts, 46 SMU L. Rev. 193 (199):
which I have submitted, and it is to number of motions alleging Rule 11 viola- . . . In 1985 the total case flings in all U.S.
this effect: that the sanction for abu- tions. This I attribute directly to the "safe District Courts camne to 299,164; In 1986,

harbor" provision found in Rule ll(cXlXA). 282,074. In 1987, 268,023; in 1988, 269.174; in 1989,
sive litigation would arise In any pri- The "safe harbor" provision has forced law- 263.896; in 1990, 251,113; in 1991, 241,420; and In
vate action when the abusive litigation yers to communicate and to resolve their 1992, 261,698., So in a period of seven years the
practice is brought to the district disputes in most instances without the need total filings have fallen from 299,164 to
court's attention by motion or other- for Court intervention. My personal opinion 261.698. The number of civil filings per judge-
wise. The court shall promptly decide is that this feature of the 1993 amendment of ship fell from 476 In 1965 to 379 In 1990-a pe-

r ~ with written findings of fact and con- Rule 11 strengthened instead of weakened riod when the number of judgeships re-.
clusions of law whether to imposelsanc- Rule 11. It has made the lawyers talk to each mained constant at 575. In 1991 the number ofL tions nder rue 11, ad upon he a~u-other about claims or defenses perceived by judgeships increased to 649 and the numberL tios undr rul 11, nd upn theadju-their opponents to be frivolous and this has of civil cases per judgeship fell to 320. For
dication, the district court shall in- resulted In most disputes being resolved 1992 the figure Is 350.
clude the conclusions and shall impose without extensive briefing and devotion of "We are frequently told that our criminal
the sanctions which the court in the valuable court time. Removal of the "-safe dockets are interfering with our civil dock-L court'g discretion finds appropriate, harbor" provision from Rule 11 would be ex- ets, and this has certainly been true in a few
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of our federal districts, But the number of With respect to question r2 FRCP 11 Is cases a significant incentive for attorneys to
felony filings per Judgeship only Increased working well. It gives the judge adequate forum shop.
from forty-four in 1985 to fifty-eight In 1990. discretion to deal with frivolous litigation Similarly. I oppose any amendments to
In 1992. that number fell to fifty-three. The and untoward conduct by attorneys., I strengthen FRCP 11. I believe that as a gen-total filings per Judgeship, criminal and Candidly. I hope that the Senate does not eral matter, Rule 11 is a valuable tool for
civil, have been lower than they were in 1991 Pass the "loser pays" legislation. I have one Judges to use. and I have occasionally im-(372) in only two years since 1975. And the comment related to strengthening of FRCP posed Rule 11 sanctions myself to punish or
weighted filings per Judgeship have likewise 11. Although there may be and there is some deter inappropriate behavior. However. I fur-V ~~~~fallen In the past five years from 461 in 1986 Justification for losers pay, I do not believe ther believe that Rule 11, as It existed prior
to 405 in 1992. it Is necessary. There are many cases where to the 1993 amendments, had a deleterious ef-"So there Is not much support for the oft- an indigent, well-intentioned litigant may be fect upon the professional relationships of
repeated assertions that 'federal court sys- penalized by strict adherence to a rule that members of the bar. Furthermore, I think
tem has entered a period of crisis;' that our losers pay. I have been a New Hampshire Su- that in its pre-1993 form the Rule was coun-L ~~~~~courts are 'on the verge of buckling under perior Court judge for sixteen years and a terproductive in that It Increased judges'
the strain;' that 'our courts are swamped and Federal Judge for an equal amount of time. workloads and contributed to litigation cost
unmanageable'. .. . The actual figures and While not strictly restricted to the Federal and delay by requiring judges to impose
trends simply do not support such doomsday Courts, we are being Inundated with paper;- sanctions whenever a Rule 11 violation was
hyperbole. usually by the party who Is well-off finan- found. Satellite litigation in which one law-L ~ ~~~~"On the Issue of delay we find, as always, cially. This unfortunately sometimes puts yer or party sought fees from another be-that a few district courts are having consid- pressure on the non-affluent litigant to set- came commonplace.erable trouble' moving their dockets, but tle or withdraw his or her claim. For these reasons I oppose any amendmentoverall we find the same median time from Sneey oteRl htwudmk moiinofiling to disposition in civil cases (nine Sincerely, ~N. antio th Rule to;t oehat wollmkepsiti ero

months) for each year from 1985 uitil 1992. extent, I also oppose elimination of theAnd the period between Issue, and trial In U.S. DISTRICT COURT, Rule's "Safe harbor" provision provided in
1992 (fourteep months) Is the same as It was SOUTHaERN DISTrncTr OF Naw YORK, the 1993 amendments.
In 1985. A Rad Corporation study confirms New York, NY, May 10. 1995. I lope that these comments are helpful to
that the rhtoric about unconscionable and Hon. ARLEN SPECTER, you. If I can be of any further assistance,
escalating delays in processing and trying U.S. Senate. Committee on the JIudiciaryj, please do not hesitate to contact me.
cases in tefeder'al district court system sWsigoD.Sneey

Inotherng s then skyth Is not falling down. DEAR SENATOR, SPECrER: Thank you for ' J. FREDERICK MUrM.Iot t hec o veky iuc fort emt your letter dated April 24 Inquiring about United States District Judge.
tig alny o usto frivolous litigation in the federal courts. Ir ~ ~ ~ tigm ocomn nthes qu in. have been a federal trial judge for nine and U1,S. COUgRT OF' APPEALS

Cordil ly. one-hialf years in one of the busiest districts FOR THE SEVENTH CmRCUrr,
Wu. IL WLSON. ~ in the country. During that period. Chicago, IL, April 19, 1995.

U.S. DISTRICT COURT, Fed.R.Civ.P. 11 has been both strengthened Senator AELEN SPECrER.
NoRTHEaN-DisTRICT or ILL4N015. and weakened, I have not observed a signill- U.S. Senate, Committee an the Judiciary,

Chicago, Illinois, May S, 195 cant Problem that requires a legislative rem- Washington, DC.'
L ~~~~~Senator ARLEN SPECTER. d.DA EAO Sw6 hn o oU.S. Senate, Committee on the Judiciary, The only noticeable effect of the weaken- your letter requesting my views on. the-ing of FED.R.Civ.P. 11 has beena welcome "loser pays" and Rule 11 issues. I very muchWashington. DC. diminution In the numnber of Rule 11 me- appreciate being given an opportunity toDEAR SENATOR SPEC=rE: I1 respond to yours in it epc

of April 19 Inquiring about the need totin.Whrepc to "loser pays," it Is my comment. MY thoughts on the specific ques-K ~ ~~~~strengthen Rule 11 of the Federal, Rules of strongly-held view that the founders of this tions you pose are as follows:Civil Procedure. Republic wisely chose to elimninate-certain (I) In my Judgment, there is no significant1. In my 22 years on the federal trial bench aspects of the English legal system as con- problem with frivolous litigation in the fed-I state unequivocally that there Is not a sig.. trary to the egalitarian ideals, of American eral courts such as would justify "losernificant problem with frivolous litigation in democracy. Two of the most important of Pays" legislation or strengthening FRCP 11.
the federal courts warranting a "loser pays" teereforms were the abolition of the din- The current Rule 11 gives the district courtK ~ ~~~~sanction. I have encountered two or three tinction between barristers and solicitors ample discretion to address frivolous litiga-repetitious/a~busive plaintiffs. But their first and the elimination of the British practice of tion. If a given case is sufficiently frivolous,
complaints were not frivolous. They Just had requiring the losing party in civil litigation a court Is not hampered from Invoking Ruledifficulty taking "No" for an answer. to Pay the lawyers fees of the winning party. 11 to shift the entire cost of the case to the.
-Of course, in all litigation which Is tried, Indeed, the system of having each party bear loser. Rule 11 also grants the district courtsomebody wins and somebody loses. But the Its own legal fees has come to be known as discretion to impose more modest penalties
losers are -not frivolous complainers. the American Rule. It is based on the belief or to refrain from a penalty, depending on

2. The 199 amendment to Rule 11 of the that people of limited means would be de- what Is appropriate In a given case. IFederal Rules of Civil Procedure did not terred from suing on meritorious claims by (2) After the 1963 amendment, FROP 11 cre-
-"weaken" It. Quite the contrary: it made the the fear that if they were not successful, the ated a cottage Industry of satellite litigation
Rule bilater~al, I.e., It applies to unfounded costs would ruin them, which consumed an enormous amount ofdenials as well as unfounded contentions; it I have found the general supervisory power court time and did not suciceed In improving
gives the judge greater flexibility In the im- of the court as wenl as- 38 U.S.C. J 192'7 and the overall quality of litigation. The fact
position of sanctions; it 'affords the offending Rule 11 adequate sources of judicial author- that penalties were mandatory if a violation
party the opportunity to correct his or her ity to discourage frivolous litigation, and do was found simply raised the stakes of Rule 11
misdeed. The rule should not revert to 1983. not believe that the American Rule should litigation and ellcouraged the filing of re-
way it is. It is-working well. Thie collateral Sincerely, slight and the damage minimal, in many
litigation provoked by the 198 version has MIRIAM GoLDMAN CEDzaBAum. cases, it turned a dispute between the liti-diminished. gants Into a dispute between -the lawyers.

Respectfully yours. UNrrED STATES DIsTRucTr COURT, and hampered or prevented altogether the
PRENrIaE H. MARSHALL., DIsTRICT oF MARYLAND, Pre-trial settlement of, cases, The 1993

Baltimore, Maryland, May 9. 19-95. amendment has Improved matters greatly by
UNrrED STATES DISTRICT COURT, Hon. ARLEN SPECTRs, making sanctions: discretionary. This per-

DISTRICT OF Nzw HAMPSHIR, U.S. Senate, Committee on the Judiciary, - mite much greater' flexibility and has re-
Concord, NH, May 2.1995. Washiftgton. DC. moved the incentive to file Rule 11 motionsK ~ ~~~~Hon. ARLEN SPECTE, - DEAR SENATOR SPnaECTE: Thank you for when the case6 for sanctions is weak.U.S. Senate, Committee on the Judiciary, your letter of April 19. 1995, in which you so- (3) 1 strongly recommend that CongressWashington, DC: liit my views on a "loser pays" rule and the leave Rule 11 as is and not adopt the "-loserDzAlt SENATOR SPEC~rER This is to ac- possible strengthening of PROP II. pays" rule. A "loser Pays" provision will not

knowledge receipt of your letter dated April There Is, of course, a fair amount of frivo- add anything substantive to the district
2.1995.with respect to the recently passed lons litigation In the federal courts, How- courts arasnsl of tools to deal with frivolousL ~~~~~United States House of Representatives leg- ever, the bulk of that litigation is conducted litigation. It Is likely merely to discourageislation providing for a form of "loser pays." by Impecunious litigants as to whom a litigants with limited resources to pursuein response to question #1. I do not believe "loser Pay" rule would have no effect. Ac- their case, Particularly whep the litigant

there Is a significant problem with frivolous cordingly. I do not'support, the adoption of seeks a change in the law. The ability to pur-
litigation In the Federal Courts to justify such a rule. I particularly Oppose the rule In sue such cases seems to m onofthe fun-

loser pays." diversity cases since It would provide in such damental protections of Individual= rights in
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this country, anid I believe if we want to re- there were frequent occasions of overuse. U.S. Dx'raxc'r CawRr.
duce litigation, rather than disincentives far That overuse g0 longer appeal,. Rarely Is WESTERN Dxlrmcr or ARxA~sAs,
pursuing novel theories we ought to intro- there a need for Rule 11 sanctions of any sig- Fort bRmith, AR, April 20,1995.L duce incentives for settlement. "Loser pas" nifoicnt amount. Re: Your Letter of Apr" 6, 1996.
would act as a disincentive to settlement by S. I sggest that Congress stay out of this Senator AP.LEY SPECTER,
introducing the Question of fees and Costs ,m. Wha is puhn the Congress no i U.S. Senite, Conmmitee on tOe Judiciary, Wash-
Into settlement discussions. It would als the better heeled part of society. More de- ington, DC
generate an enormous amount of fees litiga- e~nswni or ia litfs Lsr DEAR SENATOR SPECTER: With respect to
tion. The net effect would thus be delete-pasanastctrFC-1woldicu-Yrreetfr metIoldakth
rious to Individual liberties without signifi- pags atews stritentialPly eitrous eassc follourienes obsrvacommnts wol:ak h
cantly reducing the amount o litigation. rmcmn o eeslcut. (1) Is there a significant problem with friv-
and would In my judgment merely exacer frmcmn ofdrlcut.olous litigation in the Federal Courts such
bate, OA core problem-the amount of time Lasrtly, published statistics show a 14% as to justify "loser pays" and strengthening
that judges are increasingly required to de- drop In the number of civil filings-In federal of FRCp 11?
vote, to inon-substantive matters. courts between 1965 and 199. Why all the ex- Response, I cannot speak for all federal

Thank you again for Inviting me to coin- -citement? courts but, with respect to those with whichL merit. I hope that my thoughts will be of aid Slncerelbr yours. I san Involved, the answer is "no."
to you In your deliberations, and I send, as AvERN CoHN. (2) How well. did FRCP 11 work after the
always, warmest good wishes and my thanks 16Aendmnwihsrntee h
for your many kindnesses through the years. US z'acrCUT ue n ic h 1993 Amen dment, which srntee h

With best regards,U..DsiTCOTrueansicthI=A nd nwih
ILANA DIAMOND RovmuLR EAs'zRsN D~aisTicT OF LOII~A weakened the rule?

New Orlean~s, LA, May 1. 199C5 Response: I did not commence my duties as
Hon. ARLEN SPCTR a federal district judge until April 15, 1992.

EIS. GHTHO CARCEAL , U.S. Senate. Conwtittee on the Judiciary, wash-. Accordingly, I don't feel qualified to make
Eas IGHTHMO CpIRC 20, 199. ington, DC. ,an appropriate comment on this issue.Kansas City, MO. April 20,1995. , ~~~~~(3) What suggestions, if any, do you have in

Re FRCP 11. DEAR SENATOR SrncTER: This is in response relation to this Issue?'E Hon. ARLEN SPscrER, to your letter of April 19th, which I assumne Reponse: I am not sure the Congress needs
Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate, Wa~shr- went to all members of ther judiciary (unless -to pa an leilto I think courts, them-

z- ngton, DC. . our mutual good friend, Ed Becker, sug- selves, can handle this matter with the rules
DEAR SENATOR SPEcTrs In reply to your gested that you write to me). already In place and their Inherent powers.

letter of April S. positing inquiry on three is- Let me say at the outset that after having Respectfully.
' ~~sues related to FRCP 11, I would like to re- been a lawyer who practiced principally in JwmN LARRY HENDREN.

sp.n Ther folos: a infcn rbe ihf federal courts for some 26 years and a United -

olo heru I liiation inath Fedrable Couts. fiv Sta~tes District Judge for nearly 12 years. I U.S. COUiRT OP APPEALs
think aitrigaliorun withe Floserpays Cou suppoIrt some form of "loser pay" legislation. FOR THE THIRD CIRCUIT,

__ would be in order provided the district judge There is indeed a problem with frivolous Hn sLi eOTC J iI2,95
would have the discretion to apply or not to litigation in the Federal Courts whchonm n. SRENatr SPComiTEeR nte.Fdca
apply such sanction in any given case, view, justifies some form of "loser pay" rule. Washingten. DC.

2. 1 think FRCP 11 worked better after the "Loser pay" legislation would serve as a de- DA EAO rcs:Yu etro
1963 Amendment; and, has some difficulty terrent to many lawsuits that ought not be DApRi 6thNAsks formycoments Yorlespecrng
since the 199 Amendment. filed, Including suits by lawyers and pro se cnrsinlpooast teghnRl

3. 1 believe more discretion should be given litigants. Moreover, "loser pay" legislation co nd tssoenact "loosepays"t ltengiltion. Ruam
to the district judge In the how and when- to would -also deter frivolous defenses In the pesdt epn oyu nure sbs

,. apply the sanctions authorized under FRCF' early stages of the lIItigation. That, to me. is sdt epodt orIquresbs
11(c) on sanction. Also, some revisions of the main difference between "loser pay" and The 1963 amendment to Rule 11 generated a
subsection (d) might be In order relating to Rule 11. raho ue1 oinwihtesle

discoery s thre hs ben may abses 's- I believe Rule U1 has worked after the 1983 often generated responding Rule 11 motions.
portd o extnsie, unecssar an, cotlyAmendment, but its weakness is that Rule 11 These motions were frequently groundless,L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ xesvefrmn iiesaddresses matters that might have occurred According to a 1969 Federal Judicial Center
to bn~2e oreve paticiatein te lgalat the outset of litigation but that usually (FJC) survey, approximately 31 percent of

process. occur as an abuse of the adversary process In judges believed that many or most Rule 11
I have been sitting with the Ninth Circuit a later stage of the litigation. on the other motions for sanctions are themselves frivo-

in Sao Francisco since the receipt of your hn,"loser pay" would serve as a deterrent Ious. Federal Judicial Center. Rule 11: Final
letter, hence my slight delay In reply. from'the very beginning of the litigation. I Report of the Advisory Committee on Civil

Sincerely-, haven't had much involvement with Rule 11 Rules I 2A at 7 (1890). Indeed, the post-1983
FLOYD R. GIBSN. since the 1993 Amendment, but I believe that Rule 11 jurisprudence gave rise, in my opin-

giving district courts more discretion in ap- Ion. to tangential "satellite"' proceedings
U.S. DISTRICT COURT, plying the Rule was a good thing and I would which,6 In many instances, not only delayed

LJ. EAsTERN Dis'Ric'r OF MICHIGAN, not consider the 1993 Amendment to have but appeared to dwarf the controversy on the
Detroit, MI, May S. 1995. been -a weakening of the Rule. merits,

Hon. ARLEI4 SPECTER, ,, ~~~~~~~~~~~~I make special reference here to the prac-HoAREPETR As to specific suggestions, "loser pay" tice of counsel who file a Rule 11 motion in
U.S. Senate, Commtittee on the JudiciarlJ, Wasih- comes in many'forms as you no doubt are an attempt to recover fees, which is met

ington, DC. aware. I don't have a specific model In mind, with a Rule 11 motion by adversary counsel,
DEAR SENATOR Sracma:. Thank you for only a concept. I like the English rule but claiming that the Initial Rul e 11 motion was

asking my views on pending "loser pays," they have a much more sophisticated Legal itel frivolous. According to the Judicial
legislation. Aid system. The question of whether or not Center, the majority of judges (and I count

I firmly believe the Congress involves it- pro se litigants should be dealt with the myself among them) believe that the possi-
self too deeply in the procedural aspects of same way as lawyers and other litigants is abliyo"deng Rue1mtosca
the litigation process. Federal judges are ea- close call. I guess what I am saying is that makelitigatio 1 eveng mRue contentious cfath

pabl of ealng wth busie layerng. eg-there are several models of "loser pay" and threat of coat shifting materializes. Id. f2A
islation Is not needed. I handle my docket your Committee would -no doubt want to at 10. Further, judicial time spent defining

-A just fine. I control abusive Iawyering within consider many of them and, perhaps, even a what Is "frivolous" and resolving arguments
the existing rules. Giving me more authority refinement of them that would accommodateovrteappitefewrdalwbe
tok dea with abusive. awengilkly the Federal system. But some form of "loser costs, and the like deprives judges of time
makecmefnoca abuive pay" is most appropriate now and I would be which they coul tews eoet h
1. There is no problem with frivolous liti- plae owr ihay group who was In- merits of other matters

gation In the federal courts. FRCP 11 does terested In drafting such legislation. Additoalbut6pecnofjdsbe
not need to be strengthened and "loser pays" Thlank you very much for writing me. You Iev that frivolous litigation represents a
is not 'justfed ehave gotten along very may also be interested to know that one of small or very sifpobeaccounting for
Weil for 22 er ihu uch fee shifting my present law clerks Is Marc DuBois, whose only 1-10 cases pe ug nayear. Id.. f2A at
andteesnonefoitnw father I understand is also a close friend of page 2-3. In cmiain hs statistics

2.FCP1 wokdlss well after the 1963 yours. suggest to me tha the 1963 version of Rule 11
Amedet than It has since the 1993 Sincerely, Itself may have onrbted to needless pro-
Amen41 eat. After the 1963 Amendment MARTIN L.C. FELDmAN. cee4ings In thecurs
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The 199 Amendment, of course, altered may be discouraged from filing meritorious rule Is not practical for the United States forRule 11 so that district court judges may ex- complaints due to fears that they will be as- several resasons: (1) it impacts everyone.ercise their discretion over whether to Im- sessed "shifted," fees in excess of their abil- plaintiff and defendant alike, on the basis ofpose sanctions. Further, It explicitly pro- ity to pay. risk averseness. not frivolity, iLe. perfectlyvides for the option of penalties (fines) paid You have asked what suggestions I have non-frivolous cases are lost every day and Itto the court In lieu of attorney's fees, and in- with re$spct to these Issues. I would retain makes no sense to punish defendants orcorporates a 21 day "safe barbor" provision, the 1993 Amendment to Rule 11 in its present plaintiffs for losing a case; (2) a loser-paysEach provision reduces the likelihood that form and revisit the effect of the Amend- rule, unless carefully drafted, would under-attorneys will fine Rule 11 motions to shift ment at some future time, perhaps in an- mine contingent fee practice and over 100costs while still permitting judges to target other five years. Because Federal Rule of federal fee-shifting statutes, and (3) to theL ~~~~~violators with appropriate sanctions aimed Civil Procedure 11 and Federal Rule of Ap. extent It works in England, it Is made pos-at deterring future frivolous proceedings. pellate Procedure 38 give the courts power to sible by legal all, which pays attorneys feesIn my opinion, abandoning mandatory sanction frivolous actions when necessary, for lower income litigants and exempts themsanctions and permitting district court my Inclination Is not to remove that discre- from the rule.judges to exercises their Judicial discretion tion, but to encourage It. A more constructive approach is to amendwas a welcome measure. Some frivolous liti- I am similarly conservative as to "loser PRCP 68 to provide for fee-shifting offers ofgation will always exist, and judges should pays." I note that even in Great Britain judgment but In a way that will make thehave the power and discretion to address there has been recent criticism, both In the rule serve as an Incentive, not as a sanctIon.such behavior. After experience on the dis- press and among scholars, of the, English If you are interested in this, I refer you totrict court and more than twenty Years ex- Rule. My experience tells me that "each side the enclosed copies of an article I publishedamining district court records on appeal. I pays" has resulted In a Just balance of Inter- on the subject and of a letter I wrote re-am confident that district court judges ests. I amn also a firm believer in the old cently to Senator Hatch.through the exercise of their discretion can adage. "if it ain't broke, don't fix it." I (2) How well did'FRCP~ 11 work after thecontrol the evil that Rule 11 was originally therefore recommend against abandoning 1983 Amendment, which strengthened thepromulgated to cure, This Is the same power our present system until such time as stud- ruse, and since the 199 Amendment, whichand discretion which we in the Courts of Ap- lea of the two system reveal the desirability weakenied the rule?~

-peal exercise over litigants through Federal of change. Th Feea uiilCne netoRule of Appellate Procedure 38. I am certain that you and your office have study of the boprtinoth193aed
I amals of he pinon tat herehasnotconsidered all of the ma~tters that I have mmt. It showeI, among other things, thatbeen sufficient time since the 199 Amend- written about before receiving this note, but Ruen 11 ct 3 ye 6ourred only rarely (in 2ment has gone Into effect to assess the Insti- I did want to respond and explain to you why pret o th cases) apd that sanctions weretutional and judicial problems that may I entertain the views that I have advanced imposed in only! bu urtro h fhave arisen. I think that before further with respect to Rule 11 and "loser pays" leg- Leidcseta eighty purern of the famendment to Rule IllIs sought, or further islation. Certainly, I would be pleased to re- -judgesvra offctwalegislation i~n this area is contemplated, spond to any Inquires you may have.t thtatisoealfecwsthere should be a period for Judicial matura- Thank you writing to me in this regard. ca&n ~t elt igtio band eacerbantiafotion, study and evaluation. Sincerely, eain ayes h hIn this regard, let me state a final concern LENR L GARm h. I lgwyim an. tSt h rulethat I have with the proposed congressional Proal h adisparate impact on Plain-changes to the Federal Rules. The procedure Sa Pracsto CA Ma t , i civil righits cases. Thisfor Rule amendments provided in the Rules Hon. ARmLEN SPECTERz, s d soeetiinhencsdEnabling Act--consideration by committees, U.S. Senate, Comnuittee on th Juiiay Wash-the Judicial Conference, and the Supreme ington,z DC. WieIbleve that on the whole the 1I83Court followed by submission to Congress- DEAR SENATOR SPECTRaa This letter re.e-ue ord well, there io wide agreementrepresents a prudent and conservative allo- sponds to yours of April 19 posing the follow. amqn h lnhand bar that the 199 amend-cation of rulemaking authority between the Ing questions relating to legislation that men isa mptovement and ought to bejudiciary and Congress. I am concerned that would amend Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of g ,Rl, to operate before furtherthe initiation of urue changes by Congress Civil Procedure, cosdre.Temue as amend-without study and Input from the judiclary, (1) Is there a significant problem with flyv- ed. 'l rsreth netv o lawyers toand without a developn~menttl process involv- olous litigation in the Federal Courts suchuscaei lmg pleadings while minimizinjIng the bench and bar, risks overlooking rel- as to justify "loser pays" and strengthening coty 1 n niouctlive satellite litigationevant considerations. Moreover, the ever- of PROP 11? over a~tosb making sanctions discre-L ~~~~present separation of powers problems which The short answer Is that there is no sinn %IOmr (hcinPractical effect they areslurk in the background of congressional at- cant problem with frivolous litigation in the alya) yioiigasafe harbor, and bytempts to fashion procedural rules for the federal courts. To the extent there is frivo. le~In~~ empai on the rule a's a fee- ~~~~Federal Courts suggests that Rul - sudh as lous litigation, it consists mostly of ca ses ti2S de d -endment will mod-.Rule Ii should be processed through tradli. brought by prisoners. Existing law ads-' Om n on had become excessivetional judicial channels before congressional quately enables judges to dismiss th~~w cases the rule. The amendment nowaction is taken.- summarily with a minimum of work. A'nd P~gnop~ will Inevitably result InAs for my thoughts on the "loser pays" as- neither Rule II nor fee shifting would have mor e p ea by stimulating Rulepect of the Attorneys Accountability Act, I any Impact on prisoners filing cases. 11 Iigto~Wtwt giin aY assurancewill be brief. It Is clear to tue that the pmi- More generally, it is a misconception to o t aelprone to file frivo-mary results of such legislation1 can only be look at Rule 11 or fee shifting as a way t ou~~~h beOUeterred from doing so. Ito 1 reducegotbef~) the number of cases thatgot deter frivolous litigation. On the whole, Rule ~ teaedetwl be counter-trial, and (2) spur plaintiffs to take lower 11 has had a beneficial impact in makin rjwlea4 efdfaing and thereforesettlements than they would otherwise have lawyers more careful about the pleadings recr~dta ogeslae the ruleaccepted. However, this is just my opinion they file, i.e. encouraging them to take a aIoli az bev t pron, for a fewand It Is not based on errpirical data. closer look to see whether a particular plead- yeasI note, for Instance,' that the Proposed ing is justified. Mott frequently Its applica,- Sincerely,Long Range Plan for the Federal Courts, in tion has been to motions and other proce- WILLIAM W. SCNW-ARZER.its March 1996 publication, recognizes that dural 'activities rather than to complaints or Mr. BFNNETT. Wr President, as I"appropriate data are needed to assess the answers. But If It has been a deterrent at all, have sad earlier in this debate, I ampotential Impact of fee and cost shifting on its Impact has been mostly on personsI who unburdened with the blessing of havingusers of the Federal Courts." Id. at 61. The a.re risk averse-persons who may not want tobent la scoadasa o-Plan rejects the "English" rule but rec- take a'Chance that a borderline case will bebent la sco.adasa o-ornmends continuing a study of the problem found to be in violation of Rule 11 leading to sequence feel myself Inadequate to re-of fee shifting to decrease frivolous or abu- possible sanctions. In this way, It functions spond to the learned legal arguments ofsive litigational conduct. I share those not so much as a filter based on frivolity but one of the Senate's best lawyers. As aviews, as a gauge of risk aiverseness., I believe that consequence, Mr. President, I wfllI am generally of the opinion that the it has functioned in this way in very few lev h ruettob aeijy thieAmerican Rule is consonant with our tradi- cases but the civil rights bar believes that itchimnotecm iteats ef-t~on of liberal access to the courts. I have al- has' deterred filing of some civil rights cases. t'pon, hvnorsnsoe a thisways taken great pride in the fact that in Ontetusio f hterterhsaius ieour country, plaintiffs with legitimate tiflcation for what you call a "loser pays".caims may have their "da0y In court" with- rule, In, may view fee shifting has little to do Mi'. SPECTER. Mr. Presiden't, I askU ~~~out fear of sanctions should their suits prove with control of frivolous litigation. There unanimous consent that the amend-* ~~~unsuccessful. I am also concerned that public are of course various ways in which to ap- ment be set aside so that I may proceedInterest groups and civil rights claimants proach fee shifting. The so-called English to offer my second amendment,
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without t~on of any party, that a partiealarized dis- -Mr. BENNETT. I will concede that

o 1on. it is so ordered. covery is necessary to preserve evidence Or this Senator is not prepared to mount
- ? prevent undue prejudice to that party. .trp s.Isugt.M.Peint

(purpose: To provide for a stay of discovery It is more than a little surprising, that the Senator proceed In his schol-
In certain Circumstances, and for other Mr. President, to find securities litiga- arly and learned way.
purpc~s") tion separated out from all of the other mr. SPECTER. It is a little difficult
Mr. SPEC'rE. Mr. President. I send litigation in the Federal courts. And to proceed. Mr. President, without op.

an amendment to the desk and ask for for those who may be watching this position. But permit me at this time,
its immediate consideration. matter on C-SPAN, while this may be Mr. President-and may I note ascen-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The viewed as somewhat esoteric, some- sion to power of MY distinguished col-
clerk will report. what hypertechnical, it will not be league from. Pennsylvania. Senator

'Me bill clerk read as follows: hypertechnical if you are a stockholder SATo~m
The Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. Spac. and the stock goes down and you find Mr. President, in the absence of a

van] proposes an amendment numbered 1484. you have been misled and defrauded, by reply, I would ask unanimous consent
Bleginning on page 108. strike line 24 and people who have made misrepresenta- to proceed with the third amendment

all that follows through paes 109. line 4. and tions. which I propose to offer.

insert) StAY fOllowccvxn r What this means in common par- The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
"1(1) INA O ommt.In anEy piat cto lance, common English, Is that a law- SANTRoUrMo. Without objection, the

ar(iin uNde thisRtitl, ane corte mayctayn suit Is started. It is a class action pending amendment Is set aside.
discovery upon motion of any party only if satdanthspitergtoaconAbMNDMENT NO. 14
the court~ determines that the stay of dis~cov- has been developed in order to protect (purpose: fTo clarify the standard plaintiffs

L ery- shareholders, especially ~sma~ll share5- must meet In specifying the defendant's
"(A) would avoid waste, delay, duplication, holders who band together in a class, state of mind in private securities ltgig-

or unnecesaary expense; andf. and after the complaint is filed the tion)
"l(B) would not prejudice any plaintiff plaintiffs' attorney seeks to find out Mr. SPECTER. Mr. president, I now
"(2) ADOMO~NAL LDMrATIONS ON DISCO'?- the details as to what happened with send a third amendment to the desk

thy.is ant riaetcio riig ne the defendant; the plaintiff does not and ask for its immediate consider-
'(A) prior to the filing of a responsive know all the details of the facts at the ation.r pleading to the complAIM4. dtsccary shall be time of filing suit. The 'corporation or The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

lirnlte4 to materials dfrectly relevant to the offiters nmay have made some very clerk will report the amendment.
facts expressly pleaded In the Complaint; and fine promises which sounded ver y good The bill clerk read as follows:

I(B) except as provided In subp~aragrap~hs when the promises were made but no T`he Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. Snuc-
(A) and (R), or otherwise expressly provided oecntl bu h eal fte ~ pooe naedetnmee 45
in this title, discovery shall be conductedonca telaottedtisoth TR pposanmnmntubrd145
puxtuant to the Federal Rules of Civil pr, facts unless you go into the records Of On page 110. strike lines 12 through 19, and
dure."1. that party because those facts- are not insert the following.L. On page III, strike lines I through 7, and generally known. "(b) RsQuman S'rAvZo OF MM.-
insert the-following: In laws uits, discovery Is permitted "(I) IN GEN5RA.-ln, Many private, action

"(21 STAY OF -ICVKY where one party seeks to take the dep- arising under this title In 'which the plaintiff
`(A) IN OENanAL.-4n any private'action osition, that As,- to ask the other party may recover muney dsmages only on proof

arising. under, this title-, the -court may sty- tin-o propounds- nero-that the defendant acted,- with a particular
discovery upon motion -of anyL partly only If questinterroor state of mind,-, the pomplaint. shall, with re-
thte court determines that the stay of discor- atories, that is, -submits- written -ques-- spect to each act or omission alleged to vio-
ery- woMvodtons, or makes a motion for-the dit- late this title, specifically allege facts giving

"(I) wudaodwaste, delay, duplicatlon, covery of documnents, to take a look at rise to a, strong inerence that the defendant
or~ unnecessary expense; and records. acted with the require state of mind.F (Ii) would not prejudice any plaintiff. -In discussing this issue with the pro- "1(2) STRONG niNRRZNcs or FRAUDULENT' IN-

"'(B) ADDMfONAL LIMTATIONG ON 01800'?- ponents of the legislation, I was given TEN'.-For purposes of paragraph (1). a
imt.-In any private action arising under a response-it is a little disappointing strong inference .that the defendant acted
thils title.-- with the required state of mind may- be. es-

"(1> notwithstanding any stay of discovery -not to find somebody'- to. argue against tablished either--E issued in accordance with subparagraph- (A). here. It Is not easy to make an argu-- "(A) by alleging. facts to show that the de-
Lj the court may permit such discovery as may Ment when there is nobody to disagree. -fend&at had both rnotive and opportunity to'

be nessary to Perrmit a plaintifr to prepare Perhaps my distinguished colleague commnit fraud;, br
an amended complaint In order to meet the from Iowa wishes to disagree with me. "(B by alleging facts that constitute
pleading requirements of this -section; My distinguished colleague -from Utah strong-circaunstantial evidenoe of consciousV "iil) prior, to the filing -of -a responsive chooses-not to. misbehavior or recklessness by the- defend-
pleading to the complaint, discovery hall beL The response I'- got wss that- it ant.lirrited to materials directlyr relevant to cagstemnsto h iiain r PCE.M.Peiet
facts expressly pleaded in the complaint; and cagstemnsto h iiain PCE.M.Peiet

._ (ii) except as provided In clauses (i) and- ad I would say that the trial judge thank the clerk. I sense that the clerk
(Ii),, or otherwise expressly provide& in thi who is sitting on the spot has ample was surprised I had not asked unani-

t title, discovery shall be conducted pursuant discretion, if it Is Inappropriate discov- mous consent and permitted the clerk
to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. eiry, to say the discovery is not going to read the amendment. But I did so

Mr. SPECTER. Mr. President, this is to go on, instead of having a rnanda- just for a change of scene on C-SPAN2.
__ the amendment which I referred to ear- tory change singling out this legisla- Since there is nobody here to argue

lier dealing with a provision of the bill tion from all other legislation, with me, at least let there be some-
In its current form which prohibit any Well, may I defer to my distinguished break In the action. The formulation of
discovery after a motion to dismiss has colleague from Utah, who I know, hay- the amendment by my distinguished
been filed, except under very limited Ing warning in advance, now has had chief counsel, Richard Hertling, was as
circumstances. am~ple opportunity to muster the, legal clear and succinct as I could have ar-
iaThe geiaeral rule of Federal procedure agmn oram I to infer that the ticulated it.
Isthat discovery may proceed atramanagers ofthe bill have fled the scene Mr. President, this again involves a

complaint has been filed and a motion because there is nothing to be said in question which might be viewed as
to dismiss has been filed unless on ap- response to the overwhelming argu- being esoteric and legalistic unless you
plicatlon by the defendant the judge Ments I have presented? are someone who has lost money in the
stays the discovery. Mr. BENNETIT. I would not concede stock market and seek to make a re-

The current bill provides as follows: that there is nothing to be said in re- covery, unless you are one of the peo-
It any private action arising under this sponse to the overwhelming argu- ple who has participated in the stock

title dui~rng the pendency of any motion to ments. transactions in excess of 33.5 trillion or
d~slsrpss all. discovery proceedings shall be Mr. SPECTER. Good. Will the Sen- have been among those who haveL stayed unless the Court finds, upon the mo- ator yield for a question or two? bought stock in the market, more than

L
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$54 billion worth in 1993, the moat re- And what the draftsmen have done 1s from Utah will have a response at thiscent Year available for statistical sum- gone to the Court of Appeals for the time, or Senator GRAssLsy will, or themary'. An htti mnmn ek eodcircuit, adthey havdrafted a Chair will-as to why the-I am justto do, Mr. President, is to a-mplify the type of pleading requirement which joking about that because there is no-lang-uage of the bill which Imposes a was articulated by the chief judge of body here to argue with me about this.very difficult pleading burden on the the court of appeals by the name of And It may create some change In myplaintiff. Let me take just a moment or John Newman, who was a classmate of agreeing to the unanimous consent fortw osywhat goes on in a lawsuit, mine In law school and studied at the 2 minutes tomorrow to discuss thisWhen somebody loses money because same one as the distinguished jurist, with the managers of the bill.they bought stock where there has Charles Clark, the chief judge. And now But the committee does say herebeen a misrepresentation, and that per- Judge Newman is chief judge in his that they are not adopting a new andson goes to a lawyer, they may have a Place. And this required state of mind untested pleading standard. They arerelatively small amount of stock, say provides that: correct. This is tested by the second$1,000 worth, or $10,0oo worth. or even In any Private action arising under this circuit. But the second circuit in the$100,00 worth. That is not a sufficient title. the plaintiff's complaint shall. with re-' whole series of cases has found that thesum to be able to carry forward I tiga- spect, to each act or omission alleged to vio- way to make this determination istionwhic Is ery ver cosly o al late this title, specifically allege facts giving through thes neecswihIhvtionwhih I ver, vry ostl onallrise to a strong inference that the defendant hrde In ths inmeendcent whihd thaesides, SO class actions are authorized acted with the required state of mind. addd n tteedos say e cdm rnt.An that

under he ruls of cvil prcedure Now, that is the toughest standard this is the most stringent pleadingwhere many plaintiffs can Join to- around. And that is fine. We ought to standard around. And then the com-gthatter land uthr isan sufbrcient sumrs move away from notice pleading and mittee says that it does not Intend toL th~~~~atrhd asitcnb.rogtfr really make the plaintiff state with "codify the second circuit's caselaw in-ward. ~~~~~~~~~specificity the state of mind. But when terpreting this pleading standard al-Then the lawyer-and I have been on the Court of Appeals for, the second cir- tog h orsmyfn hsbdboth idesfilig comlaint andfiling cult handed down this very tough rule, of law Instructive."E ~ ~~~~motions to dismiss.-has to prepare a they went just 'a little farther and said Well, if we do not have It the way theL. ~~~~complaint, and the complaint Involves what would give rise to an Inference so second circuit says you -plead It, butallegations. An allegation Is a state- that there would not be guessing on the only sayIng this is Instructive, thenment of what the Party represents hap- part of the plaintiffs. And this is what this bill allows courts to interpret thisPened. And then there is an answer Judge John Newman, who established tougher pleading standard anywayfiled by the defendant or the defendant this standard in the case of Beck ver- they choose, and courts myimposemay ile hat s caled moton to dis- sus Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co., some standards which go far beyondmiss, If the defendant makes the rep- maid: what, the second, circuit and Judgeresentation that even assuming every- These factual allegations must giveriet Newviian had in mind- it imposing thisthing in the complaint is true, there is a "strong Inference- that the defendants tough pleading standard. And It Is onenot a sufficient statement to con- possessed the requisite fraudulent Intent, thing for the committee to say thatL ~~~~~Saitute a claim for relief under the Fed- A common method for establishing IL they ar not adopting 'a new anderal rules, to wa-rranit a recovery, strong Inference of scienter is to allege ucs unesed pedng tnarbtttWhen these rules of civil poeueshowing a motive for committing fraud and net lai sndrbuitswereforulatd bck i th 1931sanda Clear opportunity for doing so. Where mo- onyIafwyIfI doe nth p t it thewereformlate bac In he 130's andtive is not apparent, it is still possible to stsatute but leaves open te questinoI had the good fortune in law school to plead scienter by identifying circumstances hQw yon meet thi's standard.have the distinguished author of the Indicating conscious behavior by the defend- I do' wish I 1 had the q~ianaerS here toFdrlRules of Civil Procedure, ant, though the strength of the circumietan- quest~ion them abut precisely whatF ~~~~~Charles E. Clark, the former dean of tial aflegations must be correspondingly theyl hiv6 in mind. And I eam going toYale Law School who was then a judge greater. have 'to figlaire ou~t some lway, Mr. Presi-L ~~~~On the Court of Appeals for the, Second Now, what my amnendmnent seeks to 'dent, to ra.ise, this Issue. MyeI willCircuit and came to the law school to do, Mr. President, Io to put into the offex this amendmehitin~ another forminstruct us law students-there was statute the same things that Judge later Sol we can h Some discussiondone what was called notice pleading Newman was citing when he possed this and deat onIWpcue there is notso that there did not have, to be any very tough standard pleading. Judge relyayepastio~aywa6y toelaborate statement as to whtteNewman and the court said that thtte.he rep' k~ oudrtidwhat thecase was about. Ito~uid be very simple. strong inference that the defendant orieehsdnhrbcae whatThere was a case~ called Jibari versus acted with the required state of mind te v onisseceIs say theDurning, if MY recollection is correct, may be established either: eodcrui 1 hs og pleadingwhere IL Person Just Scribbled some (a) alleging facts to show the defendant stnad tu aei.Btwhen theno~ ona piec of paer, wet to the had both motive and opportunity to comm~55ndCicit st~i~ss4sy oclerk's office and filed It. fraud, or (b) by alleging facts that Constitute yoi~me ht~nad omteAnd the effort wsmdathttieStrong circumstantial evidence of conscioussys nwer ntongoadp4~~ have a asnotiea cotrastied misbehavior or recklessness by the defend-
with apledingantnWhatI am trigtedo in thiswhith ahr commo law Pleading under Now, In the committee report, which aedentl s sipycxpte the pic-Chitt wher theaverment" had to be accompanies this bill, the committee tJendhave In tbesate this stand-very, very specific. If he did not say it says this: ard s thtpol n htte r

exacetly right, You were thrown out Of' The -Com'mittee does not adopt a new and to, doo leped .Nw nwMYL ~~~~court. It was very complicated. And I untested pleading standard that would gen- Coliau rmu~wl iv oncan recall the early days Practicing, erate additional litigation, Instead, the com-going to the prothonotary In the Phila- midttee chose a uniform standard modeled Prei~sv el nti usatvdelpbla Court of Common Pleas, which upon the pleading standard of the second cir-isiedraws a smile from my learned col- cuit, Regarded as the most stringent plead- M.BENNETT. Comprehensive is Inleague who Is also a lawyer. There was Ing standard, the second circuit requires th y ofI ~bhleM.Peietno way that I could draw the complaint that the plaintiff plead facts that give rise to r SPECarE. If the Senator willwithsuficint seciiciy tosatsfya "strong inference" of the defendant's yil 'for agquestioni?with ufficent pecifcityto saisfyfraudulent intent. The committee does not Cnyou,#gie! fne in a beholder's eyethe clerks, who would take som d-Intend to codify the second circuit's caselaw wha you st,re about to say Is corn-light In rejecting legal Papers filed by Interpreting this pleading standard. al- penieyoung lawyers. So at any rate, this bill though Courts may find this body of law, In- M.BNE1.Iwudsyseeks to have a very 'tough standard for structive. M.S CT .ItinthtquestionPleading. And I think that it is a good Now, I am a little bit at a loss--and myb.enudetaabe on C-L - ~~~point. .I know that the distinguished Senator SA2
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Mr. BENNE'IT addressed the Chair. able period of time, bQut only that, in. scrupulous lawyers and professional
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Ben- view of the lateness of the hour. plaintiffs. The companies that are theL ator from Utah. Mr. D9RGAN. Mr. President, I rise targets of such. lawsuits are rightfully
Mr. BENNETT. The issue~ did come today to discuss, briefly my thoughts concerned about frivolous lawsuits.

up. We did discuss It in the committee about the securities litigation reform Meritless cases unnecessarily divert
at some length. And even though I am bill, S. 240 sponsored by Senators DoDD the much-needed resources and atten-
not a lawyer, I think I did foflow the and DommNcI that is being considered tion of firm personnel to defending
conversation on this. one. My under- on the Senate floor, these cases rather than allowing the
standing -which I think is wfiat the No one disagrees with the goals of S. companies to focus on product im-
Senator has said, but I will repeat it so 240, which are to help pull the plug on provement and on their global corn-
that we have a common basis here-may frivolous and unmeritorious securitiee- petitors.
understanding is that- there was con- fraud lawsuits and to- secure greater- But I thinki: that S. 240 as draftedK cern about different standards and dif-Q protections for those innocent victims - goes, too far toward immunizing those
ferent circumstafnces. And the-commit, In fraud litigation. But regrettably this who are guilty of securities violations
tee decided they wanted to codify the bill, as it isr~ currently drafted, will from liability. The provisions that
standard from.,the secendceircuit. Now, make it more difficult for innocent shield these wrongdoers in securities
the, committee intentionally did not.- fraud victims to bring legitimate fraud fraud cases from liability are unfair to
provide language to give guidance Lon cases. It also limits their ability to re- the innocent victims of fraud. And It
exa.ctly what evidence would be suffl- cover all of their, losses froma fraud per- send&-the wrong message to our securi-
cient to prove facts giving rise to a petrators in those cases that they win, ties market that fraudulent behavior
strong inference of fraud. They felt For these reasons, I intend to vote no. will be tolerated, if not sanctioned.
that adopting the standard would be Some of the provisions in the bill are We must not insulate the white col-
sufficient, long overdue. The bill would limit un- lar crowd who would exploit unwary in-

Obviously, the Senator from Penn - reasonable attorney's fees insecurities vestors for their own personal gains.
Sylvania disagrees with that decision, fraud cases. It also prohibits bonus - Those responsible for the S&L scandal
But the decision was intentional. This payments and referral fees whIch may and those responsible for fraud in the

~, is'not an inadvertent thing that the create- an incentive to file frivolous future should pay. That's why I will
cam:mitee did., Amd they felt that 'with - cases. Moreover, It requires lawyers -to vote against S. 240. unless It Is substan- -

the scdndcicult, standard being writ- provide all plaintiffM with more Infor- tfial improved before the Senate votes
ten, into the bill, it was best to. stop at mation about the nature of a proposed onfinal passage.
that poin and allow the courte then settlement, fl' class setion casos-in- Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. _resident, the
'the,-~itd that would come, beyond- cludin a statement about the reasons Private Securities Litigation Reform

that point.. - ~~~~~for sttlemnent, about an. investor's ay- Aot of 1995. of which -1 am a cosponsor,
' Beyon asuigte$ntr-ta rg hr iteaa and the- is -not -about laiding perpetrators of

this w~ .dlbrt eiinwti muto h tonysfees land: hraud lIn the finacial markets or hurt-
th oIiteb h rfesthe he-cpso upota~o hsepoiin.-Ing small -Investors..Thib legislation is
bl.b safadnebrIpobl totrprisnsitbillil ol about curtailing the abuses in this
cannot gv ix-ayfrhtelgtefetelshedfo Iilty toecountry I& securities' litieation system
oerd koldeo hspriua u-prertr h knowinglyisedo and emnpawering defrauided investors
jeot. -dfru -InvetrsAndliftees one with greater control over the clasm &a-L. Mr. SPECTER. Mr. Presldent-, I- thin tath.ivestors of this country tion process. !This legislatlon wouldire-

thnk my dlstinguished colleague for haearih oexpect, It,-Is -that those storie falrneps and Integrity to our se-
that, response. whornnmitt fraud, or those who sub- cuiitfes litigation system.

T'he PIMESDING QFCE.The Son- stantially assist in -fraud get punished.Ti legisl~to sit salIvs
atorfroz Pennsylvana. -- and that they are forced to return their tors by equ~irng lawyers to provide

Mr. SPCE.BtI must say, I CIO ill-gotten gains to, honest victims of geate-isoe of- settlement terms,
not undertadthe logic of what than their misdeeds. includn es swypakitiffs should
.cbmrittee -has dono When they utilize In the 1980's, a flood of S&L execu- acclepr se ttlmn.hsis a cemmon
the seqdcrut sa ndard whfbh theyr tives openly flouted the law and the sense appro.9 whih Is often- lacking
say is thlernost stringCent standard, and. trust of their investors and depositors. under the du is~ syte. 'This legisla-
th~e second circuit i~ given a. road map -Some of them lived like -maharajahs tion also icrpatspublic auditor
as to how you me-et it. while- building- monuments of worthless disclosure langug.5 240 requires

The leglslatoDn ghit say, this. is- paper. This charade perpetrated by that indae~stpbi accountants
the only .way tolmetfl bthtis is'one -the~se swindiers contributed to .a ball- report toti~?ient's managementK of the ways, to mee itfsoht when cut of the industry that- Is costing the any illea atfuxdurng the course
sorpbq~y~ is rftn a- pleading, a taxpayers of America as much as 5500 of an. audt Xft~mn ment of the
party has koledg and noticvas to billion to clean up. Innocent investors compny othbarofdectors fail
how to go~ abu -it. Whnthe, commit- were bilked out of tens of billions of to Aiotif th euiisadExchange
teet takei redit her for not adopting a dollars and their ability to recover Commite oth leaacthe audi-
new and unteted peading standard, I their losses has been limited. tor is requr o-nomte SEC or
give, t II crdt. eas it Is some- Cogeseatdtuhlgsation to fc-ivlentisThsis needed re-
thin w=V1ch a led been tested. It en~r htti eal ilnot hap- fomwih sit all investors who
Is nte;-btiinoplete if it does pnganIrelleistonthat I of- reye coitans to at in an inde-
not haet~scn at of what the frdwhcpasdCnesprohibit- pedn a~e ~ hwbehalf.
secn crutsiasto how you meet ing S&L's from investing in risky junk I ol ie ocoemy statement
tlW sadr.Isily to me does ndr, bdnds and requiring them to divestt the th rvteScrtes Litigation
follow, onIes they already own. Some S&L's Reform Ac f19 y highlighting

I sha.ll not pursue it because I under- were actually selling worthless junk some ta itcifo narticle in to-
stamod th~e distinguished Senator from bconds to investors out of their lobbies, day's isu o hWalStreet Journal.
Utah is not the, draftsman. It never should have happened. But The artil noe h the net legal

Mr. President. th t concludes the ar- still many unwary investors lost a bunt costs of accounin irshas increased
gument. and I do ntthink there Is any di njn od fee ythese de- from 8 percent of hir otlrevenue inL po4rnt at this late hour in keeping the cetv atbc rit eoeCon- 1990 to' 12 perce~nt of rvnein 1993.
staff here if we are not going to have gesatdosophiacvty. That is a 50, Percent increase in net
any reply. So. Mr. President. I yield W ouhtopstugreformed- legal costs In justJ3 years. In one of the
the floor.11If my colleagues are here and minded securities legislation that stops cases cited in-' Jhe !Aricl~. it notes thatr itend to make some reply, if they are the abusive legal cases that are filed to an accountrin firm spent $7 million de-

onte pxretises. I 'will wait a reason- sim~ply line the financial pockets of un- fending itself in a case where the jury
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ruled In the accounting firms favor. Mr. President, this legislation Is long "(11) requires".
That is $7 million spent Just to prove overdue. I am pleased this day has On page 116. line 4, strike "(iii) deter-Li ~ ~~~that the firm was innocent. As these come, and I am pleased that this r'e- mines" and Insert the followinr.statiticsshow comon snse houl for hasoverhelmng bpartsan up- `(MI) determines".statisics sow, cmmon ense sould orm hs ovewhelmig biprtisa sup- On page 116. between lines 11 and 12. Insertbe reintroduced to our securities litiga- port. the following:
tion system, and this legislation does It is time we look at liability issues "(D) made in connection with an Initial
just that. Common sense benefits all and liability reform not on a partisan public offering;
parties In the securities litigation sys- basis but on an American basis. It is in On page 116. line 12. strike "(D)" and insert
tem. especially investors, which is fun- the best interest of business and It is In O ae16 ie1.srk IE"adIsr
damnental to this legislation, the best Interest of the consumers. We -~(F)'..

Ms. MIIKULSKI. Mr. President, I rise can do both, because this bill does On page 118. line 13, before the period In-K ~ ~~~~today to speak in support of the Secu- both. sert "that are net compensated through finalrities Litigation Reform Act. I like Mr. GRASSLEY addressed the Chair. adjudicat~ion or settlement of a private ac-this bill for three reasons: It stops the The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- tion brought under this title arising from
bounty hunters, it puts people who ator from Iowa. the same violation".

Mr. GRSSLEY.Mr. Prsident I ask On page 121, line 7. strike "has been.".have lost money in charge, and it pe- Mr RSLY r rsdnIak On page 121. strike line 9, and insert theK ~ ~~~~nalizes people who commit fradd. unanimous consent to speak for 6 min- following: "made-Mr. President, we are finally moving utes as in morning business. "(I) was convicted of any felony or mis-
on this issue. We've moved beyond dis- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without demneanor".
cussing whether or not there is i, prob- objection, It is so ordered. On page 121, strike line 11 and insert the
lemn-to discussing exactly what re-, Mr. GRASSLEY. I thank the Chair, following; "15(b)(4)(B);, or"(II) has been made the subject of a iu-".forms are needed. (The remarks of Mr. GRASSLEY per- On page 121. line 14. strike "(I) prohibits"Here is what I think. First, let us taining to the Introduction of S. 974 a~re and insert the following:
stop the bounty hunters. This bill says located in today's RECORD under "(I) prohibits".
that lawyers can't shop around for cli- "Statements on Introduced Bills and On page 121. line 16, strike "(ii) requires"
ents. I mean-a lawyer will not be able Joint Resolutions.") and insert tbe following:

to paya comissionto soeone ese to Mr. GRASSLEY. Mr. President, I "(1H) requires".to pay a commission to someone else to ~~~~~On page 121, line 19. strike "(ii) deter-find them a client. suggest the absence of a quorum. mines" and Insert the following.~
.1 have heard of instances where law- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The "(In) determines".

yers eek ot clents ust o the canclerk will call the roll. On page 122, between lines 2D and 21. insertK ~ ~~~~have cases to litigate. The assistant legislative clerk pro- the following:Secon, I tink te peole wh loseceeded to call the roll. "(D) made In connection with an initialthecon.Ithmoney shouldehave the moste r ENT.M.Peiet s public offering',the mos money hould hve the ost Mr BENNET. Mr. Pesident I ask On page 122, line 21. strike "(D)"I and insertto say. By that I mean-with thi bill urianimous consent that the order for
tecutwill be able to pick one per- the quorum call be rescinded. On page 123. line 1, strike "fE)" and Insertthson-hurt ls lto onyi The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without ."(F)".ason-whon hsul-os ae lthof moeydr Tin objection, it is so ordered. On page 124, line 21, Insert before the pe-class athe n sys item ork ber theleadr. Tis- Mr. BENNETT. Mr. President, I ask riod "that are not compensated through

waythea syagste thm.wrsfrinetrn unanimous consent that the pending final adjudication or settlement of a private
Third.Mr. Prsident I am ll foramendment be set aside, action brought under this title arising fromThird Preiden, I m al for The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without the same violation".ending fraud and protecting businesses On ipage 128, line 26, strike "the liabilitythat a-re Just trying to create jobs. This objection, It is so ordered. or' and Insert "if".

bill will not apply to people who know- AMENDMENT NO. 1456 On page 128. line 25, strike "offers or sells"
ingly cheat Investors. ~~~(Purpose: To make certain technical and insert "offered or sold".

I have talked to several investors and amendments, and for other purpose) On page 129. line 1, strike "1shall be limitedK I have h~.rd from the people of Mary- Mr. BENNETT. Mr. President, I send tdageifthat person".'dsuhpr
land ontisssue. Accountants tell me an amendment to the desk and ask for tion or all of such amount" and insert "then
that some attorneys pay stockbrokers, Its imrmediate consideration, such portion or amount, as the case may.
and others, in return for Information The PRESIDING OFFICER. The be.,"about possible lawsuits and possible clerk will report. On pa-ge 131, lines 19 and 20, strike "thatclient. Tha is uacceptble. ourts The assistant clerk read as follows: r person's degree" and insert "the percent,-
are for prtecting the rights of people The Senator from Utah [Mr. BENNE'rrl. for age"

ad promtn fares o o rv-Mr. D'MATxO, for himself and Mr. SARBANEs. On page 131. line 20, Insert "of that person"and lawsutits, wairnsnth highr fivou- proposes an amendment numbered ask6 before the comma.Mr
Companies are hit wihhge nu- Mr. BENNETT. Mr. President, MrIBENTTaseienk sance costs, time in court and are gen- unanimous consent that reading 'of the unanimous consent that the amnend-

erally distracted from the mission of amendment be dispensed with. Merit be agreed to and that the motion
creating jobs. Lawsuits mean ta The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without to reconsider be laid upon the table.
companies are reluctant to provide the objection, it is so ordered. . TePEIIGOFCR WihuThe amendment is as follows: objection, the amendment is agreed to.kind of public information that can O ae8.ln 1 tie" f n So the amendment (No. 1486) was
benefit in~vestors. "in wae8hich". ,srie".i' n agsreeto

In Maryland, high-technology compa- On page 111, beginning on line 2. strikeE ~~~~~nies are b~it the most by this problem. "during the pendency of any motion to di- M IGBSNS
That means these unnecessary lawsuits miss,". .MRIGBSNS
are c~osting Maryland citizens-lost On page 111. line-4, insert "during the pend- Mr. BENNETT. Mr. President, I ask
lobe a~nd lost opportunities. ency of any motion to dismiss," after unanimous consent that there now be a

Mr. President, this is not about pro- "stayed".peidfrterasconfruie
tecting some "savings and loan con On page 114. line 13, strike "has been.", perniod forsthess wtranSacinatofs prouinK~ ~ ~~~ats"a h d a.Ti i On page 114. strike line 15 and insert the mrigbsnswt eaosprartis" asthe as sa. Thi bil iS following* ",made- mitted to speak therein for up to 5about saving jobs and keeping the - '-Ii) was convictedi of any felony or mis- minutes each.
courthouse doors open to those who demeanor". 'me PRESIDING OFFICER. Withoutreally need to get inside. - On page 114. strike line 17 and insert the objection, it is so ordered.

I support this bill because I believe it following: "15(b)(4XB); or -_____
will create jobs. We needs investors. We -(ii) has been made the subject of a ju-".
need new companies. We need new jobs. On page 114. line 20. strike '"(i) prohibits" IS CONGRESS IRRESPONSIBLE?

have anynew jobs and insert the following:
But we will nothaenyewjb if "MI prohibits" - THE VOTERS HAVE SAID YESK ~~~~~companies cannot invest or ask people On page 115. line 1. strike '-(i) requires" Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, the im-

to ives intheir future. and insert the following: pr'ession simply will not go away: The



Self-Study

The July, 1995 Report from the Subcommittee on Long Range
Planning to the Committee on Rules of Practice, Procedure and
Evidence of the Judicial Conference of the United States is
attached. A set of Notes on the Report is attached as a preface.
the Notes simply reflect one set of first reactions to the Report.
They are designed to stimulate thought, not to suggest all of the
questions that may be raised by the Report.

A separate note seems appropriate as to one aspect of the
Report that is not reflected in any of the formal recommendations.
The discussion of Standing Committee membership at pages 17 to 18
raises the question whether there should be some overlap between
membership on the Advisory Committees and membership on the
Standing Committee. This discussion may reflect the advice of
Judge Joseph F. Weis, Jr., a former chair of the Standing
Committee. Judge Weis wrote to the Subcommittee to express concern
about delay in the rulemaking process and the lack of uniformity
between different sets of rules. He suggested that the Standing
Committee should be reconstituted by appointing two members from
each Advisory Committee, and designating the chair of the Standing
Committee as an ex officio member of each Advisory Committee.
Uniformity would be further promoted by having all Advisory
Committees meet at the same time and place, to be followed
immediately by the meeting of the Standing Committee. There are
some obvious difficulties with this proposal - the Standing
Committee Chair, as ex officio member, could not simultaneously
attend all five Advisory Committee meetings; there would be no time
to rethink, revise, and reconsider Advisory Committee work before
consideration by the Standing Committee (or too much time, if the
Standing Committee met only to consider the results of earlier
Advisory Committee meetings); there would be a real risk that the
independent role of the Standing Committee would be compromised.

If there are difficulties with Judge Weis' proposal as framed,
variations may deserve study. One, noted in the Self-Study, would
be to appoint each of the Advisory Committee chairs as voting
members of the Standing Committee. Since the chairs commonly
attend and frequently participate generally in Standing Committee
deliberations, this change could be implemented without reducing
the numbers or independent role of other Standing Committee
members. To ask the chair of each Advisory Committee to become
familiar with the detailed work of each other Advisory Committee as
well as prepare presentation of the Committee's own work is to ask
a lot. Nonetheless the shared experience of those most immediately
involved in the initiating stages of the rulemaking process might
contribute importantly to the overall work of the Standing
Committee.
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Notes on Self-Study of Federal Judicial Rulemaking

L The Standing Committee has requested that each Advisory
Committee review the Self-Study of Federal Judicial RulemakingL prepared by the Subcommittee on Long Range Planning. The Standing
Committee intends to take, the Self-Study seriously as a program to
guide future work. If our Committee believes that some aspects of

K the program could be ,improved, now is the time to make constructive
L suggestions. We should take the task seriously, just as the

Standing Committee does.

Each of us is likely, to have distinctive reactions to the
L Self-Study. These notes are intended to provide an example of the

kinds of questions that should be asked independently by each
Committee member. All but the first go to the "Issues and

l Recommendations" section that begins on page 12.

Evaluative Norms: Pages 11 to 12 discuss "consensus" as anL evaluative norm. It is stated in the sentence that begins on the
last two lines of page 11 that "a lack of consensus about the
wisdom of problematic proposed rules will normally suffice to block
the adoption of such rules. Consensus should not be too strong a
norm, however, because it favors the status quo." And so on.
These seem to be words that could be used again and again by
opponents of change to argue against changes thati are "problematic"
only because they seekto correct rules that give undueadvantage
to one interest or another. Better language should be found. Some
help is found on page 13, where the discussion of the composition

L of advisory committees recognizes that "Rulemaking ought not follow
public opinion or bar polls." But this is notenough.

Issues and Recommendations

A. Advisory Committees

l, The second full paragraph on page 13 suggests that in making
appointments to the advisory committees, the Chief Justice should
consider seeking suggestions from the ABA and other similar
organizations. Is a formal role really a good idea?

Recommendation 4, p. 14, goes to "Resources and support.n Do
the members of the Committee really want to receive regular
circulations of law journal articles, social-science publications,
and other pertinent articles? Should "in-house seminars" be

7 encouraged apart from consideration of specific rules proposals?

Recommendation 5, p. 15, on outreach and intake, suggests on-
line communications in various forms. If direct email links -are
established within the committee, what should be done, about public
access to the committee "conference"?

7 Recommendation 6, summarizing pp. 15-16, suggests that



L

proposals should be grounded on available data, and that mechanisms
should be developed for gathering and evaluating data not otherwise
available. 'Does this recommendation create a risk that sound
proposals will be opposed because of the want of empirical support?
We have devoted a lot of time to attempting to learn about Rule 23,
and the Federal Judicial Center Study has been helpful even in its
initial stages. But my guess is that in the end, the Rule23
experience will show that 'there are many questions that cannotbe
answered in ways that meet the standards Iof rigorous empirical
investigation. The nonrigorous' evidence of shared experienceland
anecdote, however, has supported much wise rulemaking in the past.
How far should we submit'tostagnation when social scienc -7 or''our
powers of budget and persuasion - are not equal to the task of
generati g rigqrous mevi ence? ow ong 'should ieemingly important

,, ~ 07, '- , , , .1'irule1 'chng'es Lble pspoe hiea atte'mpt.Vi, malei t o qtherK

Recommendation 7, based on the pp. 16,-17 discussion, ismthat
the Civil Rules Advisory Committee report on the ways in which
experience with the Civil' 'Justice 'Reform Act of ~1990 might
effectively be used in rulemaking. TThis task has been on our
agendafrom thebeginning. The most serious questions are likely
to be those of time and coordination withl the Committee on Court
Adminstration and LCase Manag'ement.' Should we speak to those
questions now?

Recommendation 8, p. -17, urges that the Civil Rules Advisory
Committee assess the effects obf creating local options in the
national rules. The immediate focus is disclosure under 'Rule
26(a)t1). iThe discussion states that the'inquiry should proceed
without'- any bias 'in favor of 'nationally uniform rules.
Recommendation 10 on page 18, however, states that there should be
a strong but rebuttable presumption against local 'options in
national rules. These two statements ishould be harmonized. And it
should be recognized that Rule 26,(a)(1) is not the only "local
rule" option provision. Therell are several in the balance of the
discovery rules. Rule 16(b) has another. I am not at all sure how
to 'arrange 'a study of the effects of, creating local options.
Before agreeing to be asked to do'this, we may want to ponder a bit
on the probable'nature of 'the task.

Standing Committee

The discussion of recommendation 10, p. 18, again notes local
rules problems and attributes teethe new version of Civil Rule 83
the command that local rules be consistent with, and not duplicate,
national rules. The command 'oflconsistency with national rules in
fact reflects adoption into Rule 83 of the language of 28 U.S.C. §
2071(a).' The discussion leads to recommendation 10, already noted,
that there be "a strong but 'rebuttabletpresumption against local
options in national rules." '

Recommendation 11, pp. 18-19, recognizes that primary drafting
responsibility is assigned to' the, Advisory Committees. The



Standing Committee should "facilitate careful changes in language,"
but remand to the Advisory Committee' if substantial changes are
necessary. This recommendation does not deal adequately with the
problems that arise when two or more advisory committees are
dealing with a common question. Our most recent experience has

7 come with reconciliation of the proposals to publish for comment
L amendments of Criminal Rule 24(a) and Civil Rule 47(a).

Substantial changes of style were made by advisory committee
representatives because it seemed unlikely that either the Criminal'"
Rules Advisory Committee or the Civil Rules Advisory Committee
would recede from positions deliberately taken with full knowledge
of the differences in the drafts. Thought must be given to the
alternatives of scheduling advisory committee meetings at the same
time and place to permit joint consideration of common topics, or
of assigning greater responsibility - and corresponding greater
work - to the Standing Committee.

Recommendation 13, p. 20, suggests that thought should be
given to developing a more definite role for the Standing Committee
members who serve 'as liaisons to the advisorycommittees. 'We may
want to offer advice.

7 Recommendation 14, p. 20, is that the Standing Committee
should decide'what is to become of the restyled sets of federal
rules. We have considerable experience, and no small investment,
in the restyling project. Before the experience stales, and asKJ part of deciding whether to increase the investment by pursuing the
project toward completion, we may want to offer advice to the

7 Standing Committee.

L Recommendation 15, pp. 20-21, includes discussion of a one-
time recommendation that each Advisory Committee study

7 comprehensive packages of procedural reforms proposed by scholars,
committees, and'bar groups. There was a moment when we flirted
with the question whether the time has come to start over with the
Civil Rules, but that topic is not likely to be approached

L. seriously. Short of that, there are many projects on the horizon.
Apart from the style project, the need to respond to the RAND study
of CJRA experience is noted with Recommendation 7 above. We have
put off serious topics, such as the pretrial and post-judgment use
of masters, because our agenda is full and because of a feeling
that a process of continuing rule changes is very costly. The
actual recommendation seems to put aside any responsibility for

L sweeping reconsideration of vast subgroups of rules or the entire
set of rules. It may not be necessary to comment on the suggestion
that comprehensive packages of reforms be studied, but it might be
wise to note the possible difficulties. This topic may tie in to

L the proposal for a biennial cycle of rulemaking noted below.

D. Supreme Court

Recommendation 16, pp. 21-72, raises the question whether it

3

7



is necessary to have both the Judicial Conference and the Supreme
Court involved in the Enabling Act process. The actual
recommendation raises the question whether a period of public
notice and written comment should be established during the time of K
Supreme, Court consideration. We should consider this
recommendation carefully. It mig h add still greater delay to the,
process. In any event',' it focuses' attention on the need for
response by the'advisory committees and Standing Committee. Public
comment to theCourt on the 1993 amendments of Civil Rule 26(al1),
for example,, cried ut for response lest the Court be misled. [7

,F. ~lMiscellaneous

Recommendation 18, pp 23-25 is' that a, biennial schedule be
adopted f or ,publi1shing,,proe ru'cane. This, Is tied, to a
change in the calendar of the Standing Committee, with, meetings in
the summer to consider recdo mendatiors to the Judicial Conference -

and in the, fal ~to consider rcmedations for, publication.
Again, 'these 0,1ans desere se~u huht. Ado~pt~io'n 'of a
bienpia1'', pblidhatn prg~bul~ste~h~ stjill l1fu~rt4e hAga~u erl th ''

time needed to effc u~~hne;ajsigfor this "Fsk by
adapting the cycle of advisory and Standing Commititee' eetings
brings its ownb, cost., SChedi d I meet, I f
the summtert enable p ~tat~ibn o~f r`16coimnenda~tios t te

1 lll l il , t~~~~~~~~~~~l>'lql~~~~~tlt'~~E.,H. Coioper ,l < IP ~lt ' '
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A Self-Study of FederalJudicial Rulemaking

K A Report from the Subcommittee on Long Range Planning to the
Committee on Rules of Practice, Procedure and Evidence of the

Judicial Conference of the United States

July 1995

Introduction

L At the June i993 meeting, the Standing Committee directed the Subcommittee on Long
Range Planning to undertake a thorough study of the federal judicial rulemaking procedures,7 including: (1) a description of existing procedures; (2) a summary of criticisms and concerns; (3)

A, an assessment of how existing procedures might be improved; and (4) appropriate proposed
recommendations.

The self-study was deferred in anticipation of the January 1994 Executive Session and
related discussion. At that meeting, the Standing Committee decided to solicit public comments.
Appendix A to this Report contains a Summary of the Comments Received. In addition, theL Subcommittee canvassed the secondary literature. Appendix B to this Report is an Annotated
Bibliography. An Interim Report was circulated in anticipation of the June 1994 meeting of the
Standing Committee. The Interim Report raised several issues for preliminary discussion at that
meeting and solicited further written comments from those in attendance. A draft was circulated
to the Standing Committee inJanuary 1995, and now this semi-final draft has been completed.
The Chair of the Standing Committee wants to solicit comments from the Advisory
Committees, so the Subcommittee's work will be back on the agenda for the winter 1995-96
meeting of the Standing Committee.

The following sections organize this Self-Study Report on the federal judicial rulemaking
procedures: a History of the origins of modern rulemaking, a description of Current Procedures;
a discussion of Evaluative Norms; the Issues and Recommendations for reforms; and a briefL Conclusion.

F"
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Self-Study Report (draft ofJune 15, 1995) 2

Histozyl L

Modern federal judicial rulemaking dates from 1958. A few paragraphs of history inform Hi
our understanding of current practice.

The Judiciary Act of 1789 first authorized federal courts to fashion necessary rules of
practice. 2 A lesser known statute enacted a few days later provided that in actions at law the
federal procedure should be the same as in the state courts. 3 'This created a system that seems
odd to us today: a distinctly- national procedure for equity and admiralty, coupled with a static F
procedure, conforming to the procedure in each state as of September 1789, for actions at law,
the procedure for actions at law remained the same while state courts altered their procedures.
The system became more odd, or at least more uneven, in 1828 when a statute required federal '
courts in subsequently admitted states to conform to 1828 state procedures. The same statute
provided that all federal courts were to follow 1828 state procedures, with some discretion, in
proceedings for writs of execution and other enforcement procedures.4 This unsatisfactory system 7
prevented the federal courts from following state, procedural reform such as the New York Code
of 1848, which merged law and equity and simplified pleading. 5

The next legislative change came in 1872 when Congress withdrew rulemaking authority [
from the federal courts and required that all actions in law conform to the corresponding state
forum's rules land procedures.6 Undertithel ConforrmityAct there were as many different sets of
federal rules and procedures as there were states.7

This Report is not the place to retell the history of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, a
story "told in large part in terms of dedicated individuals who worked and campaigned to bring |7
them into existence."8 V/hat bears emphasis is, that until 193"8, that is, for the Nation's first 150
years, things were very different from what they are today.` 4

Before 1938, the federal courts followed state procedural law, state substantive statutes, and
federal substantive common law, even inf diversity cases. Of course, 'the substantive common law
of the forum state was recognized to be controlling in the famous 1938 Supreme Court diversity 7
decision of Erie Railroad Co. v. Tompkins,9 overruling Sibff' v. Tyson, which had stood since L

1 This portion of this Report is adapted from Thomas E. Baker, An Introduction to Federal Court Rulemaking [7
Procedure, 22 Tex. Tech L. Rev. 323, 324-28 (1991).

2 Act of Sept. 24, 1789, ch. 20, §17, 1 Stat. 73, 83.

3 Act of Sept. 29, 1789, chh. 21, §2, 1 Stat. 93.

4 Act of May 19, 1828, ch. 68, 4 Stat. 278.

5 Charles E. Clark, The Challenge of a New Federal Judicial Procedure, 20 Cornell L.Q 443, 499-50 (1935). L
6 Act ofJune 1, 1872, ch. 255, 17 Stat. 197 (repealed 1934).

7 '[T]he procedural law continued to operate in an atmosphere of uncertainty and confusion, aggravated by the
growing tendency of federal courts to develop their own rules of procedure under the licensing words of the 1872
Act that conformity was to be 'as near as may be.' " Charles Alan Wright &Arthur R Miller, 4 Federal Practice and
Procedure §1002 at 14 (2d ed. 1987).

8 Id. §1004 at 21.

9 304 U.S. 64 (1938).
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1842.10 And in the same year, after more than two decades of effort, national rules of procedure
were drafted by an ad hoc Advisory Committee appointed by the Supreme Court under the
provision of the Rules Enabling Act of 1934.11 Thus 1938 marked an inversion in diversity cases:
henceforth there would be federal procedural law and state substantive law. Those 1938 rules-

L still recognizable today despite numerous amendments-established a nationally-uniform set of
federal procedures, abolished the distinction between law and equity, created one form of action,
provided for liberal joinder of claims and parties, and authorized extensive discovery.

The Supreme Court's ad hoc Advisory Committee was comprised of distinguished lawyers
and law professors. While the ad hoc Committee members have been lionized for theirL accomplishment of drafting the riles themselves, their more subtle'but equally lasting
achievement was to establish the basic traditions of federal procedural reform. 12 Two features of

7 that experience have characterized federal judicial rulemaking ever since. First, the ad hoc
Committee took care to elicit the thinking and the experience of the bench and bar by widely
distributing drafts and soliciting comments, evincing willingness to reconsider and redraft its
recommendations. Second, "the work of the Committee was viewed as intellectual, rather than a
mere exercise in counting noses."13 The ad hoc Committee recommended to the Supreme Court
what it considered the best and most workable rules rather than Aules that might be supported
most widely or might appease special interests. Although the rulemaking process has been
revised over the years lince, these two traditions have endured.

This positive experience located rulemraking responsibility inside the judicial branch, but
L the modern rulemaking process took a few more years to evolve. A year after'the new rules went

into effect, the Supreme Court called upon the ad hoc Advisory Committee to submit
amendments, which the Court accepted and sent to Congress, and which became effective in
1941.14 The next year, the Supreme Court designated the ad hoc Committee as a continuing
Advisory Committee, which thereafter periodically submitted rules amendments through the
1940s and early 1950s.I 5 In 41955 the continuing Advisory Committee submitted an extensive
report to the Supreme Court with numerous suggested amendments. The Court neither acted onL the Report nor explained its inaction. Instead, the Justices; ordered the Comilttee "discharged
with thanks" and revoked the Committee's authority as a continuing body.16

The resulting void in rulemaking procedure was an object of concern expressed by the
American Bar Association, the Judicial Conference, and other groups.17 At the time, there was
no small controversy over whether the Court should designate a new continuing committee and

10 44 U.S. (16 Pet.) 11 (1842).
11 Ac of`June 19, 1934, ch. 651, §§1-2, 48 Stat. 1064; Order Appointing Committee to Draft Unified System of

Ala Equity and Law Rules, 295 U.S. 774 (1934).
L. 12 Wright & Miller, supra note 7, § 1005.

13 Ibid.

14 Order Requesting Amendments from the Advisory Committee, 308 U.S. 642 (1939).
15 Continuance of Advisory Committee, 314 U.S. 720 (1941); Charles E. Clark, "Clarifying' Amendments to the
Federal Rules?, 14 Ohio St. L. J. 241 (1953).

16 Order Discharging the Advisory Committee, 352 U.S. 803 (1956).
17 The Rule-Making Function and the Judicial Conference of the United States, 44 A.B.A. J. 42 (1958) (panel
discussion).
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how the members might be selected. Dissatisfaction was expressed that the Supreme Court was
merely rubber-starnping the recommendations from the previous Advisory Committee, and
several of the Justices were heard to agree with that criticism, dissenting rom orders, from time
to time, to complain that the proposals were not actually the work of the Court.18 Apparently,
there were misgivings expressed behind the scenes about the tenure and influence of the L
members of the continuing Advisory Committee, who, served indeterminate terms, remaining
until resignation or death. Thisiscrete Third Branch discussion took place alongside theC
perennial separation-of-powers debate between the Judiciary and Congress over which EJ
institution should make rules and how..

A consen6sus emerged that, some ongoing rulemakingI process was desirable, but that the K
process had 'to be reformed. The replacement rulemaking procedures ,w,,ere designed by Chief
Justice Earl Waren,,Justice Tom C. Clark and, ChiefJudge John J. Parker of the Fourth
Circuit,, durng their cruise Ito' attend the 1957 American Bar Association Convention. Justice EL
Clark recaled ;: durdaly walksarund the deck of the Queen Mary, we thrashed out the
problem lhoroughly, finally agreeing that the ChiefJustice, as thef Chair of the Judicial
Conference,If should 4appoint tfhe Wcmo Remittees 'w, hich would give them the tag of 'Chief ustice K
Committees. "19 T>its Queen Mlai, Compromise" ledI to ,a> statutory amendment by which
Congrs ssge r~pni iitt he Judicial Conference for advising the Supremhe Court
regardi ang t eao of federa ru dmialty appelle, bankruptcy, civil and
criminal-which only the Court had totmal statutory authori ty to amend. 2 0 The rulemaking
process todayfollows the basic 1958, design.2lhPnlytwo 4evelopments jn rulemaking since then
are su t iien4tnoteworthy to deserve brief menton 'i thisitorY.

proposed i ulesnwere higlly controversal, espeCially theue deal i ng with evidentiary privileges.r
Congress endei1' l'p mandating, 15y ~statute, ,tl'~th~e evidencerules npot t~ake effect until approvede
by legislatrns l t`t en oges iso vi verihe pedoted 'Rules o aideoce sAn revision befotree

attached to all r.es of evidence has since bee~n Idiscarddzd, but the applicable statute still provides
that any revisionnofthe rules governing evidentiy pri~eges shall have no force unless approved

18 E.g., Order Amending the Rules of Civil Procedure, 329 U.S. 843 (1946) (notingJustice Frankfurter's reliance
on the judgment of the Advisory Committee); Order Amending the Rules of Civil Procedure, 308 U.S. 643 (1939)
(notingJustce Black's disapproval); Order Adopting the Rules of Procedure for the District Courts of the United
States, 302 U.S. 783 (1937) (noting Justice Brandeis' disapproval).

19 Tom C. Clark, Foreword to Wright & Miller, supra note 7, at ix.
20 Act ofJuly 11, 1958, Pub. L. No. 93-12, 72 Stat. 356; Panel Discussion, The Rule-Making Function of the
Judicial Conference of the United States, 44 A.B AJ. 42 (1958).

21 The Justices continue to express their individual concerns about the Supreme Court's appropriate role in judicialrulemaking. Statement oftJustce White, 113 S.Ct. 575 (Apr. 22, 1993); Dissenting Statement ofJustice Scalia,
joined byJusdces Thomas and Souter, 113 S.Ct.t5e 1 (Apr. 22, 1993); Order Amending the Rules of Civil
Procedure, 374 U.S. 861 (1963) (opposing statements ofJustices Black and Douglas).
2 2 Act of January 2, 1975, Pub. L. No. 93-595, 88 Stat. 1926; Edward W. Cleary, Preliminary Notes on Reading
the Rules of Evidence, 57 Neb. L. Rev. 908 (1978). K
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by Congress.2 3 After a 20-year hiatus the ChiefJustice reestablished an Advisory Committee on
the Rules of Evidence in 1993. This committee has embarked on a comprehensive review.

Second, Congress amended the Rules Enabling Act in 1988 to require the rules
committees to hold open meetings, maintain public minutes, and afford wider notice and longer
periods for public commentary on proposed rules.2 4 These amendments were designed tor increase attention to rules initiatives and public participation. Rulemaking today is more

L. accessible to interested parties than ever before. It is also slower, and the exchange is not an
unmixed blessing. In the wake of the 1988 changes, only Congress can change rules with
dispatch. This means that any group with a perceived pressing need seeks its forum in the
legislature rather than the judiciary, and today Congress regularly demonstrates its interest in
federal rules matters by holding committee hearings and amending the rules themselves.

Current Procedures 2 5

Congress has authorized the federal judiciary to prescribe the rules of practice, procedure,
and evidence, subject to an expressly reserved legislative power to reject, modify, or defer any
judicially-made rules. This statutory authorization is found in the Rules Enabling Act.26

Pursuant to this statutory authorization and responsibility, the judicial branch has developed an[7 elaborate committee structure with attendant rulemaking procedures. The Proceduresfor the
Conduct ofBusiness by the Judicial Conference Committees on Rules of Practice and Procedure describer the current procedures for judicial rulemaking.2 7 These rulemaking procedures were adopted by

L the Judicial Conference of the United States. They govern the operations of the Standing
Committee and the various Advisory Committees in drafting and recommending new rules or
amendments to the present sets of federal rules of practice and procedure.

The Judicial Conference of'the United States consists of the ChiefJustice of the United
States (Chair), the chiefjudges of the 13 United States courts of appeals, the ChiefJudge of the
Court of International Trade, and 12 districtjudges chosen for a term of 3 years by the judges of
each circuit. The Judicial Conference holds plenary meetings twice every year to consider
administrative problems and policy issues affecting the federal judiciary and to make
recommendations to Congress concerning legislation affecting the federal judicial system.28 ItL also acts through an Executive Committee on some matters.

L 23 28 U.S.C. §2074(b).

24 Judicial Improvements and Access to Justice Act, Pub. L. No. 100-702, 102 Stat. 4642 (codified at 28 U.S.C.
§2073(c)).

25 This portion of this Report is adapted from Baker, supra note 1, at 328-31, and Administrative Office of the U.S.
Courts, The Federal Rules of Practice and Procedure-A Summary for Bench and Bar (Oct. 1993) (hereinafter A
Summary for Bench and Bar). Thomas E. Baker, Recent Developments in the Federal Rules of Procedure: The

Lo 1993 Changes and Beyond, 11 Fifth Cir. Reptr. 531 June 1994).

26 28 U.S.C. §§2071-2077.

27 Announcement, 54 Fed. Reg. 13,752 (Apr. 5, 1989) (publishing Procedures adopted by the Judicial Conference
of the United States on Mar. 14, 1989).

28 28 U.S.C. §331.
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By statute, the Judicial Conference is charged with carrying on a 'continuous study of the
operation and effect of the general rules of practice and procedure." 2 9 The Conference is
empowered to recommend changes and additions in the federal rules "from time to time" to the
Supreme Court, in order to "promote simplicity in procedure, fairness in administration, the just
determination of litigation, and the elimination of unjustifiable expense and delay." 30

To perform these responsibilities of study and drafting, the Judicial Conference has created
the Committee on Rules of Practice, Procedure, and Evidence (Standing Committee)31 and
various Advisory Committees (currently one each on Appellate Rules, Bankruptcy Rules, Civil
Rules, Crirminal Rules and Evidence Rules). All appointments are made by the ChiefJustice of
the United States, for a three-year, once-renewable term. Members are federal and state judges,
practicing attorney, and scholars. On recommendation of the Advisory Comrnittee's chair, the
ChiefJustice appoints a reporter, usually from the academy, to serve the committee as an expert
advisor. The reporter coordinates the comrmittee's agenda and drafts the rules amendments and
the explanatory committee notes.

The Standing Committee coordinates the rulemaking responsibilities of the Judicial
Conference. The Standing Committee reviews the recommendations of the various Advisory
Committees and makes recommendations to the Judicial Conference for proposed rules changes
as may be necessary to maintain consistency and otherwise promote the interest ofjustice."32

The Secretary to the Standing Committee, currently the Assistant Director for Judges Programs
of the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, coordinates the operational aspects of the entire
rulemaking process and maintains the official records of the rules committees. The Rules
Committee Support Office of the Administrative Office provides day-to-day administrative and
legal support for the Secretary and the various committees.3 3

Rulemaking procedures are elaborate:

The pervasive and substantial impact of the rules on the practice of law in the federal
courts demands exacting and meticulous care in drafting rule changes. The
rulemaking process is time-consuming and involves a minimum of seven stages of
formal comment and review. From beginning to end, it usually takes two to three
years for a suggestion to be enacted. 34

By delegation from the Judicial Conference, authorized by the relevant statute, each
Advisory Committee is charged to carry out a "continuous study of the operation and effect of

LI29 Ibid.

30 Ibid.

31 28 U.S.C. §2073(b). The convention has been to refer to this Committee as the 'Standing Committee on Rules Lof Practice and Procedure' or simply the 'Standing Committee."

32 8 U.S.C. §2073(b). fl
33 'Meetings of the rules committees are open to the public and are widely announced. All records of the
committees, including minutes of committee meetings, suggestions and comments submitted by the public,
statements of witnesses, transcripts of public hearings, and memoranda prepared by the reporters, are public and are
maintained by the secretary. Copies of the rules and proposed amendments are available from the Rules Committee JSupport Office.' A Summary for Bench and Bar, supra note 25.
34 A Summary for Bench and Bar, supra note 25. 7

7
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,the general rules of practice and procedure" in its particular field.35 An Advisory Committee
considers suggestions and recommendations received from any source, new statutes and court
decisions affecting the rules, and other relevant legal commentary. In fact, "[p]roposed changes in
the rules are suggested by judges, clerks of court, lawyers, professors, government agencies, or

LJ other individuals and organizations."36 Copies or summations of all written recommendations
and suggestions that are received are first acknowledged in writing and then forwarded to each
member. The Advisory Committees meet at the call of the chair. Each meeting is preceded by

Li notice of the time and place, including publication in the Federal Register, and meetings are open
to the public.37 Upon considering a suggestion for a rules change, the Advisory Committee has

7 several options, including: (1) accepting the suggestion, either completely or with modifications
or limitations; (2) deferring action on the suggestion or seeking additional information regarding
its operation and impact, (3) rejecting the suggestion because it does not have merit or would be
inconsistent with other rules or a statute; or (4) rejecting the suggestion because, while it may
have some merit, it is not really necessary or sufficiently important to warrant ,a formal
amendment.3 8

The Reporter to the Advisory Committee, under the direction of the Advisory Committee
or its Chair, prepares the initial drafts of rules changes and 'Committee Notes" explaining their
purpose or intent. The Advisory Committee then meets to consider and revise these drafts and
submits them, along with an Advisory Committee Report which includes any minority or
separate views, to the Standing Committee. The reporters of all the Advisory Committees are
encouraged to work together, with the reporter to the Standing Cornmittee, to promote clarity
and consistency among the various sets of federal rules; the Standing Committee has created a
Style Subcommittee, with its own Consultant, that works with the Advisory Comrmittees to help
achieve dear and consistent drafts of proposed amendments.

Lo Once the Standing Committee approves the drafts for publication, the proposed rules
changes are printed and circulated to the bench and bar, and to the public generally. Every effort
is made to publish the proposed rules widely. More than 10,000 persons and organizations are on
the mailing list, including: federal judges and other federal court officials; United States
Attorneys; other federal government agencies and officials; state chiefjustices; state attorneys
general; law schools; bar associations; and interested lawyers, individuals and organizations who
request to be included on the distribution list.39 A notice is published in the Federal Register and
the proposed rules changes also are reproduced with explanatory committee notes and supporting
documents in the West Publishing Companys advance sheets of Supreme Court Reporter, FederalK ReporterThird Series, and Federal Supplement.40 As a Matter of routine, copies are provided to
other legal publishing firms. Anyone who requests a copy of any particular set of proposed
changes may obtain one.

35 See 28 U.S.C. §2073(b).

36 A Summary for Bench and Bar, supra note 25.

37 Notice of Public Meeting, 59 Fed. Reg. 59,793 (Nov. 18, 1994).
38 A Summary for Bench and Bar, supra note 25.

L 39 A Summary for Bench and Bar, supra note 25.

40 E.g., 115 S.Ct. No. 1, at cxvi (Nov. 1, 1994).

Lb
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The comment period runs -six months from the Federal Register notice date. The Advisory
Committee usually conducts public hearings on proposed rule changes, 'again preceded by
widely-, published notice. The hearings typically are held in several geographically diverse cities to
allow for regional comment. Transcripts of the hearings are generally available. 'The six-month
time period may be abbreviated, and the public hearing cut out, only-if the Standing'Committee
or its Chair determinues that the administration of justice requires that theprocess be expedited.

At the, colusion ,of the comment period, the reporter prepares a summary of the written
commentsrreceived and the testimony presented at public hearing for the Advisory Committee,
which; may make additional changes in ithe proposed rules.If there are substantial new changes,
there may be ,a 'additional period for publicl notice and :omment. The Advisory Committee then
,submits the proposed rule lchanges aind CommitteeNptes towthe Stading Committee. Each
,s~ubmission ils ,a Iccomnpanried b, y a separate report of the commentts received which explains any
changes, made ,s subsequent to The original publication. ITe report also includes the minority views
of Advisory Committee members who chose to have their separate views recorded.] i

The Standing Commnittee coordinates the work of the several Advisory Committees,
individually and jointly. Although on-occasion .,the Standing Committee suggests actual proposals
to be studied, its chief function is to review the proposed rules changes recommended by the
Advisory Committees. Meetings of the Standing Committee are open to the public and are
preceded by public'notice in the Federal Register.41 Minutes of all meetin'gs are maintained as
public records iand made available to interested parties.

Te Chair and Reporter of each Advisory Comnmittee attend the meetings of the Standing
Committee to present the proposed rules changes and Committee Notes. The Standing
Committee may accept, reject, or modify a proposal. If a Standing Committee modification
effects a substantial change, the proposal may be returned to the Advisory Comnmittee with
appropriate[ instructions, including the, possibility of a second publication for another period of
public cornment and public hearings. The Standing Committee transmits the proposed rule
changes and Committee Notes approved by it, together with the Advisory Comrmittee report, to
the Judicial Conference. The Standing ICommittee's report to the Judiciai Conference includes
its reconmweindaions and explanations of any changes it, has made, along with the minority views
of any memberswhomwish to record their! separate statements L

The Judicial Conference, inturn, transmits those recommendations it approves to the
Supreme 'Courtj of the United States. Formally, the Supreme Court retains the ultimate
responsibilit for te adoption of changes in the rules, accomplished' by an Order of the Court.4 2

The Supreme Court has at times played an active part, refusing to adopt rules proposed to it and
making changes in the text of rules.43 In practice, however, the Advisory Committees and the
Standing Committee are the main engines for procedural reform in the federal courts. Under the

41 Notice of Meeting, 55 Fed. Reg. 25,384 (1990).

42 Order Amending the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (Apr. 22, 1993), H.R. Doc. 103-74, 103d Cong., 1st KJ
Sess., reprinted at 113 S.Ct. 478 (1993).

43 The Supreme Court actually made changes in the original adoption of the civil and criminal rules. Wright &
Miller, supra note 7, §§2 n.8 & 1004 n.18. Charles E. Clark, The Role of the Supreme Court in Federal E
Rulemaking, 46J. Am. Jud. Soc. 250 (1963). And the Court continues to do so. Order, 129 F.RD. 559 (May 1,
1990); Order of April 27, 1995 (not yet reported). K
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enabling statutes,4 4 amendments to the rules may be reported by the ChiefJustice to the
Congress at or after the beginning of a regular session of Congress but not later than May 1st.
The amendments become effective no earlier than December 1 of the year of transmittal, if
Congress takes no adverse action.4 5

Since 1958 this rulemaking procedure has been followed regularly. 4 6 Spirited debates have
been generated, from time to time, over particular proposals and sets of amendments. Some of
these controversies have been resolved within the Third Branch. In recent years, these
rulemaking procedures have been followed with the result that particular proposals have been
rejected at each level of consideration-at the Advisory Committees, at the Standing
Committee, at the Judicial Conference, and at the Supreme Court-often with attendant public
debate and occasionally with high controversy. Debate likewise has attended proposals that have
been approved. For example, the last package of wholesale changes to the discovery provisions inLo the Civil Rules drew a separate statement from one member of the Supreme Court and a
dissenting statement from three others.

L0, Other controversies have played out in the Congress. For example, the 1993 amendments.
were the subject of hearings in both the Senate and the House of Representatives. A bill to
rescind some of the discovery rules changes in that package passed the House, but did not reach
the floor of the Senate. Controversy akin to the separation of powers doctrine often surrounds
exercises of the legislative prerogative to pass a statute to effectuate a change in the federal rules
of procedure. Most recently, Congress included three new rules of evidence in the Violent Crime
Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994.47 But over the years judges and the judiciary
regularly have been heard to urge that Congress should feel obliged to exercise greater self-
restraint in this regard and defer to the Rules Enabling Act process.

Evaluative Norms 48

It is worth a few pages to consider rulemaking procedures from a normative vantage, to ask
what are the explicit and implicit norms that overlay the entire enterprise of federal judicial
rulemaking, beyond the more familiar first level of abstraction that would consider the policy
underlying some specific rule change. This vantage indudes rulemaking norms as they are
currently understood as well as how they might be "reimagined." If rulemaking procedures are a
meta-procedure, in the sense they are the procedures followed to promulgate new court proce-

44 28 U.S.C. §§2071-77.
45 But see Act of March 30, 1973, Pub. L. 93-12, 87 Stat. 9 (providing that the proposed Rules of Evidence should
have no effect until expressly approved by Act of Congress).
46 Order Amending the Rules of Civil Procedure, 480 U.S. 955 (1987); Order Amending the Rules of Civil
Procedure, 471 U.S. 1155 (1985); Order Amending the Rules of Civil Procedure, 461 U.S. 1097 (1983).
47 Pub. L. No. 103-322, 108 Stat. 1796; H.R Rep. No. 103-711, 103d Cong., 2nd Sess. (1994). On unanimous
recommendation of the Advisory Committee on Evidence and of the Standing Committee, theJudicial Conference
informed Congress that in its view this exercise was imprudent and had produced seriously flawed language. The
Judicial Conference proposed an alternative text more in accord with the norms and drafting style of the other rules.
See Report of the Judicial Conference on the Admission of Character Evidence in Certain Sexual Misconduct Cases (Feb.
1995).

L 48 This part of this Report is adapted, with permission, from a letter from Professor Oakley to the Chair of the
Subcommittee. John B. Oakley, An Open Letter on Reforming the Process of Revising the Federal Rules, 55 Mont.L. Rev. 435 (1994).L
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dures, then this segment of this Report, for what it is worth, might be described as a meta-meta- L
procedure. To describe it this way is to admit that this part has the smell of the lamp about it.

Inadequacies. Some argue that the existing norms to be found in the federal rules are not [
adequate and do not contemplate all that must be taken into account in a meaningful assessment
of rulemaking as a process. Rule 1's goal for the federal civil rules is the "just, speedy, and
inexpensive determination of every action." Although the three, specified norms ofjustice speed, H
and economy in civil litigation are rooted in common sense, they beg some of the most important
questions that face rulemakers.

In a world in which time is money, speed and economy are tw'o sides of the same figurative l
coin-and the' sides are indistinguishable. Standing alone, they would argue for deciding every
case by the quickest (and therefore cheapest) means possible'-such'as the flip of a more
conventional coin on which the head does not mirror the tail. 0f course a "heads or tails" system K.
of resolving civil disputes would be intolerable, becauseit would be unjust. But the norm of
justice lends itself more easily to condemnation of offered measures, rather than to a constructive H
way to sort proffered reforms, because it conceals at least two co'mpeting conceptions of what
justice requires.'

On the one' hand, justice has something to do with fairness to individuals. Civil cases ought
to reach the 'right" result-the outcome that would follow if every relevant fact were known with
absolute accuracy, if all uncertainty in meaning or application were wrung tout of every relevant
proposition of law, and if society itself could by some extraordinary plebiscite resolve whether the
application of the general law to the unique circumstances of a particular case should be
tempered by overriding concerns of the situational equity. '

On the other hand, justice also has something to do with concerns of equality and
aggregate social efficiency. If we were to allocate all of our resources to attaining the Nth degree
of accuracy and absolute equity in our determinations of legal liability in a particular case, there
would be far less, if any, resources left to adjudicate other deserving cases, let alone to accomplish
all of the other functions government performs besides deciding civil disputes. Moreover, if
equity were given a standing veto over pre-existing legal rules as applied' to the actual facts of any
given case, we would subvert the system of reliance on protected expectations'that permits a
society to function amid a welter of conflicting interests without every such conflict becoming a
contested dispute brought into court.

L
The fact that Rule 1 speaks of a just determination in every case, not only the one before a

judge at any given moment, is more a reminder of the inevitable tension between concerns of C

fairness and efficiency than a criterion for resolving that tension. It should therefore be no L
surprise that the history of federal civil procedure under the Federal Rules has featured a
continuous but seldom explicitly elaborated struggle between what might be labeled the 'primacy 7
of fairness" versus the "primacy of efficiency." The "primacy of fairness' argues for subordination L
of procedural rules in favor of reaching the merits of the parties' dispute under the substantive
law, and conditioning the finality of deterrmination' on liberal opportunities for amendment of
pleadings, reconsideration -bythe trial court, and appellate review. The "primacy of efficiency"
argues for rigorous enforcement of procedural rules to narrow the range of the parties' dispute
and to expedite decision, and limiting the opportunity for, and scope of, appellate review.

Alternatives. What alternative or additional norms might be imagined for federal judicial
rulemaking, beyond'the norms that might be considered for the particular rules and procedures 7

L,
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themselves? Federal rules of procedure should be adopted, construed, and administered to
promote five related norms: efficiency, fairness, simplicity, consensus, and uniformity.

The application of the norm of efficiency to the rulemaking process requires an assessment
of how costly it is to initiate consideration of a rule change and for that proposal to proceed to
implementation by the federal courts. That assessment is itself rather complicated, requiring, for
instance, consideration of the social cost of the rulemaking process in terms of how much moretime the rulemakers would have spent adjudicating cases, representing clients, or teaching
students and conducting research, had they not been involved in the rulemaking process.

K The assessment of the efficiency of the rulemaking process is further complicated by being
interactive with assessment of the efficiency of the actual rules the rulemaking process produces.
A conservative and time-consurning process of rulernaking may be less costly than fast-track

L rulemaking that taxes the litigation system with a constant need for retraining and a high rate of
error attributable to unfamiliarity with as-yet unconstrued new rules, unless it can be shown that
the long-run efficiency gains of new rules are consistently high. The inefficiency of frequently

U. changing the rules might argue either for keeping the rulemaking process inefficient and thus
resistant to proposals for change, or for adopting some form of staging process by which rule
changes are limited, absent exceptional circumstances, to a prescribed schedule of once every so

L many years. Moreover, since the Judicial Conference does not have monropoly power in
rulemaking, the. relative efficiency of either an inert or a volatile judicial rulemakig process will
be determined, in part, by the efficiency or inefficiency of the rules likely to be produced by direct

LI Congressional action, or by Congressional delegation of local rulemaking power to individualdistrict courts, should centralized rulemaking by the Judicial Conference committee structure be
deemed unduly torpid. 1

As applied to the rulemaking process, the norm of fairness calls not only for receptivity to
proposals for change by those not directly vested with rulemaking power, but also for access to7 the process of implementing a proposed rule change by those whose interests are most likely to
be affected by any proposed change. How seriously is public comment encouraged and
facilitated, and is this a pro forma gesture or is there evidence that adverse public comment
makes a difference in the progression of a proposal into a rule change? As applied to the rules~ that the process produces, the norm of fairness requires evaluation of whether changes in the
rules promote or retard the likelihood that individual cases will come to the right result, whether
by adjudication or pro tanto by settlement, in relation to the efficiency gains or losses that result

L from such changes. Is the rulemaking system biased in favor of ratcheting up efficiency at the
expense of fairness, or vice versa?

L The norm of simplicity, specified in 28 U.S.C. §331, serves the related interests of both
efficiency and fairness. Unduly complex rules of procedure not only increase the cost of training,compliance, and enforcement, but also increase the likelihood of mistaken and hence unfairL application. Any rulemaking process that regularly produces unduly complex rules of procedure
or unduly complicates existing simple rules threatens the systemic goals of efficiency and fairness.

As applied to the rulemaking process, the norm of consensus overlaps, but does not
duplicate, the norm of fairness. The norm of consensus demands, first, that the rulemaking
process be sufficiently open to public input to be fairly representative of, or at least sensitive to,the interests of those who will be most affected by the rules it produces. But this norm demands
more than mere notice and the opportunity to be heard. There must be some sharing of, or at
least constraint upon, the power to make new rules, so that a lack of consensus about the wisdom
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of problematic proposed rules will normally suffice to block the adoption of such rules.
Consensus should not be too strong a norm, however, because it favors the, status quo. At the
same time, the expectation for consensus should render the rulemaking process sufficiently inert
to resist utopian reform by policymakers who are so detached from the arena ,of litigation to C

which the rules are directed that ,,they, are indifferent to the practical impact of rule changes upon
those most affected by them.

The4nprm of uniformity isfifndamental to, the rulemaking process first set in place by the
1934 Rules EnablingiAct. TheActw, asmintended to promote a system of federal procedure that
was not only trans-substantive b~ut, with, minor local variations, uniform in application in all
federal district courts.,Geographicaluniform-ity is more important than trains-substantive L
application'of fthei federal ,,rules.l2Deviations fromn trans-substantive uniifornnitylcan, where
necessay adrappropriate, be ex~pressly specified within the rules. Current examples are the
special, lues for Oass actions, brpought derivatively by shareholders, and the entire set of discrete
rulesofpr~pceduefor bankruptcy cases.1But geo~gaphical&disuniformity, even when epressly
permitted byl 6lol' pt-out pr~oisionsinsertedinto ,the ,national rules,'operates insidiously and
often coqverly t9 impair thenorms of botlveciency andifairness. , ,2

, '[ 1 1 > $h , nor b b ' pfi ir es.'1' 'f Nh S[

The' noirm of uniformity demands th'.t the, procedure for litigating actions in federal courts
remain essentrially~ ilar,,natioxiwide. Ifeac~h district court's rules of civil procedure are allowed
to becore lfficintly distinct that venue xnay affect outcome and that aispecial aptitude in local
procedauehceesr essential to competent representatonin that court forum-shopping would
be encouiaged. oMreover, litigants must ei ter 4sk the unfairness of inadvertent ristake in
conforming tol lcized pues ,ogprocedureior incur inefficienrt costs ofinsuring against the
idiosyncrasies of local practice by ad hoc procedural researche or the prophylactic retention of local
counsel.

Issues and Recomrnmendations

In this, section of this Report, we turn to issues, analyses, and recommendations. The
organization to be followed will take up issues related to the five entities in rulemaking: Advisory
Cornmittees- Standing Committee; Judicial, Conference; Supreme Court; and Congress.4 9 L

A. Adviso y Committees

Memberships: Criticisms have been leveled at the composition of the various rules L
committees. First, there have been allegations of an under-representation of the bar, particularly
active practitioners, and of other identifiable interest groups within the bar, such as public
interest lawyers. The often implied but sometimes explicit objection is that the Advisory [2
Committees Fare dominated by federal judges. Second, there, have been allegations of a lack of
diversity of members. The argument is that the diversity of the Advisory Committees ought to
mirror the diversity of the federal bar, which includes more women and minorities than are ,
currently found on the federal bench.

These, are considerations for the attention of the appointing authority, the Chiefjustice. In
recent years,! the Advisory Committees have been enlarged to include more non-judges. Whether
they (and the' Standing Comrmimttee) have already become too large for sustained exchanges and

49 Professor Carl Tobias assisted in the compilation of issues for consideration in this part of this Report. -

L
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careful discussion is an interesting question; drafting by large committees is rarely successful. We
doubt that they should be much larger, perhaps they should be smaller. At all events, the rules
committees are committees of the Judicial Conference of the United States, the policy-making
'entity of the Third Branch. They are not "bar" committees. The notion of representativeness,
i.e., that there ought to be a seat on the Advisory Committee for each identifiable faction of the
bar, contravenes the tradition of federal rulemaking based on a disinterested expertise, as opposed
to interest-group politics. Rulemaking ought not follow public opinion or bar polls.

Federal judges ought to remain a majority of the members of the Advisory Committees.
They have the knowledge and time to act in the best interest of the public those courts serve.
They are of course lawyers too, with substantial experience on both sides of the bench. The
ability to compare these two experiences (not to mention the diverse backgrounds that brought
still others to the bench) makes judges especially'appropriate rulemakers. This is not to say that
the appointing power ought to be exercised without regard to the concerns we have mentioned.
It is enough to suggest that these considerations be given appropriate attention within the
present appointment process and that efforts be made to identify well-qualified candidates with
diverse personal and professional experiences. Some recognition may appropriately be given to
enduring divisions in the practice of law. For example, the Advisory Committee on the CriminalK Rules includes a representative of the Department of Justice and at Federal Public Defender.L Analogously, the Civil Justice Reform Act of 1990 required that advisory groups be "balanced
and include attorneys and other persons who are representative of 'major categores of litigants" in
each district.50

To help achieve these goals, the Chief Justice now solicits advice widely from within the
federal judiciary and the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts. The ChiefJustice couldK consider seeking suggestions from the American Bar Association and similar other organizations
as well.51

[1] Recommendation to the ChiefJustice: Appointments to the Advisory
Committees should reflect the personal and professional diversity in the federal
bench and bar.

__ Length of terms: Members' terms on the Advisory Committee should be long enough to
maintain continuity and to allow a member to see a proposal through to adoption, but not soK long as to create inflexibility and to render rulemaking an 'insider's game." The present practice
is to appoint members for an initial three-year term followed by a second three-year term. On
balance, this seems a reasonable normal term of years for members, but the ChiefJustice should
make exceptions when appropriate to help committees follow through with extended rulemaking

L projects.

Members must master a potentially bewildering number of proposals within a complexL process. The Chair, Reporter, and veteran members of the Advisory Committee can be of great
assistance. The rotation on and off of the Advisory Committee affords new members a break-in

50 28 U.S.C. §478(b).

51 See also Proposed Long Range Plan for the Federal Courts (May 1995) Recommendation 30, Implementation
Strategy 30c: "In developing rules, the Judicial Conference and the individual courts should seek significant
participation by the interested public and representatives of the bar, including members of the federal and state
benches.'

L1
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period. This by-product is reason to maintain the staggered terms. Still, more formal assistance 7
might be appropriate. This might take the form of an orientation meeting scheduled the day
before the regular meeting of the Advisory Committee, attended by the new members, the
Chair, and the Reporter, and perhaps others. Additionally, the Standing Committee and the
Advisory Committees shouild continue to invite members whose terms have expired to attend the
meeting after their term ends, in order to promote continuity.

[2] Recommendation to the Advisory Committees: Chairs and Reporters ofthe 1E
Advisory Committees shouldischedule orientation meetings with new members.

Somewhat different considerationsobtain for Chairs. Rulemaking projects take three years 7
from beginning to end. A Chairf with a three-year term therefore can-see aproject through only if
it commences at the outset of his or her tenure. A leader ought to be granted some time to think _7

through proposals, to make them, and still have time to see therm through. Reporters now serve L
indefinitely. Making a non-member of the committee the only enduring voice is questionable. A
Chair, too, oughtto provide continuityv wthin the'Adviso Commrrittee and the Standing
Committee., It is rt~uncommon for theChairs to represent the judicialbranch lbefbresthe
Congress. The prac'tice of elevating an experienced member to, the Chair is ,appropriate If a
Chair is designated ,at the end of one three-year term, a term of five years as Chair would be
appropriate, increasing total seryice to eht years.r This duration is not out of line in a life time-
tenured institution The shqrterlterms ofmemrbers preserve suEffcient opportunity for widespread
involvement in rulemaking. r

[3] Recommendation to the ChiefJustice: The term for Chairs of the Advisory
Committees should be five years.

Resources and support: Members of the Advisory Committees need sufficient resources -
and support for their part-time but nonetheless important duties. The permanent staff from the
Administrative Office provides necessary logistical support for attending meetings and related C

duties. The Reporters provide imp portant expertise and drafting assistance. Members exchange
information about new developments as a matter of routine. Liaison members of the Standing
Committee also contribute to the smooth operation of the committee system. The paper-flow
through the Advisory Committees is substantial. The relevant literature in each of these areas of Li
the law is growing rapidly.

Because committee members are part-time rulemakers it might be useful to provide them
with some regular entree to the secondary literature, including law journals and social-science
publications that have some bearing on their responsibilities. The Reporters are the most logical 7
bibliographers. L

Various Advisory Commnittees have planned in-house seminars, presentations by panels of
experts in their field, to bring members up-to-date on recent developments. These "continuing
education' events should be continued.

[4] Recommendation to the Advisory Committees: Each Advisory Committee ought 7
to consider adding to the Reporter's duties two tasks: first, regularly circulating
lawjournal articles, social-science publications, and other pertinent artides;
second, arranging and organizing in-house seminars. Li

F
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Outreach and intake: One frequently heard criticism of federal rulemaking is that it is a
closed process dominated by insiders and elites. The twin complaints are that some worthy
proposals go begging for lack of a sponsor and some equally unworthy proposals are pushed
through the process by members with an agenda. In fact, anyone can suggest a rules amendment,
the Committees' meetings are open to the public, periods for public comment and public
hearings are routine steps; proposed rules changes are widely published and distributed;5 2 and the
official records of the various rulemaking entities are public documents. Unless a flood of
comments prevents it, the Advisory Committee (through its Secretary) acknowledges
correspondence and later advises every correspondent of the action taken on his or her proposal.
But even inaccurate perceptions have a way of overtaking reality, and they cannot goL. unchallenged. The Administrative Office's brochure entitled The Federal Rules of Practice and
Procedure-A Summaryfor Bench and Bar is a good example of the ongoing effort to correct
misconceptions about federal rulemaking. In'August 1994 the Chair of the Standing Committee
wrote the presidents of all state bar associations, requesting them to designate persons to receive
drafts and make comments; so far more than half of the state bars have done this.

To promote both the appearance and reality of openness, greater uses of technology should
be explored. The extensive mailing list for requests for comments on proposed rules changes
usually generates only a few dozen responses Not infrequently, public hearings scheduled for
proposals are canceled for lack of interest.

There are alternate ways to reach interested persons. For example, the public hearing before
[r the April 1994 meeting of the Advisory Committee on the Criminal Rules was broadcast on C-

SPAN. Other things might be tried. Public hearings might be conducted relying on closed-
circuit television. Proposed rules changes, now appearing in print media and on commercial
services, can be made available electronically on the Internet promptly. The judiciary could
L maintain a World Wide Web server at minimal cost.5 3 If the committees operate their own
server, persons should be permitted to lodge their comments online for collection and transmittal
to the Advisory Committee. E-mail availability networked internally within the Advisory
Committee might be feasible, once the judiciary-wide network is operational.

[5] Recommendation to the Administrative Office: Electronic technologies should
be used to promote rapid dissemination of proposals and receipt of comments.

The need for research: It is frequently asserted, most often by academic critics, 54 thatLJ federal rulemaking today is too dependent on anecdotal information rather than empirical
research. Rules changes more often than not depend on the legal research of the Reporters
combined with the informed judgment of the members of the rules committees. To make this

5 2 The memorandum from John K. Rabiej to the Standing Committee, dated December 6, 1994, details these
,.. procedures. The mailing list contains 2,500 names. Any given recipient who does not respond over the course of

three years will be replaced with a new name.

53 The Administrative Office has established a home page at http://www.uscourts.gov, but the page is still 'underL construction," meaning that comprehensive links to major data sources have not been established. Other institutions
have taken the lead. Cornell has put several sets of rules online at http://wwwlaw.cornell.edu, and Professor
Theodore Eisenberg has made the AO's entire database available, with search and computation abilities added, at
http-I/teddy.law.comell.edu:8090/questata.htm. Undoubtedly there are other sites.
54 Baker, supra note 1, at 334-35. See particularly Stephen B. Burbank, Ignorance and Procedural Law Reform: A
Call for a Moratorium, 59 Brooklyn L. Rev. 841 (1993).

L.
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argument is not necessarily to find fault with the model of disinterested experts as rulemakers. t.
Nor does the' argument deny the not-infrequent, well-documented instances when rulemakers
have relied on empirical research.55 Yet not enough has been done to incorporate empirical
research into rulemaking on a regular basis. The major difficulties: research is'expensive, it takes
a long time, and the results are of doubtful utility when they come from demonstration projects
rather than controlled experiments-which are rare indeed-or sophisticated econometric
analysis of variation (the subject of the next section below).

We cannot expect members 'of the rules committees to ̀be experts in empirical research
techniques, altough over the years a " f have been. We can expect the 'Reporters to be well- K
versed in' the literature related to their e:xrtse, ind uding interdiscplinary writings and studies
in other disciplines' that have some bear. Indeed, tis ought to be a criterion for appointment
of Reporters. It might also be prudnt for te Reporters totrecrit colleagues in oter disciplinesi
whose expertise comrplements their'on, as a kind 'of informal group of advisors. Additionally,
the Adrinistrative Office and the'Federal udicial Center ma be called on to gather, digest, and
synthesize empirical work of other institutions. The Advisory Committees should be expected to
notify these institutions about whatl data oiuth to be c6ll"eed Te Federal Judicial Center, in
particular, should engage in original riles-treklatedAh mpiric 'e'rch to determine how
procedures are working. LikeMise, the' Ce'eter is adept fie d tudies and pilot programs '
although, as we have observed, these are not a source of eilae6data. Adviso Com nrmittees must
take advantage of these possibilities. FInally, a program ight be developed for commissioning
independent studyis to be performed by outside F tuxprrtt 1iunlder contractw the Advisory

Comimittee.

In sumr: the Standing Committee ought to be able to expectth~at' the Advisory Committees
will rely to the maximum possible extent on emp icaldata as a basis, for proposing rules changes.

[6] Recormnendation to all the Advisory Committees: Each Advisory Committee
should ground its proposals on available data an'd develop' mechanisms for '
gathering and evaluating data that are not otherwise available.

An empirical research project of national scope is taking place under the auspices of the
Civil Justice Reform Act of 1990.56 Indeed, some have suggested that the program of district-
by-district plans for case management has effectively created a second track of federal rulemaking
that threatens the policy goals of national uniformity and political neutrality 'behind the Rules
Enabling Act process. The pilot programs and district plans present an unparalleled opportunity
for empirical research into the effectiveness of reforms, within districts and comparing districts
with other districts. The Judicial Conference delegated primary responsibility for oversight and
evaluation under the Act to the Committee on Court Administration and Case Management.
But, as members of the Standing Committee will recall, the Standing Committee has established
a liaison with that Committee. Congress has extended the deadline for reporting to December 17
31, 1996.57

55 Baker, supra note 1, at 335. K
56 Pub. L.-No. 101-650, 104 Stat. 5089 (1990).

57 Pub. L. No. 103-420, 103rd Cong., 2nd Sess. (Oct. 25, 1994). r
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The Advisory Committee on the Civil Rules has the most direct interest in the evaluationof the delay and cost reduction plans. That Advisory Committee will be obliged to conduct its
own assessment of the final report to Congress with the expectation that some local innovationsin practice and procedure will deserve to be incorporated into the Federal Rules of CivilProcedure-and that less successful innovations will be abandoned, if necessary by being
forbidden in the national rules. (We return below to the subject of uniformity.) The final reportof the RAND study will provide the Advisory Committee with data for assessing future

L proposals for rules changes. In the long run, the Advisory Committees and the Standing
Committee ought to be expected to learn to better utilize empirical research during the
evaluation and reporting cycle. To this end, the Standing Committee should request that theAdvisory Committee on Civil Rules provide a written report generalizing from the experience
with the 1990 Act.

L .[7] Recommendation to the Advisory Committee on the Civil Rules: The Advisory
Committee should report on and make suggestions about'how data gatheredfrom the experience under the CivilJustice Reform Act of 1990 might effectivelyL be used in rulemaking.

Finally, the Standing Committee ought to go about gathering information about theexperiences with the phenomenon of local options in the national rules. As part of the 1993amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, districts were afforded the discretion toopt-in or opt-out of various discovery rules changes. The resulting patchwork provides theequivalent of field experiments in the effectiveness of the optioned rules changes. The FederalJudicial Center has begun to collect data on the experience with opting in and out. The Standing
Committee should recommend that the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules, in conjunctionwith the Federal Judicial Center and scholars, seek to evaluate and compare the experiencesLW between districts that opted-in and those that opted-out. This study ought to assess the
particular measures involved and offer guidance to the Standing Committee on the futureappropriateness of writing local options into the national rules. There should be no bias in thisinquiry although it has long been a belief of the Standing Committee that uniform rules would
facilitate a national practice, this belief should be investigated rather than treated as a shibboleth.

[8] Recommendation to the Advisory Committee on the Civil Rules: The Advisory
Committee should assess the effects of creating local options in the national rules.

V B. Standing Committee

Membership: The discussion about the composition of membership on the AdvisoryV Committees will not be rehearsed here. Much of it applies to the Standing Committee.

It has been suggested that the Standing Committee should be reconstituted to consist only,of an independent chair plus the chairs of the various Advisory Committees-or perhaps to have
overlapping membership with the Advisory Committees, comprising the Chair plus one or twomembers of each Advisory Committee. Such a change would reduce the effectiveness of theStanding Committee as an independent voice (and a check), but it would increase continuity andensure that each member is more thoroughly versed in the subject. The ChiefJustice shouldconsider each side of this balance in selecting the composition of the Standing Committee. Onemiddle position between constituting the Standing Committee wholly from members of theAdvisory Committees would be to make the Chairs fill members of the Standing Committee,
giving then dejure the roles that many have assumed defacto in recent years, participating in the

L

El
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discussion of subjects of Advisory Committees other than their own and exercising substantial
influence (but not voting). We make no concrete suggestion here but again commend this
possibility to the consideration of the ChiefJustice. -,

The criticism that the committees do not "represent" the bar resonates more for the6
Advisory Committees, which have principal drafting responsibility, than'for the Standing
Commi-ttee. Therefore, we do not suggest enlarging the membership of the Standing Committee
to indude more attorneys. Nevertheless, it is altogether fitting and proper to take into account
goals of diversity in membership.

[9] Recommendation to the ChiefJustice: Appointments to -the Standing '
Committees should reflect the personal and professional diversi in thefederal
bench and bar.

Assuring uniformity. The Rules Enabling Act process is supposed to achieve and maintain
a uniform national system of federal practice and procedure. National uniformity has been
undermined by three factors. First, the ADR movement has created a menu of "nouveaux L
procedures"S8 that present choices of different resolution procedures for different kinds of
disputes. Second, the Civil Justice Reform Act of 1990 balkanized rulemaking authority. Third,
the Standing Committee has followed something of a reverse King James Version of rulemaking J
that 'taketh away" and then- giveth": the 'Standing Committee's Local Rules Project has
harmonized local rules with the national rules, but in recent rules arnendments, 'e.g.,' Fed. R Civ.
P. 26(a), the §tanding Committee has authorized district courts to strike off on their own paths, L
even to reject the national -rule. But the new Fed. R. Civ. P. 83, to become effective on
December 1,t 19951, unless legislation intervenes, insists that local rules be consistent with, and m
not duplicate, national rules.

To identify these three developments is not to pass judgment on them, although the worry
often heard is that the federal courts are reverting to the pre-1938 era of local procedure. It'
would not be appropriate for our Subcommittee of the Standing Committee to recommend a
once-and-for-ll "solution" to these variables-though we have already suggested taking a good
hard look at the consequences. The Judicial Conference's own Long Range Planning Commnittee K
was unable to suggest a concrete solution.5 9 Our exercise in taking the long-range view would
not be complete if we did not at least draw attention to a worry expressed by many on the bench
and in the bar. The worry is that the national rules and rulemaking are well on their way to
becoming merely the lounge act and not the main room attraction in federal practice and
procedure.

[10] Recommendation to the Standing Comrnittee: The Standing Committee ought K
to keep the goal of national uniformity prominent in its expectations and
decisionmaking. The Local' Rules Project initiatives should be understood as a
part of the continuing duty of the Standing Committee. There ought to be a
strong but rebuttable presumption against local options in the national rules.'

58 Baker, supra note 1, at 334.

59 Proposed Long Range Plan for the Federal Courts (Mar. 1995) Recommendation 30, Implementation Strategy
30b: "The national rules should strive for greater uniformity of practice and procedure, but individual courts should 'EJ
be permitted limited flexibility to account for differing local circumstances and to experiment with innovative
procedures.
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Lo Redrafting proposals. The main task of drafting proposed rules belongs to the Advisory
Committees. The Advisory Committees possess the requisite expertise and serve as the focalpoint for suggestions and public commentary on the present and proposed rules. RulemakingL procedures and tradition, however, recognize that the Standing Committee may revise drafts of
proposed rules submitted by the Advisory Committees, before or after the public comment
period. Those procedures and traditions likewise anticipate that the Standing Committee will
exercise self-restraint. Members of the Standing Committee should communicate concerns about
style and grammar to the Chairs of the Advisory Committees before the meeting of the Standing
Committee begins, to permit these matters to be rectified off the floor (it is easier to draft in
small, peaceful groups) and presented to the Standing Committee in writing to facilitate careful
reflection. Meetings of the Standing Committee then can focus on substance. We recognize, of
course, that style and substance may be inseparable. If in the considered opinion of the Standing
Committee a proposal requires substantial changes for either' style or substance, the proposal
ought to be returned to the Advisory Committee. This division of the rulemaking labor obliges
the Standing Committee to be aware of its function and respectful of the role of the Advisory
Comrmittees.

L
{11] Recornmendation to the Standing Committee: The Standing Committee and7 its members must be mindful that the primary responsibility for drafting rules

L changes is assigned to the Advisory Committees. Members of the Standing
Committee should facilitate careful changes in language. If in the opinion of the7 Standing Committee a proposal requires substantial changes, 'the Standing '

L Cornittee' should return the measure to the Advisory Committee for furiher
consideration.

Reporter. The Reporter to the Standing Committee has duties different from the those of
the Reporters to the Advisory Committees. The former serves as a drafter, but the limiteddrafting function of the Standing Committee likewise limits this responsibility of its Reporter.

L The Reporter facilitates communication between the Advisory Committees andthe StandingCommittee, especially between regular meetings of the Standing Committee, by' attending the
rat meetings of the Advisory Committees and by communicating with their Reporters. TheL. Reporter advises the Chair, assists the Administrative Office rules committee staff, andcooperates with the Federal Judicial Center. The Reporter monitors Congressional activities thatare related to rulemaking and rules proposals. The Reporter keeps the Standing Com'nittee

abreast of commentary and literature related to the rules-and rulemaking. The lRejporter performsoutreach efforts such as appearing before bar groups to familiarize the profession and the public
with the rulemaking process and particular proposals. The Reporter serves as a director for
special projects, such as the Local Rules Project. The Reporter serves as an advisor to the
Standing Committee, as for example with the pending challenge to'the Ninth Circuit Rules
jointly filed by several states' attorneys general. The Reporter, as the 'scholar-in-residence" of theStanding Committee, pursues long range proposals for remaking.

If these duties continue to increase and become more time-consuming, the Standing
Committee may eventually decide to appoint an Associate Reporter to assist Ae Reporter. The
sense of the Subcommittee is that things have not yet reached that point. If the Standing
Committee accepts the recommendation below to allow the Subcomnmittee on Long RangeE Planning to lapse as well as other recommendations made here' that would add to the duties of

L the Reporter, then an Associate Reporter might be needed sooner rather than later. Therefore,
our recommendation is open-ended.
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[12] Recommendation to the Standing Committee: The Standing Committee
should take cognizance of the growing demands being placed on its Reporter and'
eventually should considerwhether to appoint an Associate Reporter.

Liaison members. Liaison members from, the Standing Committee attend and have the
privilege, 'of the floor at meetings of the Advisory Committees. This innovation ought to be
continued winth some latenion, to dev~eloping a mlore definite role for the liaison members. L
continuedP wit I e,1,a ..t............ pig ', 4. 'Da mor r ,hFA',,

[13] Recomniendhation tolthe Chair anld Liaison Members: The Standing
Committee recomends the cotinuation of the practce, of appoiting liaison,
members from the Standing Committee ,to the vaios o Com ees. LJ

Subcommittee on S'tyle. The immediate past Chai'r of the Standing Comnittee established f
a Subco ,mmitee 'on Style ,and cllai;g'd it4 h und'ertaking a restying of the vaous sets of federal j
rules. That,,Sub~co mmittee ,appoiiid a fRpeporter who Ihas ,writtenC a manual'on rules drafting. The
Subcommittee regularly has contributed to the' eforts ofthe Advisory Comniittees and the
Standing Committee to achieve greater consistency and clarity in the language of the federal
rules. The Supreme, Court has shown somel unease with this process, which produces differences
in stle acrss irules; the "restyled"rules use terminologina different wayfrom the older rules,
and when sending packa'ge t CbngsonAprHi i27, 1995, the Supremel Court changed "muste
to "shall" 'to' preserve& consistent Iulsage., T 9I-urt may prefer an all-at-once ,project, of the kind
now unider wyay, tbut thoroughgoing rstyeling r eaates riskspof accidental change in meaning (even
as other lunintnde implicadtions in the elistng ruliespxe caught and squelched).The Federal L
Rules of Cil Procedure have gone ,hosgl seveti drafts of complete restylng; the Appellate
Rules are halfway through. What remains undetermined, however, is howv to proceed with the
sets of restyled r.ules.The Long Range Planning Subcommittee has nospecial perspective on this
frequent topic of discussion.

[14] Recommendation to the Standing Committee: TlheStanding Committee r
should decide what is to become of the restled sets offederal rules.

Subcommittee on Nunmerical and Substantive Integration: In 1992 the Standing
rnmitteed crtd a Subcommittee on Numerical and"Substantive Integration. As its name Lj

suggests, e SultcominittEe is charged with two tasks: (1) ex plore the feasibility of integratng
subjects common to the different sets of rulesand dealing with them in a single rule that would
then be iinsilde -paf t of ,all the 'other set Ifrlsad (2) -dev~elop a single numbering system L
that includes the different sets of feder.l rules. This Subcommittee has ljpsed into desuetude.
We do not lmakea recoinmendation it-beyond wishing that, our own Subcommittee
suffer the samezL ate e (on which see the next recommendation).

sUbcomamitee on Long Range Planning. Thie immediate past Chair of the Standing
Committee established a'Subcomiittee for "'Long Range Planning. Since then, the L
Subcommittee has planned to find arole, without substantial long range success. The rulemaking
process 'is a foJLLof long-range planning, ,whic suggests that there is no need for a separate
long-rage planring organ; The subcommittee has filed reports with the Standing Committee K
about long rangeproposals already in the ru lemking pipeline and recommended the
introduction of' ther suchtpropos'als. It has recommended that Advisory Commrnittees study
comprehensive, ackages of procedural reforims proposed by scholars, committees, and bar l
groups. (In' the 2½ g'years since the Standing"Committee adopted this recommendation, no
Advisory Committee has reported back to the Standing Committee on any of these proposals.) K

I
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7 The Subcommittee has attempted to monitor the work of the Judicial Conference's Committee
on Long Range Planning. It recommended and performed this self-study of rulemaking
procedures.

The term of one member of the Subcommittee as a member of the Standing Committee
expired; his vacancy on the Subcommittee has not been filled. The two remaining members
unanimously and enthusiastically recommend that with the completion of this Report the

L Standing Committee disband the Subcommittee on Long Range Planning. (Similarly, in June
1995 the ChiefJustice discharged the Judicial Conference's own Committee on Long Range
Planning.) Another option is to assign long range planning in rulemaking to the reportorial
function, perhaps on the occasion of creating the position of Associate Reporter, as is anticipated
in a previous recommendation.

[15] Recommendation to the Chair of the Standing Committee: The Subcommittee
on Long Range Planning should be abolished. Any issues regarding long range
planning in the rules process ought to be reassigned to the individual member oflb the Standing Committee who serves as liaison to the Committee on Long Range
Planning oftheJudicial Conference and to the Reporter.

C. Judicial Conference

The Judicial Conference performs a function somewhere between the Standing
L Committee's and the Supreme Court's. For the most part, the Judicial Conference evaluates

proposals on the basis of the paper record compiled by the Advisory Committees and the
Standing Committee, and it gives thumbs up or thumbs down (the latter rarely) without making
changes. We do not make any recommendations concerning the way the Judicial Conference
deals with proposals from the Standing Committee-except for the obvious implication that a
change in the role of the Supreme Court (discussed below) would alter the role of the Judicial
Conference, and vice versa.

D. Supreme Court

The main issue regarding the Supreme Court's participation in judicial rulemaking is
whether the High Court should continue its role in the statutory scheme. Congress has
designated the Supreme Court as the entity with power to promulgate rules for the federal
courts, subject to the possibility of legislation during the seven months between proposal and
effective date.

Historically, the Court's role has been justified on two levels. First, the Supreme Court, as
the highest federal court, exercises supervisory powers over the lower federal courts. Second, the
prestige of the Court lends legitimacy and authority to the rules.

Commentators and individual Justices have questioned these justifications and argued that
the Court's role is, in the pejorative, to serve as a "rubber stamp." Others on and off the Courtr have answered that the historic rationales still apply. They draw attention to the occasions whenL the Supreme Court has disapproved or altered draft rules and to the dissenting statements from
some of the Justices regarding particular rules. There is the further, but inevitable, complication
that the Supreme Court frequently is called on to interpret the rules and to decide whether theyare valid under the Rules Enabling Act and the Constitution.
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Justice White's statement regarding the 1993 package of amendments summed up his 31 7
years of experience in judicial rulemaking.6 0 He concluded that the Supreme Court's
"promulgation" of rules functionally amounts to a certification to the Congress that the Rules
Enabling Act procedures are in place and operating properly and that the particular proposals
before the Court are the careful products of that rulemaking process. The transmittal letters from
the ChiefJustice since then have made the same point. Admittedly, over the years different
Justices have had different views of their role in judicial rulemaking, but a majority of the Court
has never questioned the appropriateness of its participation.'We, accordingly leave to the Justices L
themselves thequestionvwhether there should be any change intheir role-and, correspondingly,
whether if it is 'pbest to, maintain the Court's current role whether it would, be appropriate to
reduce 't~he LroUle of the Judicial Confirence.' Wether litis necessary for both of these bodies to pass
on rules that ha~ve already been flly ventilated is doubtfiil.

There is one other possible change worth mentioning. A few years ago, the British
Embassy sent a diplomatic note to the Court concerning the implications of a proposal for
service in foreign countries . The measure was returned to the Judicial Conference for further
consideration. After the concerns of the foreign governments were addressed, the proposal went
forward. In the aftermath of that round of rulemaking, the Justices informed the Standing
Committee that they wanted to be alerted to any controversy or objections to particular m

proposals, as part of the written record forwarded with the rules packages. The Supreme Court
may want to consider whether it wishes to invite public comments on the rules in the wake of
these transmissions--for there is no other opportunity for public comment after the Advisory
Commnittees hold hearings.L

[16] Recommendation to the Judicial Conference and the Supreme Court: The
Conf~erence and theJustices should consider whether it is advisable to establish a K
lprocedure for a periodkofpublic notice and written comment during the Supreme
, Courlt,'s evaluation of proposed rules.

E. Congress L

The separation of powers that is part of the structure of the Constitution is not designed
for efficiency. By creating federal courts and defining their jurisdiction, Congress keeps the
promise of the Preamble to "establish justice." Rulemaking is a legislative power delegated to the
Third Branch. The line drawn in the statutory authorization allows rules dealing with 'practice V
and procedure" but prohibits rules that "abridge, enlarge or modify any substantive rights."6 1 On
the judicial side, this distinction requires careful discernment.

Congress has thel power to adopt rules and procedures for the federal courts. 62 'May" does
not imply "should." The wisdom behind the Rules Enabling Act procedures is deep. The Third
Branch has the expertise to write rules of practice and procedure. Respect for the independence
of the coordinate judicial branch, and the overarching values that independence protects, also L
counsels moderation in legislative promulgation or amendment of rules. Similarly with respect to
legislation regulating the rulemaking process. In his year-end report for 1994, the' ChiefJustice

60 Statement ofJustice White, 113 S.Ct. at 575 (Apr. 22, 1993). K
61 28 U.S.C. §2072 (a) & (b).

62 U.S. Const. art. m, §1.
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wrote: 'I believe that this [Rules Enabling Act] system has worked well, and that Congress
should not seek to regulate the composition of the Rules Committees any more than it already
has." The Judicial Conference has reached the same condusion. See also Recommendation 1
above. And the Judicial Conference's Committee on Long Range Planning shares this

LK understanding. See Proposed Long Range Planfor the Federal Courts (Mar. 1995)
Recommendation 30, Implementation Strategy 30a (Rules should be developed exclusively in
accordance with the time-tested and orderly process established by the Rules Enabling Act.").

The Judicial Conference has the responsibility to represent before Congress the interests of
the federal courts and the citizens they serve. The Standing Cornmittee has the responsibility to
aid the Judicial Conference in performing this role. The Standing Committee should continue to
monitor legislative activity and serve as a resource to the Judicial Conference to remind Congress
of the values behind the Rules Enabling Act. Existing links between the Advisory CommitteesL. (and the AO) and Members of Congress and committee staffs should be maintained and, if
possible, reinforced. It may be necessary to remind Congress, too, that the 1988 legislation
increasing the time needed to amend a rule affects the relation between legislative and judicial

L branches in the way we discussed above.

[17] Recommendation to the Standing Committee: The Standing Committee must
be vigilant and alert to rulemaking initiatives in Congress and must be prepared
to assist theJudicial Conference in the Conference's efforts to protect the
integrity of the Rules Enabling Act procedures.

F. Miscellaneous

The rulemaking calendar/cycle: Three changes in the rulemaking environment have
occurred at roughly the same time. The period between initial proposal and ultimate rule was
extended in 1988 by increased opportunities for comment and an increased length of report-and-
wait periods, so that it is now difficult to see a proposal through in fewer than three years.
Simultaneously, the national rulemaking process had become more frenetic, with multiple
packages pending simultaneously. Instead of five or more years between amendment cycles (the
old norm), it is now common to see multiple amendments to the same rule in different phases:

L one pending before Congress, another pending before the Judicial Conference, a third out for
public comment, and a fourth under consideration by an Advisory Committee. Meanwhile local
rulemaking has burgeoned, in part at the instance of Congress (the Civil Justice Reform Act of

L 1990).

On one thing most people agree: all of these developments are unfortunate. It takes too
long to amend a rule or create a new one, and delay not only perpetuates whatever problem
occasioned the call for amendment but also invites Congress and local courts to step in. The
former undermines~ the Enabling Act process (and discards the benefits of expertise); the latter
undermines national uniformity. If the Supreme Court cannot respond quickly to a problem,
legislation or local rules must be the answer. That amendments to the Rules Enabling Act are
themselves responsible for the extended rulemaking cycle-that is, that Congress is the source ofL the delay it bemoans-is no answer to those who seek prompt changes. At the same time, few
people can be found to support the existence of multiple changes to the same rule. Professor
Wright, an observer and long-time participant in the rulemaking process, has condemned the
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process of overlapping amendments in no uncertain terms.6 3 His mr de coeur is one among many
strong and fundamentally correct indictments. It also illustrates the intractable nature of the
problem-for it is precisely the change in the length of the cycle that has made overlaps
inevitable!

When rules could be amended after a year or two of effort, and when the Chairs of the
Advisory Committees and Standing Committee had indefinite terms, it was easy to have discrete
and well-separated packages of rules. The heads of the committees could plan a coherent
program, confident that they could see it through, and that if new information called for prompt
change, they could accomplish it by adding it to an existing,,package. No more. The.increased
length and formality of the rulemaking process makes it difficult for a bright idea or alteration
required by legislation to "catch up" with an existin g package. Meanwhile the- members of the
comnittees,~serve shorter ter ms, so that fresh! blood brings fresh suggestions every year and the h
Chairs, to have any effect before jtheir threeryear terms expire, must act with dispatch. No E ,
wonder we seeja drawn-out process in wh$ichamendingi cyples overlap while lcal rules sprout like
weeds. Anditkis almost impossible ItO imagine a. cure while the duration from proposa to .
effectiveness is longer than the terms of Chairs. l!

What is worse, a cure that entailed enforced separation of rules packages-say, a maximum
of one package per three-year term of a Chair-would have large costs of its own. Would the C

package have to start life at the outset of the Chair's time? Too soon; the Chair needs time to
settle in, do some deep thinking, review; the data, collect the thoughts of the.committee, and so
on. Then would the package start late in the Chair's term? Too late; its architect would leave
before sheparding the package through and accommodating the many demands for amendments L
that occur in the process. Meanwhile new things come up-new statutes, decisions that interpret
a rule to create a trap for the unwary (the source of the overlapping proposals concerning Fed. R.
App. P. 3 and 4 that Prof Wright bemoaned)-and the cost of tidiness may be that litigants
forfeit their rights. Put, to a choice between simplifying the life of judges and authors, and
preserving the rights of litigants, the rules committees always should choose the latter. That seals 7
the fate of proposals to simplify and separate amendment packages without any escape hatch.
Once we allow the escape hatch, however, messiness is inevitable.

Several recommendations above aim at relieving the stresses that have led to the current
problems. We have suggested longer terms for Chairs and slower turnover of committees. We
have ruminated about the possibility of abbreviating the rulemaking process by skipping one or
another of the participants (either the Judicial Conference or the Supreme Court). What we now L.
take up is the possibility of setting norms for our own work-norms rather than rules, for the
reasons we have explained, but norms that if implemented will relieve the points of stress.

One important step would be to establish biennial cycles as the norm. Rules would be
issued for comment every other year-not every year, or every six months, as is possible now.
Advisory Committees could be encouraged to make recommendations to the Standing
Committee every year (to ease the problem of congestion for both the Advisory Committees and
the Standing Committee), but proposals would be consolidated for biennial publication. All
Advisory Committees could be on the same schedule, so unless some emergency intervened the i

bar could anticipate that, say, proposals would be sent out for public comment only inf even-
_ _ _ __PH

63 Charles Alan Wright, Foreword: The Malaise of Federal Rulemaking, 14 Rev. Litigation 1 (1994).
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L numbered years. Chairs with longer tenure could plan for these cycles, and it would be easier for
late-occurring ideas to "catch up" without the need for separate publication.

A change in the publication cycle could be accompanied, to advantage, by a change in the
Standing Committee's schedule. The summer meeting of the Standing Committee has been set
by working backward from the May 1 deadline for promulgating rules and transmitting them to
Congress (with a December 1 effective date). The Supreme Court can promulgate the rules by
May 1 only if it receives a recommendation of the Judicial Conference the preceding fall (a
recommendation at the Conference's spring meeting would leave the Court too little time). The
Conference can make the necessary recommendation only if the Standing Committee acts by
July, which leaves time to write and circulate the final recommendations. The summer meeting is
therefore an enduring feature of the rulemaking landscape, so long as the Judicial Conference
and the Court play their current roles and the statutory schedule is unchanged.

Not so the winter meeting-and not so the content of meetings. If all recommendations to
the Judicial Conference are consolidated for action at the summer meeting, the second meeting
of the year can be reserved for the discussion of drafts the Advisory Committees want to publish
for comment. A meeting of the Standing Committee in the fall, rather than the winter, would
create sufficient time to have a full comment period, a meeting of the Advisory Committee the
next spring, and consideration of the final proposals at the ensuing summer meeting of the
Standing Committee. This change could shave six months to a year off the rulemaking schedule,
making a biennial cycle more attractive.64

As we have stressed, it will be essential to allow exceptions for true exigencies, as well as for
off-year republication of proposals that deserve further comment. These should be few, however,F as a longer cycle will permit more concentrated thought. We therefore make the following

[18] Recommendation to the Standing Committee: The Standing Committee
should establish a biennial cycle as the norm in rulemaking, should limit its
summer meeting to the consideration of proposals to the Judicial Conference,
and should hold a fall meeting for the consideration of recommendations that

r7 drafts by sent out for public comment.

Conclusion

The Subcommittee's overall impression of federal rulemaking echoes the hackneyed phrase,
"If it ain't broke, don't fix it." There is nothing 'broken" about the procedures for amending theF federal rules. Federal court practices and procedures 'continue to be the outstanding system of

64 The following schedule would work. In spring or summer of Year One, the Advisory Committee makes a
recommendation for publication. The Standing Committee would consider the recommendation at a meeting
between September 15 and 30. Publication at the beginning of November (giving the AO a month for preparation)
would produce a comment period dosing at the end of April in Year Two. Advisory Committees would meet
toward the end of April, in conjunction with any oral hearings, to consider comments and make recommendations
for a meeting of the Standing Committee to be held at the end ofJune of beginning ofJuly. The Standing
Committee would transmit any approved drafts to the Judicial Conference for consideration in the fall of Year Two.
If the Conference and Supreme Court approved, the rule wiold take effect on December 1 of Year Three, a totalF time of approximately 2½ years from initial proposal to effectiveness.
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procedure in the world,"6 5' admired and emulated by the state court systems and by the court
systems of other countries. The procedure that has evolved for maintaining that system of rules
deserves substantial credit for this. Nevertheless, we offer these constructive criticisms and
recommendations.

Our hope for this Self-Study Report is that it will assist the Standing Committee to
consider and then recommend adjustments in the federal judicial rulemaking, mechanism. L

Respectfully submitted,

Thomas E.¢ Baker
Alvin R. Allison Professor
Texas Tech University School of Law K

L
Frank H. Easterbrook
CircuitJudge ,
Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit LJ

7L
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65 Charles Alan Wright, Amendments to the Federal Rules: The Function of a Continuing Rules Committee, 7
Vand. L. Rev. 521, 555 (1954).
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RULE 23: Multiple Choices

A set of questions about possible Civil Rule 23 revisions was
sent to Committee members as a means of determining whether the
next draft could be shaped to reflect any general consensus that
might have grown up in the wake of the series of meetings and
symposia that have been directed at Rule 23. The questionnaire and
a summary of the responses are attached. The responses showed
strong agreement on two things. The idea that the Rule should

'L somehow encourage the view that a certified class becomes an
independent entity was unanimously rejected. It is gone. On the
other hand, the provision for permissive interlocutory appeal from

L certification decisions was left out of the questionnaire because
it had gathered strong support. Without being asked, virtually

C every person who responded volunteered the view that a permissive
interlocutory appeal provision should be included in the draft.

The responses, as expected, showed a wide range of views on
7 other questions. The draft reflects this diversity. Many
L provisions are included to illustrate possible treatments of issues

that may be dropped on further examination.

L To complete the questionnaire, the "Rule 23 Challenge" draft
that was attached to the questionnaire also is included. It may
have some use as a reminder of earlier Committee discussions, but
does not deserve earnest attention in preparing for the Rule 23
discussion.

The "annotations" to the Rule 23 draft reflect the view that
L a draft Advisory Committee Note would be premature. They suggest

two stages of deliberation. Four big questions come first: (1)
Interlocutory appeal, draft 23(f). (2) Changing the 23(b)(3)
requirement that a class action be superior to a requirement that
it be "necessary for the fair and efficient disposition of the
controversy," draft lines 44 to 47. (3) Limiting Rule 23(b)(3) byL requiring consideration of the probability and importance of
success on the merits - item (ii) in the first paragraph of (3),
lines 41 to 44, and subparagraphs (E) and (F), lines 66 to 71. (4)
Recognition of "settlement classes" in (b)(3), but not elsewhere.
The most explicit provision in the draft is subparagraph (G), lines
72 to 75. (Settlement is also covered directly in subdivision (e),
and incidentally in other provisions). The decision whether to
recommend any or all of these items is likely to have a strong
influence on the decision whether to proceed with consideration of
some or all of the many other draft revisions. The second stage of
deliberation might well encompass those other matters, however far
they are to be considered. X

The Federal Judicial Center fieldwork has been completed. A
near-final draft report will be circulated separately.

L
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Rule 23. Class Actions

2 (a) Prerequisites. One or more members of a class may sue or be

3 sued as representative parties on behalf of all envy if - with

4 respect to the claims, defenses. or issues certified for class

r 5 action treatment -

6 (1) the efas-+s members are so numerous that joinder of all

L 7 members is impracticable-,>

8 (2) there are questions of law or fact common to the class7,

9 (3) the-elaims-ar-defenses-of-the-representative-part~es-are

10 t the representative

Ell iparties' positions typify those of the class,. and

1l2 (4) the representative parties and their attorneys will fairly

13 and adequately discharge the fiduciary duty to protect

K 14 the interests of the all persons while members of the

"l5 class until ..b....... ...e c.r.. f.. .6-Z`e i iry

:16

17 (b) efass--Aet.fts--Na itianie When Class Actions May be

l18 Maintained. An action may be maintaened certified as a class

L19 action if the prerequisites of subdivision (a) are satisfied,

20 and in addition:

E
21 (1) the prosecution of separate actions by or against

22 individual members of the class would create a risk of

23 (A) inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect

L24 to individual members of the class whieh that would

25 establish incompatible standards of conduct for the

726 party opposing the class, or
LI

727 (B) adjudications with respect to individual members of

L28 the class whieh that would as a practical matter be

29 dispositive of the interests of the other members



30 not parties to the adjudications or substantially

31 impair or impede their ability to protect their

32 interests; or

33 (2) t

34 Ire' 7e-te-4 1ee&s--thereby

35 makn -p tte final injunctive or declaratory relief

36 o may be appropriate

37 with respect to the class as a whole; or

38 (3) the court finds Li) that the questions of law or fact

39 common to the certified class Centers- - -eass

40 predominate over any- individual questions affeetAngq-eflry

41 i included in the class action, (ii) 6-

42 that the probability of success on the merits of the

43 claim rbv or against members of the classl warrants the L

44 burdens of certification. and (iii) that a class action

45 is Superier-teee fiet--ed necessary for the L

46 fair and efficient Ldodeatvon Ddisposition of the

47 controversy. The matters pertinent to the these findings

48 include:

49 (A) the n K.
50 e the

51 practical ability of individual class members to 7
52 pursue their claims without class certification and

53 their interests in maintaining or defending 7
54 separate actions;

55 (B) the extent and nature of any related litigation L
56 eeneerneng-the-eentroversy-aiready-eermeneed-by-er

57 aqawnst involving class members ef-the-e'esS; 7
58 (C) the desirability er-undesrab+i4ty of concentrating

59 the litigation es-- n-e4.~.s in the particular 7
60 forum;

2



L 61 (D) the likely difficulties +ikely-tI-be-eneoutered-in

62 the- emeie-ef in managing a class action, thatL63 will be eliminated or significantly reduced if the
64 controversy is adjudicated by other, available

[65 means;

r66 (E) the probable success on the merits of the class

L6 7 claims, issues, or defenses:

"68 (F) the significance of the public and private values of
L69 the probable relief'to individual class members in

770 relation to the complexities of the issues and the
L,71 burdens of the litigation: and

72 (G) the opportunity to settle on a class basis claims

73 that could not be litigated on' a class basis or

74 could not be litigated by [or against?] a class as

L75 comprehensive as the settlement class; or

76 (4) the court finds that permissive Joinder should be

~77 accomplished by allowing putative members to elect to be

-L78 included in a class. The matters pertinent to this
79' finding will ordinarily include:

F80 (A) the nature of the controversy and the relief sought:

81 (B) the extent and nature of the members' injuries or

L82 liability:

83 (C) potential conflicts of interest among members;

84 (D) the interest of the party opposing the class in

. 85 securing a final and consistent resolution of the

86 matters in controversy: and

87 (E) the inefficiency or impracticality of separate

88 actions to resolve the controversy; or

89 (5) the court finds that a class certified under subdivision

3L
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90 (b)(2) should be joined with claims for individual 7
91 damaaes that are certified as a class action under

92 subdivision (b)(3) or (b)(4).

93 (c) Determination by Order Whether Class Action to Be MaintaQned

94 Certified; Notice and Membership in Class; Judgment; Aetions 7
95 eMndueted- as-eie--bAbns Multiple Classes and

96 Subclasses. 7
97 (1) as -plet e tefthe eneemre -a

98 
K

99 erder'whet-her-i-t--ie-&-t-rsni~e--i9-*ee-etue Be

100 h 7
101 '-en the-seritz-. When

102 persons sue or are sued as representatives of a class,

103 the court shall determine by order whether and with 7
104 respect to what claims. defenses. or issues the action

105 should be certified as a class action.

106 (A) An order certifyina a class action must describe the

107 class. When a class is certified under subdivision 7
108 (b) (3). the order must state when and how putative

109 members (i) may elect to be excluded from the 7
110 class, and (ii) if the class is certified only for

111 settlement. may elect to be excluded from any 7
112 settlement approved by the court under subdivision

113 (e). When a class is certified under subdivision E

114 (b)(4! . the order must state when. how. and under

115 what conditions putative members may elect to be

116 included in the class: the conditions of inclusion

117 may include a reguirement that class members bear a

118 fair share of litigation expenses incurred by the 7
119 representative barties.

120 LB1 An order under this subdivision may be r isi

121 conditional, and may be altered or amended before

4

L
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22 h final ludament.

Cl23 (2) LA) When ordering that an action be certified as a class

:24 action under this rule, the court must direct that
125 appropriate notice be given to the class. The

L26 notice must concisely and clearly describe the
127 nature of the action, the claims or issues with

:28 respect to which the 'class has been certified, the

129 right to elect to be excluded from a class
r 30 certified under subdivision (b)(3), the right to

±31 elect to be included in a class certified under

32 subdivision (b)4'4L and the potential consequences
1-33 of class membership. rA defendant may be ordered

,134 to advance the expense of notifying a plaintiff

L35 class if. under subdivision (b)(3)(E). the court
136 finds a strong probability that the Plaintiff class

37 will win on the merits.1

1\38 (i) In any class action certified under subdivision

L39 (b)(1) or (2). the court shall direct a means
140 of notice calculated to reach a sufficient

[.41 number of, class, members to provide effective
142 opportunity for challenges to the class

[43 certification or representation and for
144 supervision of class representatives and class

745 counsel by other classmembers.

146 (ii? In any class action maintained certified under
747 subdivision (b)(3), the court shall direct to

148 the members of the class the best notice
[49 practicable under the circumstances, including

x50 individual notice to all members who can be

51 identified through reasonable efforts. but

L52 individual notice may be -limited to a sampling
153 of class members if the cost of individual

[.54 notice is excessive in relation to the

r 5



155 generally small value of individual members'

156 claims.1 The notice shall advise each member

157 that,

158 from the-effag-i-the-member-se-reqests-by-a

159 .-- whether

160 r [7
161 . any member

162 whodoes not request exclusion may, if the

163 member desires, enter an appearance through

164 counsel. d

165 (iii) In any 'class action certified under

166 subdivision (b)(4') the court shall direct a

167 means of notice calculated to accomplish the

168 purposes of certification.

169 (3) Whether or not favorable to the class.

170 JAI The judgment in an action maintained certified as a

171 class action under subdivision (b)(1) or tbt (2)7

172 whether-_-e.-t-- shall

173 include and describe those whom the court finds to

174 be members of -the classi.- [
175 £B) The judgment in an action maintained certified as a

176 class action under subdivision (b)(3)7-whethe--r

177 Met- --4to-ther-e3a"s shall include and

178 specify or describe those to whom the notice

179 provided in subdivision (c)(2)(A)(ii) was directed,

180 and who have not requested exclusion, and whom the

181 court finds to be members of the class-.: and

182 (C) The Judgment in an action certified as a class

183 action under subdivision (b)(4) shall include all

184 those who elected to be included in the class and

185 who were not earlier dismissed from the class.-

6



EL86 (4) W-en--appropriate--A. An action may be brought--&r
187 .ma.ntained certified as a class action =

188 {A) with respect to particular claims, defenses, or
89 issues; or

190 (B) --lasses -ad--efch
.91 e
192 t-eostre- and-applied

K 93 aeerdinqgy by or against multiple classes or
4_94 subclasses, which need not satisfy the requirement
1.95 of subdivision (a)(1).

196 (d) Orders in Conduct of Class Actions. n
~ 97

±98 orderer

.99 (1) Before determining whether to certify a class the courtLb
200 may decide a motion made by any party under Rules 12 or
!01 56 if the court concludes that decision will promote the
202 fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy and

i03 will not cause undue delay.

Lo
204 L2) As a class action progresses. the court may make orders
!05 that:

206 AI) fit determineinq the course of proceedings or
prescribeting measures to prevent undue repetition

208 or complication in the presentin ation-of evidence
[:!09 or argument;

10 (B! fit requireing, fer-the- eft-e+ to protect the
>!11 members of the class or otherwise for the fair
212 conduct of the action, that notice be-d4'reeted to
13 some or all ef-the members of:

,214 (i) refusal to certify a class;

7

L



215 (ii) any step in the action. 7-Ce-o7

216 (iii) the proposed extent of the judgment. , or of

217 Liv' the members' opportunity ef-t4ne--members to

218 signify whether they consider the

219 representation fair and adequate, to intervene

220 and present claims or defenses, or to

221 otherwise come into the action, or to be

222 excluded from or included in the class:7

223 (C) tft impose~im conditions on the representative

224 parties. class members. or on intervenors; 7

225 (D) + requiritng that the pleadings be amended to

226 eliminate therefrom allegations as--te about

227 representation of absent persons, and that the

228 action proceed accordingly; 7
229 (E) tit dealrfg with similar procedural matters.

230 ,(3) The--eeS An order under subdivision (d)-(2_I may be L

231 combined with an order under Rule 167 and may be altered

232 or amended ab7

233 (e) Dismissal or and Compromise.

234 (1) Before a certification determination is made under

235 subdivision (c) (l). the court must aoprove any dismissal.-

236 compromise. or amendment to delete class issues in an

237 action in which persons sue ror are suedl1 as f

238 representatives of a class. LI

239 12) An eiass action certified as a class action shall not be 7
240 dismissed or compromised without the approval of the

241 court, and notice of the a proposed dismissal or 7
242 compromise shall be given to all members of the class in

243 such manner as the court directs.

8



E44 (3) A proposal to dismiss or compromise an action certified as
245 a class action may be referred to a magistrate judge or
D46 a person specially appointed for an independent
247 investigation and report to the court on the fairness of
,48 the proposed dismissal or compromise. The expenses of

249 the investigation and report and the fees of a person
K,50 specially appointed shall be paid by. the parties as
.951 directed by the court.

552 (f) Appeals. A court of appeals may in its discretion permit an
253 appeal from an order of a district court granting or denying
154 a request for class action certification under this rule if
255 application is made to it within ten days after entry of the
:156 order. An appeal does not stay proceedings in the district
U57 court unless the district judge or the court of appeals so
358 orders.

L

L
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Partial Annotations: November, 1995 Draft Rule 23

Introduction

A summary of the responses to the 1995 summer survey of
Committee reactions to the ongoing study of Civil Rule 23 is
provided separately. Most members of the Committee believe it
useful to continue to study Rule 23. The survey did not attempt to
elicit choices, and the responses suggest that most members remain
rather tentative in most of their views. In a real way, all
choices remain open. These annotations attempt to focus the
choices in ways that will support orderly discussion.

The simplest choice would be to do nothing. The case for
doing nothing is relatively straightforward. It has been put in
various forms by many lawyers who have seen earlier draft revisions
of Rule 23. After nearly 30 years of work, the bench and bar have
hammered out workable answers for most of the problems that arise
under the 1966 version of Rule 23. We do not know enough to
justify major changes. Modest changes will disrupt working answers
without sufficient offsetting benefits.

Before deciding whether to do nothing, it is important to
consider the possibilities for revision. There are too many
possibilities - many of them mutually contradictory - to permit
coherent presentation in a single draft. The draft provided with
these notes does not embrace all of the topics considered by the
Committee. The most important of the deliberate omissions include
these:

Collapsing the (b)(l), (2), and (3) categories. The
earlier draft transferred to a new (a)(5) the present
(b)(3) requirement that a class action be superior. The
present (b)(1), (2), and (3) categories were converted
into factors bearing on the determination of superiority.
The collapse of the categories was intended to channel
disputes over notice and opt-out rights into direct
arguments about notice and opting out or opting in. This
restructuring is very attractive as an abstract concept.
It has met substantial resistance as no more than an
abstract concept that will engender much confusion, and
perhaps undermine the legitimacy lent to Rule 23 by the
strong history of the (b)(1) and (2) class categories.
It also has lost most of one of the main supporting
arguments - the FJC study suggests that in most class
actions there is no dispute about the proper category,
and experienced class-action lawyers confirm this
finding.

Addressing the problems of overlapping class actions. Of
course a class certification determination can take
account of the pendency of other actions that seek - or
have won - certification of an overlapping class. And
within the federal system, -§ 1407 transfer may be used to
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meet some of the problems. But no attempt is made in
this draft to make express provisions for overlapping
actions within the federal system. It would be easy to
draft some of the possible' approaches, such as giving
priority to the firstaction'filed. Some guidance might L
be found in pending securities-law bills, at least"one of
which includes an inventive system 'requiring public
notice of a clas's action that triggers'a'competition to [
represent the class. Nor is any attempt made to address
the more challenging' questions 'raised by' state-4court
class actions. The ,Enabling Act may not provide adequate
supporjt mfor addressing t p racty oveilUapping
state actions. ,The a'nti-inj1un , 1ction act,' 28 U .C.A. §

a ~~~~~es on dry-vt in r 't

2283, creAte oedfficulty. C~urrent inerpreajosf
fte aount-lin-controversy, reqirmntc 1, ec~
dif fic"ulty althougb su~pplemental, jwid"ci a
propoele ayancswerJ Chowire-bf -law o problems are
particularly aqcute (and remain1,acu"t) e !even' or a ' ee,

court). We hope that Professor W1v' e rn will e 1a to
provideta thes, Commit ee with 'ra,, ri o experience 7

dralet opt~~~~~~in-lp~~~c witire rls|o eviLheans lo le 1

state courts.

Sett.lement issues are addxessed only"Iin par. The r'eis
a start on "settleme'nt' I Or¢lasses and A, carrd-o sr
provi ion, or mo~re activ ntreview o ps ed p setofqenst
But thee is no 'attemtt dpto dtth ru 1tu
proposals advanced by JudeS ~ zrfrpoiig more
dEetailed guidamce in Rule c b(e m.

d "Futures i iclassesl lasse f h otentialW
injUitiep hA'e not yet matre itorsentlyl nfprceable

changes &~.i: r~ t, I '! e I I ~ ili"0 *d Ili~lel~l4 : 11, J, l,, I I

clilims -I ,ar t touched1 34e't The settl' class

srotieions"Ua~udbe ~ p u at'~ etie ofK
se~~~~t.,emodd o ~lude~a igtto

0 'olt, lt h ime1 dv*rs't aue u
that' is al Lui lis

"Mass torts" ~ar e Kajpproahed i diretlyutoiy by means
that su~ppo6rt alt~ibrnha ty ehd~~epd~imentAtion.', IThe n1
dmaft opt n-in Po edue" on ~hmans.'t

"Fl~~i~~1" "cy Jres" reeietr notouchied.,
Of H[[bcurs rh drft[ isntnaois~ilpns. There are so many
commiss~~on~, ' ed, VIs beipsd on discussion.

The needJo dr, ~eovr, re e~ d~er set o'questions.
Even if a nmerowotyipvmnscan, be identified, it mayK
time.b If1 a hnB c ~o~s'ou rtak6 too much at~ onejan e oe~~psd ~ms mportntsingle

decision, T.rI to one~tae Io a`few' fundamental
changes1 r~1 to''m

F f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~isl
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LI - To facilitate consideration of these choices, these notes
separate the discussion into two blocks. The first block sets out
"three plus one" fundamental changes. Three have been the subject

L of extensive discussion, direct or indirect: permissive
interlocutory appeal of certification decisions, 'the "need" for
class certification in comparison to alternative means ofE aggregation or individual litigation, 'and the probability of
success on the merits and the value of success even if achieved.
The fourth, whether to permit certification for settlement -purposes
of a'class that would not be certified for litigation, has not been

L as much discussed by the Committee. The second block deals with
myriad other proposed changes. Itis put second for a purpose. If
one or more of the fundamental changes is adopted, it may prove
wise to forgo any consideration of the lesser - although often

Li important - suggestions. Even if some are considered, the greater
the number of fundamental changes to be advanced the greater may be
the reticence about advancing others. Perhaps perversely, the
notes on these changes will prove longer than the notes on the more
fundamental proposals.

Finally, these notes are not an interim version of an Advisory
Committee Note. But'at times it will be helpful to point up an
illustration of the recurring need to choose between more detailedLI Rule draftingand amplifying comments in the Committee Note.

I Fundamental Changes

These changesare presented here in forms designed to make the
fewest revisions possible to implement each'change. Apart from the
appeal provision, each is set out by using present Rule 23 as a
starting point. The incidental revisions suggested by the full
draft Rule 23 are held back for Part II.

A. Appeal

Appeal comes first because there seems to be a strong
consensus. The proposed all'-new subdivision (f) would'read:

7 (f) Appeals. A court of appealsmay in its discretion permit
an appeal from an order of a ;district court granting orK denvina a request for class action certification under
this rule if application is made to it within ten days
after entry of the order. An appeal does not stay
proceedings in the district court unless the district
judge or the court ofappeals so orders.

This proposal hadreceived such strong support in Committee
L discussions that it was not included in the summer survey. Almost

all of the responding members confirmed the underlying prediction
byvolunteering that provision should be made for appeal.

B. (b)(3) Class Necessary

LI ~Much discussion has been directed to the choice between class

L
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certification and alternative means of aggregation or individual
pursuit of individual claims. In the earlier draft, this
discussion was reflected in various provisions that were added to
the factors bearing on superiority. Many of these provisions K
remain, in slightly' altered 'form, in the present draft as
(b)(3)(A)', (B)','(C), and (D).'' See lines 49 through 651, and'the
separate discussion in Part II.' This draft, however, substitutes m
a stronger requirement that a class action be not merely superior L
but '"necessary" for fair and,'e'fficient adjudication;

l t(3)the court finds * * * that a class action is :
Pqll rjllpflte-t4"4 necessary for
,,Ithe, fair and efficient adjuidication of the
,Icontroversy.,,

TheC mmittee haslnot yet directly "discussed this suggestion.
As draf ed&, it is li'mited to (b)('3) classes. ItI may seem
startl ing. But n~esty is used' as a, practicalcnet not& an

absoluteon~e. "'It i's' definled by the ~fact'ois' that 'bear on al theabsolute ' "" ' I " a t e 'aln i(b) (3) ter idr2'nat~ions , [, aid p'clrtidulArIly"I thois-e' enumerated 'in
subparagraphs (A) through (D) -'the practical ability 'and the
interpestdi',6l, of dindividual class mebelrsl, in- pursuing individual
actions , I the jextent land nature of, related litigation,,,the
deszirabilitiy i of [ concentrating 2litl tioni in theji foru m,' and, the

diffiuJ~tes ~,o,f manaing class, icni w in~ revlation "tothdifficu'l~ f Etanagin4en Clhe'
diffcus eles, of' other me oqds ofn ltgae t ion. It wl be easy to
conclude that class ce~t csnr[ne y to enforce claims

necessaqryllllif t g ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~osrnerL[ clasoslli'4yl Jent n,y atpoention, must i

against denantswhoi people injuries that
do not ra f [ oe 'inqil ligaon - the ,now
be paid tat often will

ot ose ]Ruledl 7l
to admin a atag~qt~n o~ r64ijr c aim are An L
obvious eXape Attesm tieneeiy' may prove an
uncertain tes!t when q~pnfjonti 1g fu1 ue~ cl aluants who do not yet

have a~n ~frceable1im- onel ~sa~ class at~nmyse
necessary f th ere s~ 16 b~ ,'anly ntdisposition, while'in,
another sensei may,~ o~eem at1 a ,,al ecsry inetrereo
claims' Y 1 y ,r een f 'eesi'tSt is
adopiedi'wl be-~pra~ ~ n te pssible
probl~ems , let Ž~ ~~iel miteNote.

Earli~ di''sIh~f~e~~h1w i means of
reiningicls actn priaena a n'sea ~eses. One
wold r4I[ oe i h k" t6 ,~s'j ucs on themertitsas K tekr sn~~~Lte would
permit Tiua7o 6",f 1 c ~ ~ ~ 1I~h~poaility
o sucs'n iei 's ds ' ,'b eisof class

litigto. Ec s ~~t~e[ H~ll~ntrsof (b)(3)
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L classes. If there is any sentiment that either should be extended
to (b)(2) or even (b)(l) classes, that issue is better discussed
after decisions are made as to (b)(3) classes.

Probable success on the merits. In Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin,
1974, 417 U.S. 156, 167-168, 177-178, the district court directed
the defendant to pay 90% of the cost of notifying the plaintiff
class after finding, following a hearing, a strong likelihood that
the plaintiff would prevail on the merits. The Supreme Court began
its review of this order by ruling that Rule 23 does not authorize
a preliminary hearing on the merits. Rule 23, indeed, requires a
certification decision as soon as practicable, and thus forbids a
preliminary inquiry into the merits. In addition, the Court noted
that "a preliminary determination of the merits may result in
substantial prejudice to a defendant, since of necessity it is not
accompanied by the traditional rules and procedures applicable to
civil trials. The court's tentative findings, made in the absence

L of established safeguards, may color the subsequent proceedings and
place an unfair burden on the defendant."

Rule 23 can be revised to eliminate the objection that-draws
L from its structure. Concern with prejudice to the defendant may be
met by the observation that ordinarily it is defendants who urge
that the pressures arising from certification of a plaintiff class
should require a preliminary look at the merits. The decision in
the Eisen case, rendered while the 1966 revisions were' just
starting to take hold, need not stand in the way of further

LJ deliberation.

The argumentf or requiring a preliminary showing on the ierits
is intensely pragmatic. It rests on two related observationsl. hOne

L is that the cost of defending a class action is often far greater
than the cost of defending an individual action, in part because
the stakes are greater. The other is that certification creates an
almost irresistible force for settlement. Many experienced lawyers
say, with some weariness, that once certification is granted, "it's
all over."

L Drafting a probability of success factor would be relatively
easy if the Committee were prepared"to require more than a 50%
probability of success on the merits. That threshold however, may
seem too high. So long as defendant'classes rlemain, moreover, it
is cumbersome to draft in terms of the probability that the class
will prevail on the merits. And it'clearly wil-l not do to look to
the probable'success of the party requesting cla'ss certification -

L all parties may'join in the request, a plaintiff'`''xmay request
certification of al defendant class, and perhaps 'a 'defendnt may

r request certification of a plaintiff class. The phrase suggested
L here simply attempts to find a' functional approIch:

(3) the courttfinds * * *--that thee DrobabilitVyof success on
the merits of the claim [bv or against members of 'the class1
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warrants the burdens of certification, and that a class action
is 'superior * * *. The matters pertinent to the findings
,include: * * * (E) the probable success on the merits of the
class claims. issues, or defenses.

'.This, approach focuses directly on the question. The burdens L
of certification may vary from one case to another., Determination
of the probability of success,,entails both prediction of the likely,,
outcome and the, importance of the stakes. A lower probability of
success suffices as to a claim that -, if established - involves
important public ior privateainterests. It even is possible to take
account of the4 il importance of success, on", the merits in,a, class
action as pcompared to success on the merits in one or more
individual actions.

(Tohs pproac4 is lsimilar "to 'the 'familiar pre'innary
injunction fanaidgy, but'isrsignificantly differenrtifaton
does no 1isefcontrol' out-of -co~urt ",primary, conduct.' 'The,

the dangerlsF0lil¢e of stakenly' ,,granting l!orlt refusing, an interim L
injunctinrr ist wilfl ottdoo toatemp ,inscorporation ,of the
prelimi~nalrty 4i~n'j1nc~ti~nlf~ormula4.) llr Si' , hI ', ' , ',', ,

butdiF, of factor (E) is a redundancy that maynot beh

Is success worth the cost. This factor arises from concern that K
F rrF [

|!i'' W b ilhll! 4 |hj i14 jl 0 h ' '> I j~~1, i~

frcedt bat ogr s e large' numbers ronimf individuay ai min scule~~~~~~~~~ 1
of bf the ilnnrerefaidopted iidal c 43ss sud diterincudtife a

nju odells catn eil f ndtfdortis approtacht." r e tion 3 ftherelif
thel 'dl Class Anctions Iformul lti. s a a c f the

vie 41t" "'onplex fi~tis ofs atheisses'andhc the t exeneso'th

Is sai5Jcesshwoh am~,ount which mayterracisere frby i ocendvua 'tlass
mevben 1red, a sc enoughy inot relation tothe, expeseso an clafor

pof Tdo'cofthe acionustorjutifys ars to 1cosu class ato. nArl
1993 e~c[~ a ted largte Advisory Cofm t incivjduadla pipuscued
new 6s in thro w axm lternativee thormsimp"whetherth
vautfteh~bb~ adopefteL~d:Ividuass clssI memer incustfes an

the c~p JooelC ounitrngs Rulelists Ast a ori"ht~erio tfoe r hei

JI K~~~~~~~IQ 1
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likely to be afforded individual members of the class is
significant in relation to the complexities of the issues and the
expenses of the litigation."

The Committee has rejected this proposal in the past for fear
that it might be seen as the occasion to discriminate between
favored and disfavored substantive claims. A judge who is hostile
to the policies pursued by an asserted legal claim could invoke
this provision to refuse certification and thwart effective
enforcement. An additional reason for rejection arose from the
structure of the proposal that collapsed the separate categories of
(b)(1), (b)(2), and (b)(3) classes; it was feared that
certification might be denied in what is now a (b)(1) class, and
believed that a class action might not be found "superior" if the
underlying claims simply were not worth the trouble.

Despite the concern arising from fears of hostility to
particular rights, the problem remains. Many wise observers
believe that too 'many class actions serve only to enrich class
counsel without achieving any real benefit for class members and
without implementing any important public interest. The possible
gains may justify the risk of discriminatory enforcement.

If the importance of success on the merits is to be considered
as part of the certification decision, one formulation would add a
new factor to the list in Rule 23(b)(3):

* * * (F) the sianificance of the public and private values
of the probable relief to individual class members in relation
to the complexities of the issues and the burdens of the
litigation.

An obvious alternative would be to authorize some form of
fluid class relief, avoiding the administrative costs that weaken
or defeat any attempt to effect individual 'relief, Pricefixing
bakers could be ordered to reduce'the cost of bread for six months,
false advertisers could be ordered both to publish corrective ads
and to provide free products "to charitable organizations, and so
on. Serious consideration of such approaches should begin with the
question whether they are authorized by the Enabling Act process,
Over the last four years, at least, the Committee has not shown any
interest in this alternative.

D,. Settlement Classes

The question whether a class can be certified only for
purposes of settlement has not been much discussed by the
Committee.' The question has been propelled back to the center of
attention by the decision in In' re General Motors Corp. Pick-Up
Truck Fuel Tank Products Liability Litigation, 3d Cir.1995, 55 F.3d
768-823. It may well be that this question - or, perhaps more
accurately, the many questions that arise from this issue - should
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be left for continued development in multiple actions in many
courts. If some reassurance is to be provided in the text of Rule
23, the first question is whether it should reach all of the
subdivision (b) categories, or should be limited to (b)(3) actions.'
The draft set out here is limited to (b)(3) actions. It could be LJ
adapted to other categories by creating' a' separate provision,
perhaps as'part of 'subdivision >('e).' 7

It is not likely that a,,settlement class should be exempted
from any of the,, subdivisioon (a) ,requirements of numeroslity,
commonality , typicality, and representativeness. The,, central 7
questi on seems to be, whethera finding of superiority -(or
necessity) can rest on the distinction between trial and
settlement,, w4iethera ai class l'can ie certified for settlement,
purposes even,,though, thet same class would not )be certified for
trial. The aniswer'l lsurel'y 'ymust, be, influenced, by the ,level, of
confidence that can be placed in the means available to supervise
settlement. Xpprovai of a sett'lemet class is lmoreylikely to seem
desirable 'if-s'ubdiv±4~$~'on (e)`i, as~it i's' or' as "it xmay, be improved,iL
provides strong reassurance that~o most approved settlements
accomplish a fair and, ade i Atel dispo n of class embers'
claims. If tIhe CdOmjittee s n:orE jnt that, score, at variety' of
circumstances F 4iht l`s t that' a 'segtlement-,onlyi class is
desirable. One oblvilous 1it, uion'would be, that,class litigation is

mac~imracicale~ ,by diifcn dfferences' in thel state-law
rules that must be applied he lais of indivi duath class L
members. Another would be that class-wide litigation of common
issues must belfobllowed byindivi 'ualdiSposition of individual
matters thatr WI tdjudcation class- L
wide 'adjudidlatino th oet~fnat~ f~al, fOr~ example, jmight be
followed by e need for ind vidualized deterninations, of
Qompara cha 'lijLtive faul a tter that insprcelyb7 separated from L
litigation of t L '~a~~s 1 u~"O~ crusacsMight'
provaide more[fd Itro | 1Ptest4i S en r #examplen seimit reseem
a reasonable mea ns tho fe
supigated on ar fcas: so r
uncer tain that iAn all' O-otzn ii~ i~peatur el

Two c~ner~,pl ~ sbii ion b)-(3) to, settlement
classes suAorxcpd eend on 1d~isposition, ILI

not "Adjudca.or, Jan ~~n~af~~r~oad~eAddeoi to the list of
superiorit fatrs;

(3) the court finds * * * that a class action is superior to
other available methods for the fair and efficient
adsudeeatio#'dilsposition of the controversy. The matters
pertinent 1 to the findings include: * * * (GI the opportunity
to settle on 0a class basis claims that could not be litigated
on a class basis or could not be litiated by for against?l a
class as comprehensive1 ,as 'the settlement class;

'' I' ' 's ' ' ~ ~ ~ ~
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II Detailed Changes

The current draft Rule 23 includes a host of changes designed
to incorporate current style conventions. The "shall" - "must"
convention is put aside, however, to honor the Supreme Court' s
concern that confusion might arise frompiecemeal incorporationL through the amendment of individual rules. These changes are not
noted separately. The notes that follow are intended to cover
every issue that might seem worthy of discussion. The intention
surely is not fulfilled. Some items that should be discussed will

L be omitted, and many of the items that are included will not,
deserve discussion. Independent review of the draft is
indispensable.

L Many of the detailed changes have been taken over from the
familiar draft prepared while the Advisory Committee was chaired by
Judge Sam Pointer. The Committee was sufficiently confident ofL that draft to recommend it to the Standing Committee for
publication. The recommendation was withdrawn not because of

- subsequent doubts but for fear of adding one major task too many to
L a process in which many other rules revisions were in various

stages of completion. The Committee, moreover, had arrived at a
moment when many new members were expected, and it was thought
desirable to gain the advantage of their wisdom before pressing
ahead. The time has come for addressing that wisdom to the
details, if they are toube proposed for publication.

Lines 3 to 5: The new material is intended to emphasize the
L opportunity already provided by Rule 23 to certify classes that

reach only portions of a complete dispute. The summer survey
suggests that Committee members are not especially enthusiasticEL about this emphasis. But there is continuing interest inmodest
adaptations to address the problems of dispersed mass torts.
Issues classes and'opt-in classes are among the most conservative

L means of starting down that road.

Line 11: The "positions typify" language was Judge Pointer's
elegant solution to the problem of introducing the Tissues"
emphasis to language that now is built around "claims or defenses."
The Committee has not , beenl interested in abandoning the
"l ''typicality'' requirements The "positions typify" language might be
misread to permit representation by a person whois a "member" of
the class only in the sense that she is willing to argue in the
ways that we think class members would argue. Explanation in the

7 Note may be effective to forestalil this risk. If not, alternative
LJ drafting may be necessary.

Lines 12 to 16: ,The changes ,are intended to emphasize the
fiduciary responsibilities of counsel and representative parties.
They have proved controversial, both within the Advisory Committee
and outside. Those who oppose the changes argue that it is already
accepted that fiduciary duties are owed, that these changes do

L
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nothing to clarify the nature of the duties, and that not enough is

gained by added rhetorical emphasis to justify the risks of

increased confusion. The "all persons while members of the class"

language may not be-necessary, although it provides clear opening

and closing points -'no duty is owed to a potential member 'of an

opt-in class before opting in, and no duty is owed' to a' former

member of a class after opting out. This language clearly should

be changedkor deleted if these consequences are troubling. "It also

should be changed or deleted if there is a risk that it may negate

any duty,,to class members during the period before certification.
The final words, ",unt'l, relieved by the court, 'etc.'," I seem

particularly empty. An alternative would be to' attempt 'to

establish meaningful and detailed rules governing some aspects of

the fiduciary responsibility. The conflict-of-interest problems

that,,arise on settlement, and, particularly on settlements that

involve, cpmhon:,representation, of,present and "futures" I claimants,
would,, be ;partiularly interesting. This al ternatie would

encountr greatdiffiicultips that would~ not [be,,signi'fic'anit'l~y'eased

by `,anything l, the Committee has ,yet heard in gatherngs infrmation
from the bench,,,bar, and ,academy'

'ines 3`3 to 37: Fal rfewer words,-are used. IThe ',Inew language

make i in a action for
Spec i eif atro sme disa, e~erient under' ,the present
rule Cbnte abrharsown, some,1iskepticisn 'about, defendant
class ~,bta iiiu hre must be a clear,, answer. the L
emphasis continues 0 to be on "flinal" `iiinjunctive or- declaratory
relief This e pasni is not in "nded to defea preminary

reieff. (One quens o nay be wh ther t reqFule shot eak to the

relatinship III'41Pet en clSs c ~ cation ,and fssanc o a
tempr aryri'i t 0oror t innt T stng ri, rei4m Lfary ap junc

like~y placei, ,prqs.c a r:so)~il e in, (c6)(l) ariularly
if ~~e ch0n[~.~~ er e tM 1puit or requr lmited
ce~~t~icatin 6r~h ~c ~rpeo 'Preliinay elif.

Lines 38to 4 1 (Item. nuombpaseth
individual importance [fp 'ft Ir e etsn this
first paragraph of (b)())

1tem 1 i Ith mo!t iportan potinf t he revision as it

ref Lects isie~cas~'~ rqu~ dnLy that the ̀ questions
Common t ertif ca individual questions
that ar lif a- class
is ctiie ast on 'cmo e [o=ly, class -treatment is

approrae vntog ~a su ~~ redominatt over a host
of idiuaqusin htmut b t means ,,as to
each class membr omnlylirlodwudb
certificat ion .of a~ clas [P1the esgn defect and, general
causation, leaving ~forre*s lut 9l~ eah 'individual

issue I I ~ ~ nIHisKs the better

understandin' of lthe pree~rle~eiar ~~e
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L , Lines 41 to 44: Item (ii) is one of the four fundamental
issues discussed in Part I. It would require consideration of the
probable outcome on the merits in determining whether to certify a
class. The bracketed language is intended to, respond to the
difficulty of incorporating success against a defendant class;£7 better drafting should be attempted.

Lines 44 to 47: Item (iii) also is one of the four fundamental
issues discussed in Part I. It would require that certification of
a (b)(3) class be "necessary," not merely "superior." The change

L from "adjudication" to "disposition" in line 46 is part of the
proposal to authorize certification for settlement purposes only.

Lines 49 to 54: Two changes are intended in Matter (A). The
emphasis oh the practical ability of individual class members to
pursue their claims without class certification is new, at least as
an explicit statement. This concern can be addressed through the
present rule by concluding that there is no ''interest'' in pursuing
alternatives that are not practically available, but the, express
emphasis seems useful. And this language removes any implication
that the only comparison is to "individually" controlled actions -

aggregation on some other basis, including class actions for
differently defined classes and in different courts, is included.

Lines, 55 to 57: The changes in Matter (B) are relatively
minor., In referring to other litigation, substituting "related"
for "concerning the controversy" may imply a slight loosening of
the relevant relationships if it reduces even slightly the
opportunity, for pettif oggery, so much the better. Substituting
"involving class members" for "commenced by or against" members
makes it clear that other class actions are included in- the£7 calculation. And deleting "already commenced" avoids any
artificial time limit - the court is allowed to consider any other
litigation. The Note ltmight even suggest that in some circumstances
the court could, consider sufficiently mature plans to inlitiate
litigation notyet filed.

Lines 61 to 65:,The new language from lines 62 to 65 sets the£7 difficulties of managing a class action in perspective. If other
means of adjudicatipn would create greater difficulties than class
adjudication for the, judicial system as a whole - including state
as well as federal1qo~urts , certification shouldl not be defeated by
the difficulties -in managing a class action.'

Lines '66 to 67: atter (E) corresponds, to one of the
fundamental questions discussed in Part"e I, consideration of the
probable outcome dn the, mrits. It is redundant with item (ii) at
lines 41 to 44. Redundancy has the virtue of emphasis and the vice
of possible confusion. Do we need it?

Lines, 68 to 71: Matter CF) corresponds to another of the
fundamental questions discussed, in Part I. The vernacular
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shorthand for this suggestion has been "just ain't worth it." This [7
drafting lacks elegance. If it captures the underlying functional
concerns, it may do.''

Lines 72 to 75§: Matter (G) again corresponds to'one of the 7
fundamentall, questions discussed in Part I, providing ,for,

certification for settlement purposes of a class that would not be'

certified for litigation.

Lines 1,>776 ,"to, 88: This oopt-in class provision looks quite

di~ferent, llllf~rom", the ,,,earlier version 'because the present draft

retains the current structure of Rule 23. The basic purpose. and [
most of theelements,,however, are carried over.

At least, two purposes are served by providing for opt-in

classes.I, 1t Opt-ins classes may be a particul-arly attractive means for

joining groups of defendants. There is much'less need to worry

about adequate representation of class members who have opted in,

and there, are far more effective. means of reducing the burdens

imposed on ijtherpresentative defendants. Opt-in classes also may

be attractive meansof addressing dispersed mass torts,' although it

seems i~lprobablep that" they wjill more prove effective for litigation

than for settlement. L

,Opposit! on 'to lopt-in classes, has sprung primarily from the

fear, that- j court that otherwise would certify a, (b) (3) opt-out

class~[ma~fallbak, on a~n opt--in class -instead. This drafit does

not imit n lsst ions in which. the court has

consiee an eeted~ certif icat-i on of,, a mandatory or' p-~Out
class~ abtact matter, it s emp 'better not to limit'opt-in
classes, Jn thisiay. An Iopt-in ,clascs may prove fully e'ffective as

a PrActi tand Jat muh lower cost. The limit, however,

mighit hJp* n ccptanc e: o the op:-in class propoal [
The'',' 11"introd:c ory lines identify the opt-in class as a

pat~urO~~ tisv jdlinoer. ~It effecL , the ~familiar

Classadti16' ̀ is !sds t, an i analogy I K reg4late many of the issues

that otherwise need to be resolved case-by-case in more open-ended V
means of jm ,,,,lvoinderi. The opportunity to require cost-

saing iXs madi xpi~ci~ In ub ivion (~,at lines 17t120.

The'A det iled, pt-in clss fact'rs are tcarried- over from the
ear ; l her ie sutfstantia. verlap among them. (A) and
ar:iir d .eplu erei sch, mItters asIIthese aniopt-in class makes
(B) tog1 th 'ife
little sense when the co wroviersy inolves[Widespread minor injury.

It makes good ~sense~~ w~en ~h o~pe~y involve substantia

It ima C ~in~iries ~th~.t wbu}~ suport hin' ~1a l~gton n perhaps [
a lre ady ri h ie irJ e niyikialKitrai,~ 'Both sibituatins may
be comb.e a itrbU1 rouc ha's caused serious
injurie, to a sh~iat e~~ sr h a relatively minor
losIs of i netet aLeto yatub~ fusers. I Conljoined
ce tificati ons bf lopt-o an4 lopt-in classes may be useful in such L

1, 1 " li E I 't . 1 Iil I I ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~[

[!
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cases. The conflicts of interest referred to in (C) may reach
across all of the other class categories - all employees who are
members of a protected class, for example, may have seriously
conflicting interests in an action claiming employment
discrimination. The factor (D) interest in securing a final and
consistent resolution speaks in part to the concern that the charms
of an opt-in class may seduce a court into rejecting a superior
alternative in (b)(1), (2), or (3) class certification. (E) simply
directs attention to the nature of the opt-in class as a permissive
joinder device.

Lines 89 to 92: Paragraph (5) is entirely new. It is intended
to end the practice of including individual damages claims 'in a
(b)(2) injunction class without opportunity to opt out. As
drafted, that intention is not made explicit. An alternative would

as be to transfer this provision to (b)(2), statingthat individual
damages claims can be included in the class only if it is also
certified under (b)(3) or (b) (4). Whatever the drafting approach
the central question is whether there always should be an

r opportunity to opt out as to individual damages claims. There also
L may be subsidiary questions. If 'the class loses on the demand for

injunction or declaratory relief, can issue preclusion defeat an
individual claim for damages by' a member who has opted out of the
damages'porti3on? Why'should'the`answer be any different from the
case in which certification is limited to injunction or declaratory
relief, withoutcreating any damages class? "Rule 23 has not yet

K addressed any of the preclusion consequences of class actions;
perhaps that tradition shouldibe maintained.

Line 97: The requirement that a certification decision be made
as soon as practicable is deletped. TheCoittee has discussed
this issue, showing a, strong inclination toward the view that this
requirement is ignored often and for good reason. Perhaps the most
important concern is that premature definition ,f theelasi "may

La impede efforts to identify afiar and practi calsettlement Qlas s

Lines 101 to" 1065: The'' issues class alternative dis'' again
emphasized.

Lines,106 to 113: The provisions for optingiout include, as
item (ii), an important limit on settlement classes. This
provision is intended to require, that class members be allowed'to
opt out of the actual settlement. It does noti` address related
questions. If class members are allowed toI opt out of the
settlement, some provision must be made for dissolution of the
settlement; it seems' safe to leave that to the terms of the
settlement and approval process. More important,; 'a "futures",'class
presents the problemof opting out by people who ido not yet know

tL that they have claims and will some- day come within the class.
There is much to be said for the proposition that they 'should be
allowed to opt out of the settlement when their claims individually

flg
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mature. This approach need not defeat any possibility ofH

settlement - at least in theory, it could create an incentive to E
create a settlement so attractiviethat future claimants will prefer
it to the hazards of opting for individual litigation. It m'ust be

decided, whether to address these questions in the Rule,, in theH

Line 13''to 18:., These provisions regulating opt-in classesr
include exrs' author'iz'ation f or exppnse-sharinlg terms that may
make opt-n lasses more- attractive.

Line 120: It may be better to state that a certificationl order

"s" ,conditi onal, avoiding the im~plication that a court may bind
itself at,' tel time of 'certification,.

'Line 1,2 2:~ "Final ;judmepit, ~,seems the appropriate, point f orL

terminaighepoe oatr raeda certification o6rder.
uttin of the, p erO upo 4"decisiop on the m~erits"i might implyr

that' the, c trI is Ibound to a class c~ ertif ication aifter, for
exampled ~ cdng kiab ity -and bfr adesing, remedia

quelstion 1hatmay iaffect the ~wisdom of the class ,definition.

________________ the spiri~~~~t 'of the earlier Arafti, theH

notice, lproN `nsar ubtanta.1ychanged,. Unlike the Iearlier
draft, ho~~Jey~r, the not~ce ,jviioscontintue oceed the

dibtwenthe yaiussbdvsion (b) categori~so
class actos

L~nes 123 to133: There' is 'little'that is, controvebrsiali here.
rheq uireiqent ~~thdt noi15tice Jjbe Lg enin~ (b) (1) And (b) (2) Class
actions s made xplicit for ̀,the frs time.~ The creatiwonrf, opt-

in classes i~~s! ref lected.

Lines 3 ̀ ~to 137,: This bracketpd provision was drafted simply
to lIust a~the ~Ipossibility. aIf courtis to be required to

consider th merits as pert oa(b3)crification decis5ion,, it
is naturl It:) Iredxamihe' the' Els~en-quest~ion whether at times a
defefld~ I'h~ldc be or~deired ~toAadvance ~the costs of notifying a
plaintif fj Ilss It may be ,the course of wisdom to delete this

provj`' ision 'eve n if it seems'sound.

Lines-138 'to 1495; The -means of notice required in a (b)(1) or Fl
(b)(,2), clap~iss 'j~is expressed here in functional terms., There are
several questions -to be' addressed., The most obvious is whether

these ~ Ir the 4ghTuntional concerns." Another is whether thiereH
shoi4d be exkpress focuis ~On the cost of notice - if a defendant has

read mens f sedin noiceto all class members as part' of a
regu~lar ~comm6 uni1cation,L, for instance, notice to all -members should
be requir,~~!Ifpp~e su~ivi n (b) (5) is adopted, requirlingH

(b) (3) or, '(,44j ceriti f ton, of any damages class in conjupdi~
with> ~l~b)(2)injunctonclass, it, may be desirable to add an'H

exp-res 11i o th e~)'nd 'iii provision's for notice in E
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(b)(3) and (4) actions. The intent is to require the often more
thorough (b)(3) notice: is that clear enough? Yet another question
is whether some simpler form should be found - the most obvious
would be to require "reasonable" means of notice, with some
amplification in the Note.

Lines 146 to 164: There are two changes from present (b)(3)
notice requirements. The first permits sampling notice in actions
with large numbers of class members who have small claims. The
idea seems inescapably good, but the execution may need

L improvement. The second change deletes the references to opt-out
rights and the effect of the judgment on the theory that the notice
should include the order certifying the class. The order itself

L. will cover these matters. Perhaps it is unwise to include the
order with the notice. If it is wise to include the order with the
notice, perhaps this assumption should be made explicit.

Lines 165 to 168: The notice provisions for opt-in classes are
kept simple, in line with the generally relaxed approach to such
classes.

Lines 169 to 181: This is a modest edit of the present rule.
If it holds, the Note would have to state that the phrase "whether
or not favorable to the class" has been deleted as redundant.

Lines 182 to 185: This (c)(3)(C) simply adds parallel
provisions binding members of an opt-in class, if opt-in class
provisions are adopted.

Lines 186 to 195: These lines carry forward the emphasis on
issues classes in the prior draft. Committee sentiment seems
divided on the change. The provision that a subclass need not
satisfy the numerosity requirement of (a)(l) seems sensible as an
alternative to requiring individual joinder of each of a small
number of people with special interests.

Lines 199 to 203: This provision is taken verbatim from the
prior draft. Most courts, but not all, recognize the authority to
dismiss under Rule 12 or grant summary judgment under Rule 56
before determining whether to certify a class. It seems useful to
confirm the general and better practice.

r Lines 204 to 229: Mostly this (d)(2) is the present (d), with
L style changes. The provision for notice of refusal to certify a

class is new, but simply underscores a power that exists now. The
addition of notice of the right to be excluded from or included in
the class, lines 221 to 222, is focused on the addition of opt-in
classes, but adds an otherwise redundant reference to opt-out
classes for balance and to avoid potential confusion. We may need

L to think about the line 224 provision for imposing conditions on
class members. It seems to make sense, particularly if opt-in
classes are developed. But this draft removes at least part of the

r

L.
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function - the earlier draft had complex provisions for imposing

conditions on opt-out members that have been omitted from this

draft.

Lines-230 to 232: The changes fit thisprovision into the new

structure of subdivision (d) and improve the style.

Lines 233 to 238: This new subdivision (e)(1) is carried

forward from the prior draft. It protects against the possibility

that class members may have relied on the filing of a class action

that subsequently is soldout from under them.

Lines 239 to 243: Only style changes. L
Lines 244 to 251: Subdivision (e)(3) ,restores an approach that

graduall'y,disappea~red from ,the 'prior draft. Early versions of the

prior draft ~included Qbservations in the Note that seemed to

contemplate independent investigation of ,a proposed settlement by

a court-appointed officer. These observations eventually were

tamed, 'perhaps because nothing of the sort was, ever intended. ,

Independent investigatiobn, however, offers an express response to

the fundamental difficulty encountered by the court when all

parties appear to support a proposed settlement. It proceeds from L
the premise that individual 'lcass members , suffer great

disadvantages ,in attemptipng to ga 1 information that supports

their own informed appraisal of a settlement and presentation of 
K

possible challenges. Failing effective adversary presentation, the

court must find some alternative. But'it ,may, be no answerat all

to move the court toward an inquisitorial role; at best it is an

answer only if a court-appointed official can do the task well.

An alternative may be to provide more explicit control of the

means the parties use to present a settlement and the criteria a C

court 'uses to 'review it.' Judge Schwarzer has addressed the

Committee on this topic; his proposals 'may ,provide a path that

should be pursued.

Lines 252 to 258: This is the permissive interlocutory appeal

provision noted in 'Part I.
F-J

L.
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for t1t AiftI (Jirtuft

May 8, 1995
PATRICK E. HIGGINBOTHAM

CIRCUIT JUDGE

UNITED STATES COURTHOUSE
I1100 COMMERCE STREET

DALLAS, TEXAS 75242

L TO: Members of the Advisory
Committee on Civil Rules

7 Dear Colleagues:

Those attending the N.Y.U. symposium heard the plan for
discussing issues over the summer leading to their formal
consideration at the fall meeting. Ed Cooper and I have been
preparing that plan. Ed's paper for the N.Y.U. symposium treats
proposals the committee has been discussing over the past several
months. Reflecting Ed's exam mode, I enclose a series of multiple
choice questions prepared by Ed and designed to begin the
organization of our discussion.

K Please respond to these questions at the level of detail you
think appropriate and identify any additional issues that should be
considered by the committee. Our effort is not to foreclose

L consideration of any proposal. These are the ones that have
received the most attention. If you have other ideas, please put
them on the table. I emphasize the importance of putting any

E additional suggestions on the table now. The committee will have
only one more round at these ideas before the draft in early fall.
A draft will draw our attention and tend to push aside other
possibilities. This is not a request for ideas that do not appeal
to you. Rather, I urge that now is the time for those that do.

Please organize your responses by question and forward your
responses to me and Ed, with a copy to all other members of the
committee, by Friday, June 9, 1995.

The fall meeting of the committee will be at the University of
is Alabama in Tuscaloosa, Alabama. We are looking at late October or

early November and will forward alternate dates shortly.

Sincerely yours,

Pat kic E. Higginbotham 5
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Rule 23 Agenda: The First Pass

The Committee decided at the April, 1995 meeting that the time
has come to attempt to move from gathering information about Rule
23 toward drafting. The first task must be to set an agenda of
issues to be considered. A lengthy version of an agenda is set out
in the attached draft of Rule 23: Challenges to the Rulemaking
Process. Focus is better provided, however, by setting out a more
succinct list of topics that for the most part avoids detailed
development. Cross-references are provided to the Challenges piece
to supply greater detail. The question for this first stage is
whether we should be thinking at all about various topics; it will
be time enough, for, detailed discussion when the major topics are
addressed.

In an' effort to'keep this first pass simple, the topics are
followed by a listof summary responses. The hope is that some
items will yield astrong consensus that sorts out at least a few
issues that can be put aside, at least for the time being. However
that works, out, it is even more important to 'have freeform
responses suggesti g items that 'should be explored and others that
shouldbel jettisoned.''Thi.s form is intended to prod suggestions,
not stifl1'e! them.

The Do-Anything Question

The first question is whether we should attempt to do anything
about Rule 23:

(1) We should act now to improve Rule 23.

(2) We should keep it in play before deciding whether to drop
it.

(3) We should forget it.

The Big, Structural Questions

Cut Back on Small-Claims Classes: Among- many possibilities for
cutting back on small-claims classes, see pp. 5-12, two stand out:

A court should be empowered to determine that class-action
enforcement of an asserted right is not worth the burdens in light
of the benefits to individual class members and the social values
of enforcement, p. 8:,

(1) We should consider including this as a factor.

(2) This is not worth further consideration.

A court should'consider the probable success of the class
claim on the merits as a factor in determining whether to certify
the class, pp. 8-12, a lateb3ooming suggestion that has drawn
strong support from many observers:



Rule 23 Agenda First Pass -2-

(1) The probable success factor should be included, and 7
modeled on the preliminary injunction analogy.

(2) The probable success factor should be included, but
drafted on independent Rule 23 'grounds. '

(3) Probable success should not bet a,,factor.,

Dispersed Mass Torts: pp. 12-17. There areL many possibilities for
addressing dispersed mass torts. Among the more obvious would, be
an attempt 'to cut back ~on the inno'vaitive ,efforts that 'have beenC
made in the last 'few 'years to resolve such prpblems as those
presented by asbestos and silicone gel'breast implant litigation.
The equallyfobvious alternative is to attempt to build a new rule

eogn these hafforts, atteptin to createvot a 'famework that can mkbe
generalized tosothor e mass torts as they cm to 'aturity. A middle
ground is presented by the torreedra t VIReU'e 2, 'or somexprvriation
of it(: pW visioulns fo pting ou c reae e more' bodexible

coni Wei shududraemds hne htspotcnissuings

i exns r may, be nimposedn n' opt t o ins, an
clasoeo arunemphasized cot The pericepi tooa ultifarious oto
present lawy choices. Insteads the 1mybe sketcheds as ieftollows,
recognizing that multiple svotes meay m e ense:

(1) we should ignore -mass torts

(2)quac We shol att t A lto rep al present mass tort experiments FT

x 2mp We, should betfound iaeut. Corscldnetkemre m

(3) We should attempt to create a bold-new rule

(4) We should undertake modest changes that support continuing
experimentation.

Control Counsel: The continuing perception that class actions often
involve lawyers without clients, pp. 17-20, leads to a variety of

suggestions for establishing some means of control. Many means are
possible within the framework of present Rule 23(a), focusing on
adequacy of representation. A solicited representative client, for
example, could be found inadequate." Courts could undertake more

active supervision aeof a representative' s understanding of the L
action and involvement in it, or to regulate the process of

selecting counsel. Other meaIns may require amendment of Rule 23,
including proposals for steering committees, class guardians, or F
the like. One of the central questions is how far class actions
should make courts responsible for supervising one side of an
adversary contest. FT

(1) We should not worry further about adequate representatiqn

(2) We should emphasize the court' s general responsibility to
ensure adequate repre ettobut not attempt detailed
regulation, ettoF

(3) We should consider additional means of ensuring adequate

LT
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representation, such as:

Class as entity: pp. 17-25: It may be possible to draft a rule that
in some ways treats a certified class as an entity separate from
the individual members. This separation might encourage clearer
thinking about some of the incidents of certification, and at the

L" same time emphasize the need to focus on the interests of each
individual class member as something separate from the class. It
also might confuse thinking beyond any likely benefit.

(1) It is worthwhile to 0cotinueb to think about treating the
class as an entity.

(2) Give up on it.

E Specific Draft Questions

The current draft Rule 23 presents several occasions for
focusing many of the suggestions that have been made for developing
practice without making substantial departures from the basic
approach now followed. See pp. 25 ff. The first questions
obviously grow out of the proposed revisions; the later questions
simply ask whether greater changes should be proposed.

Opt-out. Opt-in: The draft would permit the court to allow opting

Lo out of what now are (b)(l) and (b)(2) classes, and to prohibit
opting out of what now is a (b)(3) class. It also would permit
creation of an opt-in class. It includes a relatively detailed but

E incomplete provision permitting the court to control the res
judicata consequences of opting out. opt-in classes might be
particularly useful with respect to claims that are so significant
as to support individual litigation, as a means of achieving

L choice-of-law or like ends, or as a means of regularizing defendant
classes. Opting out may be attractive as a means of addressing

: class conflicts even in (b)(1) and (b)(2) classes.

(1) We should continue to work on more permissive opting out

(2) We should continue to consider opt-in classes

(3) The present structure is better

L Notice: The draft requires some form of notice in all class
actions, but relaxes the requirement of individual notice now
attached to (b)(3) classes. It may be attacked on the ground that
individual notice is required at least when there is an opportunity
to opt out, and the rule should make the nexus explicit. It may be
defended on the ground that noti'ce calculated to reach most members
of a class is sufficient to provide opportunity to police the

K
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adequacy of representation, and that the right to opt out can be
assured by other means whenever there is a realistic prospect that L

individual litigation will be brought.

(1) It is good to make explicit the requirement that some
notice be provided in all class actions

(2) Individual notice should be required in all opt-out
clas~se's

(3) It isgood to permit relaxation of the individual notice
requirement even for opt-out classes.

Collapsing Categories: The draft collapses the now separate
categories of class actions, see pp. 29-30, converting the present F
distinctions into factors to be considered in determining whether
a class action is a superior means of resolving a dispute. The FJC
study seems to be puncturing the argument that this step is
desirable because much time is now wasted by indirectly litigating
notice and opt-out questions through artificial arguments about
which class category applies. Notice, opt-out, and opt-in
questions can be addressed without collapsing the, distinctions
among the categories, and it may be desirable Lto maintain the
tradition embodied in (b)(1) and the: moral force reflected in
(b)(2) classes. At the same time, the draft has a strong
functional attraction, and offers a neat drafting chore already
accomplished.

(1) We should redraft in an attempt to preserve the
traditional (b)(1), (2), and (3) categories.

(2) It is too early to choose.

(3) The draft should be maintained for the time being.

Issues Classes: see pp. 45-46. The draft emphasizes issues classes
in part as a means of cautiously approaching mass torts. This is
only a change in emphasis, not 'a direction for any particular
departures from present practice.

(1) Added emphasis on issues classes seems useful.

(2) Why encourage separate litigation of issues in ways that F
may only complicate or distort separate litigation of the
individual issues that remain to be litigated?

Defendant Classes: see pp. 30-33. This discussion has beedn
triggered by the draft Rule 23(a)(4) requirement that the class
representatives and their attorpeys be,"willing" to represent the
class. It also involves the redrafting of (b)(2) to make it clear
that a defendant class may be appropriate in an action for an

LT
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L. injunction, and the suggestion in the Note that an opt-in class may
be desirable for defendants. The willingness requirement is an

FE indirect way of approaching the problems that surround defendant
I classes. There are several possible approaches, and it is
L difficult to present a short list of alternatives because none of

the possibilities seems particularly compelling. Free-form comment
on this question may be particularly helpful, but a few choices

L might help get it started:

(1) Willingness should stay;

(2),Willingness should go.

(3) Rule 23 should state separate requirements for defendant
classes.

(4) Rule 23 need not state separate requirements, but the Note
should offer advice on the special problems of defendant
classes

(5) This is too complicated to think about; we should leave it
to continued judicial development

Fiduciary Responsibility: see pp. 33-35. Draft (a)(4) casually
refers to the fiduciary duty of class representatives and counsel.

L It is fair to question the wisdom of this reference-without-
guidance, as many have done. There might be real advantages in
attempting to provide more guidance in Rule 23, but the task of
providing wise guidance is a formidable challenge.

(1) We should keep the fiduciary duty reference and let it
rest with that.

K ( 2) We should abandon the fiduciary duty reference and not
attempt any regulation of fiduciary responsibility.

7 (3) We should attempt to provide some guidance on the nature
of the fiduciary responsibilities of representatives and
counsel.

LJ
Settlement: see pp. 35-38. Draft Rule 23(e) deals with this in
part, particularly with the provision for reference to a magistrate
judge or master. Judge Schwarzer has made detailed suggestions for
regulating the judicial approval process. The question of
settlement classes lurks close to the surface. This is a-topic

L that surely deserves further consideration and a draft.

(1) I disagree - let's not try anything more on settlement.

(2) I agree we should do more with Rule 23(e). My specific
suggestions are set out in my freeform response.

7.
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Control Representatives: In many ways, reflected in part with the

discussion of controlling counsel, concern has focused on the role

of the class-member representative. The securities bill provisions

for guardians or steering-committees are prominent examples. An

approach akin to the guardian approach, but in some ways less

troubling, would be to require the court to appoint representatives
- an approach that might give renewed'importance to the "willing'
representative requirement. Alternatively, courts might' 'demand E

that representatives show actual understanding 'o f the litigation
and remain actively involved as clients; this, and other measures
such as a simple inquiry into the circumstances 'that brought
representative and attorney together, could be a complished without

amending Rule 23., ' i

(1) We should attempt to do something to bolster the role of

class representatives. 7
(2)Th'ese problems should 'be. left ..to continuing judicial

elaboration of the adequate representation requirement. 7

Class Member Participation: See pp. 47-48. The question is whether
the rule should include provisions that encourage and support 7
greater participation by nonrepresentative members of the class.

(1) We have enough participation without encouraging more. 7
(2) This prospect should remain on the agenda.

Overlapping Classes: see pp. 49-50. Although the problems of

overlapping classes involve many matters outside the Enabling Act

process, including antisuit injunctions, de fact Osurrender of

jurisdictionp by yielding priority ito another actionl,,intercourt and

intersystem consolidation, and the like, it would' e possible to

approach the question in part through Rule 23. Thel'simplest means

would be to add a factor to the draftiRule 23(b) list, authorizing
a court to consider the pendency of related cl'ass actions as a

factor in ruling on certification or decertification. This
question also might be added to the matters considered in approving L
settlement. Li

(1) We should see whether we can draft something that helps
courts respond to the problems of overlapping classes. 7

(2)-Enough already.-, 7
7S



L Do Anything

LI (1) Act now Rowe; Wittmann
Fox: It would be nice to slow the inevitable slide by
tinkering around the edges of Rule 23.
Frank: "[S]imple honesty requires that we face some
problems."

(2) Keep in play Doty; Scirica; Vinson. Levi favors modest
efforts to improve. '
Niemeyer would make modest changes.

(3) Forget it
Kasanin: We might publicize some of the things we have
learned about class actions. But there are strong
reasons to make no changes in Rule 23. In addition, "The
Bench and Bar, need a breather." Recent rules changes are
still being digested. More are in the pipeline. But if
we try to do something about mass torts, we may wish to
address some other aspects of Rule 23 at the same time.
All suggestions for possible changes are subject to the

L premise that, contrary to my advice,, we are going to
operate on the Rule 23 patient.

Big Structure

Cut Back Small Claims: Not Worth While
(1) Consider: Doty; Kasanin; Scirica; Vinson; Wittmann

Fox: Add factor to (b)(3): "(E), the expense and burden of
processing the action compared to the benefits sought."
But there is a risk that this would come too close to
considering the probability of success on the merits,
which should not be a factor. We may also need to do
something to meet the danger that supplemental
jurisdiction under § 1367 will bring hosts of minuscule
diversity claims into federal courts.
Frank: "I can think of no reason why class actions should
be an exception to the universal rule of cost-benefit of

L a suit for money."
Levi: opposes general test that invokes philosophy of
individual judge. Would be distressed by supplemental
jurisdiction invitation to multitudes of small diversity
cases, but doubts this is in Rulemaking power.,

(2) Not worth further consideration Niemeyer
Rowe: This is so far substantive that it should be left

LI to Congress. Too many judges might sell short the
importance of deterring activities that inflict small
injurieslon many victims.

Cut Back Small Claims: Probable Success
(1) Include, on preliminary injunction model Doty; Wittmann

Kasanin Include this. John Frank is persuasive.
Levi favors a "preliminary injunction analogy adapted to
Rule 23"; not sure how this would work when defendant isLI eager to bring on a summary judgment motion.



Niemeyer would include a probability of success
requirement "if we can do so without affecting the
remainder of current class action jurisprudence."
Rowe also prefers the preliminary injunction, analogy;
probable success should be included to protect against L
the coercive effects of certifying weak claims. It
should be made clear that a strong claim on the merits
tips toward certifying when other factors are in rough L

balance. Is afraid of what would beincluded in a
probable success calculus that cuts free of the

preliminary injunction analogy. l
Scirica: Use the prelimina y injunction analgy. Likes
John Frank's comments

(2) Incl bu indp tRule 23 grounds

Dispersed~ Mas Tot l0-I~ rh 7

FrankA blend o "'h certIfsus"is pochedu mightL
be somthing falldng bhtween bR p ure and
p sodbotinny injuncio anye A cdayots o ld play

resolved; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ rl
pecn ubicn interstoften mayt play ao ds erse rsso

in owe-should¶t ismesspetially tde reliance on pRobable

Wce s honl themend()l)B oieettssf h liie

(3) Not a factr ox

Dispersed Mass Torts pa
(1) Ignore,

Niemeyer Would make no change to address these problems;
an appendix ofb"Mass Tort Issues" is attached a n

Attempt to repeal present experiments
ox:s A lengthy statement that cannot be summarized; a

cop should be obtainedaby anyone who cannot find it.

The conclusion is that at least as to dispersed mass L
torts, we should attemptcto impede reliance on Rule 23.
We should amend (b)(r)(B) to defeat use of the "limited
fund" theory when it relies on comparison of unliquidated E
tort claims to the defendant' s net worth and insurance
coverage. Reorganization and bankruptcy are superior
means of preserving or' liquidating a mass-scale
,tortfeasor. Courts must resist the temptation to try to
solve problems that other social institutions are not
,willing to address; we must -preserve "the traditional,

almost sacred, role of the American court s: treat L

litigants, with re~spect, hear ~their disputes, apply the
law and dispense justice.", (b)(3) should be amended to
elevate the stan 'dard for certification - something like E
"a clear and convincing preponderance of the relevant

factors." At least this might'slow the tide of mass tort
cases. E
Wittmann: We should, restrict Rule 23 to single event
torts such as air crashes and refinery explosions. "The
toxic tort class actions, such as those ,in which I am
currently involved in the' tobacco, industry, create

2
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L incredible problems of' case management, as well as
constitutional concerns, (7th Amendment), and the

C potential for creation of litigation where none existedL in the first place." The ,7th Circuit decision in the
Rhone Poulenc blood products case deserves our study.

(3) Attempt to create bold new rule
(4) Undertake modest changes - support experiments Scirica

Doty: Agrees with Vinson that it might be well to exclude
mass torts from revisions; perhaps shunt it to MDL or
other complex litigation procedure. But circles modest

L changes.
Frank: Asbestos is sui generis. Breast implants may be
the only real example. MDL is the instrument of choice.
We do not know enough to makewise decisions. But the
idea of resolving the claims of future claimants is bad;
"I think we have no right at all to decide unborn cases."
Kasanin: the modest changes in the Pointer draft are
likely to help those who must work in this difficult
area.
Levi: favors "middle ground" modest changes.

L Vinson: "we should break out the mass tort question for
a separate rule (if warranted); specifically exclude mass
torts from existing Rule 23* * *PI' Circled (3) - weL should attempt to create a new rule, applicable only to
mass torts.
Rowe: We cannot ignore because of the restraining effects
of the 1966 Note. To repeal current experiments would
interfere with substantive matters. And in purely
procedural terms, to take class actions out of the range
of devices, that can be used to deal with mass torts might
put 'undue pressure on alternative devices. A bold new
rulel seems unwise, especially because middle-ground
measures may do quite a bit of good.

Control Counsel
(1) Not worry further Fox

Levi: District courts have adequate toolsL Niemueyer: Make no changes; leave for courts
Rowe: We might retain the Pointer draft reference to
fiduciary duty. It is better to do nothing more; (2) is
likely to be mere finger-wagging.

(2) Emphasize court's general responsibility Doty; Scirica;
Vinson; Wittuiann
Kas anin: Yes, but not attempt detailed regulation. "Many
class actions present a sordid picture of the avarice of
lawyers." If,, Congress amends the securities laws, we
migh~t consider whether to follow that lead. Courts
L soud look more to adequacy of representation than
"1first to file."1

(3) Cons ier additional means
Fran : Half-way between (2) and (3). The problem is to
sZlure "honest and effective representation of client

3



interests, as distinguished from the devices of counsel E
exploitation or defendant control, the two of which tend
to ,merge." Independent representation may fare better
than steering committees and named class members, who are
controlled by plaintiffs',counsel., Heavier judicial duty
could help, but requires time that may not be available.
Ancillary help within the judicial institution might be
useful.

Class as Entity
(1) Continue to think '"
(2) Give up Doty;, Fox; Frank; Levi; Scirica; Vinson,;, Wittinann

Kasanin: Too complicated to undertake now.
Niq*nyert i:'"Thls ponce is fraught with, the highest risks
to traditilonal 'jurisprudence."
Rowe:"'Thbe entity, idea is too conceptual even for an
,jalcademic.4 [ [74 , , ' h''!

Specific Draft Questions

Opt-In, Opt-Out
(1)'More Permissive opt-out.

Levi favors consideration of more permissive,'opting out
and opting in.
Rowe. Both more permissive opt-out and opt-in. For Er
example, class members might be allowed to opt' out of the
damages aspects but not the injunction aspects of an
employmet discrimination action, perhaps with conditions r
on the opt-ous.'

(2) Opt-in
Rowel:'Opt-in can help address "'real client" problems; one

illustration may be institutional investors as plaintiff
class members in securities litigation. The combination
of easier opting-out with opt-in supports the case for
discarding the Pointer draft's choice to collapse the EJ
distinctive categories of (b)(l), (2), and (3) into a
single class action.
Scirica:' Should consider opt-in, "althou'gh' I have
reservations about this concept."

(3) Present structure better. Doty; Fox; Frank; Kasanin;
Niemeyer; Vinson; Wittmann' [

Notice
(1) Make requirement specific. Doty; Scirica; Vinson

Rowe: Yes to both (1) and (3). We should notlattempt to L

formulate a due process standard and draft it into the
rule. We should not require individual not cewhere it
isi not now required because it is notfeasible to
identify some individual class members.

(2) Require individual notice in opt-out classes Kasanin;
Vinson; Wittmann
Frank: The 1966 committee. clearly and unanimously thought

4
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(b)(3) required notice, and that there should, be no class
certified if notice is not practical. I think due
process requires individual notice, and read the SupremeL Court that way. Those who disagree seem "compelled by an
ardor for class determinations which overrides other
values."

(3) Permit relaxation even for opt-out classes
(4) Make no changes [added in response to popular demand]

Fox Keep present formulation and Eisen
Levi inclined to leave notice as in presentrule
Niemeyer Make no changes on class notice

Collapsing Categories
(1) Preserve traditional Doty; Fox,;,Levi; Wittmann

Frank: (b)(1) and (2) work. The problems arise from
attempts to force (b)(3) classes into (1) or (2).
Changes-would create problems greater than any problems
that might be fixed.
Kasanin: The advantages of the collapse are outweighed by
the concomitant confusion and need to develop new law.L Practitioners would see the collapse as unnecessary and
confusing tinkering.
Niemeyer thinks "quite strongly that we should refrain

L from redrafting."t The categories have historical roots
and developed jurisprudence. Collapse would create
unconstrained discretion and inconsistent determinations.
Rowe: The present categorization does not seem to cause
real problems. We should think about Hazard's suggestion
that more than one category could be 'certified,
especially if we decouple opt-out and notice from the
categories.

(2) Too early to choose
Scirica: but there are strong reasons for maintaining theF present structure.

L (3) Maintain present draft Vinson

Issues Classes
(1) Added emphasis useful Scirica

Kasanin: Ambivalent on this. But if we are going to make
other changes, and if this would help with mass torts,
would favor it.
Rowe: Strongly for added emphasis; does not see any
problem with issues classes. We should clean up the
confusion created by the predominance'requirement so that

L no one is misled; predominance should focus only on the
matters to be resolved in the class action - if only one
issue is resolved in common,, that is enough to

L predominate in the class action. This "could have the
additional advantage of making it easier for courts to
deal in usefully partial ways, rather than by strained
global treatment, with mass tort class actions" - common
issues would be resolved, but global settlements would be

fT 5



considered only if resolution of common issues makes many 7
class members willing to settle'en classe.

(2) Why encourage? Doty; Fox; Vinson; Witttmann
Frank: "Recent pretrial procedures can'separate issues if
they need to be separated."!
Levi would not add language
Niemeyer would make,,no change

Defendant Classes'
(1) Willingness should stay

Kasanin:, It is time to get rid of the defendant class.
(2) Willingness should go Doty; Fox; Rowe; 'Scirica'
(3) Separate requirements for def classes

Vinson: yes, "if ,we determine that there is a need for
such classes (which I' m not sure there is)." L,

(4) No separate requirements, but Note Advice Scirica
(5) Too complicated:, Wittmann

Frank:'We 'have more pressing problems K
Niemeyer would make no change
Rwe:,,Isees, no promising ideas for separate Rule text, nor
for' advice in a Note. But' would clear up the glitch in
(b)(2) ,that makes it uncertain whether a defendant class
can ,be certified in an action for injunctive or
declaratory reliefs I
Levi would n'ottry to draft for defendant classes

Fiduciary Resuonsibility,
(1) Keep fiduciary duty reference Doty- Kasanin; Scirica;

Vnson
Levi '"would leave the language on fiduciary duty as it is
I apparently referring'to draft
Rowe leans toward this, with some unease that it is mere
finger-wagging.

(2) Abandon reference and give up Fox r
Niemeyer would make no change

(3) Guide on fiduciary responsibilities: Wittmann
Frank:, "Yes, if we think it would do any good. The
curses which plague class actions to-date would not be
cured by wholesome admonitions and if declared Li

responsibilities, there must be some contemplated
mechanism for their enforcement." LLL.

Settlement
(1) Try nothing more Doty

Niemeyer inclines to make no 'change. This is K
controversial. Judge Becker has identified some of the
problems, and may be on the right track in tying Rule 23
to adjudication. E
Vinson: try nothing more, "except to point out to the L
judges that the 'settlement class and the arrangements
should be subjected to close scrutiny." 7

(2) Do more: L
6



Frank: "[I]n the interest of plain honesty we have to do
something about certification after settlement. The rule
as it stands is perfectly explicit and it is being
violated grossly." If we approve of actual practice, we
should condone it by rule changes. The settlement class
system "is an invitation to a fix and we should getrid
of it." As unpleasant as it may be, the judicial duty of
review must be enlarged. "To promote honesty, fees
should be separated form settlements."
Fox: Discourage settlement classes - require that they
meet, the same standards as litigation classes.
Conditioning class certification on the assumption the
case will never try is a perversion; the normal
conclusion that it is good to facilitate a settlement
pressed by all'concerned, fails here because the consensus
results from "the nastiness of the alternatives," not the
social desirability of class 'action solutions. Futures
classes or subclasses "strain credality," whether
separate counsel is appointed to act without identifiable
clients or no counsel undertakes to represent only
futures claimants. Perhaps certification should be
decided without reference to a proposed settlement when
simultaneous requests, are made for certification and
settlement approval.,
Kasanin: If we do anything,' we might improve on an
unsatisfactory situation arising ',,from- conflicts of
interest and lack of adversarinesp at the time a
settlement is presented for approval. Judge&Schwarzer's
proposals seemed to attract wide support in Phr.adelphia.
John Frank' s suggestion that honesty would be promoted by
separating feles'from settlements is interesting.
Levi further consideration to settlement classes
Rowe: iorth an eff rt. We should be wary of codifying
much in an area where case-law de elo ament 'iiaybe most
promis-inglg &d, particularly wary about approaching
"1setitlemeht, casses.
Sceilrica:, ' Shoild we address the litigation/settlementLci4sls isslues of the 3d Circuit General Motors ,Oecision,
or rely ohl case-law developments
Witit+ann: "I agree with the current draft, but think that
we 6hild give serious consideration to thellelimination
of" o~l~ ,eteet cladsses. Apparentlytthe use of
scttlement cases has led to some abuses, and I think
tc h t of Rule 23 should require careful
cptdrtpn fteCourt beore issuance o n ls
certificationf'aorder.s"

Control Representat ives,
(1) Attempt tp bolster representative role'Vinson

Frank: This is only one' angle of the broader topic
needing consideration - how to achieve a true adversary
relationship between plaintiff class and defendant, and

7



how to maintain it.
Kasanin: Particularly if Congress does something in a
specific area. If its road map is decent, we might
follow it for the sake of uniformity between securities
class actions and others.
Scirica: Perhaps in the Note

(2) Leave to judicial elaboration Doty; Fox; Levi; Niemeyer;
Wittmann E
Rowe: there do not see'm to,,be psignificant problems; if
securities litigation presents such problems, let

Codngre~ss,,, fix, them. Op-i case adthe~ "fiduciaryK
duty" refence may o this score.

Class Member''Partiibat ion
(1) We, avqe u Doty; er Scirica V [inson ,

Levi buld no~cange o foter participation
(2) Keep on aed:~tmn

Frank:, 'aec~mn scontrolling representatives.K
Kasanin Thss~sZ ted to controlling representatives
Rowe:It r eliited tuse ofsopt-in' s attractions.

Overlapping Classes K
(1) Tr 1~d elp Vinson; Wittmnann

LevT i We shou lId 'try; "this is a problem which can be
ad ressed without stirring up a hornet's nest."
Rowe: ld iter , but s to know whether there is
a Pr~ prble is notbte andle by l transfer

, ,lIlllli,,, .,111r. K 1F

acthat, canb slved witotrunning into the Anti-
Jun u~conAt.Scrc

(2) Enouh Alread FDty rank; Fox; Kasanin,; P

other'

Apoealabilit#: X~llDoty: Agrees with Scirica and Vinson - Rule is 7
des~irableg. Fdx, Kzaanih, Niemeyer, and Rowe concur. L
Wittmann: "I also firmly believe that class certification
or2iers should be reviewable by appeal, whether qr not the

Qase is ~certi1i'ed in order to avoied uniessr
expen diture 'f !time and e-ffort rin the b'istrict Courts."L

t

Time of Certificatilon: Rowe: We should relax-the requirelent that K
detfication ovccur as soo0 'as practicabP. The

x~qrement. is of ten ignored, radi i edsrable to
p~s~tpone ertifioation Iwhile eteettlsg on. If
~ include a~robal ucss cothtwudbe added
rea~~~n for, gon slw~ieth ate have an

opporltunity to address the! merits of th elclaimL.
Nieiu yer agrees that we shouldremove e reg~uirement for
early certification decisions. 1
Xz~ar~k~: We are not gettin>4 along altL rigt with the
prtsent fairy tale system; le 's decide when

8K



LX Fox repeats the theme; the requirement "is rarely
complied with anyway." Speedy certification leads to
speedy notice that is not as informative if it might be
with a better matured case.)

General:
Frank: The specific questions in the questionnaire
provide an adequate framework to address the question
whether we want "real classes" rather than creatures of
the attorneys. The issue in part is whether a class
should be limited to a maximum number of members who "can
be truly connected" with their representative.

Niemeyer: Rule 23 should be viewed as a claims joinder
procedure, not "an administrative process involving the
collection of money from wrongdoers for distribution to
claimants who either do not exist or are not interested
in pursuing a claim." Generally we should let the
commonlaw process fix the few minor problems in Rule 23.
But there may be a few specific problems the Rule can

L fix, such as appealability. We should bear in mind the
need for restraint to honor the interest and possible
intervention of -"the democratic processes."

Rowe: Favors: (1) adopting the Pointer draft provision
for precertification dismissal or summary judgment. (2)
eliminating the typicality requirement of (a)(3). It
adds nothing. And there may be cases in which it is
better to have a nonmember provide adequate
representation. An association might represent its
members, particularly if a defendant class; sellers might
represent the interests of their customers in litigation
with regulators who seek to control their transactions.
(3) We should relax the requirement that certification
occur as soon as practicable. See above.

Scirica: Rule 20 is being misused to effect a de facto
L: class and global settlement without going through the

requirements of Rule 23. Should we inquire of the MDL?

Vinson: Continue the project, deliberately rather than
with speed. Concentrate on a few modest changes such as
appealability.

9
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* Rules of Civil Procedure 1

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO
RUIS OF CiVL PROCEDURE*

Rule 23. Class Actions

-1 (a) Prerequisites to a CIbss Action. One or more

2 members of a class may sue or be sued as representative

7 3 parties on behalf of all w r

4 claims, defenses, or issues certified for class action

5 treatment -

6 (1) the e s- e s o numerous

7 7 that joinder of all meberkis impracticable,

U. 8 (2) there anr quesdefns ef lawv er faet iLqgLjr

9 factual questions are common to the class,

10 - (3) the claims or defense of -the

11 representative parties

Ll 12 typical ef th claims or defenses of the class, ad-

New matter is underlined; matter to be omitted is lined7r! through.

I
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Li
(4) the representative partes and their

13 attorneys are willing and able to wvi-fairly and

14 adequately protect the interests of all persons while

15 members of the class until relieved by the court from

16 that fiduciary duty: andL

17 M5) a class action is superior to other

18 available methods for the fair and efficient

19 adjudication of the controversy,

20 (b) ren iWhether a, Ian Action Afintamia k

21 Is Superior. An action may be maineinzd as a elass FT
22 aetion if thze p^rcruisites of subdivisief (a) are saisfied,

23 The a

24 (aWM5) whether a class action is superior to other available -

25 methods include:

26 (1) the extent to which the prosecution o

27 separate actions by or against individual members ef 7
28 the class would ercate a ri! cf might result in 7

L

_L
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29 (A) inconsistentorvaryingadjudications

L 30 -ith rfspeet to indi-u4 mcembers of the ems3

J-_ 31 whieh that would establish incompatible
L

32 standards of conduct for the party opposing the

33 class, or

PIL 34 (B) adjudications th respectto

35 individual mfnecn m cf the eless whik would

L. 36 hiaatas a practical matter bc di~pzsitivc of tho

37 intcrests Of the ether mzmbcer not partioe te tho

38 adjudicetions or Subtn Pm rp-

39 would dispose of the nonpartv members'

40 interests or reduce their ability to protect their

41 interests; em

42 (2) -thecpr eppesing th celess he aeted-o

L 43 fefused toe acton grouns gnoralY aplicable to }e

44 class, thcreby xnakng s - iatc final i:juntrv

45 ,eli#e-the extent to which the relief may take the form

7.
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L
46 of an injunction or eefespeaditgdeclaratory felef

47 wFith respVee udgment respecting the class as a

48 whole; er

49 (3) the court finds that the extent to which

50 common questions of law or fact eemmen te th

51 members ef the eits predominate over any questions L

52 affecting only individual members, and that a elaes

53 Astien is supefier to ether avnailable m-etheds fer th

54 -fair and fficicet adjudication ef the entrverty.

55 The matters pertinent t- the findings in-ude: 7
L

56 (A4D the class members' interests ef members

57 ef the elms-in individually controlling the prosecution

58 or defense of separate actions;

59 (Ba) the extent and nature of any related

60 litigation ;oncrning the eentroversy already

61 eemeneednb e-g-unby or against members of the -

62 class;

)
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I

63 (C-J the desirability or undesirability of

64 concentrating the litigatiolL Pf th ezlnim in the

65 particular forum; and

66 (DD) the likely difficulties lilel to 4e-b

67 efteetiefed-in the mnnagneeznt of managing a class

E68 action which will be eliminated or significantly

1 69 reduced if the controversy is adjudicated by other

70 available means.

71 (c) Determination by Order Whether Class

72 Action to Be MIsint Certified; Notice and

73 Membership in Class; Judgment; Actions Conducted

74 Partially as Class Actions Multiple Classes and

L 75 Subclasses.

76 (1) As soon as practicable after-ihe

77 emmeeement ef an aicn brought as a class action

L 78 persons sue or are sued as representatives of a class,

, 79 the court gH-Mst determine by order whether and
L

X, =
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L
80 with respect to what claims, defenses, or issues-itis

81 te be se mninriid the action should be certified as I

82 a class action. F

83 (A) An order certifying a class action

84 must describe the class and determine whether,

85 when, how. and under what conditions putative 5
86 members may elect to be excluded from. or

87 included in. the class. The matters pertinent to

88 this determination will ordinarily include: L

89 (i) the nature of the controversy

90 and the relief sought:

91 Gi) the extent and nature of the L
92 members' injuries or liability:

93 (iii) potential conflicts of interest

94 among members:

95 ,fiv) the interest of the party

96 opposing the class in securing a final and

V:
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97 consistent resolution of the matters in

98 conrversy; ,an

99 (v) the inefficiency or

100 impracticality of separate actions to

101 resolve the controversy.

102 When appropriate, a putative member's election

103 to be excluded may be conditioned upon a

104 prohibition against its maintaining a separate

105 action on some or all of the matters in

7 106 controversy in the class action or a prohibition

107 against its relying in a separate action upon any

108 judgment rendered or factual finding in favor

109 of the class, and a putative member's election

110 to be included in a class may be conditioned

111 upon its bearing a fair share of litigation

112 expenses incurred by the representative parties.

113 (B) An order under this subdivision

L

L
ItLF
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114 may be conditional, and may be altered or

115 amended befo the deeiiion on thh merits. fn

116 judgment.
L}J

117 (2) yess-en ordering that an action

118 ai under

119 subdivisinef (-(3) this rule, the court shagimys

120 direct that apprognate notice be given to the

121 members- f the class under subdivision (d)(1)(C).

122 The notice must concisely and clearly describe the i

123 nature of the action: the claims. defenses, or issues

124 with respect to which the class has been certified: the
j I I i -1 ~I

125 persons who are members of the class: any conditions

126 affecting excusion from or inclusion in the class: and

127 the potential consequences of class membership. In

128 determining how. and to whom. notice will be given, U
in o , anIQwom o-n

129 the court may consider the matters listed in (b) and

130 (c)(l)(A). the expense and difficulties of providing
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131 actual notice to all class members, and the nature and

132 extent of anv adverse consequences that class

133 members may suffer from a failure to receive actual

134 notice. the best notice prnctiz e under the

135 'Icc m s, including individutm nefcc te all

L 136 mbe3 wholean be identified thregh rcaseabl

137 cffort. Rte nftice shag advize cabh member t t )

138 th cour wthee. frm

139 tem r so requfts by a spcified date; (B) the

140 jdgment, whethcr favoemble er net, will n4ludc il

141 m benf9 who de net request cxlusie; and (C) any

142 member she e eqnet ruc xelslu en may, if the

143 mmber desires, center an a"epparannc thryugh

144 eetisel.

L 145 (3) The judgment in an action crtfied

L 146 maintainedfas a class action undo subdision)

L

147 or b'^3t wheter r ftt fevemlo the adle s
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148 include and dc~:ribe these whom the court finds to

149 be mombers of the elaos. The OR eetien Lj
150 maintained as a ems. aetien nder ubdien Eb)(3),[

151 whether or not favorable to the class, sh _ iCelude

152 od-mzustspecify or describe those fe whom the

153 notice provided in subdiyisn (e)(2) was dirftd, [
154 and whe have not requested lisin, and wom the 9

155 eert &ds-yh a Wree-be-members of the class..or

156 have elected to be excluded on conditions affecting L.

157 any separate actions.

158 (4) When appropriate-W. an action may be

159 brought or maintained certified as a class action with

160 respect to particular claims, defenses. or issues-fef r

161 ( by or against multiple classes or subclasses.

162 Subclasses need not separately satisfy the

163 requirements of subdivision (a)(l) e el ffgsay be [
164 divided inte subelasscs and ceae subelms teated

[7
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165 a class, and the pro-videits of thi rul;e shagl thn b

166 on s applied aeeordl

167 (d) Orders in Conduct of Class Actions.

168 LL..In the conduct of actions to which this

169 rule applies, the court may make appropriate orders

L 170 tat:

171 (IA) dete miniftg-dete-nine the course of

172 proceedings or pfeseinbiWtprescinbe measures

173 to prevent undue repetition or complication in

174 the presentation of evidence or argument;

175 A) decide a motion under Rule 12 or

176 56 before the certification determination if the

177 court concludes that the decision will promote

178 the fair and efficient adjudication of the

179 controversy and will not cause undue delay.

180 (; requiring, for tih protcetion of Tic

v 181 mcrb er s ef the els or othergi fcr th 4air
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182 conduct of thc action, thatrquire notice be

183 giwen in such manecr as the court may direct to

184 some or all of the classmembers or putative7

185 members of;
Fn

186 (i) any step in the action, Li

187 including certification. modification. or

188 decertification of a class, or refusal to

189 certify a lm-er-ek

190 {ii) the proposed extent of the

191 judgment-; or-ef-, 7

192 (iii) the members' opportunity ef

193 ffembers to signify whether they consider V

194 the representation fair and adequate, to I,

195 intervene and present claims or defenses,

196 or otherwise to come into the action; J

197 (3I2) impesing-impose conditions on the K

198 representative parties. class members, or aft FT
K,
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199 intervenors;

200 (4D iee Ot-the pleadings

201 be amended to eliminate thcefemfir allegations

202 as- e-aboutrepresentation of absent persons,

203 and that the action proceed accordingly; or

204 (ED dealins with similar procedural

205 matters.

206 2)-he erders An order under Rule 23(d)(1)

207 may be combined with an order under Rule 16, and

208 may be altered or amended as may be desirable fre

209 time to fie.

210 (e) Dismissal or Compromise. An easaction in

211 which persons sue or are sued as representatives of a clas

212 must sKaR-not. before the court's ruling under subdivision

213 (c)(l). be dismissed. be amended to delete the reouestfr

214 certification as a class action, or be compromised without

215 th-approval of the court, nnd notic zf the propose
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216 di~wiAlq or h be i&-:cle a i menbrs Of

217 Tic ;1a3 in .2uch manncr w as th^ ^--e direts. An1atin

218 certified as a class action must not be dismissed or

219 compromised without approval of the court, and notice of
c

220 a proposed voluntary dismissal or compromise must be L-,)

221 given to some or all members of the class in such manner

222 as the court directs. A proposal to dismiss or compromise

223 an action certified as a class action may be referred toa

224 magistrate judge or other special master under Rule 53

225 without regard to the provisions of Rule 53(b)L

226 (f) Appeals. A court of appeals may permit an

227 appeal from an order granting or denying a request for

228 class action certification under this rule upon application to E
229 it within ten days after entry of the order. An appeal does

230 not stay proceedings in the district court unless the district

231 judge or the court of appeals so orders.

L
FT

)
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COMMITTEE NOTE

PUOSE OF REVISION. As initially adopted, Rule 23
defined class actions as 'true," Ihybrid," or 'spurious' accordingr to the abstract nature of the rghts involved. The 1966 revision
created a new tripartite classification in subdivision (b), and then
established different provisions relating to notice and exclusionary
rights based on that classification. For (b)(3) class actions, the
rule mandated 'individual notice to all members who can be
identified through reasonable effort" and a right by class members
to "opt-out" of the class. For b)(1) and (b)(2) class actions,
however, the rule did not by its terms mandate any notice to class
members, and was generally viewed as not permitting any
exclusion of class members. This structure has frequently resulted
in time-consuming procedural battles either because the operative
facts did not fit neatly into any one of the three categories, or

itl because more than one category could apply and the selection of
the proper classification would have a major impact on whether
and how the case should proceed as a class action.

In the revision the separate provisions of former subdivisions
(b)(1), (b)(2), and (b)(3) are combined and treated as pertinent

in factors in deciding "whether a class action is- superior to other
available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the
controversy," which is added to subdivision (a) as a prerequisite

L for any class action. The issue of superiority of class action
resolution is made a critical question, without regard to whether,
under the former language, the case would have been viewed as
being brought under (b)(1), (b)(2), or (b)(3). Use of a unitary
standard, once the prerequisites of subdivision (a) are satisfied, is
the approach taken by the National Conference of Commissioners
on Uniform State Laws and adopted in several states.
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f_
Questions regarding notice and exclusionary rights remain

important in class actions - and, indeed, may be critical to due 7
process. Under the revision, however, these questions are ones l
that should be addressed on their own merits, given the needs and
circumstances of the case and without being tied artificially to the C
particular classification of the class action. -J

The revision emphasizes the need for the court, parties, and
counsel to focus on the particular claims, defenses, or issues that
are appropriate for adjudication in a class action. Too often,
classes have been certified without recognition that separate 7
controversies may exist between plaintiff class members and a
defendant which should not be barred under the doctrine of claim
preclusion. Also, the placement in subdivision (c)(4) of the 7
provision permitting class actions for particular issues has tended
to obscure the potential benefit of reisolving certain claims and
defenses on a class basis while leaving other controversies for
resolution in separate actions.

As revised, the rule will afford some greater opportunity for
use of class actions in approprnate cases notwithstanding the
existence of claims for individuil damages and injuries - at least
for some issues, if not for the resolution of the individual damage Li
claims themselves. The revisioin is not however an unqualified
license for certification of Ia class whenever there are numerous
injuries arising from a commdn or similar nucleus of facts. The Li
rule does not attempt to authorize or, establish a system for "fluid
recovery" or class recove of damages, nor does it attempt to
expand or limit the claims that are subject to federal jurisdiction by X
or against class members. '

The major impact of this evision will be on cases at the
margin: most cases that prvous wee certified as class actions

I~~~~~~~~~~
~1
,
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will be certified under this rule, and most that were not certified
will not be certified under the rule. There will be a limited
number of cases, however, where the certification decision may
differ from that under the prior nile, either because of the use of
a unitary standard or the -4greater flexibility- respecting notice and
membership in the class.

Various non-substantive stylistic changes are made to
conform to style conventions adopted by the Committee to simplify
the present rules.

SUBDIVISION (a). Subdivision (a)(4) is revised to explicitly
require that the proposed class representatives and their attorneys

L. be both willing and able to undertake the fiduciary responsibilities
inherent in representation of a class. .The willingness to accept
such responsibilities is a particular concern when the request for
class treatment is not made by those who seek 'to be class
representatives, as when a plaintiff requests certification of a
defendant class. Once a class is certified, the class representatives

[ L. and their attorneys will, until the class is decertified or they are
otherwise relieved by the court, have an obligation to fairly and
adequately represent the interests of the class, taking no action for
their own benefit that would' be inconsistent with the fiduciary
responsibilities owed to the class.

Paragraph (5)-- the superiority requirement - is taken from
subdivision (b)(3) and becomes a critical element for all class
actions.

The introductory language in subdivision (a) stresses that, in
L ascertaining whether the five prerequisites are met, the court and

litigants should focus on the matters that are being considered for
class action certification. The words 'claims, defenses, or issues

L.
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are used in a broad and non-legalistic sense. While there might be
some cases in which a class action would be authorized respecting -
a specifically defined cause of action, more frequently the court
would set forth a generalized statement of the matters for class
action treatment, such as all claims by class members against the
defendant arising from the sale of specified securities during a
particular period of time. r

SUBDIVISON (b). As noted, subdivision (b) has been
substantially reorganized. One element, drawn from former C
subdivision (b)(3), is made a controlling issue for all class actions L
and moved to subdivision (a)(5); namely, whetherfa class action is /

superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient C
adjudication of the controversy., The, other provisions of former
subdivision (b) then become factors to be considered in making
this determination. Of course, there is no requirement that all of ",
these factors be present, before a class action may be ordered, nor
is this list intended to exclude other factors that in a particular case
may bear on the superiority of a class action when compared to
other available methods for resolving the controversy.

Factor (7) - the consideration of the difficulties likely to be
encountered in the management of a class action - is revised by
adding' a clause to emphasize that suchk difficulties should be
assessed not in the abstract, but rather in comparison to those that F
would be' encountered with individually prosecuted actions.

SUBDIVION (C). Former paragraph (2) of this subdivision L
contained the provisions for notice and exclusion in (b)(3),class
actions. "T

Under the revision, ,theprovisions, relating to exclusion are
made applicable to all class actions,, but with flexibility for the

. :S
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court to determine whether, when, and how putative class
members should be allowed to exclude themselves from the class.
The court may also impose appropriate conditions on such *opt-
outs' - or, in some cases, even require that a putative class
member 'opt-in' in order to be treated as a member of the class.

The potential for class members to exclude themselves from
many class actions remains a primary consideration for the court
in determining whether to allow a case to proceed as a class
action, both to assure due process and in recognition of individual
preferences. Even in the most compelling situation for not
allowing exclusion - the fact pattern described in subdivision
(b)(l)(A) - a person might nevertheless be allowed to be excludedL from the class upon the condition that the person will not maintain
any separate action and hence, as a practical matter, be bound by
the outcome of the class action. The opportunity to elect exclusion'K Afrom a class may also be useful, for example, in some employment
discrimination actions in which certain employees otherwise part
of the class may, because of their own positions, wish to align
themselves with the employer's side of the litigation either to assist
in the defense of the case or to oppose the relief sought for the
class.

Ordinarily putative class members electing to be excluded
from a plaintiff class will be free to bring their own individual
actions, unhampered by factual findings adverse to the class, while
potentially able, under the doctrine of issue preclusion, to benefit
from factual findings favorable to the class. The revised rule
permits the court, as a means to avoid this inequity, to impose a
condition on 'opting out' that will preclude an excluded member
from relying in a separate action upon findings favorable to the
class.

ra
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LU..
Rarely should a court impose an gopt-inu requirement for

membership in a class. There are,' however, situations in which
such a requirement may be desirable to avoid potential due process LJ
problems, such as with some defendant classes or in cases where
an opt-out right would be appropriate but it is impossible or
impractical to give meaningful notice of the class action to all LJ
putative members of the class. With defendant classes it may be
appropriate to impose a condition that requires the *opting-in"
defendant class members to share in the litigation expenses of the
representative party. Such a condition would be rarely needed
with plaintiff classes since typically the claims on behalf of the
class, if successful, would result in a common fund or benefit from ;
which litigation expenses of the representative can be charged.

L
Under the revision, some notice of class certification is

required for all types of class actions, but flexibility is provided
respecting the type and extent of notice to be given to the class, I
consistent with constitutional requirements for due process. Actual
notice to all putative class members should not, for example, be r
needed when the conditions of subdivision (b)(l) are met or when,
under subdivision (c)(l)(A), membership in the class is limited to
those who file an election to be members of the class. Problems
have sometimes been encountered when the class members'
individual interests, though meriting protection, were quite small
when compared with the cost of providing notice to each, member, 7
the revision authorizes such factors to be taken into account by the
court in determining, subject to due process requirements, what
notice should be directed.

The revision to subdivision (c)(4) is intended to eliminate the
problem when a class action with several subclasses should be
certified, but one or more of the subclasses may not independently K
satisfy the wnumerosityu requirement.

1'
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Under former paragraph (4), some issues could be certified
for resolution as a class action, while other matters were not so
certified. By adding similar language to other portions of the rule,
the Committee intends to emphasize the potential utility of this
procedure. For example, in some mass tort situations it might be
appropriate to certify some issues relating to the defendants'
culpability and - if the relevant scientific knowledge is
sufficiently well developed - general causation for class action
treatment, while leaving issues relating to specific causation,
damages, and contributory negligence for potential resolution
through individual lawsuits brought by members of the class.

SUBDIVISION (d). Theformer rule generated uncertainty
concerning the appropriate order of proceeding when a motion
addressed to the merits of claims or defenses is submitted prior to
a decision on whether a class should be certified. The revision
provides the court with discretion to address a Rule 12 or Rule 56
motion in advance of a certification decision if this will promote
the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy. See Manual
for Complex Litigaton, Second, § 30.11.

Inclusion in former subdivision (c)(2) of detailed
requirements for notice in (b)(3) actions sometimes placed
unnecessary barriers to formation of a class, as well as masked the
desirability, if not need, for notice in (b)(1) and (b)(2) actions.
Even if not required for due process, some form of notice to class
members should be regarded as desirable -in virtually all class
actions. Subdivision (c)(2) requires that notice be given if a class'
is certified, though under subdivision (d)(l)(C) the particular form
of notice is committed to the sound discretion of the court, keeping
in mind the requirements of due process. Subdivision,, (d)(1)(C)
contemplates that some form of notice may be desirable_ with
respect to many other important rulings; subdivision (d)(l)(C)(i),
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for example, calls the attention of the court and litigants to the
possible need for some notice if the court declines to certify a class 7
in an action filed as a class action or reduces the scope of a L
previously certified class. In such circumstances, particularly if
putative class members have become aware of the case, some
notice may be needed informing the class members that they can
no longer rely on the action as a means for pursuing their rights.

SUBDwSON (e). There are sound reasons for requiring
judicial approval of proposals to voluntarily dismiss, eliminate
class allegations, or compromise an action filed or ordered
maintained as a class action. The reasons for requiring notice of
such a proposal to members of a putative class are significantly 7
less compelling. Despite the language of the former rule, courts L
have recognized the propriety of a judicially-supervised
precertification dismissal or compromise without requiring notice
to putative class members. E.g., Shelkon v. Pargo, 582 F.2d 1298 L
(4th Cir. 1978). The revision adopts that approach. If
circumstances warrant, the court has ample authority to direct Fl
notice to some or all putative class members pursuant to the
provisions of subdivision (d). While the provisions of subdivision
(e) do not apply if the court denies the request for class
certification, there may be cases in which the court will direct
undernsubdivision (d) that notice of the denial of class certification
be given to those who were aware of the case.

Evaluations of proposals to dismiss or settle a class action
sometimes involve highly sensitive issues, particularly should the
proposal be ultimately disapproved. For example, the parties may
be required to disclose weaknesses in their own positions, or to
provide 'information needed to assure that the proposal does not
directly or indirectly confer benefits upon class representatives or
their consel iconsistent with e fiduciary obligations owed to
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[L members of the class or otherwise involve conflicts of interest
Accordingly, in some circumstances, investigation of the fairness
of these proposals conducted by an independent master can be of
great benefit to the court, particularly since the named parties and
their counsel have ceased to be adversaries with respect to the
proposed dismissal or settlement. The revision -clarifies that the
strictures of Rule 53(b) do not preclude the court from appointing

E under that Rule a special master to assist the court in evaluating a
proposed dismissal or settlement. The master, if not a Magistrate
Judge, would be compensated as provided in Rule 53(a).

SUBDIVION (0. The certification ruling is often the crucial
ruling in a case filed as a class action. Tbe plaintiff, in order to
obtain appellate review of a ruling denying certification, will have
to proceed with the case to final judgment and may have to incur
litigation expenses wholly disproportionate to any individual

(fl recovery; and, if the plaintiff ultimately prevails on an appeal of
the certification decision, postponement of the appellate decision
raises the specter of 'one way intervention." Conversely, if class
certification is erroneously granted, a defendant may be forced to

L settle rather than run the risk of potentially ruinous liability of a
class-wide judgment in order to secure review of the certification
decision. These consequences, as well as the unique publicLy interest in properly certified class actions, justify a special
procedure allowing early review of this critical ruling.

Recognizing the disruption that can be caused by piecemeal
reviews, the revision contains provisions to minimize the risk of

L delay and abuse. Review will be available only by leave of the
court of appeals promptly sought, and proceedings in the district
court with respect to other aspects of the case are not stayed by theL prosecution of such an appeal unless the district court or court of
appeals so orders. The appellate procedure would be the same as

F-

K
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for appeals under 28 U.S.C. § 1292(c). The statutory authority
for using the nile-malang process to permit an appeal of
interlocutory orders is contained in 28 U.S.C. I 1292(e), as
amended in 1992.

It is anticipated that orders permitting immediate appellate
review will be rare. Nevertheless, the. potential for this review
should encourage compliance with the certification procedures and
afford an opportunity for prompt correction of error.
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PROPOSED AMNDENTS TO
* . RULES OF CIVL PROCEDURE

Rule 23. Class Actions
(a) Prerequisites. One or more members of a class may

sue or be sued as representative parties on behalf of all if - with
respect to the claims, defenses, or issues certified for class actiontreatment -

(1) the members are so numerous that jonder of all
is impracticable,

(2) legal or factual questions are common to the
class,

(3) the representative parties' positions typify those
i: of the class,

(4) the representative parties and their attorneys are
willing and able to fairly and adequately protect the interests
of all persons while members of the class until relieved by
the court from that fiduciary duty; and

(5) a class action is superior to other available
L. - methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the

.controversy.
(b) Wbether a Class Action Is, Superior. The matters

pertinent in deciding under (a)(5) whether a class action is superior
to other available methods include:

(1) r the extent to which separate actions by or against
r individual members might result in

(A) inconsistent or varying adjudications that
would establish incompatible standards of conduct for

L

L
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the party opposing the class, or

(B) adjudications that, as a practical matter,
would dispose of the nonparty members' interests or
reduce their ability to protect their interests; C

(2) the extent to which the relief may take the form L
of an injunction or declaratory judgment respecting the class 7
as a whole; - .

(3) the extent to which common questions of law or
fact predominate over any questions affecting only individual L
members;

(4) the class members' interests in individually
controlling the prosecution or defense of separate actions; h

(5) the extent ,and nature of any related litigation
already begun by or against members of the class;

(6) the desirability or undesirability of concentrating
the litigation in the particular forum; and

(7) the likely difficulties in managing a class action
which will be eliminated or significantly reduced if the Kcontroversy is adjudicated by other available means. i,
(c) Determination by Order Whether Claws Action to Be

Certified; Notice and Membership in Class; Judgment; Multiple
Classes and Subclasses. Li

(1) As soon as practicable after persons sue or are 7
sued as representatives of a class,'the court 'must determine
by order whether and with respect to what claims, defenses,
or issues the action should be certified as a class action. L

(A) An order certifying a class action must
describe the class and determine whether, when, how,

L

Li
K
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L and under what conditions putative members may elect
to be excluded from, or included in, the class. The
matters pertinent to this determination will ordinarily
include:

(i) the nature of the controversy and the
relief sought;

(ii) the extent and nature of the
L members' injuries or liability;

(M) potential conflicts of interest among
members;

fi) the interest of the party opposing the
class in securing a final and consistent resolution

Lo of the matters in controversy; and
() the inefficiency or impracticality of'K separate actions to resolve the controversy.

When appropriate, a putative member's election to be
excluded may be conditioned upon a prohibitionK against its maintaining a separate action on some or all
of the matters in controversy in the class action or a

E prohibition against its relying in a separate action uponL any judgment rendered or factual finding in favor of
the class, and a putative member's election to be
included in a class may be conditioned upon its bearing
a fair share of litigation expenses incurred by the
representative parties.

(B) An order under this subdivision may be
conditional, and may be altered or amended before
final judgmenL
(2) When ordering that an action be certified as a
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class action under this rule, the court must direct that
appropriate notice be given to the class under subdivision
(d)(1)(C). The notice must concisely and clearly describe
the nature of the action; the claims, defenses, or issues with
respect to which the class has been certified; the persons
,who are members of the class; any conditions affecting
exclusion from or inclusion in the class; and the potential
consequences of class membership. In determining how, and
to whom, notice will be given, the court may consider the
matters listed in (b) and (c)(1)(A), the expense and
difficulties of providing actual notice to all class members,
and the nature and extent of any adverse consequences that
class members may suffer from a failure to receive actual
notice.

(3) The judgment in an action certified as a class
action, whether or not favorable to the class, must specify or
describe those who are members of the class or have elected
to be excluded on conditions affecting any separate actions.

(4) When appropriate, an action may be certified as
a class action with respect to particular claims, defenses, or
issues by or 'against multiple classes or subclasses.
Subclasses need not separately satisfy the requirements of L
subdivision (a)(l).

(d) Orders in Conduct of Class Actions.

(1) In-the conduct of actions to which this rule
applies, the court may make appropriate orders that:

(A) determine the course of proceedings or
prescribe measures to prevent undue repetition or
complication in the presentation of evidence or
argument;
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(B) decide a motion under Rule 12 or 56 before
the certification determination if the court concludes
tha the decision will promote the fair and efficient
adjudication of the controversy and will not cause7 undue delay;

(C) require notice to some or all of the lass
members or putative members of:

(i) any step in the action, including
certification, modification, or decertification of
a class, or refusal to certify a class;

(Hi) the proposed extent of the judgment;
or

(iii) the members' opportunity to signify
whether they consider the representation fair and

L adequate, to intervene and present claims or
defenses, or otherwise to come into the action;

7 {(D) impose conditions on the representative
parties, class members, or intervenors;

L CE() require the pleadings be amended toeliminate allegations about representation of absent
persons, and that the action proceed accordingly; or

i(F) deal with similar procedural matters.

r (2) An order under Rule 23(d)(1) may be combined
L with an order under Rule 16, and may be altered or

amended.

(e) Dismissal or Compromise. An action in which
persons sue or are sued as representatives of a class must not,
before the court's ruling under subdivision (c)(1), be dismissed, be
amended to delete the request for certification as a class action, or

Lj
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be compromised without approval of the court. An action certified K
as a class action must not be dismissed or compromised without L
approval of the court, and notice of a proposed voluntary dismissal
or compromise must be given to some or all members of the class 7
in such manner as the court directs. A proposal to dismiss or
compromise an action certified as a class action may be referred
to a magistrate judge or other special master under Rule 53 L
without regard to the provisions of Rule 53(b).

(f) Appeals. A court of appeals may permit an appeal 7
from an order granting or denying a request for class action
certification under this rule upon application to it within ten days
after entry of the order. An appeal does not stay proceedings in
the district court unless the district judge or the court of appeals so
orders.

EJ
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Rule 23: Challenges to the Rulemaking Process

Introduction

L For some time now, the Civil Rules Advisory Committee has been

71 studying the possibility of amending Civil Rule 23. Following

LJ suggestions of an American Bar Association Committee, a

comprehensive draft was prepared during the time when the Committee

L was chaired by Judge Sam Pointer. A copy of that draft is attached

as an appendix. It seems fair to describe the draft as in many

ways a modest revision that would clean up many aspects of the

rule, and - through deliberately flexible drafting - leave the way

open for some measure of future growth. By now, the draft has been

reviewed informally by a goodly number of practicing lawyers,

judges, and academics. Reactions have varied. The academics, and

to some extent the judges, have viewed the draft as indeed modest,

a conservative but worthwhile effort to improve some obvious rough

spots that does not attempt to take on the larger or more difficult

questions. The practicing lawyers also have tended to view the

draft as modest, but believe that the cost of adoption would far
L exceed the possible benefits. In their eyes, it has taken nearly

three decades to beat Rule 23 into a workable instrument, an
achievement that would be set back at least a decade if they were

given the chance to litigate and strategize about the proposed

L changes.

These mixed reactions point up the questions that, in the end,

are most important: Has the time come to attempt any changes in

Rule 23? If so, what - and how dramatic - should they be?

Even this articulation of the questions assumes that it isEr appropriate to study Rule 23 with an eye to possible improvement.

That assumption, at least, seems sound. The unspoken barrier that
shielded Rule 23 from Enabling Act scrutiny for many years has come

down. Rule 23 was last revised in 1966. The 1966 version of the

rule has taken on a life that would have astonished the AdvisoryEr
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Committee. Answers have been given to many questions that were

not, could not, have been foreseen. A comprehensive review of this

experience is now appropriate. It would be astonishing if this

review were to show that we have, by a common-law process of

elaborating Rule 23, developed an ideal class-action procedure.

Surely there is room, both here and there, to improve the rule. F

The conclusion that this is an appropriate time to study Rule

23 does not mean that this is an appropriate time to change Rule

23. Improvement carries its own costs as lawyers and judges

struggle to understand, implement, amplify, and take strategic C

advantage of the intended changes. And if there is room to L

improve, there also is room to confuse, weaken, or even do great 7

harm. Perhaps more to the point, seizing the opportunity to make In
modest improvements today will surely mean that Rule 23 will not be

revisited for many years. If more significant or better L
improvements might be made in five years, or ten, it likely would

be better to defer present action. There is no imperative to act E
once a problem is studied, no shame in inaction. Much depends on

the state of present knowledge and the quality of present

foresight. Foresight is particularly important, not only in

developing wise answers but also in drafting them into a rule that

will deliver those answers in the face of determined attempts by

adversary lawyers to wrest different answers from it.

A question framed in this way cannot be answered without also

determining the measure of risk aversion appropriate to the g

Enabling Act process. The rulemaking process works best when it

generalizes the lessons of actual experience in a smaller arena. F
That comforting security, however, is not always available. Rule L

23 might never be amended if first we must have controlled

experiments, or clear empirical measurement of actual local 7
experience with a new provision. The Enabling Act process has

often relied successfully on less rigorous evidence. The L
aggregated experience of all of those engaged in the formal

Li
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rulemaking process, as well as the many insights provided by public

comment and less formal processes such as this Research Conference,

can provide a secure foundation. But judgments can and do differ

about the lessons of experience. There are seldom likely to be

changes to any rule that do not encounter some risk, however small

the rule and the changes may seem. Some risks are properly

accepted. If there is a clear problem and no experience-tested

solution, real risks may justifiably be run. If there is no clear

problem, an esthetic desire to pretty up a rule does not justify

any significant risk. The urgency of the need is as important an

element as the state of knowledge and quality of foresight.

In many ways, the pending reconsideration of Rule 23 provides

L a good test of the Enabling Act process. If the process can

operate only when there are rigorous and clear answers to the

L important questions about present experience, Rule 23 must remain

out of reach. If the process requires rigorous and clear

predictions as to the effects of any changes, Rule 23 is even

further beyond our reach. Prediction of the effects of a new rule

L. in comparison to continued judicial evolution of the present rule,

to development of other possible methods of aggregation, or to

7 individual litigation, never will be precise. And it is simply

L impossible to reckon with such questions as the possible impact of

new court rules in encouraging or discouraging procedural or

substantive lawmaking by Congress or state legislatures.

As if these questions were not difficult enough, it also

should be reflected that consideration should extend beyond the

7 federal courts. State courts too are in the class-action business,

and many are likely to adapt their rules to the federal rules. It

is proper at least to consider the experience of state courts, and

L to attempt to draft a rule that recognizes the role of state-law

claims not only in federal court but also in state courts.

The final caution is that there always is a temptation to do

more than really should be done by rule. Even if firm answers can

L
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be found for all the questions, large and small, it is better to

avoid complicating the rule with answers to all the small L
questions. Once the framework is established, judicial evolution

may provide good - perhaps better - answers, and can be better than L
theformal rulemaking process at adapting the answers to changing,

needs. The Manual for Complex Litigation ,enjoys similar advantages 7

in helpingto shape developing practice.

As to Rule 23, my own mood at the moment is one of optimistic

caution. The caution arises from the staggering array of questions

any of us can address to the state of present knowledge without

receiving clear answers. Many of these questions are described

below. Caution also arises from the dramatic new uses that are

being made of Rule 23 in dispersed mass injury cases. In, that

field, aperfect grasp of today's reality would be superseded C

before it could be captured in a clear rule. The optimism arises L
from the belief that there are some ways at least in which Rule 23

can- be improvedwithout great cost. The optimism also is the shiny K
back side of a darker view that it will be at least ten years

before we know enough to be able to undertake more sweeping changes 7
within the confines of the Rules Enabling Act process.

BiQ ChanQes

There are two obvious occasions for potentially big changes in L
Rule 23, one negative - from the perspective of class action fans

- and one positive. The negative changes would seek substantial 1

curtailment of class action practice. The positive changes would Li
seek to capture and perhaps improve the growing efforts to adapt

the present rule to the needs of dispersed mass injuries. There 7
also may be room for a third and essentially conceptual change,

perhaps not so big but potentially important. This change would

recognize openly that the class - amorphous, defined in the end

only by judicial fiat - is an entity apart from those who volunteer -

(or may be coerced) to speak for it. It, is, to be sure, a

juridically created entity, and must speak through people just as
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a corporation must speak through people. But it may help to
sharpen the focus on class as client, speaking through one set of
agents to another. These possible changes are addressed at the
outset, before turning to the more detailed, even niggling
questions that may be addressed whatever is done about the larger
issues. The big changes will be described in terms that reflect
assumptions about current experience that are widely shared but
unreliable. One of the most important tasks is to learn more about
the realities that underlie these and other assumptions, a task
that the Federal Judicial Center is attempting. Reality may be
different from perception, and perhaps markedly different. But
large questions may provoke more diligent inquiry into reality, and
thereby serve a purpose even if the questions irrelevant in
the real world.

LI Cutting Back on Rule 23. Virtually-all of the current discussion
assumes that there is little need even'to tinker with the core of
(b) (1) and (b) (2) classes. This tacit assumption is hardly
surprising. -There may be room to change such incidents as notice
and the opportunity to opt out. Creation of an opportunity to opt
out would provide an indirect means of addressing the conflicts
among individual members of the groups that, because of
similarities that at times may be only superficial, are assumed to
constitute homogeneous classes. But there is no perceived need to

LI rethink the justification for these classes. To the contrary, it
is widely assumed that (b) (1) and (b) (2) classes represent the

L traditional and persistently legitimate core of Rule 23. They also
account for a relatively small minority of all class actions.

K It may be surprising, on the other hand, that there have been
few suggestions that the time has come to rethink the public

L enforcement function of (b) (3) classes. It is commonly accepted
that (b) (3) classes, by providing a means for aggregating small

L claims that would not bear the cost of individual enforcement, have
significantly expanded the effective reach of many substantive

L
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principles. This effect is not beyond examination, both to assess

whether it is as pervasive as some observers assert and to

determine whether it is desirable. Because the question is not at

the front of discussion, it deserves only brief and preliminary

expansion.

One consequence of (b) (3) classes can be likened to the 7
"freeway effect." One lesson from the early years of urban freeway

construction was that pre-freeway traffic volumes expanded quickly K
as freeways were opened. Given an opportunity for more convenient

driving, more people drove more places. The same consequence flows 7
from procedural devices, that aggregate small claims into more

convenient litigating units. This effect obviously touches the

aggregation court -claims that otherwise would be filed elsewhere

are brought to the aggregation court. It is widely believed that

beyond this reallocation of business among courts, aggregation also 7
increases the; number of claims that are made in any court. It

cannot be assumed that the result always is "more justice," even I

accepting the underlying substantive rules at full value. One

obvious risk is that defeat of aggregated claims will obliterate

many claims that would have been, justly vindicated in individual

actions. That this risk is seldom discussed reflects the realistic

assumption - of which more later - that aggregation creates a _

nearly irresistible force to award something to the claimants.

Another risk is found in the common cynical observation that 7
individual actions may be brought on ten or twenty percent of valid

claims, while aggregated actions may be brought on, one hundred and

twenty percent of valid claims. Creating aggregating mechanisms

that accurately sort out the unfounded individual claims may reduce

the values of aggregation substantially. L

A more troubling concern is that many of our substantive rules K
are tolerable only so long as they are not fully enforced. - One

version of this concern is that full enforcement simply costs more - 7
than it is worth. One illustration, not fanciful, is provided by

t
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the class action to recover on behalf of consumers who had been
duped into buying recorded music "performed" by a group that lip-
synched to a performance by other artists. Putting aside anyL lingering doubts about the nature of the injury, great cost is
incurred in mounting the action, supervising it, possibly deciding

L it on the merits should settlement fail, and distributing relief.
It is a real question whether the cost is justified by the
individual benefits of the actual award,,orthe aggregate benefits
from deterring similar behavior. In some settings, these costs can
be reduced by finding substitute means of relief - the offending
musicians stage a free concert or reduce the price for the next
record they actually perform themselves (if anyone will buy it), or

L a monetary recovery is awarded to a plausibly relevant charity, or
whatever.

Whatever ingenuity might devise by way qf "fluid," "cy pres,"
or "class" recoveries, they present a question that can be

Lo articulated in at least two ways. The direct mode is to ask
whether such dispersed benefits stray too far from the connection

L that justifies imposing private remedies for private wrongs. The
more diffuse mode is to ask whether all substantive principles
really merit pervasive enforcement. Many of our substantive
principles are tolerable only if they are not fully enforced. I do
not offer any examples because each of my examples would offend
some, whose counterexamples might at times offend me.

7 One response to this question would be to inquire whether
three decades of experience with broad enforcement of at least some
substantive rules through (b)(3) class actions justifies
significant retrenchment. The absence of any suggestion that this
inquiry should be undertaken may reflect general satisfaction with

L Rule 23 as a private enforcement means for public values. Surely
there are many who do feel satisfied. Perhaps even those who are
not satisfied have become reconciled. However that may be, there
is a separate problem for the rulemaking process. Rule 23 has
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grown into a device with sweeping substantive consequences.

Substantive consequences flow from good procedure as well as bad; L
it is not ground for shrinking from a procedural improvement that

it will facilitate more thorough enforcement of substantive

principles. It is too late to argue that the 1966 creation of

present Rule 23(b)(3) is invalid because of its profound L

substantive impact. But it would be different to cut back on Rule

2 3(b)(3) because of concern that it leads to over-,enforcement of

substantive rules. Revising Rule 23 to citback its substantive

consequences may be as much within the Enabling-Act as its original

adoption and subsequent lamendment, but the motive would beL

perceived - and correctly so - as a desire to abridge substantive

rights as they are now enjoyled,. It may seem a paradox, but use of

the Enabling Act process to correct its own excesses, even

unanticipated excesses, is fraught with real controversy. L
Two relatively modest steps might be taken toward cabining the

substantive effects of Rule 23. One, by far the simpler, would be

to permit consideration of the balance between the need for private

enforcement of public values through Rule 23 and the.costs of the K

proceeding. A court might be permitted to conclude that regardless

of the merits, certification is inappropriate in light of the 7
effort required to superintend the litigation, the trivial nature

of individual benefits, and the insignificant character of the

alleged wrong. Using a term perhaps not appropriate for the

language of a formal court rule, this approach would enable a court

to refuse certification because a class action "just ain't worth

it." As compared to the second approach, certification could be

denied even on the assumption that the class has a strong claim on

the merits.

The second limiting approach, in some ways related, would be

to undo present doctrine and permit or require preliminary

consideration of the probable outcome on the merits. Although

motions to dismiss for failure to state a claim or for summaryI~~~~~~~~~~~
K
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judgment are more effective than many have thought in defeating

suits brought as class actions, there is genuine concern that very

weak claims can survive such preliminary challenges. At least two

purposes would be served by looking beyond these devices for means

to consider the probable outcome, each reflecting the burdens

imposed by class certification. If the cliass claim is likely to

lose, it may be doubted whether a substantial share of scarce

Cjudicial resources should be devoted to it. And-certification of

weak claims can exert a strong pressure to settle, notwithstanding

r likely failure on the merits, because of the costs of defending a

L class action and even a small risk of a large judgment.

V It is tempting to analogize preliminary consideration of the
merits to the approach taken in deciding wh ether to issue a

preliminary injunction. The comfort provided by this analogy

unfortunately proves illusory on examination. Each of the factors

in the familiar injunction formula must be considered differently.

L This should be no surprise, since the function of the inquiry

differs in the two settings. The primary objective of a
preliminary injunction is to preserve the opportunity to grant
effective relief after trial, to preserve a meaningful opportunity
to resolve the claim on the merits. The primary objective of
refusing certification for class pursuit oaf claims that do not bear
the freight of individual litigation is to protect against the
burdens and corresponding pressures of class action litigation.
This difference affects each of the four familiar factors.

There is no reason to suppose that the threshold probability
of success on the merits should be measured in the same way in the
two settings. At the outset, the preliminary injunction question
is likely to be addressed at the beginning of the litigation on the

L basis of procedures affected by the need for promptness; more
deliberate procedures, often including controlled discovery, are

L likely to be available in addressing the class certification
question. More important, the required level of probability is

L
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likely to fluctuate around a lower point in the class certification

setting, particularly when it seems highly probable that individual

claims never will be resolved on the merits absent certification.

Reducing the required probability of success also seems justified

by the differences in consequences between class certification'and

preliminary relief,-as reflected in the remaining th-ree factors.

The harm of denying relief must be measured in the class

setting more by appraising'the merits of the class 'claim than by

the real-world impact of ongoing conduct that might be controlled

by injunction. It also is possible to develop a test that

considers not only the prospect of class success but also 'the

importance of class success, akin to the first suggestion. If

little individual harm is done by denying relief, a relatively

strong prospect of success might be demanded.

The harm of 'granting relief must be measured in the class K
setting 'by the burdens of the class litigation process and the

pressure to settle out of the litigation burdens, again not the

real-world impact of controlling primary human activity. The

importance of class success affects this assessment inseparably

from the assessment of the harm of denying class relief.

The public interest, finally, must play a far larger role in Li

class certification determinations than ordinarily occurs with

preliminary injunction decisions. Class actions that aggregate

small claims that cannot effectively be enforced one-by-one are

more important as means of vindicating and enforcement the

underlying public purposes of regulating legal rules than as means

of providing often trivial relief to individual claimants. Perhaps

because it is so important, measurement of the public interest must

begin with the question whether it is proper for courts to

distinguish - or, in a less flattering word, discriminate - between

the levels of public importance represented by different underlying

legal rules and by different asserted violations of those rules. F

7



No real comfort can be found in the preliminary injunction
analogy. The suggestion that class certification should be

7 affected by a preliminary look at the merits also must reckon with
L the collateral consequences of taking a look. The time for making

the certification decision, for example, is likely to be postponed
C in order to provide an adequate basis for going beyond the showings

required on motion to dismiss. Often it may be possible to rely on
a summary judgment record for the conclusion that although summary
judgment is not warranted, the case is so thin that class7 certification can be denied. But at other times a summary judgment
motion may focus on only some parts of the case, leaving the need
for more global exploration and appraisal. If a significant
prospect of success is required, it may be appropriate to
reconsider the question whether a defendant should bear some partL of the costs of notifying a plaintiff class. The proposal to
create an opportunity for permissive intelocutory appeal from class
certification decisions is another example - if appraisal of the
merits affects the certification decision, the nature of the appeal
will be changed, the probable delay increases, and the court of
appeals must wrestle with the prospect that permitting appeal will

7 embroil it in consideration of issues that will reappear on a later
L appeal. Many other effects are likely to emerge, some that can be

foreseen with diligent imagination and others that are beyond our
powers of prediction.

Either of these proposals for cutting back on Rule 23(b)(3)
may be challenged as inviting improper judicial discrimination
among favored and disfavored substantive principles. An unadorned
provision allowing consideration of the probable outcome on the
merits would be least subject to this charge, but would not be
immune. Consideration of the probable outcome has strong
attractions nonetheless. The simplest form would add probable
outcome on the merits as one of the factors to be considered with
all other factors in deciding on certification. Whether in this
simple form or some more complex variation, much good might be done

Lo
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in protecting against the risk - however symbolic or real - that

weak claims can impose heavy burdens and, through the burdens,

coerce unjust settlements.

The mood of the-moment,,at any rate, seems to be that Rule 23 L

should not be cut back significantly. At most, some support might

be,,foundforpeOrmitting consideration of the probable merits of the

class claim.- 'hThe questions, are ,whether it should be expanded, or

at least made to work more effectively within its present sphere. H

Mass Torts. Agreat deal of attention is being focused on "mass H
torts," carefully distinguishing between "1single event" cases and

those that arisp out of more dispersed injuries. The single event

cases are exemplified by hotel fires, airplane crashes, bridge l

collapses, and other circumstances in which a concluded transaction

has generated a known and identifiable universe of claimants. The

dispersed ijuries are eemplified by envijronmental contamination

and, product inj ries - most prominently asbestos - in which a

prolongedcl of cond1ct produc effects that may span periods K
of years, or even decades, generating unknown,, and perhaps

unpredictable numbers of cl4malnt who suffer a wide variety of

injuries tat range from trifling tb serious or fatal. Whether or

not the cMnsequ nces of such eventl are well-suited to resolution

through any al a. ation vf our adv rsary judicial process, courts

have had to cope with them. The starting point ,,has been L
traditional enough: as compared to the small claims that will not

bear the costs of individual litigation, mass torts give rise to C

large numbers of individual actions. The questions arise from L

efforts to, reduce the staggering costs of proceeding case-by-case,

costs that include not only transaction costs but the inconsistent ,

treatment, of claimants who on any rational ground should be treated

consistently. Many ingenious efforts have been made, often outside F
Rule 23, at times within the scope of Rule 23, and at times

nominally within the scope of Rule 23 but well beyond the reach '

that anyonewould have imagined until two or three years ago.

a

71
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L The mass tort phenomenon provides a particularly inviting
opportunity for creative rulemaking. In broad terms, the questionL. is whether we can invent an aggregating procedure that, as compared
to present procedures, affords better net results to most claimants
than now flow from individualized litigation. Many lawyers would
say that present practices have not achieved this goal - that given
a choice, an individual whose claim is sufficient to support

L individualized litigation usually is better off opting out of an
aggregated proceeding. It would be a stunning triumph to develop
,a procedure that supersedes this judgment. The triumph would be
stunning, however, because the difficulties are so great. Perhaps

C three groups of these difficulties merit attention - lack of
L knowledge, limits of the Enabling Act process, and the intrinsic

limits of judicial procedure.

Lack of knowledge needs the least emphasis. We are in the
L infant stages of aggregating mass tort litigation. Many different

approaches are being tried. The wisdom and long-run success of
these improvisations cannot be measured for years to come. The

L only thing that can be said with confidence is that some approaches
are dispatching cases. The nost recent and dramatic examples seek
to resolve tens of thousands of cases and incipient ("futures")
cases through class-based settlements that are driven by the
defendants' needs to bufy "global peace." Dispatching cases, and on
a reasonably uniform basis, is a great virtue. But the most

r dramatic approaches also are the most improvisatory. They also
veer furthest from traditional judicial methods and closest to
administrative systems. In one variation or another they are being

LX applied to problems that are similar only in presenting large
numbers of claims. Some settings have matured in the senses that
the facts are (or seem to be) fully developed, the law is clear,
and there is substantial experience with individual litigation that
demonstrates the realistic strategic value of individual claims.
Some settings may generate the particularly difficult questions of
marshalling limited assets to meet competing present and future
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claims. Other settings have none of these characteristics. But

all have it in common that we are nowhere near the point of

understanding evaluation.

.~~~~~
It is confounding, for example, to contemplate the question of

"maturity.It The nature of dispersed torts virtually forecloses

aggregation before some individual actions have been tried. If the

plaintiffs should win all of a substantial number of, individual

actions, an aggregated ,,adjudication that establishes liability

seems sensible, if courts should shy away from ,nonmutual issue

preclusion. This approach becomes more troubling as the proportion

of defense, victories increases, and becomes more troubling in a

complicated way,. An aggregated once-for-all adjudication is not

attractive at, the otherend of the spectrum at which plaintiffs

should lose all of the same number of individual actions. If the

aggregated litigation should impose liability in favor of all

remaining class members, we would be troubled by doubts as to the

correctness of the result, and troubled also'by the prospect that

the earlier losers should remain without redress when many others

are compensated through the class adjudication. Our doubts as to

the correctness of the result might well be.enhanced by fear that

the unnerving prospect of denying all recovery to every plaintiff

may itself exert significant pressure to impose liability. And the

alternative of a settlement that in effect establishes partial

liability does not gladden all hearts. As much as we value private

peacemaking, the compromise may reflect either the overwhelming

power of the defendant to defeat claimants in one-on-one litigation

or the overwhelming power of class litigation to coerce

capitulation. Surely the outcomes of individual actions that have

been tried to judgment should be considered in determining whether

and how to aggregate remaining claims; the means of weighing this

factor, however, cannot be easily described.

The limits of the Enabling Act are equally obvious. The Civil

Rules cannot directly affect the subject-matter jurisdiction limits
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that may impede thorough-going aggregation in federal courts.
Indirect effects might be possible, most likely through clarifying
the conceptual character of class litigation, but this prospect is
uncertain at best. There may be greater hope for addressing
questions of personal jurisdiction, subject only to Fifth Amendment

L due process constraints; Civil Rule 4(k) (2) may provide reassurance
on this score. The Civil Rules cannot do anything direct about the
choice-of-law problems that beset aggregation, particularly through
class actions. Indirect effects may be more plausible in this
area, by such devices as opt-in classes for those who agree to

L) abide a specified choice of law or narrow issues classes that seek
to resolve fact issues or lowest-common-denominator issues of law.
application. Such indirect effects may help, but fall far short of
giving coherent focus to the traditional forces that generate
widely disparate consequences, state by state, foroa common course
of activity pursued on a regional or national level. One approach
may be to attempt a closer integration of the Enabling Act processL
with Congress, working toward simultaneous solutions in which newp rules and new legislation follow parallel paths,. Any such approach
must be undertaken with great care, however, lest the great virtues
of Enabling Act independence be gradually diminished.

The intrinsic limits of judicial process require reflection on
what can be and on what ought to be. What is possible depends not
only on procedure but also on structure: it would be possible to

r provide prompt individual trials by traditional procedures to all
asbestos claimants, for example, if only there were enough judges
- and lawyers - to handle them. Fewerliawyers and judges would beC
needed if common liability issues were resolved by preclusion,
whether arising from a global class determination., nonmutual

preclusion based on individual litigation, consent to "belwether"
litigation, or some other means. To note this ,,possibility is not
to champion it even as an abstract possibility. In fact, no

A' government is going to assume the direct costs, quite apart from a
C lingering wonder about the uses to be found for all those lawyers
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and judges when the asbestos cases are cleaned up. More important

for our purposes, it may be wondered whether traditional K
adjudication of such a mass of cases is desirable at all. If

liability remains open in each case', there will be inconsistent 7
determinations of liability - very few as time goes on, but some

nonetheless.' Even' if liability is'"'taken as established, like H
injuries will win dramatically different awards. We live with He L

inconsistencies and irrationalities that are inevitable our

sys Xm when they occur ion smell levels of low visibility. It is

more difficult 'to accept themron a large and highly visible scale.

In, the Preal world, individua .litigation, of all asbestos

claims will, noti,-occur. ,.IIf they are to be.decided by courts - as

they mustl, be ,for default of ,any alternative - some expediting L

device must be found. Aggregation seems to be the answer, whether

it is as modest as joint trial of ten or twelve cases at a time, as 7
imaginative as projection of a selected sample of damages verdicts

to a universe of claimants, or as- ambitious as class-based K
settlement of tens of thousands of-cases at one time. These and

other aggregating devices share- the'virtues not only- of saving

costs but also of promoting consistent outcomes. They also reduce

or eliminate individual control of individual litigating destiny,

and move courts away from the traditional roles that give

reassurance of legitimacy. In the more dramatic forms, they may

involve courts in relatively remote supervision of administrative L

tasks and'structures such as claims resolution facilities that bear

scant resemblance to traditional adjudication. The departure from C

traditional structures and procedures reflects a carefully

considered judgment that new means must be found to meet new needs,

but the departure remains substantial.

Volumes have been written about mass tort litigation, and K
whole shelves will be filled. Every branch of the bench and bar is

contributing. The question for the rulemaking process is whether

the successful beginnings can be identified and captured in a few
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L hundred words that consolidate the good, discard the weak, and

above all provide the flexibility needed for future growth. It is
not particularly important whether the words are placed in Rule 23
or in some new Rule "23.3." But it is vitally important to know
where to start. The most cautious approach is that embodied in theK current draft. The draft includes an increased emphasis on issues
classes, and creates opt-in classes as well as expanded
opportunities for opting out, or defeating any opting out. These
features were deliberately designed to support further development
of Rule 23 in mass tort cases without attempting to predict the

direction or extent of the development. A bolder approach may be
justified, but the information base must be secure.

Class as entity and client. Rule 23 requires that a class be
represented by a "member" of the class whose claims or defenses are

lL "typical" and who will "fairly and adequately protect the interests
of the class." Courts rightly seek to ensure adequate

representation. Representation, however, can be provided by
counsel. The role of the member-representative is more ambivalent.

L At times courts seem to want member-representatives who can fulfill
the role of sophisticated client, exercising a wise and restraining

L judgment. At other times courts seem more concerned with the
member-representative as a token, offered up to appease memories of

r a superseded model of client-adversary that lingers only in
tradition and the formal trappings of Rule 23(a). Representatives
with no significant stake and no plausible understanding of the

L litigation may be accepted with good cheer. Nowhere is the
ambiguity more obvious than in the decisions that recognize
continued representation by a class member whose individual claim
has been mooted.

V
The questions that surround the individual representative are

reflected in current congressional attempts to revise class action
L procedures for claims under the securities laws. One proposal

would require appointment of a guardian for the class; another

L
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would require appointment of a steering committee of class members

with very substantial individual stakes. These proposals evidently

spring from a fear that there are no real clients in these actions,

and - the important point - that the system suffers for the lack. LJ

Class representation could be sought in many quarters. Many

different forms of public representation are possible; none seems

a likely candidate for adoption by amending Rule 23. The familiar

alternatives include class members, organizations that represent

group interests more than individuals, and class counsel.

The difficulties that surround class representation by a class

member vary across a broad range, reflecting the broad range of

class actions. When challenged acts have inflicted relatively

trifling injury on many people, there is little incentive to devote

any significant time or energy, much less money, to the common

cause; if member representatives are not literally hard to find,

the likely reason is that counsel who find representatives assure i

them that they need not really bother with things. Or perhaps

other rewards are involved. When significant numbers of people

have suffered individual injuries that would support individual

litigation, the problems are quite different. There are likely to

be conflicts of interest, more or less acute, beginning with L
selection of the forum, definition of the claps, choice of counsel,

setting the goals of litigation, and straight on to the end. These

conflicts run almost indifferently among class members,

representative class members, and counsel. Resolution is most K
likely to be effected by counsel, at times explicitly but often

implicitly in the course of making tactical decisions. Quite

different problems may be involved with "institutional reform"

litigation. An employment discrimination class, for example, may

include people of divergent interests and beliefs; representative

members may not be aware of the divergences, or may prefer to

present the image of a homogeneous class.

Organizations that maintain class actions behind the facade of
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individual representatives often provide highly effective
L representation, driven by commitment to lofty ideals and fueled by

experience and sophistication. There is a risk, however, that
ideological commitment may create as much conflict with the views

and interests of class members as ever arises from divergences
among class members themselves. There is little reason to believe
that all problems disappear when an interest group assumes the role
of client.

Class counsel often enough provide the originating genius of
class actions. Very often they are the only source of informed,
sophisticated judgment about the goals to be pursued, and in all
but the exceptional case must choose the means of pursuit. In most
cases, effective representation will be provided by counsel,

without substantial let or hindrance, or -it will not be provided at
L all. Adverse reactions to this phenomenon arise from an array of

t-11 concerns. A familiar concern is that class counsel in fact are the
L class: they seek out token representatives, pursue the class claim

primarily for the sake of fees, and measure success by their own
fees rather than class relief. A somewhat different concern is
that ideologically driven counsel may persist in pursuing imagined
class goals far beyond the point of optimum class benefit. In
greater extremes, there may be a concern that -nearly frivolous
claims are pursued for nuisance or strike value, without any
thought of class benefit.

7 These tensions surrounding adequate representation will not be

resolved by any likely revision of Rule 23. Some help might be
found, however, in subtle changes that focus on the class more and

Ad the member representatives less. One direct approach would be to
focus directly on representation of class interests, considering

L. the involvement of class members as simply one factor bearing on
adequacy. The class would be regarded as the client, and adequate
representation by counsel as the test. The greatest virtue of this
approach may be derided as little more than esthetic - it would

Lr
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greatly reduce the unseemly spectacle of recruiting representatives

who know little or nothing of the dispute and are no more than ,

token clients. But esthetics count for something; the cynicism

that readily surrounds representative class members can taint the K
occaslional genuinely representative member. More'important, 'this

common sham can exert a gradual corrosive effect that weakens more V
important constraints onl the behavior of, counsel. , Beyond the

esthetics, focus on the class as the client might improve our K
approach' to other problems. Mootness doctrine could focus solely

on the life and death of the class claim, without'the complicated

doctrines of relation back, continued rlepsentati n by 'mooted

representative and the like that now cloud the pictureI.-

Discarding the image of the repres ative's claims as typical L
might encourage a more direct' fcus ion the delfiniion&fthe class

and on L'the conflicts that Mayo Heqi're multiPle classes or

subcia sses And courts would becomemore Qviously Y$spc sible for

ensurinIgadequate representation'. '
iN1 IIll I 1'' r

Thejla entity concept of the class might afford one useful

perspective for laddressing the question whether class counsel also

should represent individual class members. At least when

individual 9lalss members have claims that would support individual C

litigation, there is a risk that duties to an individual client and

prospects of personal attorney advantage -may conflict with duties

to the class. Even if individual claims would not support

individual litigation, there is a risk of conflict if class r
reprsentatives are allowed compensation for the effort devoted to

pursuing the class claim. If the''class is seen 'as a separate

client, these questions can be addressed more thoughtfully. L
Quite different advantages might flow from treating the class

as an entity inldealing with questions of jurisdiction. A Rule 23

amendment that defined the class as an entity might of itself be

sufficient to establish the class claim as the measure of the J

amount in controversy required for diversity jurisdiction. A

K11
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rather neat intellectual trick would be required, justifying
interpretation of the amount-in-controversy requirement as a means
of identifying the cases suitable for federal adjudication by the
total amount involved and the importance of the defendant' s stake,
while, simultaneously continuing to permit focus on individual
representatives to avoid the frequently disabling impact of the
complete diversity requirement.

Focus on the class as party also might influence thinking
about due process constraints on exposing individual claimants to
adjudication in a distant forum having no apparent contact with
their individual claims. Connections to the interrelated events
underlying all claims can be viewed as connections to the class,
and membership in the litigating class as itself a tie to the
forum. Jurisdictional concepts are thoroughly - and often
foolishly - conceptualistic. Providing a clear concept is proper
business for the Enabling Act process.

Really imaginative use of the entity concept might even
support a more rational approach to choice of law. Viewing a class
of victims as a whole, it is very difficult to understand why
different people should win or lose, or win more or less, because
different sources of law are chosen to govern the self-same
conduct. If it were possible to imagine a class claim, it would be
possible to choose a single law to govern the single claim, or -
more likely - to, choose a single law to govern the claim as to each
defendant. It need not matter which variation of choice-of-law
theory is selected after that point. As attractive as this
prospect might seem to a true heretic, it probably/reaches too far
for present acceptance. It is too easy to argue that class
certification can do no more than take individual claims as they
exist in the nature of individual choice-of-law processes, however
much those processes depend on the choice of forum. As a mere
procedural device, class treatment cannot alter the conceptual
substance of the individual claim, no matter how drastically the
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claim is affected in fact. Separate sovereignties account for the

unseemly differences in outcome, and their interests cannot be F?
thwarted by this trick.

Entity treatment also might help in confronting the preclusion l
consequences of a class action judgment. In one direction, it

would underscore the proposition that the claim pursued by the

class often is narrower than the claim that would be defined for

purposes of individual litigation. Although an individual would, Li

for example, be expected to join statutory discrimination and

contract theories in a single action for wrongful termination, a,

class action for discrimination often should leave the way free for

an individual contract action. This benefit could become

particularly important in settings that involve many claimants with

small damages and a few with large damages growing out of the same

setting. Illustrations are offered by the purchasers of

defectively designed motor vehicles. Many will have relatively

small claims based on depreciated value; a few will have large EJ

claims based on personal injury. It is unthinkable that either

settlement or litigated judgment in a class action on behalf of all

should preclude individual actions by those who suffer personal

injuries, either before or after the class judgment. Recognizing

that the class claim is limited to the common injury would help to

express and ensure this conclusion. Matters are more confused in

another direction. Class actions may augment the risks of

litigation that is premature in 'relation to advancing knowledge.

A claim on behalf of millions of users of' an over-the-counter drug

might be brought and fail because of inability to prove that it

causes a particular side-effect. Ten years later, convincing proof F
might become available, and be most convincing as to users who were

members of the original class. We are prepared to accept

preclusion in individual cases that present this problem. It is

not clear whether we should be prepared to accept preclusion by

representation on such a grand scale. Open recognition of the

distinctive character of class litigation would at least help open

-
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the question for direct investigation and response.

Attempts to pursue overlapping or successive class actions are
less likely to yield to an entity vision of the class, but some
progress might be made even in this direction. Certification of a
class in one court could be found to engage the class claim,
invoking the rules that are appropriate when two or more actions
are brought by the same plaintiff on the same claim. Courts are
often surprisingly willing to allow two actions to proceed on
parallel tracks, however, and it may be unduly optimistic to hope
that a different approach would be taken when different
representatives presume to voluntarily submit the same class claim
to different court. Successive attempts to certify a class after
failing in one action may prove even more difficult to control. It
would be convenient to assert that the asserted class is bound by
the determination that it does not exist, but the seeming self-
contradiction will be difficult to accept. The initial refusal to
recognize the class as an entity seems to leave no one to be bound
when a different putative representative appears with a second
request for recognition.

Entity treatment of the class also could provide the
paradoxical benefit of encouraging more careful thought about the
individuals who constitute the class. Because the entity is
obviously artificial, its separation makes it more difficult to
pretend that the class is its members. Greater care may be taken
in addressing questions of class membership and! conflicts of
interest, and in considering whether to frame the action as a
mandatory, opt-out, or opt-in class. The sharp distinction between
the class as entity and its constituting members, moreover, may
underscore the need to think clearly about the members' rights to
participate both individually and through influence on class
counsel.

Increasing judicial responsibility for adequate class
representation may be the most important single reason for
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rejecting a change that would define the class as the client.

Although courts now are responsible for policing adequacy, treating 17
the class as entity would make it clear that this responsibility is

not shared with any particular class representative. It also would

be clear that the representatives cannot be relied upon to make the

initial 'selection of counsel (or, perhaps more realistically, 1
ratifying' self-selection by counsel who sought them out). At the

outset, courts would be more responsible" for the i entity 'of

counsel. There is no reason to allow class counsel to be selected

b th irt rpr~''e ntative6 who appears, much less 'bya

representative recruited by wou2L-4e class counsel. At a minimum,

the court coukld be reiAred to give notice of any action seeking

class certification a to invitecompeting appli catipnsto appear

as couns4 for the' c1L.S 'As exciting as it may 'e to contemplate

such' devices as" auctiotnig the oppport uity to represent the class,
F ~ ~ ~ yf or 0lcin1 the F

judiciali, responsibility selectig A unse for of the

adversaries itakdes sub'itanti~al inroads on a systemi that relies onAO~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1
the cou'rt to rtemai hLmpartial between adversaries who a ear efore

it onh their'own moti h . Even more troubling, courts would remain

responsible throughout the litigation, taking 'on a role that 1
necessarily involves particular consideration of, the interests and

position of one party. Maintaining a distinction between neutral

assurance of adequate' representation and acting as guardian of

class interests must be difficult, and perhaps not fully possible. 1
The token class member representative may not do much to assure

adequate representation, and courts now are responsible for r
assuring adequate representation, but the change could be troubling L

nonetheless.

If focus on the class as client might have esthetic

advantages, moreover, 'it also-might have symbolic disadvantages.

We can pretend that'class member representatives are clients. It

is more difficult to pretend that a class is a real client. Cries

of barratry, champerty, and maintenance - or the more contemporary

buccaneering - would redouble.
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E And of course the urge to focus on the class as client
provides another illustration of generalizing from one or two class
action phenomena. The need for a client is most real in cases that

L aggregate large numbers of small claims and do not win the
involvement of any class members with substantial stakes. Entity
treatment may seem most promising in such cases. Yet it is
possible - although just barely - that in fact named

representatives often monitor counsel in genuine and important
ways, a proposition that will be almost impossible to disprove by
any readily available means of empirical research. The problems

L. that arise from actions brought by organizations that may not speak
for the purported class are quite different, while the problems

L that arise from aggregation of large numbers of substantial
individual claims are of a still different order. For that matter,
defendant classes should not be overlooked. The idea of suing a
class without naming at least one real defendant-representative is
not plausible.

LI

The Current Draft

EL An Outline. This is not the occasion for a detailed review of the

current Rule 23 draft. In broadest terms, it would make three
L major -changes in present practice. The present line between

"mandatory" classes and opt-out classes would be blurred by
empowering the court to permit opting out from any class, to deny
opting out from any class, or to certify an opt-in class. Notice
provisions would be generalized, explicitly requiring notice in all

L class actions but relaxing to some extent the strict requirements
now exacted in (b)'(3) classes. And the present opportunities for
certifying subclasses and "issues" classes would be emphasized.
These changes inevitably blur the sharp differences in consequence

L that have flowed from the choice between (b) (1) , (b) (2) , and (b) (3)
classes. They need not necessarily blur the conceptual differences
between these categories of classes; it is possible to craft a rule
that allows opt-out of a (b) (1) class, that explicitly requires

E
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notice in all classes, and so on, without collapsing the 7

categories. Nonetheless, the draft transforms the "superiority"

requirement of present subdivision (b)(3) into a subdivision (a)

prerequisite for any class. The (b)(l), (2),, and (3) categories L

become merely, factors to be considered in determining superiority,

adding the "matters pertinent" of present, (b) (3) to the list of

superiority factors., jIn addition to these changes, a number of

smaller changes also deserve note. H
The Chances. One item that has drawn strong reaction is the

addition of a requirement that a representative party be "willing" 7

to represent the class. It is widely believed that this

requirement will sound the death knell of defendant classes - C

except perhaps for the most dangerous case in which a named

defendant is willing to "represent" the class because its interests

diverge from class interests, and may even converge with the L
piaintiff'ts interests.

Quite different reactions are provoked by the allied H
requirement that the representative member "protect the interests m

of all persons while members of the class until relieved by the l,

court from that fiduciary duty." This provision is intended to

underscore the fiduciary responsibilities borne by a representative

party. It does not, however, explain in any way the nature or

extent of those duties. There is no indication of any specific

change in present practice. Practicing lawyers in particular react

to the provision with dismay. They view present understanding of

the fiduciary responsibilities of counsel and representatives as Li

satisfactory, and fear that this opaque invocation will generate

much contention and no improvement.

Subdivision (b)(2) is rewritten to make it clear that it is H
proper to certify a defendant class in an action for injunctive or

declaratory relief. Apart from the question whether a willing C

representative should be required, this change seems H
noncontroversial.
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The subdivision (b) (3) requirement that common questions of
LI fact or law predominate is mollified, making "the extent to which"

common questions predominate one factor in calculating superiority.L This change is one of many that are intended to ease the path
toward certification of issues classes.

Lr Difficulties in management are made relevant to the classes
that were (b)(1) and (b)(2) classes as well as (b)(3) classes/ but

K essentially are subordinated by requiring comparison to the
difficulties that will arise from adjudication by other means.

[I The new opt-out and opt-in provisions are set out in
subdivision (c) (1) (A), perhaps the single most important portion of

L the revised rule. The list of "matters pertinent to this
determination" is intended to discourage opt-out (b))(1) or (b)(2)L classes, but not to forbid them. Opting out of such classes is
designed, at least in part, as a means of revealing the conflicts
of interest that may lurk in a class that seems homogeneous to the
court. The illustration in the Note is an employment
discrimination action in which employees who are members of the
class as defined by the court may prefer to align with the employer
on questions *of liability or relief. Provision is made forL imposing conditions on'those who opt out, including a bar against
separate actions or denial of nonmutual issue preclusion should the
class win. (The bar against separate actions may need to account
for class judgments that do not bar separate actions by those who
remain class members.) Opt-in-classes are proposed as solutions
for at least two sets of problems. Opt-in defendant classes may
prove plausible in some circumstances, greatly reducing the
difficulties that now appear in defendant classes. Opt-in
plaintiff classes may be particularly useful as to classes that
include many members whose claims would support individual actions,
and may help avoid problems beyond the reach of the Enabling Act.
Those who opt into a class, for example, would surrender any
objections to "personal jurisdiction" and could be forced to

Er
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acquiesce in a stated choice of law. For all that appears on the

face of the draft, finally, it may be possible to combine all

features in a single class: opting out could be prohibited to some

claimants and permitted to others, while defining a class that

includes nonmembers only if they choose to opt in. As one possible L
illustration, the class might be mandatory as to small-stakes

claimants, 'optional as to large-stakes claimants, and defined to L

exclude those who already have suits pending unless they choose to

opt in. L

The new notice provisions are set out in subdivision (c)(2).

Notice of class certification is required in all class actions. V

The court has discretion in determining "how, and to whom, notice

will be given," considering among other factors the nature of the

class, the importance of individual claims, the expense and

difficulty of providing individual 'notice, and the nature'and

extent of any adverse consequences.from failure to receive actual

notice,. There has been no adverse reaction to the choice to adopt

explicit notice requirements for what now are (b)(1) and (b)(2)

classes, nor, perhaps surprisingly, to the softening of individual

notice requirements in what now are (b)(3) classes.

Subdivision (c) (4) is the focal point for a phrase that recurs L
throughout the draft amendments. A class may be certified as to

particular "claims, defense, or issues." Although subdivision E

(c) (4) now provides for issues classes, there is a deliberate

attempt to focus attention onl, and to encourage, this practice.

Once again, mass torts are not far from view. One potential use of

issues classes would be to resolve common elements of liability,

leaving for separate actions resolution of individual elements of

liability such as comparative fault and damages. Adroit definition

of the "issue" also might help to reduce choice-of-law problems, K
particularly with respect to fact-dominated issues such as general

causation.

A new subparagraph (d)(1)(B) expressly recognizes a practice

LJ
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followed in most courts, permitting decision of motions under Rules

12 or 56 before the certification determination. This confirmation

of general practice seems unexceptionable.

Subdivision (e) is amended to make it clear that court

E approval is required for dismissal of an action in which class

allegations are made whether dismissal is sought before

7 determination of the certification question or after certification

is made. It also provides that a proposal to dismiss or compromise

a certified class action may be referred to a magistrate judge or

K "other special master." The role of the special master is not

defined. The Note refers to "investigation" of the fairness of a

proposed dismissal or settlement, to the need to consider sensitive

information, and to the problem that when all parties seek approval

of a settlement the court cannot rely on genuinely adversary

presentation of information that might undercut the proposal.

There could be real advantages in independent investigation by aL master, but the more independent and thorough the investigation the

greater the departure from the ordinary role of court officers.B There may be real advantages as well in confidential submissions to

an officer who will not be called upon to decide the merits if the

settlement should fail, but to preserve this advantage the master

may need to report to the judge in terms that do not allow

effective evaluation of the master's own recommendations.

New subdivision (f), finally, authorizes the court of appeals

to permit an appeal from an order granting or denying

certification. The only change is to eliminate the requirement of

district court certification that may defeat appeal under 28 U.S.C.

§ 1292(b). This subdivision rests on two judgments. The first is

that interlocutory review of the -certification decision can be very

important, to protect against both the "death knell" effects of a

refusal to certify and the "in terrorem" (reverse death knell)

L effects of certification. The second is that the courts of appeals

will exercise sound judgment, granting permission to appeal only in

r
Lo
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cases in which the certification determination is manifestly

important and at least subject to fair debate. Routine K
determinations in mature areas of class action -practice are not

likely subjects for permission. This provision has drawn strong 1 J
support but also, although less often, vigorous disagreement.

Some Obvious Ouestions. The outline of the amendments suggests the

most obvious questions.

Should the now-accepted (b)(1), (2), and (3) distinctions be L
collapsed? The direct reason for the collapse is the desire to 7
change opt-out practice, create an opt-in practice, and improve the

notice provisions. This reason ties to a second reason, the belief

that unnecessary energy is wasted on disputing the choice of class 7
category as an indirect means of affecting notice and opt-out

decisions. This second reason may be unimportant - even if there 7
is significant litigation of class category determinations in areas

that have not developed a routinized class practice, direct changes 7
in -the opt-out, opt-in practice, and in notice, should redirect

energy towardithe intended target. 7
The risk of collapsing class categories may lie in part in

surrender of the legitimacy lent by the traditions that underlie ,

(b)(1) and the moral force lent by the contemporary civil rights

uses of (b)(2?). More important risks may arise from the prospect

that class members might be allowed to opt out, particularly from

(b)(1) classes. Equally important risks may arise from the

opportunity to defeat opting out from (b) (3) classes, particularly

as to class members who wish to pursue individual litigation in

hopes of better results. Flexibility-and discretion have carried L
us far in modern procedure, but perhaps these are situations that

call for the rigidity of present rules. Even if more flexibility E
is appropriate, the rule should provide as much guidance as

possible for its exercise.

The question whether class representatives should be willing
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E has focused attention on defendant classes. There are many reasons

why a defendant should be unwilling to assume the obligations of

class representative. As representative, the defendant has

fiduciary obligations to the class. Presumably one duty is to

defend vigorously in proportion to the stakes - and the stakes are

expanded, perhaps exponentially, by class certification. (Even if

the representative is theoretically subject to joint liability for

the plaintiff' s 'entire claim, the very reason for pursuing a

defendant class is to enhance the prospects of actual recovery.),

C Freedom to settle or even abandon the defense is sharply curtailed.

K And if the reprepentative defendant is allowed to escape the duties

of representation by settling individual liability alone,, the

burdens of representation may exerta coercive fprcedto settle on

unfair terms. Barring an extraordinary congruence, of interest

between the representative and all other class members, the duty of

counsel is changed and made more difficult ,(if not, impossible):

fiduciary obligations run to,, abseqnit class' members as well as the

original client. And any attempt to find-means of compensating the

representative for these added burdens will remaindifficult.' Opt-

K in defendant classes ,make clear sense; opt-out classes that involve

sophisticated defendants with clear actual notice can make equal

sense; in other settings, these problems seem acute. Addressing

them by adding a "willing" represenitativerequirementmay not be as

effective as some alternative.

It is not clear, moreover, that a willing representative is

L any more to be welcomed. Long ago I stumbled across a case that

certified a (b)(2) defendant class in an action to enjoin patent

L infringement. Quite apart from individual questions of

infringement, different infringers may have very different stakes

K in the question of validity; the representative defendant, for

example, could enjoy a technology that yields a scant 5% cost

L saving with practice of the invention, while all other class

members compete with an older technology that ylields a 25% cost

saving with practice of the invention. The representative
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defendant may be made better off by a holding of validity that

binds the industry. The potential conflicts may be much more

subtle than thissimple illustration, but equally dangerous.

The willing representative "requirement also provokes the

question whether defendants should be able to force plaintiff class C

treatment. The 'idea may seem far-fetched, but it is not clear L

whether it should be hobbled by dropping a willingness requirement

into Rule 23(a)(4). The question can easily be turned back to the

defendant class issue, moreover, by the device of al transposed

parties action i'n-'-which theiplaintiff names a defendant class and

seeks a declaration of noonliabilitY. In some settings this device

would be ludicrous. Imagine, for "example, an action by a

government official against 'a class of public benefit recipients

for a dddlarationthat atw restrictive regulation is valid.'

t > ,, 4il 4llt 'H'llj , ,,o ', tl ,7l ,'
This illustrationsuggests that it may be appropriate to think

about defendant class actions in terms that extend beyond the

immediate problems' of the representative defendant. Concerns about

the willing jrepresentative requirement have, been expressed by

pointing to situations inlwhich defendant classes seem important. H
The most common examples include securities law actions against

underwriting groups and'actions against many-membered partnerships. H
These examples are particularly persuasive because the -class

members have formed a real-world entity whose activities give rise E

to the claim; recognizing the entity for this limited legal

purpose, even if for no other legal purpose, is appropriate. A

more exotic example is an' action to resolve the identical rights of

hundreds or thousands of owners of fractional interests in mineral

rights leases. This example'seems persuasive because the class H
members have willingly engaged in a set of closely related and

indistinguishable transactions. Another setting that has posed H
difficulties under present Rule 23(b)(2) is an action' against

numerous public officials pursuing seemingly identical policies but

so far independent that there is no common superior to' name as

I * I~~~~~~
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defendant. The classic illustration was an action against county

sheriffs who, in defiance of local federal decisions and state

policy, denied contact visits to pretrial detainees. This

illustration may seem persuasive because there is a strong

suspicion of conscious parallelism, if not outright conspiracy, and

because of the clarity of the violations both in law and in fact.

The question is whether Rule 23 should attempt to capture these

features in a way that clearly aistinguishes between the

requirements for certifying plaintiff and defendant classes.

One possibility would be to limit defendant classes by a

"transaction or occurrence" requirement similar to the Rule 20

requirement for joining defendants. Others would be to stiffen the

Rule 23(a) requirements of typicality and adequacy of

representation, to require individual notice to all defendant class

members, or to expand the right of individual participation to the

limits that would be applied had all class members been joined as

individual defendants. Or the plaintiff might be required to name

several representative defendants, and to name those who have the

most substantial stakes if class members have substantially

different levels of interest in the outcome. It might even prove

feasible to require the plaintiff to name all members of the

defendant class that can be identified with reasonable effort -

including preliminary discovery - so that the court can select a

group of representatives and develop a cost-sharing plan.

Perhaps better approaches will come to hand. The important

point is that we cannot blithely rely on the abstract assertion

that there is no difference between precluding a potential right

and imposing a liability. We must reflect on the human intuition

that there is a difference, whether expressed as the psychological

reality of present endowments, as the ephemeral character of

"individual" rights that practically can be asserted only on a

group basis, or as some more profound perception.

The almost casual reference to fiduciary responsibility may
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touch too lightly on the single most troubling set of class-action

issues. It is not enough to assert that everyone understands that K
both representative class members and class counsel have fiduciary

responsibilities to the class. Thei trick, is to elaborate that H
principle in ways that respond to the special difficulties of class

actions, difficulties that arise whenever there are possible

conflicts of interest between individuals joined as 'if a

homogeneous class in which anything that advances the interests of

one must automatically advance the interests of all othersin equal H
measure. The most familiar analogy may be to the problems that

confront a single lawyer who represents, two plaintiffs, each of F
whom seeks to win the maximum possible individual advantage in

litigating or settling with a commron defendant. The problems of 7
class representation, however, are far more complex. The lawyer

with two clients can help each client to develop, and articulate

that client's own best understanding of personal needs; each of the L
two clients at least is in a position to supervise the lawyer's

representation. Counsel for the class seldom is in a position to [
consult witheach class member to determine inidividual interests

and needs, or to measure and reconcile the conflicts among H
individual interests and needs. Many class members likely will
prove unable to supervise the class lawyer at all, and reliance on H
the representative class members provides a pale substitute.

The difficulties presented by the attorney-class client F
relation-ship are exacerbated by the wide variousness of classes.

Much current debate focuses on settlement classes that join mind- K
boggling numbers of members whose individual claims would support

the costs of individual litigation, but who paradoxically may fall

into the group of "futures" claimants who do not yet even know that E
they may have been injured. Such settings may present the most

troubling opportunities for truly irreconcilable conflicts, and for

conflicts that are not easily resolved by creating subclasses.

Rigorous notice requirements and clearly explained multiple [
opportunities to opt out may help. The same devices may not help

Hi
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in other settings, particularly if the typically 'small size of

individual claims makes opting out the equivalent of surrendering

any individual claim., And quite different problems are likely to

L arise if the class action actually goes to trial, although the

relative infrequency of trials provides little foundation' 'for

speculating even about the nature of the problems, much less about

the nature of possible solutions.

L Rule 23 is silent on the nature of the fiduciary dutiesborne

by class representatives and counsel. There would be real

[ advantages in addressing thesequestions through the rule. Federal

courts would be released from the common relianceon state law to

govern issues of, professional responsibility, Although as members

of state bars lawyers might facedual regulation. In addition, it

may be possible to, free these questions from the constraining

impact of association with matters of "ethics" - it is easier to

discuss thequestion whe'ther a lawyer has conformed to a procedural

L rule than to frame the, debate in terms of ethical behavior, as

discussions of current class settlements demonstrate. Yet it will

be extraordinarily difficult to articulate any explicit provisions.

Since outright repeal of ,Rule 23 does not seem to be an option, it

seems responsible to make other improvements even if ignorance

forces continued silence'. The challenge that may be made' by those

who hope for some guidance in the rule, however, is daunting and

must be addressed even if it is not accepted.

7 The encouragement of resort to masters to evaluate proposed

settlements raises broader questions about judicial review of class

settlements. These questions become all the more important-as we

enter an era in which settlement classes are sought out by

defendants, eager to buy global peace by agreement with volunteer

representatives of thousands or tens of thousands of claimants.

Extraordinarily complex arrangements are being made, at the cost of

L pushing Rule 23 beyond all of the limits that would have seemed

invulnerable until tested by the force of so many claims.- In some

L
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of these cases the uncertainties seem so great that reasoned

evaluation of fairness may not be possible by any means. In others F
there is a strong attraction to independent investigation and
report,, but the means seem elusive. 3Amastercharged as the court
to be, impartial but armed as a party ,to, undertake independent
investigation, is one, possibility. Developing practice with

judgment-enforcement masters in institutional reform litigation may
provide some guidance. Another possibility is to appoint an
independent representative for 'th c'lass whether or not called a
guardian, charged with reviewing te ettlement itn ways4 that

duplicate the responsibilitieso f'c'las counsel but work free from F
the fear of 'self-interest. Reliance on a maister may help sollve the
problema of judicial time,> but dd8s little Misaddress the questions
that arise lfrom blending advocacy Hapd I. vestigation with the
judicialrol e. Reliance on a cdlass goardian may confus4e the roles F
of counsel andaepre entative mebersl and create a framework that

conduces to inadequately informed second-guessing. If the lproblem
is real, the most 'pobvious solei ions all seem weak. L

j 1 i; !1 1, 1 ,, t Elk >s§M~~~J111! 1l 4
A, quite different settlement role invo lves the familiar use of 3

masters,;t¶ facil.tate settlement, ,Involvement of a master in the
process that leads to a settlement agreement may not only improve
the process ,but also providea, measure of reassurance that the -

settlement, is reasonable. Good experience with this practice

ensures that it will continue, even without explicit provision in F
Rule 23 or any obvious support in Rule 53. It may be desirable,
however, to consider the 4uestion whether a master who has promoted F
a settlement should'[be responsible for advising the courtI on the
fairness of 'the Oettlement. iDespite the great advantages of 3
familiarity, it might be better to-rely on a magistrate judge or a
new and independent master if the court, unwilling to rely'entirely
on class',member objectors,' seeks advice from'people who do not have Lt

a'stake in the settlement. I ,

The provision for invoking the aid of masters or magistrate
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judges hints at the more pervasive provisions that might be created

to spell out the process of reviewing and approving class-action

settlements. The first set of questions arise from the common

resort to "settlement classes," either by an initial certification

that makes it clear that the class may be decertified if settlement

is not reached, or by simultaneous presentation of a motion for

certification and a, motion to 'approve a settlement already

negotiated. The most basic question'is whether the basic criteria

for certification should apply differently to class settlement than

to class litigation. It 'seems difficult to argue that there should

be any significant differences in the prerequisites of numerosity,

commonality, typicality, and effective representation. If

superiority becomes an additional prerequisite, however,,there may

be more room to argue that there are very substantial differences

between the superiority of class settlement and the potential

superiority of class litigation. Application of the oth r factors

that bear on a determination of superiority, moreover, is likely to

be quite different with respect to settlement than with respect to

litigation. Not all of the differences favor settlement; the

court's ability to determine the importance of individual

litigation, for example, may be much better informed by adversary

argument than by the cooperative presentation made when class and

adversary join to urge acceptance of a settlement. And at a deeper

level, it has been argued that counsel 'for a class that has,, been

certified only for purposes of settlement bargains at a great

disadvantage, and perhaps with a conflict of interest. The

defendant' s incentive to settle is no longer the prospect of trying

this case on the merits, but instead the hope of avoiding vast

numbers of individual cases. And counselfor the class stands to

gain nothing if settlement fails, a prospect, that becomes, most

unsettling when class certification is sought simultaneously with

a "done deal" with a defendant who might have aborted all

negotiations with that counsel.

Many other details could be added to Rule 23 to spell out the
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nature of the court's duties in reviewing and approving class

settlements. Among them is the question whether class members

should be allowed to opt out of a settlement. By far the cleanest
7way to draft such a provision would be to recognize a right to opt

out that in form extends to al class actions; it would be

difficult to justify any provision that allowed the court to

distinguish between class members wo might reasonably bring

inidividual actions and those ho miht not.' An uncon.itional right

to opt, out of a settlement loght h oever, impose unreasonable EJ
notice costa. Pehps hanl~M be met, ~ an indirect

Peh stihis oblio asteth
qualification of th~right, sivng' the court discreion as to the

;]~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-means of notice to be employed, anticipating Bheth a eettd methods

of notice would ben used ola when into eivi Uclaims ar smal n ond

recnizelying a n ac ouanoetice oa; substantiahe sanmplino ma

members t hory that stma s igni icyat opteoutfrati should prm

rectonsidng an the Adequcyof the settlment. if wcomer to

acceptcaes f people who', have no ye experience i n Ij ury,'

seteen olnga h defndnts tta oliationis not1

matoeri th ht toppt, ouat mght 'proplcaraly fQrw rd to theI I I I' , [

tinile ~hninjury occiurs and, the"class mmbe chooes ~hte
cite in, th clatss settl ment o u

'lOther proposals for regulating settlement include various

means ;of bringing more lawyers into the negotiation on behalf of

different subclasses, bargaining for,-allocation among differently [
situated members of a nonhomogeneous "class";4 providing some means
of representation independent of the - lawyers who have been

recognized as class counsel; improving the information made

available to objectors, -both by detailed notice to all, class

members of settlement terms and by more specific response to

objectors, before they are forced to articulate their grounds for

objecting; and recognizing the court' s power to modify the terms of [
settlement so long as the defendant' s total obligation is not

materially increased. [
[7
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Discussion of settlement also involves issues of attorney

fees. Simultaneous negotiation of class relief and fees creates

manifest conflict-of-interest problems. Partial solutions might be

L found in requiring that the basis for fee determinations be

determined before 'settlement can be undertaken, or that fee issues

L be settled only after approval of settlement on the merits. The

obstacles that either approach might create to settlement might be

reduced by simply considering the occasion' or fee negotiations as

part of the process of approving settlement and any fee award.

These and related possibilities deserve to be a major focus of

the continuing study.

Many other questions could be put to the details of the draft.

They get caught up, however, in the long list'of questions set out

L. next. These questions are among the number that may'fairly be

addressed to present practice. For the most part, they recast as

L questions a welter of anecdotal information, the things' that

experience has suggested as today's truths to more or fewer class

action observers and practitioners. Taken together, they pose the

embarrassing question whether we really know enough about Rule 23

to be able to make sound predictions as to the effect of the

current draft or any other.

What We Might Wish To Know of Current Experience

When asked for reactions to the current state of Rule 23, one

L very thoughtful committee replied that it was difficult to achieve

any consensus wisdom because its members individually had

L experience with only a few fields of class litigation. Those with

substantial experience in securities litigation did not have any

working knowledge of employment discrimination-litigation, and so

on. This response is a useful warning. The Committee must hear

from many voices, reflecting the full spectrum, of experience, if it

L is to learn much. It also must hear voices that speak with as much

candor and disinterest as possible. And, to the extent possible,

L
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it must encourage independent investigations of the sort now

underway at the Federal Judicial Center. The following collection K
illustrates the array of assumptions that-should be questioned.

Individual>. Actions and Agaregation. What relationships can be

identified between aggregation and numbers of individual actions

growing out of the same transactional setting? Does it often

happen that large numbers of individual actions proceed in the same

court, or in different, courts, without, any attempt at aggregation? 7
Is it possible to identify elements that encourage or discourage

consolidation, considering such things as relative filing dates, C

progress toward disposition, identity of counsel, size of claims,

numbers of claimants, substantive principles, and the like?, What

elements - the same, or others - influence the means of K
aggregation? -Is actual consolidation ever pursued across the lines

that separate different court systems? Are class actions more K
likely to be pursued after some experience with individual

adjudication, or does th~is depend very much on the substantive K
area: are class actions the first resort in some fields, as may be

in some areas of securities law, and a last or never resort in

other fields? How often is class certification denied because it

is not desirable to concentrate litigation in one forum, because of

the importance of individual control of individual actions, because

of the advanced progress of many individual actions, or because of

a judgment that individual actions - perhaps bolstered by nonmutual

preclusion, or tacit acquiescence in belwether litigation - will

prove more manageable? L

A quite different question is how many members of certified

classes would have maintained individual actions absent the class L
action. A clear answer in general terms would help shape a-good

general rule; the expectation that clear answers could be given for K
individual cases would justify-a rule that delegates case-by-case

discretion to individual judges. But clear answers are likely to

remain elusive, even if shrewd guesses may be possible in some

E
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settings. For that matter, it would be even nicer to know what

would have been the outcomes of individual actions, how frequently

conflicting results would be reached on the merits, whether results£2 on the merits would tend to converge over time, and how to measure

F the recoveries both in the aggregate and in individual cases.

Routine Class Actions. One common hypothesis is that a substantial

portion of all actions filed with class allegations are virtually

L invisible because they are somehow standard or routine. This

hypothesis may be translated into the judgment that Rule 23 is

working well in most applications, that we should not be misled as

to the need for reform by the occasional dramatic departures. The

hypothesis seems to have at least two parts. The first part,

encountered most often in speculation about the reasons that may

explain the substantial under-reporting of class action filings

recently uncovered by the Federal Judicial Center study, is that

boilerplate class allegations are routinely ignored or dispatched

without fuss. The second part, encountered regularly in the

reactions of experienced class-action lawyers from various fields,

is that Rule 23 has been beat into shape by the bench and bar and

presents few grounds for dispute in most cases. Everyone

recognizes the appropriateness of (b) (3) certification in

securities law cases, understands the notice drill, knows how to

present and win approval of a settlement and fee awards, and so on.

It seems likely that indeed many actions play out in one of these

r ways. But it would be nice to know, and particularly to know more

about the correlations between easy application of Rule 23 and the

substantive subjects of dispute. It also would be nice to know

what happens in the routine applications: how often is

certification granted? What is the relationship between

certification and settlement? How often do certified classes go to

trial, and how often do they win? Is there any way to get behind

bare numbers? Suppose, for instance, it should be found that the

same distribution of outcomes occurs in all actions with class£2 allegations as in all other actions, and that the distribution also
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is the same for actions in which certification is granted, denied,

or ignored - could we know what this really means for common Lg
protests that class actions exert a pressure that subordinates the

merits of the action to the need to escape alive? True confidence Li
would require an unattainable measure of the merits of all the

cases compared; is it enough to assume that class allegations are V
not added deliberately to bolster weak claims, and that class

action procedure - including the cost of notice in (b)(3) cases - K
is sufficiently hospitable to strong claims?

Whatever can be made of these questions, we should be able to L
learn more about smaller issues. What is the frequency of (b)(1),

(2), and (3) classes? The rate of certifications granted, denied, L
or ignored? The correlation between substantive area and frequency

of class allegations and certifications? The time consumed by

class actions (and, would that it could be known, the time that

would have been devoted to separate actions)?

Race To File. The lore includes tales of "parachutists," who

scramble madly'to be the first to file class claims in hopes of

assuming a lead role in managment 'and fees. How often are L
securities class actions filed immediately upon announcement of a-

disappointing earnings report, or single-event tort actions before

the ashes have cooled? Is there support for the claim that

immediate filing is necessary to preserve evidence, particularly in L
the tort cases, and are class allegations -important to achieving

that result? Is anything lost, apart from seemliness - are

inconvenient forums chosen, is first-filing negatively-correlated

with the 'strength of the claim or ability of counsel, do

overlapping actions cause unnecessary confusion and clean-up costs?
Is there, on the other hand, any reason to reject a simple rule
that there is no presumption that counsel who files first should be

counsel for the class, and that there must be a competition to

select class counsel? [
Representatives: Who? Whence? Why? The role of class-member

LJ
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r representative parties is one of the richest sources of anecdotes,

and particularly cynical anecdotes. Pending securities litigation

reform bills implicitly reflect the view that class-member

L representatives do not adequately fill the role of client under

present practice. It has become abromide that the beauty of many

class actions is that the lawyers don't have any clients to get in

the Sway. , These occasionally querulous: observations raise many

questions.

Perhaps the first question is where representatives come from.

Do they search out counsel, or are they recruited by counsel? How

are they recruited - what reality, if any, underlies the provision

in -the pending securities litigation reform bills that would

prohibit brokers from accepting remuneration for assisting an

attorney in obtaining the representation of a customer? Are there

"professional" representatives who appear repeatedly, at least in

r1 particular subject areas? How often do representatives have more

L z than nominal interests? Is there a correlation between the stakes

of individual representatives and the form of action - are (b)(1)

actions more likely to draw representatives with substantial stakes

than (b) (3) actions? Are representatives in (b) (2) actions for

injunctions more likely to be as much affected by the outcome as

other class members? And how often are they recruited by

interested organizations because they present particularly

attractive illustrations of a group interest or injury? What is

the real impact of the requirement that the representative's claims

or defenses be typical of the class - does it really add weight to

the requirements of common questions and adequate representation?

L Does it at least provide one illustrative bundle of facts that may

facilitate discovery and trial?

Most directly, what are the working relationships between

representative class members and class counsel? Do the

representatives play any role as clients, participating in the

decisions that shape the litigating goals and strategies? How much

L

E
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time, effort, and expense do representatives actually devote to the

litigation? Do courts often attempt to supervise this dimension

of adequate representation after the adequacy determination, and,
if so, how? In place of reviewing representation 'directly, do £
courts ,attempt to rely on substitutes such as seeking out,

additional representatives who-are not nominated by class counsel, C

forming class-member committees, 'or even appointing 'independent'
counsel or guardians to represent theclass in 'dealing with class

counsel?

Are there significant efforts to supervise class 7
representation, by evaluating 'the performance of class counsel

directly?, What means of evaluation are chosen, and what steps are

taken to reduce the implicit intrusion on the adversary process? l,

What do representatives get out of it all, whatever the 'tallit

may be? Simply the satisfaction of pursuing justice, and doing X

good for others when the class ,claim succeeds? Are they rewarded 7
in some measure for the time and perhaps risk involved in their L.

roles by, recoveries that are more favorable than other class

members win? E
Time of Certification. Is there any pattern toithe point at which

the first certification decision is made? How often are actions

filed simultaneously with proposed settlements and motions for

certification? ' How often are preliminary' motions on the merits

decided before addressing certification? What is the effect of

local rules requiring that a motion for certification be made L
within a stated period, perhaps 90 or 100 days -'do they impede

settlement efforts, encourage prompt resolution, or have little r
effect? How regularly is discovery controlled and focused on the Li
certification question - is it more feasible in some-substantive

areas than others to separate discovery on the merits from 7
certification discovery? How often are class definitions changed

after an initial certification, is an initial denial followed by L
later certification, or an initial certification by decertification?
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Certification Disputes. How much time is spent contesting

certification? Are there correlations between the subjects of

litigation and certification disputes? Is much effort devoted to

contesting the choice between (b)(l), (b)(2), and (b)(3) classes,

and does this correlate to the subject of litigation? How much

thought - expressed or unexpressed - is given to the impact of the

class definition on the prospects for settlement?

L Plaintiff Classes. Do defendants ever seek and win plaintiff class

certification over opposition of plaintiffs? How often do

L defendants acquiesce in certification of a plaintiff class, apart

from settlement classes? How frequently do defendants agree tor settlements that include chancy class certifications that may not

deliver the hoped-for preclusion benefits?

L Defendant Classes. How common are defendant classes? -Are there

identifiable but narrow settings in which they are most likely?

Ld What happens if a (b) (3) class is certified - do class members opt
J ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

out in great numbers? Have means been found to alleviate the added

burdens inflicted on representative defendants? Are there formal

or informal means of costsharing? How often are defendants willing

to represent a class? Are unwilling representatives effective?

Are willing representatives to be trusted? How do counsel identify

potential conflicts between obligations to the representative

L client and obligations to the class, and how are the conflicts

resolved?

Issues Classes and Subclasses. How frequently, and in what

settings, are issues classes used?- Subclasses? How diligent and

sophisticated is the inquiry into possible conflicts of interest

within a class whenever relief is (or should be) more complicated

than winning the maximum number of dollars to be distributed

according to the only possible measure of uniformity? Consider a

securities fraud action in which, inevitably, different class

members bought and sold different numbers of shares at different

times; a "class" of all may disguise differing interests in proving

L
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the ways and times at which the fraud affected the market. Are

such subtleties routinely ignored? Is it in fact better- to ignore K
such complications, because the costs of making distinctions,

outstrip the benefits? What of actions that touch deeper social 7
interests, such as-surviving school desegregation cases in which a A

"class" of F all students, or all minority students, almost
inevitably includes people with a wide range of views about

appropriate remedies? H

Is there any experience at all to illuminate the post-class
experience with issues classes? How often is a class-based

resolution of some issue of liability followed by independent
actions in different courts? How are these actions coordinated

with any appeals in the issues class? Are any efforts made to F
ensure that subsequent proceedings to not effectively thwart the

class determination? Do the results of individually litigating 7
individual issues diverge substantially - for example, do claimants

in some states or regions win systematically greater or lesser

recoveries than those in other states or regions?

More fundamentally, is enough care taken to ensure that issues

certified for class treatment are usefully separate from issues

that remain .for individual disposition? It is frequently K
suggested, for example, that issues of fault and general causation

are suitable for class treatment, leaving issues of comparative

fault, individual cause, and proximate cause for case-by-case

resolution. But how is fault to be compared without retrying the

issue of fault, and perhaps implicitly impugning the class finding? L
And how are individual and proximate cause issues to be resolved

without retrying the evidence of general causation? If the answer

is found in brute force, will the results in fact achieve

sufficient uniformity to justify the attempt? C

Notice. What types of notice, at what cost, are required in (b)(1)

and (b)(2) actions? Is there any reason to believe that notice in K
(b)(3) actions is not generally adequate? How much does notice
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K cost, and does the cost defeat legitimate actions seeking small

individual recoveries on behalf of many claimants? Is much effort

devoted to litigating notice issues? How often is notice provided

Li of steps other than certification, at what cost, and with what

benefit? Do notices of impending settlement provide sufficient

detail to enable intelligent appraisal, if any class member should

wish to undertake or hire it? And, of course, how many class

members even attempt to read the notices?

C O~pt-Outs. How frequently do members opt out of (b) (3) classes?

Can this be correlated with specific subject areas, size of typical

individual claims, or something else? Why do members choose to opt

out or remain in? Does the fear of involvement conduce more -toward

doing nothing, or toward getting out? How many opt-outs -bring

independent actions, and again what correlations might be found?

L How often is (b) (2) stretched, or (b) (1) distorted, to defeat opt-

out opportunities? Is there any significant converse practice,

such as defining subclasses in (b) (1) or (b) (2) actions that

effectively permit opting out? Is it common to structure

fl settlements that allow the defendant to opt out of the settlement

after finding out how many plaintiff class members opt out?

L Opt-Ins. Are devices employed to create what essentially are opt-

in classes, by such means as defining the class to include only

L those members who file claims?

Individual Member Participation. How frequently do

v nonrepresentative class members seek to participate before the

* settlement stage? What resistance do they meet from designated

L representatives, class counsel, and the party opposing the class?

How much communication is there between class counsel and

nonrepresentative members? If nonrepresentative members attempt to

seek out class counsel, how are they received? How often to

nonmembers challenge settlements? Seek to appeal judgments?

Intervene for any purpose? Is there any working concept of theL right in a (b) (3) class action to enter an appearance through

L
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counsel that distinguishes it from intervention? Is there

experience with this concept that might show whether it should 7
apply to all. forms of,,class actions?

Settlement. Many of the questions have been'touched above. Does

certification coerce 'settlement of frivolous or near-frivolous

claims? What means have been used to support effective judicial

supervision when 'all parties submit information in support of

settlement? And if certif icatioi is`first sought atthe settlement 7
stage, is the attempt to ensure compliance with notice and

certification requirements more effective, than the attempt to 7
evaluate the merits of the settlement? How, frequently do

nonrepresentative class members appear to contest settlement,, and 7
with what effect? Are significant problems,, of conflicting

interests within the class papered over? Do settlements often

include provisions that are,,. by some reasonable measure, L

disproportionately favorable to class representatives

Trial. How often are certified class actions actually tried on the

merits? With what results? Is there a correlation with subject

matter and class type - are trials more common in (b)(2) actions

that pursue still developing legal theories, less common in (b)(3)

actions with large sums at stake? 7
Small Claims Classes. IHow frequently do certified (b)(3) classes

result in relatively trivial relief for individual class members, 7l
measured by mean, median, or mode recoveries? Is it possible to

guess at the social enforcement value of a significant total 7
parcelled out in many small shares? Are there meaningful parallel

questions for other class types, such as trivial injunctive relief F
in, a (b) (2) action, perhaps coupled with significant fees? How

often do courts experiment still with substitute modes of recovery, 7
such as distribution to charitable institutions?

Fee-Recovery Ratios. Another cynical belief is that many class

actions serve only to confer benefits on class counsel. Token
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7 class benefits are accompanied by handsome fee awards. The pattern

of relationships between fee awards and total class recovery will

be interesting. The FJC study of a very small number of cases from

a sample chosen for other purposes suggested that class benefits

regularly exceed fees, and that fees are a larger percentage ofL class recovery in cases that yield small total recoveries. If this

pattern is generally true, it provides substantial reassurance.

Additional reassurance would be supplied if there are enough cases

tried on the merits to support meaningful comparison of the fee

L awards and ratios with settled cases.

A more elusive concern lies beyond the simple ratios. A high

ratio of fees to recovery may reflect high-quality work done to

support weak but deserving claims. It also may reflect theL coercive benefits of pursuing undeserving claims, or the betrayal

of strong class claims by bargain settlements. This concern may

prove almost impossible to test.

If there is any experience to measure, it also would be useful

to learn the means by which courts have attempted to regulate fees

beyond use of a "lodestar' approach. How often is special

importance attached to the actual benefits won for the class? Is

L there any significant attempt, by auction or otherwise, to

stimulate competing offers of representation?

L.
Is there any way to get at such intriguing information as a

comparison between the economic gains from representing classes as

compared to the economic gains from opposing classes? And is there

anything to be learned from such information if it can be found:

if, for example, it were concluded that class counsel average a

higher return per hour of apparently equal effort, would that tell

us more than an equal or lower average rate of return?

overlapping Classes. How often are overlapping class actions

brought in different courts? What means are found to arrange a

coherent resolution that avoids parallel proceedings? Are the
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problems more severe if one or more overlapping actions/are filed

in state courts? One description has painted a startling picture

of competing class actions, in which the proposed settlement in an

opt-out class is met by formation of a rival class with promises of L
better results: does this really happen? If it does, what are the

results for class members? What about more imaginative

possibilities, such as formation of a rival class and delegation to

the class representatives f the power to opt out of the initial 7
class on behalf of all members of the new class? X

Counterclaims and Discovery. There does not seem to be much

concern with the prospect of counterclaims and discovery involving

nonrepresentative class members. Is there regular acceptance that

these devices are not worthwhile? That they are employed, but only

in special settings - individual discovery of individual liability

or damages issues, for example, is disciplined and occurs only when

it becomes immediately relevant? Are there unknown problems that

should be addressed?

Res Judicata. Peace is the tradeoff for a class judgment, win or

lose. The theory is reasonably clear. But reported cases do not

give much sense of actual impact. To the extent that class actions

involve claims that would not support individual litigation in any
L.

event, there is little reason for concern. But it would be useful

to know how often class judgments deter individual actions that

otherwise would have been brought; how often individual actions are

attempted~but fail on preclusion grounds; and how often individual

actions overcome preclusion defenses because of direct limits on

preclusion, inadequate representation, inadequate notice, or other

grounds.

Summary F

Several purposes are served by posing a daunting list of

questions that are difficult or impossible to answer. The one that 7
may be most important is to demonstrate a central challenge of the

F
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rulemaking process. Courts have cases and must decide them.

Procedure must be adapted as well as can be to changing

circumstances and needs. If all procedural reform were held

hostage to the slow progress of information that meets the rigorous

standards of good social science, there would be precious little

reform. Nowhere is this prospect more evident than with class

actions. What is needed is wise judgment on the balance between

the enthusiasm arising from perceived needs for change and the

caution engendered by perceived ignorance, and recognition that

more confident judgment is needed to justify more dramatic

departures from practices proved by at least some experience. When

rigorous evidence is lacking, judgment is properly informed by a

consensus of anecdotes, encouraging as much anecdotal input,

drawing from as much shared experience, as can be. At the same

time, judgment is restrained by recognition of the inadequacies of

present knowledge and the fallibilities of prediction.

Individual judgments will differ on the results of the last

leap into the unknown with Rule 23. The career of the 1966

amendments surely teaches a humbling lesson on the fallibility of

foresight, however good the unforeseen consequences may be.

Perhaps we know enough to justify modest changes in Rule 23.

Possibly we should have the courage to experiment with more drastic

changes. If no changes are made, we never will know their fate.

If changes are made, it will be years before we even think we know.

The greatest cause for concern in the midst of all this is that

there seems to be little collective sense of any need for

signifcant change, apart from the area of mass torts. There is a

real sense that we need to find better means of addressing mass

torts, but almost no sense yet as to the blend of substantive and

procedural means that will prove better. Rule 23 is only one

alternative, and the foundation that might securely anchor a new

structure still needs to be sunk.
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Admiralty Rule B

Admiralty Rule C, governing in rem actions, was amended in
1991 to reduce the need to rely on a marshal to effect service.
Under subdivision (3), a marshal is required to serve a warrant of
arrest only if the property to be seized is "a vessel or a vessel
and tangible property on board the vessel."1 Rule B, governing
attachment in support of an in personam action, was not expressly
amended. The working assumption of the admiralty bar is that a
marshal continues to be required under Rule B in circumstances that
would not require a marshal under Rule C. It has been proposed
that this portion of Rule B should be amended to conform with Rule
C.

It was decided at the April, 1995 meeting that a proposal to
revise Rule B should be considered at the November meeting. A
tentative draft is attached.

The other attachments reflect something of the mysteries that
underlie the process that led to the 1991 amendments. It seems
safe to conclude that there was no special reason for
distinguishing Rule B from Rule C. Indeed, there is a plausible
argument that the Committee thought that it had brought the two
rules into alignment by a rather circuitous route through Rule E.
Even if that is so, it affords no reason to reject an amendment
that clearly accomplishes the same result.

This draft also reflects the well-taken suggestion that Rule
B should reflect the renumbering of Civil Rule 4 subdivisions. The
1993 Rule 4 amendments are sufficiently complex to make this task
a bit difficult.

The choices made in preparing this draft are reflected in the
October 3 letter to Mark Kasanin. If he has an opportunity to
suggest improvements in advance of the November meeting, they will
be circulated separately.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
LAW SCHOOL

HUTCHINS HALL

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 48109-1215

October 3, 1995

Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq. Sender's FAX: 313.763.9375
McCutchen, Doyle, Brown Voice Phone: 313.764.4347

& Enersen
Three Embarcadero Center 4 pages this transmission
San Francisco, California 94111-4066
by FAX: 415.393.2286

7
L

Re: Supplemental Rule B(1)

Dear Mark:

L This is a second request for help, akin to the March 20 letter that should
be in your Supplemental Rule B file.

I still do not understand what is going on with the structure of Rules B,
C, and E. But I think I do understand the proposition that a marshal should be
required to serve attachment under Rule B only in the same circumstances as Rule
C -if the property is a vessel or tangible property on board a vessel. The
simplest short-term fix, pending style revision of all the Supplemental Rules, is

L to incorporate the same language bodily in Rule B. This draft does that.

But even that simple solution presents a few problems. (1) In line 14, I
7 have added "summons and" to parallel the present reference to "summons" in line

20. But there may be a reason why summons is issued when process issues
without consideration by the court, but need not be issued when process issues
after review by the court. (2) I have moved the supplemental process provision
from lines 15 through 17 to lines 31 through 33, on the theory that this limits the
provisions for service by marshal to the initial summons and process. If we
should have a marshal for supplemental process addressed to a vessel or tangible
property on a vessel, we need a different redraft. (3) In line 23 1 have deleted the
"a vessel and" from the language of Rule C. Literally, C does not require a

L marshal if the warrant is addressed only to tangible property on a vessel. My
guess is that you want a marshal then too. But tell me if I am wrong.

There also is the question of the cross-references to the pre-1993 version
of Rule 4. In line 34, it is easy to clange to 4(n). In lines 42 and 43 I am not

L. quite so sure. Most of the new subdivision letters reflect the disaggregation of

I7



Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq.
October 3, 1995
page two C

former Rule 4(d). I think it is proper to add a reference to waiver of service,
even in a provision that deals with garnishment, but would like reassurance.
Adding a reference to the Rule 4(j) provision for service on foreign countries
seems reasonable enough. I am quite uncertain whether to add the reference to
Rule 4(k), which creates a judicial long-arm for foreign defendants. Present B(2) K
seems to deal with the manner of service, not the authorization for service in the
place where service is made. I am rather inclined to delete the 4(k) reference, r
particularly since we are dealing with property process, but again would like L
guidance.

If it is hard to find my March 20 letter, I will send a copy. As usual, I
come to the process of preparing an agenda without much time to spare. If
Suppplemental Rule B is to be on the November agenda - recognizing that a
place on the agenda does not ensure time for Committee consideration - it is
enough to know that you think it appropriate to put this version in the agenda
materials. If you think there should be significant surgery, however, it would be
a big help to have the suggestions quite soon.

Thanks for your help. I had thought some other admiralty group was
going to come up with a suggested draft, but I cannot find anything in my file.

EHC/lm w H. Cooper F
attachs.

L

F
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t 1 Rule B. Attachment and Garnishment: Special Provisions

0 2 (1) When Available; Complaint, Affidavit, Judicial

3 Authorization, and Process. With respect to any admiralty or

4 maritime claim in personam a verified complaint may contain a

5 prayer for process to attach the defendant's goods and chattels, or

6 credits and effects in the hands of garnishees to be named in the

£7 7 process to the amount sued for, if the defendant shall not be found

8 within the district. Such a complaint shall be accompanied by an

L 9 affidavit signed by the plaintiff or the plaintiff's attorney that,

10 to, the affiant' s knowledge, or to the best of the affiant' s

1 11 information and belief, the defendant cannot be found within the

L12 district. The verified complaint and affidavit shall be reviewed

[13 by the court and, if the conditions set forth in this rule appear

14 to exist, an order so stating and authorizing summons and process

15 of attachment and garnishment shall issue. Supplememtal-treeess

716 the---ek--upen

17 a If the plaintiff

18 or the plaintiff's attorney certifies that exigent circumstances

19 make review by the court impracticable, the clerk shall issue a

720 summons and process of attachment and garnishment and the plaintiff

121 shall have the burden at a post-attachment hearing under Rule

22 E(4)(f) to show that exigent circumstances existed. If the property

E23 is vessel or a-veasel-a&d tangible property on board a vessel. the

24 process shall be delivered to the marshal for service. If the

25 property is other tangible or intangible property. the process

26 shall be delivered by the clerk to a person or organization
2 7 authorized to serve it who may be a marshal. a person or

28 organization contracted with by the United States. a person

-29 specially appointed by the court for that purpose. or, if the

30 action is brought by the United States, any officer or employee of

,31 the United States. Supplemental process enforcing the court's order

L32 may be issued by the clerk upon application without further order

33 of the court. In addition, or in the alternative, the plaintiff

£34 may, pursuant to Rule 4(en), invoke the remedies provided by state

35 law for attachment and garnishment or similar seizure of the



36 defendant' s property. Except for Rule E(8) these Supplemental
37 Rules do not apply to state remedies so invoked.

38 (2) Notice to Defendant. No judgment by default shall be
39 entered except upon proof, which may be b affidavit, * * * (b)
40 that the complaint, summons, and process of attachment or
41 garnishment' have been served on the defendant in a manner
42 authorized by Rule 4 (de).ff. !a',. (h). er (i), (IL or k'. or

43 that service has been waived under"Rule 4(d', or * * *.

44 Committee Note

45 Supplemental Rule B(1) is amended in two ways. B
46 The service provisions of Supplemental Rule C(3) are expressly
47 incorporated, providing alternatives to service by a marshal if the
48 property to be seized is not a vessel or tangible property on board
49 a vessel. The reference to former Rule 4(e) is changed to Rule
50 4(n) to reflect the restructuring of Rule 4 in 1993.

51 Rule B(2) is amended to reflect the 1993 amendments of Rule 4.



THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

L LAW SCHOOL
HUTCHINS HALL

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 48109-1215

March 20, 1995

Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq. Sender's FAX: 3,13 763-9375
McCutchen, Doyle, Brown .&-Enersen Voice Phone: 313 764-4347
Three Embarcadero Center Four pages this transmission
San Francisco, California 94111-4066
by FAX: 415 393-2286

Re. Supplemental Rules B, C [and El

r Dear Mark:

Help!

L I have put off reviewing your letter about Supplemental Rules
B and C until this morning. John Rabiej helpfully gathered for me
such materials about the current history as he could find in the
Administrative Office files. I am left baffled by all of this, and
have found no help at all in a cursory look at Benedict and
Moore's. I know I looked in the right place in Moore's; Benedict
defied my efforts - the closest I came was a form for service drawn
from the pre-1991 Rule C.

Rule B, as I read it, does not on its face say anything about
the procedure for serving process to attach or garnish an admiralty
defendant's goods, chattels, or credits and effects. Subdivision
(1) provides for "process to attach," later called "process of
attachment and garnishment." Subdivision (2) forbids judgment by

L default unless the defendant gets notice from the plaintiff or the
garnishee. One method of effecting notice is to serve the
complaint, summons, and process of attachment or garnishment asI L authorized by former Rule 4(d) or (i). (This provision was hot
amended to reflect the 1993 Rule 4 amendments; when we do something
about Rule B, the cross-reference should be changed to Rule 4,(e),

! E (f), (g), (h), (i), and likely (j).) This clearly invokes Rule 4,
but does not speak to the person by whom -service is made -
subdivision (c) in the former Rule 4.

The 1991 Rule C amendment clearly provides that in an in rem
action a warrant for arrest may be served by a person specially
appointed by the court if the warrant covers tangible or intangible
property that is not a vessel or a vessel and tangible property on
board the vessel.

Rule E applies not only to actions in rem but also to "actions
in personam with process of maritime attachment and garnishment."
Rule E(1). Rule E(3)(a) provides that process of maritime

, 7 attachment and garnishment shall be served only within the

L
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district. E(4)(a) deserves to be set out in full:

Upon issuance and delivery of the process, or in the case
of summons with process of attachment and garnishment,
when it appears that the defendant cannot be found within
thedistrict, thepmarshal or other person or organization
having a warrant shall forthwith execute the process in i
accordance with this subdivision (4), making due and,
prompt return.

Paragraphs (b), (c), and (d) refer to acts to be done by the L.
marshal "or other person or organization having the warrant," and
also in (b) to the "other person executing the process.",

Putting these rules together, one possible reading is that
Rule E describes the means of serving Rule B process of attachment
and garnishment, and provides for service by a person other than
the marshal. This reading is much weakened by the fact that Rule
C was amended'in 1991 to include an express provision for service
by a person specially appointed by 'the court, while nothing was ' 7
done to Rule B - it'would be argued that the references in E(4)
apply only to in rem arrests under Rule C. But the scant history
suggests that the amendment of Rule E was intended to cover Rule B
as well.'' The version of Rule E(4)'(a) published for ,,comment in F
September, 1984 expressly provided: "In the case of an arrest or
attachment or garnishment of any other property the process shall
be executed by the marshal or a person specially appointedby the
court for the purpose."' The Committee Note stated that the purpose t
was to make the Admiralty Rules consistent with the version of
Civil Rule 4(c)(l) adopted in 1983, and to "relieve the United
States Marshals Service of the burden of, using its, limited
personnel andfacilities for execution'of process in instances in
which a courtjapPointee is capable of effectuating 'service, without
incident."

There is nothing in the records provided by John Rabie' to
indicate the reason for the drafting changes ,in what, became the
1991 amendment. I December 1'~5, 1987 Memorandum from Jud e Grady as
chair of the Civil Rules' Advisory Committee to the Standing
Committee states that the Committee "proposes to revise" Rules C
and E, setting out the language thatbecame effective in 1991 and
Commiitee Notes that are virtually the same ,as the 1991 Notes.
There is, however* one statement in this memorandum that may be
very important. It is stated that the changes, '"would track a
change previously made in Rule 4(c)(1)."' Rule 4(c)(1), now Rule FT
4.1, is discussed below. The' Committee Note for the 1991
amendments says the same thing for both Rule C and RuleE: F

These amendments Dare designed to conform 'the' rule ,to-
Fed.R.Civ.P. ,4, as amended. As with recent amendments to
Rule 4, it is intended to relieve the Marshals Service of 7

FL
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L

the burden of using its limited personnel and facilities
for execution of process in routine circumstances. Doing
so may involve a contractual arrangement with a person or
organization retained by the government to perform these
services, or the use of other government officers and

fl employees, or the special appointment by the court of
L persons available to perform suitably'.

This statement includes the core explanation of the 1984 draft.

There is one plausible explanation'of what happened, and it is
consistent with the conclusion that the Committee believed that the
1991 amendments authorize appointment for service under Rule B as

L well as Rule C. The 1984 draft of Rule C(3) simply referred to "a
person specially appointed by the court for service." By 1991,
this had become more complicated: Under Rule C(3) the warrant is
delivered by the clerk "to a person or organization'authorized to
enforce it, who may be a marshal, a person or organization
contracted with by the United States, or a person specially

E appointed by the court for that purpose, 'or, if the action is
L brought by the United States, any officer or employee of the United

States." That is a lot of words. Rule E(4)(a) lost the clear

r provision for process of attachment or garnishment, but the present
reference to an "other person or organization 'having a warrant" may
have been intended to say the same thing without having to repeat
the mouthfull of C(3).

All of this may be affected by former Rule 4(c)(1), which in
1993 became Rule 4.1. Rule 4.1(a) provides:

Process other than a summons as provided in Rule 4 or a
subpoena as provided in Rule 45 shall be served by a
United States marshal, a deputy United States marshal, or
a person specially appointed for that purpose, who shall
make proof of service as provided in Rule 4(1). The
process may be served anywhere within the territorial
limits of the state in which the district court is

l: located * * *

Supplemental Rule A provides that the Civil Rules apply to maritime
' r attachment and garnishment "except to the extent that they are
L inconsistent with these Supplemental Rules." Rule E(3)(a) is

inconsistent with Rule 4.1(a) to the extent that Rule 4.1(a) would
allow service outside the district, but there is no other apparent
inconsistency. A person specially appointed under Rule 4.1(a) to
serve process can be a "person * * * having a warrant" within Rule
E(4) (a).

LI In short, I have three guesses. The Advisory Committee
thought it was providing for service of attachment and garnishment
process by a person specially appointed or a person contracted with
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Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq.
March 20, 1995
page -4- [
by the United States. It may not have managed to do that by the
self-contained provisions of the Supplemental Rules. But the 7
service-of-process provisions of Rule 4(c)(l) in effect in 1991,
now embodied in Rule 4.1, seem to accomplish the same result. But
if that is so, it was equally true in 1984.-

That is all confusing enough. I take it from the letter to V
you from Philip A.> Berns that the Department of Justice believes
that a marshal still is required to effect service of admiralty
process for attachment and garnishment. ,Thatbespeaks a need to
clarify the rules, even if they might be read to, authorize
appointment of someone else. So far as ,I can make things out,
there is no reason to require a marshal. If the rules do not
authorize special appointments, it is because ,of an oversight.

Before attempting to draft ac pure,, I 'would like to know
whether I lam going asItray somewhere. I know nothing about E
admiralty,,practice, and to overlook something ,obvious.
Your reassurance will be valuable.

If we are gpoing to look at Rules B and C, should we also U
reconsiodernll,,t h e ,e',stion whether thley,| do enougb to ensure neutral
recaluatonsid~ber lthe queslllltionhtI ent issues ,without lnotice? Rule B, foreva 11~before41 , ~attachmoj ent~B fo
exampl'e, says ,Ithat an attachmento d er "shall issue" if the court
finds that "the conditions set lforth in this rule appearto exist."
It seems to be enough that the defendant is not to be "found'within

the distrlict," even tho~ugh ,p'er~sonxall,,juris~dicti~on might be aqie
by service in another disriict! itate. That situation
seems to make the device more a matter of security than a
jurisdictional' device. IIIIthe ad]1iralty bar generallyI Isatisfied
that the rule ,nowipasses muster?

Therelhs ilstill time o get th is on the April agenda if you E
think I am on the right tr , But 4if therei' are, any doubts, I
suspect, the world Can wa itF aljt longer before, we launch a new and
improved Rule'B on its way.' [ En

Be

EHC/lm Edward H. Coop

c: Hon. Patrick E. Higginbotham E
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U.S. Departmnent of Justice

Civil Division

L - February 8, 1995

X PAB:jam Telephone:
Tora Brmnh (415) 556-3146

Fest cav Office

10&46 Fbd BHilding

Post Office Bax 36028

450 Golden Gaze Aveue
San fPncisco. CaSbnia 94102-3463

McCutchen, Doyle, Brown & Enersen
Three Embarcadero Center
San Francisco, California 94111

K Attention: Mark Kasanin, Esq.

Dear Mark:

As per our conversation of Tuesday, February 7, 1995, I am
sending this letter to you to call attention to a recommended
change to Rule B of the Supplemental Rules for Certain Admiralty
and Maritime Claims to bring it into conformity with Rule C
insofar as a marshal is required to serve papers.

In 1991, Rule C was amended, basically, to provide that a
marshal would only be needed to arrest a vessel and/or tangible

tL property on board a vessel. All other service of warrants of
arrest could be performed by a marshal, a person or organization
contracted with by the United States, or a person specially
appointed by the court. The purpose of this change was to
alleviate the necessity of having a marshal engaged in service of
process which did not require a presence of that magnitude. It

7 also recognized the scarce resources and budgets of the Marshals
Lo Service. Finally, it recognized that the need for the "gun on

the hip" could be a necessity when ships and tangible property on
7 ships were involved.

I have been unable to locate my records but I vaguely
remember that the identical proposal was to be made to apply to
Rule B so that the presence of the Marshal would only be
necessitated when there was to be an attachment of a vessel or
tangible property on a vessel. As stated, this did not occur but
the rationale and need was the same as in an arrest situation.
As a matter of fact, in the Notes of Advisory Committee relating
to the 1991 Amendment, following Rule C, the Committee refers to
both arrest and attachment.

K SE - 9 1995
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FT
Therefore, I recommend that you consider amending Rule B to

reflect the same changes as were made in 1991 to Rule C in
reference to the use of the Marshal. As it presently stands, the
Marshal is required to perform all attachments. This mandateshould apply only to attachment of vessels and/or tangible
property on such vessels.

Very truly yours, FT

PHILIP A. BERNS
Attorney in Charge FT

Torts Branch, Civil Division
West Coast Office

cc: Lucille C. Roberts, U.S. Marshal Service, Washington, D.C.
Gary W. Allen/David V. Hutchinson i
David Sharpe, George Washington University, Washington, D.C.

FT
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Rule 15 (a)

Rule 15(a) begins:

(a) Amendments. A party may amend the party' s pleading
once as a matter of course at any time before a
to responsive pleading is served or, if the pleading is one
to which no responsive pleading is permitted * * *, the
party may so amend it at any time within 20 days after itr is served. * * *

A Rule 12 motion - most commonly a 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss
for failure to state a claim - is a motion, not a responsiveL pleading, and does not cut off the right to amend.

E District Judge John Martin has written to suggest that the
rule should be amended to cut off the right to amend when a motion
addressed to the pleading is served. His suggestion is prompted by
experience in a case in which the plaintiff served an amended
complaint just as a decision on a motion to dismiss was about to be

L released. The amendment was available as a matter of right. He
observes that while application of Rule 15(a) seems clear in thisr11 setting - and is clearly undesirable - it becomes more confusedL after announcement of a decision granting a motion to dismiss. If
the decision also grants leave to amend, there is no problem. But
some courts have held that a decision granting a motion to dismiss
without addressing leave to amend does not cut off the right to
amend, which survives until a responsive pleading is served or a
final judgment of dismissal is entered. This problem also becomes[ entangled with questions of appeal finality, where a variety of
answers have been given. See 15A Federal Practice & Procedure:
Jurisdiction 2d, § 3914.1.

is Magistrate Judge Judith Guthrie also has written about Rule
15(a), suggesting a different problem that arises from the practice
in the Eastern District of Texas of holding hearings in prisoner
civil rights cases before requiring an answer from any defendant.
Many cases are dismissed without an answer being filed. But some
prisoner-plaintiffs manage to continually file amended pleadings,

_ raising new claims and joining new parties, before a dismissal can
be entered. She suggests that Rule 15(a) should be amended by
deleting the right to amend even once as a matter of course. As an
alternative, she suggests that an amendment made as a matter of
course may not add new parties or raise events occurring after the
original pleading was filed. Judge Guthrie's suggestion raises the
basic question whether there is any need to permit amendment evenL once as a matter of course. There is a fair argument that amendment
should be available only by leave. This approach would encourage
more careful initial pleading, supplementing Rule 11. It might
permit more efficient disposition of attempted amendments by

L denying leave without going through renewal of a motion to dismiss
and renewed consideration of the motion. Rule 15(a) still would

L 2



encourage a free approach to amendments. The drafting chore wouldbe simple; the first sentence of Rule 15 (a) would be deleted, as
would be "Otherwise" at the beginning of the second sentence.

There may be sufficient benefit from permitting amendment asa matter of course to continue some version of the present rule. Ascareful as we want pleaders to be, it may be thought thatoccasional slips are inevitable and should not be taken seriously.It also may be thought that leave to amend is so freely given thata limited right to amend simply avoids the bother of making arequest that almost always would be granted. It may make sense torecognize a right to amend once as a matter of course before anadversary has pointed out a defect. It even make sense to recognizea right to amend once after an adversary has pointed out a defect.But it is difficult to understand the present distinction betweenpointing out a mistake by a responsive pleading, which cuts off theright to amend, and pointing it out by motion, which does not cutoff the right. Although more time, expense, and strategicdisclosure may be involved in framing an answer than in making amotion, it is difficult to guess why the reward should be cuttingoff the right to amend.

The most modest reaction, in line with Judge Martin'ssuggestion, would be to cut off the right to amend when aresponsive motion is filed as well as when a responsive pleading isfiled. It may be possible to do this clearly by adding a mere twowords, "or motion," to Rule 15(a). Adopting this much of therestyled version, the first sentence would read:

(a) Amendments. A party may amend:the party' a pleading
once as a matter of course at any time before being
served a responsive pleading or fresponsivel motion,
is sarvs d or, if the pleading is one to which norecponsivC pleading is permittd- and the action has not
yet boon plabed-upon itho trial calendar, tho party may so
amend it at any time within 20 dayc after it is served,
action is not vet on the trial calendar, within 20 daysafter serving a pleading to which a responsive pleading
is not permitted. * * *

There is a risk that "or motion" might not be read with"responsive," so that the right to amend would be cut off by amotion that is not addressed to the pleading as such. A motion todismiss for lack of personal or subject-matter jurisdiction wouldbe a familiar example. If this risk seems undue, the phrase couldbe "or responsive motion." A sentence or two in the Note wouldunderscore the distinction. At the end of the sentence, "responsivepleading" remains the proper term, since a responsive motion ispermitted as to any pleading.

An alternative approach would be to cut off the right to amendafter 20 days or some other brief period, unless a responsive

3



motion or pleading is filed first:

(a) Amendments. A party may amend a pleading once as a matter
of course until:

(1) a responsive pleading or [responsive] motion is7 served; or

(2) 20 days after the pleading is served.

As noted above, another approach would be to eliminate any
right to amend as a matter of course, deleting the entire sentence.

L April 1995 Minutes: Rule 15(a). Rule 15(a) establishes the right to
amend a pleading to which a responsive pleading is required that
endures until the responsive pleading is served. The result isthat a motion to dismiss does not terminate the right to amend as

L a matter of course, while an answer that includes grounds that
might have been advanced by motion does terminate the right toF amend. It has been suggested that it is not clear why a motion and
an answer should have different consequences for this purpose. The
suggestion was advanced from the perspective of urging that a
responsive motion should cut off the right to amend just as anL answer does. Brief discussion included the observation that leave
to amend is almost never denied unless the underlying claim is
patently frivolous. The Committee concluded that this topic shouldL be carried on the agenda for further discussion, including
consideration of alternatives that would expand the right to amend
as a matter of course, treat responsive motions in the same way asresponsive pleadings are now treated, establish tighter limits onthe right to amend as a matter of course, or abolish the right to
amend as a matter of course.

Added variations: There are too many possible variations to attempt
a comprehensive set. A really tight approach would be to limit the
right to amend to 20 days after serving the pleading, without
regard to the possibility of a responsive motion or pleading:

(a) Amendments. A party may amend a pleading once as a matterL. of course until 20 days after the pleading is served.Lo
A more permissive approach would be to allow amendment as amatter of right until some later event. The possibilities include

such events as a ruling on the sufficiency of the pleading, placing
the case on the trial calendar, or dismissal of the claim addressedF by the pleading:

(a) Amendments. A party may amend a pleading once as a matter
of course until:

(1) a ruling on the sufficiency of the pleading;

4



(2) the action is placed on the trial calendar; or

(3) the claim addressed by the pleading is dismissed.

5



Rule 43(f): Original proposal

Rule 43(f) reads:

(f) Interpreters. The court may appoint an interpreter
of its own selection and may fix the interpreter's reasonable
compensation. The compensation shall be paid out of funds
provided by law or by one or more of the parties as the court
may direct, and may be taxed ultimately as costs, in the
discretion of the court.

Criminal Rule 28 is highly similar.

Karl L. Mulvaney has written as chair of the Indiana Supreme
Court Rules Committee to raise a question posed by Rule 43(f) and
the identical provisions of Indiana Trial Rule 43(f). The judge in
a small-claims court action refused to appoint a signing
interpreter for a deaf plaintiff. An action has been brought in
the United States District Court for declaratory and injunctive
relief, claiming that the refusal violates the Americans With
Disabilities Act, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and 42 U.S.C. §
1983.

As an initial matter, Rule 43(f) does not seem to speak
clearly to this particular problem. It does not purport to
prohibit appointment of an interpreter at public expense. It
simply enables the court to appoint an interpreter as a matter of
discretion. It might be argued that there is nothing wrong with
the rule: when an external law requires appointment of an
interpreter, the court can comply and can impose on the government
any resulting costs as payment "out of funds provided by law."
Nonetheless, the Rule is not as helpful as it would be if it said
something like this:

(f) Interpreter. The court may - and if required by law must
- appoint an interpreter of its choosing. The court must
fix [the interpreter's] reasonable compensation, to be
paid from funds provided by law or by one or more of the
parties as the court directs. The court may, in its
discretion, tax the [interpreter' s] compensation as
costs.

The question of signing interpreters for the deaf, and similar
questions with respect to witnesses or parties with other
impairments, is touched in part by the pending proposal to amend
Rule 43(a). This proposal makes it clear that testimony need not
be presented "orally," but may be presented by such alternative
means as writing or sign language.

The proposed Rule 43(a) does not address even the question
whether the obligation to provide an interpreter for a witness lies
on the witness, court, or parties. The broader question of
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L providing an interpreter so that a party can follow the
contemporaneous testimony of all witnesses, arguments, and the
like, is quite outside Rule 43(a).

The Committee cannot determine the meaning and application of
federal statutes. The policies of those statutes, however, canF properly influence the rulemaking process. The importance of
ensuring that parties are able to understand a trial as it unfolds
is undoubted. Cost is the only apparent reason for imposing the[ obligations of interpretation on parties or witnesses. Whether a
civil rule is the best means of addressing this need is the only
difficult question. Budget directions have not been the ordinary
province of the rules.

A rule designed to address the need for interpreters without
F21!t regard to the possible requirements of federal statutes might look
'! like this:

(f) Interpreter. The court must appoint an interpreter of
its choosing if needed to enable the court [or jury] to
understand the testimony of a witness or to enable a
party to understand the court's proceedings. The courtr must fix [the interpreter' s] reasonable compensation, to
be paid as the court directs from funds provided by law,
by the witness, or by one or more of the parties. The
court may, in its discretion, tax the [interpreter's]
compensation as costs.

Should a rule amendment be pursued, efforts should be made to
coordinate with at least the Criminal Rules Committee. The
Bankruptcy Rules and Evidence Rules Committees also should be
involved unless they prefer to cede to the Civil and Criminal Rules
Committees.

April 1995 Minutes. Rule 43(f). Rule 43(f) provides that a court
may appoint an interpreter, but does not address the questionF whether there are circumstances in which a court should be requiredto appoint an interpreter. An interpreter may be necessary notrr' uponly to enable the trier of fact to understand a witness, but also
to enable a party to understand a witness. It has been suggested
that appointment of an interpreter may be required by the Americans
With Disabilities Act, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, or more
general principles of due process. The Committee concluded that
before considering these questions further, an effort should be
made to find out more about present practices that may supplement
the bare text of Rule 43(f). The topic will remain on the agendafor consideration at a future meeting.

New Information: Rule 43(f). The Committee on Court Administration
and Case Management has been working on expansion of interpreter
services, working from the foundations provided by 28 U.S.C. §§
1827 and 1828. A memorandum from John Rabiej and excerpts from a

it 7
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Committee report are attached. Legislation also has been
introduced dealing with this topic. It is not clear whether the
Committee proposals or legislation will address all of the related
problems. The initial focus seems to be on providing interpreters
for the hearing-impaired. The questions of other impairments that
may impede effective communication seem to have remained on the
periphery during the early stages, but have been recognized and may
come to the fore soon.

Because this subject is being addressed by another Judicial
Conference Committee, which already has gathered much useful
information, it may be best to suspend further consideration of
Rule 43(f) pending completion of work by the Judicial Conference
and, perhaps, Congress.
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L ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE
L. RALPH MECHAM UNITED STATES COURTS JOHN K. RAB!EJDIRECTOR 

JH .RBE
CHIEF. RULES COMMITTEE

CLARENCE A. LEE. JR. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20544 SUPPORT OFFICEL ASSOCL4,TE DIRECTOR

August 14, 1995

MEMORANDUM TO PROFESSOR EDWARD H. COOPER

SUBJECT: Materials Regarding Interpreters

At its last two meetings, the committee considered proposedL amendments to Rule 43(1) that would require the appointment of an interpreter
by the court under certain circumstances. (Excerpts from the last two
meetings on Rule 43 are attached.) As promised, I am sending to you a copy of
our regulations, including interim regulations on the subject.

The Committee on Court Administration and Case Management (CACM)
also has been studying this subject. It is part of their responsibility under
court administration. At its September 1994 session, the Judicial Conference
approved CACM's recommendation to seek amendment of the Court Interpreters
Act, 28 U.S.C. 1827 to remove the prohibition on the use of appropriated funds
to provide sign language interpreters to hearing impaired parties and witnessesL in all court proceedings. The recommendation is included in the Judiciary's
Improvement bill. (A copy of the bill is attached.)

K Meanwhile, the judiciary is studying extending the Americans with
Disabilities Act to the courts. The Chief Justice must submit a report to
Congress by December 31, 1996. CACM apparently is recommending that the
judiciary adopt a policy to provide "accommodations to persons with
communications disabilities in the same manner as provided by state and local
courts under the Americans with Disabilities Act," before the coverage of the
Disabilities Act is extended to the courts. CACM also is recommending that it
be authorized to develop written guidelines to implement this policy, once
adopted by the Conference. (An excerpt of its report on the subject is attached.)

( 4;LK. 6
John K. Rabiej

Attachments

C1 cc: Honorable Patrick E. Higginbotham

o A I .DIMON OF SERVCE TO) THEl FEDEAL JMICJARFiK--~c-E
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Excerpt, CACM Minutes

L

L

SERVICES TO THE HEARING-IMPAIRED AND OTHER PERSONS WITH7 COMMUNICATION DISABILITIES

At its September 1994 session, the Judicial Conference approved the Court

Administration and Case Management Committee's recommendation to seek an

amendment to the Court Interpreters Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1827, to remove the prohibition

on the use of appropriated funds to provide sign language interpreters to hearing-

impaired parties and witnesses in proceedings not initiated by the United States. (JCUS-

L SEP 94, p. 50). The Conference resolution noted that this would provide judicial

officers with the discretion to decide what services to provide to hearing-impaired parties

and witnesses, subject to the availability of appropriated funds. Appropriate language

has been included in the court improvements bill, "Federal Courts Improvement Act of

1995," HR 1989, 104th Congress. The Committee now believes the judiciary should go

further, and set a policy and guidelines for providing sign language interpreters and

7

L ~~~similar accommodations to all court participants who need them.
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Lo In response to the strong concern expressed by Congress and the hearing-

impaired community, and other persons with disabilities that impede their

communications, the Committee considered whether the discretionary policy was too

limited.

The Committee recommends, in order to continue the steady progression of

L Judiciary initiatives in this area, that the Judicial Conference adopt a new access policy

that would provide the same level of services to the deaf and other persons with
L

communication disabilities as is provided by state and local courts under the American

L with Disabilities Act. The financial costs of such a policy do not appear to be large.

L The Judicial Conference has long been on record as supporting full access to

r judicial proceedings by all segments of the disabled community. In particular, the latest

revisions of the United States Courts Design Guide approved by the Judicial Conference

adopted interim final rules that for the first time impose specific accessibility

r requirements in courtrooms and related Judiciary facilities (JCUS-SEP 94, p. 68).

The Design Guide notes: "People with mobility limitations are not the only group

covered by barrier-free access criteria. People with sight, speech or hearing disabilities

7 are also to be accommodated." Id. at 2-79a (1994 ed.) Thus, the Design Guide imposesL
new requirements for communication access: "Hearing-impaired persons also must be

accommodated in courtrooms. In some cases a sound-reinforcement system will be

sufficient; in others, a signer will be necessary for proceedings involving deaf defendants

7-! and witnesses." Id. at 3-30.

L
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The Judiciary's policy for providing for the needs of those with communications

disabilities should keep pace with the policy set forth in the Design Guide. Administrative

Office staff have received correspondence stating the difficulties that hearing-impaired

people have in gaining access to the federal courts. Congress is also aware of the
hearing-impaired community's problems. Senator John McCain (R., Arizona) within the
last year has drafted two different versions of legislation that would require the judiciary
to greatly expand the services provided to individuals who are deaf or hearing-impaired

or otherwise disabled.

The Congressional Accountability Act of 1995, Pub. L. No. 104-1, requires the
Judiciary to study and make recommendations to Congress on the possible extension of
11 employment and workplace protection statutes, including the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA), to the judicial branch. The Judiciary's report, to be submitted
by the Chief Justice, is due by December 31, 1996. Accordingly, even if Senator

McCain's proposed legislation does not advance, submission of the Judiciary's report will
focus close congressional attention upon the extent of the Judiciary's compliance with
the spirit if not the letter of the ADA. Senator McCain's proposals are not being
prepared in a vacuum, of course, as they are motivated by the types of enhanced services
that the ADA has required state and local courts to provide to court participants since
going into effect in January 1992.

The Committee recognizes costs will be involved, but these appear to be
minimal. While the requirements imposed on state and local courts by the ADA appear
sweeping, it is interesting--and no doubt revealing--that no hard data on the costs of
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meeting such requirements has become available, even after more than three years of

/ / implementation. The lack of hard cost data is an indication that state and local courts

are not finding it a financial burden to implement these services.

At the federal level courts do not collect statistical data on the frequency of use

of sign language interpreters in proceedings not initiated by the United States. However,

it does not seem that the number of occasions would be large. The number of sign

language interpreters for defendants in court proceedings initiated by the United States

totaled less than 100 in each of the last three fiscal years. It is hard to predict the

amount of usage under the proposed recommendation, because interpreters would be

provided for all hearing-impaired parties, attorneys, and spectators, and in all types of

cases, but the increase in usage would not seem likely to be dramatic. At the average

cost of $250 per day, the current budget impact for sign language interpreters is

approximately $25,000 per year. Expecting a slight increase in the use of these

interpreters, as well as the provision of other types of accommodations, such as assistive

listening devices and real time transcription, the Committee recommends that $100,000

be set aside for FY 1996 to implement this policy. The budget impact is not great

compared to the service the judiciary would be providing.

As to particulars, the Committee believes the most immediate need is to improve

access by the deaf and hearing-impaired; however, other needs may arise, such as

improving access to those with visual impairments, or other steps may be desirable, such

as having individual courts undergo an ADA self-analysis. Accordingly, it is

recommended that the Judicial Conference adopt a policy with both general and specific

17
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components. The Administrative Office could be directed to develop detailed guidelines

implementing this latter policy, and to prepare other related guidelines that experience

dictates are needed. One guideline could establish procedures for responding to

questions or complaints regarding the policy. The Committee recommends that the

guidelines be subject to review and approval by this Committee, but would not have to

be approved by the full Judicial Conference unless the Committee felt such review was

necessary.

Recommendation: That the Judicial Conference:

a. Adopt as a policy that all Federal courts provide accommodations to
persons with communications disabilities in the same manner as provided
by state and local courts under the Americans with Disabilities Act;

b. Require courts to provide, at Judiciary expense, sign language
interpreters or other appropriate auxiliary aids to deaf and hear ng-
impaired participants in Federal court proceedings in accordance with
guidelines prepared by the Administrative Office; and

c. Direct the Administrative Office, under the supervision and subject to
the approval of the Court Administration and Case Management
Committee, to develop other appropriate written guidelines to implement
the Judicial Conference's policy.
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Rule 56(c)

The first two sentences of Rule 56(c) establish this procedure
for summary judgment motions: "The motion shall be served at least
-10 days before the time fixed for the hearing. The adverse party
prior to the day of hearing may serve opposing affidavits." Rule
5(b) provides that service by mail is complete upon mailing. Read
together, the two rules seem to permit a party opposing a motion
for summary judgment to wait until the day before the hearing to
mail affidavits to the moving party, confidently expecting that the
moving party will not receive the affidavits before the hearing.

One response to this bizarre possibility has been local rules
governing the time for making summary judgment motions and
responding to them. Local Rules in the Central District of
California, for example, have required that the motion be filed 21
days before the hearing, or 24 days if service is by mail. The
opposition must be filed 14 days before the hearing, and a reply
must be filed 7 days before the hearing. This schedule makes it
possible for the court and all counsel to be prepared for the
hearing, and also may make it possible to determine that a hearing
is not required. But the schedule seems inconsistent with the Rule
56(c) provisions that the motion must be served at least 10 days
before the hearing, and that opposing affidavits may be served up
to the day before the hearing. In Marshall v. Gates, C.D.Cal.1993,
812 F.Supp. 1050, reversed 9th Cir.1995, 44 F.3d 722, the district
court refused to consider opposing papers filed after the local
deadline, noting that service had been by mail and that moving
counsel had not seen the opposing papers at the time of the
hearing. The papers included both affidavits and many other forms
of submission. In its first opinion, C.A.9th, Nov. 8, 1994, No.
93-55022, the Ninth Circuit reversed on the ground that as applied
to affidavits the local rule was invalid because of conflict with,
Rules 5(b) and 56(c). After another Ninth Circuit judge pointed out
that every district in the Circuit has rules similar to the Central
District rules, the court withdrew its opinion. The new opinion
finds the local rule valid on the ground that Rule 56(c)

does not unconditionally require a district court to
accept affidavits up to the date set for hearing on the
motion * * *. Rather, the rule allows district courts to
adopt procedures pursuant to which the nonmoving party
may oppose a motion prior to a hearing date. Local Rule
7.6 in no way eliminates this opportunity; instead it
places a condition on that right.

The initial Ninth Circuit opinion was called to the attention
of this Committee by several distinguished judges. Even after the
revision, the problem remains. Clarification of Rule 56(c) may be
in order.

9
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One model falls ready to hand. The package that amended Rule
50 originally included a complete revision of Rule 56 that
integrated it with Rule 50. Although the Judicial Conference
rejected the Rule 56 revision, attention apparently focused on the
perception that the revision simply restated present practice -
depending on the eyes of the beholders, this character made thel revision either unnecessary or an unnecessary confirmation of
undesirable practice. There is no reason to suppose that anything
particular was found amiss in the provisions of proposed Rule
56(c), which would not only create a realistic set of time limitsL but also impose other requirements of specificity that should help
ensure good practice.

L
The Rule 56(c) proposal, as drafted, looked like this:

L, (c) Notion and Proceedings Thereon. A party may move for
summary adjudication at any time after the other parties to be
affected thereby have made an appearance in the case and have been
afforded a reasonable opportunity to discover relevant evidence
pertinent thereto that is not in their possession or under their
control. Within 30 days after the motion is served, any other party
may serve and file a response thereto.

(1) Without argument, the motion shall (A) describe
the claims, defenses, or issues as to which summaryLI adjudication is warranted, specifying the judgment or
determination sought; and (B) recite in separately
numbered paragraphs the specific facts asserted to be not
genuinely in dispute and on the basis of which theL judgment or determination should be granted, citing the
particular pages or paragraphs of stipulations,
admissions, interrogatory answers, depositions,LI documents, affidavits, or other materials supporting
those assertions.

7 (2) Without argument, a response shall (A) state the
extent, if any, to which the party agrees that summary
adjudication is warranted, specifying with respect
thereto the judgment or determination that should be
entered; (B) indicate the extent to which the asserted
facts recited in the motion are claimed to be false or in
genuine dispute, citing the particular pages or
paragraphs of any stipulations, admissions, interrogatory
answers, depositions, documents, affidavits, or other
materials supporting that contention; and (C) recite in
separately numbered paragraphs any additional facts that
preclude summary adjudication, citing the materials
evidencing such facts. To the extent a party does not
timely comply with clause (B) in challenging an asserted
fact, it may be deemed to have admitted such fact.

10
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(3) If a motion for summary adjudication or
response thereto is based to any extent on depositions,
interrogatory answers, documents, affidavits, or other
materials that have not been previously filed, the party
shall append to its motion or response the pertinent
portions of such materials. Only with leave of court may
a party moving for summary adjudication supplement its
supporting materials.

(4) Arguments supporting a party's contentions as to
L the controlling law or the evidence respecting asserted

facts shall be submitted by a separate memorandum at the
time the party files its motion for summary adjudication
or response thereto or at such other times as the court
may permit or direct.

[ Apart from the reference to "summary adjudication," taken from
the other portions of the rule, these provisions could be cast in
current style conventions and provide a strong framework forF regulating summary judgment practice. Some questions, however, may
deserve further consideration. This proposal does not include any
explicit relation between the time for response and hearing;
perhaps it can be assumed that the moving party will set a hearing
date beyond the 30-day period permitted for responding. The initial
timing provision, allowing a motion to be made only after a
reasonable opportunity for discovery, may invite unnecessaryLI squabbling; Rule 56(f) may be sufficient protection. A simplifiedL version of Rule 56(c) might look something like this:

(c) Motion and Proceedings. A party may move at any time for
summary adjudication against a party that has appeared.
A party opposing the motion may serve and file a response
within 30 days after the motion is served.

L (1) Without argument, the motion must:

LI (A) describe the claims, defenses, or issues as toL which summary adjudication is warranted;

(B) specify the adjudiIation sought;
L.J

(C) recite in separately numbered paragraphs the
specific facts asserted to be not genuinely inLI dispute, citing the particular pages or
paragraphs of [stipulations, admissions,
interrogatory answers, depositions, documents,
affidavits, or other] materials supporting the
assertions.I

(2) Without argument, a response must:

(A) specify any summary adjudication that the

LI 11
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party agrees is warranted;

(B) (i) respond to the facts asserted under
paragraph (1) (C), and (ii) recite in separately
numbered paragraphs any additional facts precluding
summary adjudication, citing the particular pages
or paragraphs of [stipulations, admissions,
interrogatory answers, depositions, documents,
affidavits, or other] materials supporting the

[ response;

(3) The court may accept the truth of a fact asserted as
required by paragraph (1) (C) if a response is not made
as required by paragraph (2)(B).

(4) A party must append to a motion or response [the
pertinent parts of] any materials cited that have not
been filed.

(5) The court may permit a party to supplement the materials
supporting a motion or response.

(6) A party must submit its contentions as to the
controlling law or the evidence respecting asserted
facts in a separate memorandum filed with the
motion or response or at the time the court
directs.

This form does not set a time for hearing, nor a time that
relates the time of the response to the time for hearing. Since 30
days are allowed for response, there is an indirect constraint -
the moving party must allow at least 30 days for the hearing, and
should allow more if it wishes an opportunity to consider the
response before the hearing. It is possible that so many lawyers
will find ways to behave foolishly that additional constraints
should be provided. A local rule requiring that the motion be made
at least x days before the hearing date would not be inconsistent
with this rule. Local rules may make more sense than an attempt atK greater detail in the national rule.

April, 1995 Minutes, Rule 56(c). Rule 56(c), on its face,
establishes implausible time periods for notice of a summary
judgment and response to the motion. Many courts have adopted
local rules establishing more sensible periods, and also providing
procedures that require specification of the facts claimed to be
established beyond genuine issue and identification of supporting
materials. It may be time to adopt uniform national standards.
The Committee concluded that this topic should be set for furtherK discussion on the agenda for the fall meeting.

F 12
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L Rule 73 (b)

This suggestion arises from a remark made by Judge Easterbrook
during the January, 1995 meeting of the Standing Committee. The
discussion topic was proposed interim rules for jury trials in
bankruptcy courts. He observed that Rule 73(b) is a trap because it
happens that after all original parties have consented to civilLI trial before a magistrate judge, a new party is joined and matters
proceed before the magistrate judge without getting the consent of
the new party. He asserts that any resulting judgment is void. And
so the Seventh Circuit rules. See, e.g., Mark I, Inc. v. Gruber,
7th Cir.1994, 38 F.3d 369, resting in Jaliwala v. U.S., C.A.7th,
1991, 945 F.2d 221. (In Brook, Weiner,s Sered, Kreger & Weinberg v.
Coreq, Inc., 7th Cir. 1995, 31 Fed.Rules Serv.3d 754, the court
ruled that a successor to a party who consented to a magistrate-
judge trial is bound by the consent.)

L This problem could be cured by adding one or two new sentences
at the end of the first paragraph of Rule 73 (b). on the theory that
it makes sense to incorporate current style conventions when a
substantive change is made to a rule, the new material is set out
here at the end of the introductory paragraph of the Style
Committee draft. It could as easily be added to the end of the7 first paragraph of current Rule 73(b).

(b) Consent Procedure. When a magistrate judge has been
designated to exercise civil trial jurisdiction, the

l clerk must give the parties written notice of their
opportunity to consent under 28 U.S.C. § 636(c). Tor signify their consent, the parties must [within theL period set by local rule] jointly or separately file an
election consenting to this exercise of authority. If a
new party is added after all earlier-joined parties haveLI consented, the new party must be notified of the consents
and given an opportunity to consent. If a new party does
not consent [within the period set by local rulel, thedistrict udge must vacate the reference to theL magistrate Judge.

(1) A district judge or magistrate judge may beLI informed of a party's response to the clerk's
notification only if all parties consent to
referring the case to a magistrate judge.

(2) A district judge, magistrate judge, or other court
official may again advise the parties of theavailability of a magistrate judge, but, in so
doing, must also advise the parties that they arefree to withhold consent without adverse
substantive consequences.

L (3) For good cause - either on the judge's own

13
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L initiative or when a party shows extraordinary

circumstances - the district judge may vacate ar reference to a magistrate judge under this rule.

The style draft deletes the present reference to time limitsr set by local rule. Presumably local rules setting time limits
remain appropriate as not inconsistent with the rule. If the
reference seems a useful warning, it can be restored readily.

The Rule 73(b) proposal was in the materials for the April
1995 meeting, but was not brought up for discussion. There is no
burning need to consider this question. When time permits,
however, it may be wise to take a look.

L

L

r
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L Rule 81(c)

Rule 81(c). It has been pointed out that Rule 81(c) continues to
refer to the "petition" to remove an action from state court. The
procedure for removal has been changed from a petition to a notice
of removal. The Committee agreed that revision is appropriate, but
also concluded that minor technical matters of this sort may better
be accomplished by legislation than by the lengthy Rules Enabling
Act process. It was concluded that the appropriate procedure is to
accumulate proposals of this sort, to be submitted to the Standing
Committee for recommendations to Congress.

r
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Copyright Rules of Practice

An inquiry to the Rules Committee Support Office about the
status of the Rules of Practice for Copyright cases has revealed a
surprising state of affairs that merits prompt attention. The most
difficult task will be to devise a suitable means of considering
the fate of these Rules. Even a cursory preliminary scan of the
Rules shows that something should be done, and suggests strongly
that the Advisory Committee should seek special help.

The starting point is Civil Rule 81(a) (1) , which provides
that "These rules * * * do not apply to * * * proceedings in
copyright under Title 17, U.S.C., except in so far as they may be
made applicable thereto by rules promulgated by the Supreme Court
of the United States."I

The Copyright Rules are set out in 17 U.S.C.A. following §
501, at page 546 of the current volume. Rule 1 says:

Proceedings in actions brought under section 25 of the
Act of March 4, 1909, entitled "An Act to amend and
consolidate the acts respecting copyright," including
proceedings relating to the perfecting of appeals, shall
be governed by the Rules of Civil Procedure, in so far as
they are not inconsistent with these rules.

This Rule, and the remaining rules, were adopted under an
enabling provision in the 1909 Copyright Act that was repealed in
1948 on the ground that it was superseded by the general Rules
Enabling Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2072. Former Rule 2 established a special
rule of pleading that required that copies of the infringed and
allegedly infringing works accompany the complaint; it was
rescinded in 1966 on the ground that it was incompatible with the
general pleading spirit of the Civil Rules. The remaining Rules 3
to 13 govern pretrial seizure of allegedly infringing "copies,
records, plates, molds, matrices, etc., or other means for making
the copies alleged to infringe the copyright."

There are many reasons to be embarrassed by the persistence of
these rules without change, apart from rescission of Rule 2 in
1966. The initial reference to the 1909 Act, which has been
superseded by the 1976 Act, is embarrassment enough; such
incidentals as reference to the Civil Rules governing appeals,
rather than the Appellate Rules, add an additional twist. U.S.C.A.
sets out the Notes of the Advisory Committee on Rules after each
rule, without any date; they may come from 1966, since they refer
to Copyright Rules 3 to 13. At any rate, the Notes say, after each
rule:

"The Advisory Committee has serious doubts as to the
desirability of retaining Copyright Rules 3-13 for they appear
to be out of keeping with the general attitude of the Federal

16



L Rules of Civil Procedure * * * toward remedies anticipating
decision on the merits, and objectionable for their failure to
require notice or a showing of irreparable injury to the sameL extent as is customarily required for threshold injunctive

X relief. However, in view of the fact that Congress is
considering proposals to revise the Copyright Act, ther Advisory Committee has refrained from making anyL recommendation regarding Copyright Rules 3-13, but will keep
the problem under study.

L The seizure procedures established by these Rules seem to beinconsistent with the discretionary impoundment procedures
7 established by 17 U.S.C. § 503(a).

More important, the procedures established by these Rules seem
to be inconsistent with due process requirements that have evolvedB since the Rules were adopted. The plaintiff files an affidavit
stating the location and number of things to be seized, and a bond.
"Upon the filing * * * the clerk shall issue a writ directed to the
marshal * * * directing the said marshal to forthwith seize andr hold * * *" the infringing items. (Rule 4) Apart from a procedure
for objecting to the sufficiency of the bond, the defendant may
apply for return with an affidavit of facts tending to show thearticles seized do not infringe (Rule 9). "Thereupon the court inL its discretion, and after such hearing as it may direct, may order
such return" on the defendant's filing of a bond (Rule 10).

L A strong statement of the inconsistency of the supplemental
rules with § 503(a), and the probable unconstitutionality of
several aspects of the rules, is provided by Judge Sifton inL Paramount Pictures Corp. v. Doe, E.D.N.Y.1993, 821 F.Supp. 82.Judge Sifton suggests that temporary restraining order procedures
may provide the most secure analogy for impoundment under § 503 (a).This suggestion may be a promising lead to further inquiry.

Roberta Morris tells me that copyright practitioners
universally assume that the Civil Rules apply in copyright cases,nothwithstanding the antique reference to the 1909 Act in Rule 1.
It is assumed that the supplemental seizure rules apply to actionsunder the 1976 Act. They do not seem to be used often.

Thorough knowledge of the theory and practicalities ofcopyright practice must be brought to bear on this topic. SomeL means must be found to secure detailed, neutral, and expert advice.There may be one or more copyright law organizations or committees
that can serve this need. If the conclusion is that there is nolonger any need for supplemental rules, there will be no drafting
chore. If there is a need, it must be thoroughly understood before
drafting can begin.

r April 1995 Minutes, Copyright Rules of Practice. The Copyright
Rules of Practice have not been considered since 1966. In 1966,
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the Committee expressed doubts about "the desirability of retaining
Rules 3-13 for they appear to be out of keeping with the general
attitude of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure * * * toward
remedies anticipating decision on the merits, and objectionable for
their failure to require notice or a showing of irreparable injury
to the same extent as is customarily required for threshold
injunctive relief." It refrained from acting at that time because
Congress had begun the deliberative process that led to enactment
of the 1976 Copyright Act. The 1976 act includes discretionary
impoundment procedures, 17 U.S.C. §503(a), that seem to be
inconsistent with the Rules of Practice. These Rules are
unfamiliar territory to present members of the Committee. The
topic will be carried forward on the agenda while additional meansL of information are sought.

I
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MISCELLANEOUS

Recycled Paper, Double-Sided Copying

Christopher D. Knopf, Esq., has suggested revising the Civil
and Appellate Rules to require that all papers filed with the court
be on recycled paper, and that double-sided copying be used. His
letter to the Committee is attached. The same proposals are
developed -at greater length in his article, Closing the Loop:
Requiring Double-Sided Copying and Non-Chlorine Bleached Recycled
Paper for Federal Court Papers, 1995 Wis.L.Rev. 345-462.

The Appellate Rules Advisory Committee has considered both of
these proposals. It published a double-sided copying proposal for
public comment. The comments received persuaded it not only to
abandon the proposal, but by vote of 7 to 1 to revise proposed
Appellate Rule 32 to prohibit double-sided copying for 8½" x 11"
format papers. The recycled paper proposal was briefly considered
and failed of adoption.

As laudable as the purposes pursued by this proposal may be,
there are several reasons for caution. Mr. Knopf seeks to provide
reassurances about the availability and cost of recycled paper and
the ready availability of double-sided copying to most members of
the profession. The reassurances become somewhat attenuated when
addressed to the final stage of the proposal, being cast in terms
of a prediction that if federal courts adopt a requirement that
non-chlorine bleached recycled paper be used, sufficient demand
will be generated to elicit a suitable supply. If the Committee
were to be careful, it would seek some better information on this
score at least, and perhaps also on the more general questions of
environmental impact.

A different range of questions arise from the role of the
rulemaking process. Requirements adopted for the well-working of
the courts are easily justified. It is not as easy to justify
using the Enabling Act process to pursue other social goals that
are more obviously within the competence of legislative and
administrative agencies.

There also is the question whether requirements of this sort
should be added to the already considerable bulk of the Civil
Rules. The Rules have not been used to address minutiae of form.
The proposed requirements may raise similar cautions. Adoption and
amendment of the Civil Rules is a lengthy process that demands the
attention of many institutions. Recent experience with
requirements for filing by facsimile transmission suggests that
there are better ways to address such questions.

The question of enforcement also must be reckoned with. The
proposal is that clerks return filings that do not comply with the
rule, but that the date of the noncomplying filing be used for any
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corrected filing. This means of enforcement may be reasonable, but
it generates burdens of its own.

In all, this is not a proposal suited for immediate adoption.
It may not be a proposal suited for action by this Committee. As
a matter of institutional competence, perhaps some other body
should address these questions.

Miscellaneous: Privilege, Loser Pays - Civil Rights

Senator William S. Cohen forwarded to Peter McCabe a letter
from John F. McDonough, Councilor and Chair of the Legislative
Committee of Portland, Maine. Mr. McDonough advances two
suggestions. Each seems to be outside the scope of the Civil Rules
Advisory Committee.

The first proposal is that there should be an evidentiary
privilege protecting against discovery of police internal affairs
investigation reports. This proposal is better considered by the
Evidence Rules Advisory Committee. The history of privilege in the
Evidence Rules is well known. 28 U.S.C. § 2074(b), reflecting the
difficulties encountered on adoption of the Evidence Rules,
provides that any rule "creating, abolishing, or modifying an
evidentiary privilege shall have no force or effect unless approved
by Act of Congress."

The other proposal is that unsuccessful plaintiffs in actions
under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 or the Americans with Disabilities Act
should be required to pay the reasonable attorney fees incurred by
defendants. Recognizing that some plaintiffs will be unable to
satisfy this obligation, the proposal would add a provision that
the loser's attorney pay any part that the plaintiff cannot pay.
This topic seems beyond the scope of the Rules Enabling Act. In
any event, Congress has addressed the question of attorney fees in
civil rights actions, and the field should be left for action by
Congress.
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KL, CHRISTOPHER D. KNOPF
ATmORNEY AT LAW

1623 Compton Road
Cleveland Heights, Ohio 44118

(216) 932-5317

September 20, 1995

Peter G. McCabe, Secretary
Judicial Conference of the United States
Committee on Rules of Practice

and Procedure
Federal Judiciary Building
One Columbus Circle, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20544

Re: Proposed Amendments to the Federal Rules of Practice to Reduce the Adverse
Impact of the Practice of Law on the Environment

L Dear Mr. McCabe:

The purpose of this letter is to propose the following amendments to the federal rules of[ practice to reduce the adverse impact of the practice of law on the environment:

1. Effective January 1, 1997, require the use of recycled paper for pleadings,
motions, and other federal court papers and permit the double-sided copying of
these documents;

L 2. Effective January 1, 2001, require the double-sided copying of federal court
papers; and

Li 3. Effective January 1, 2003, require the use of non-chlorine bleached recycled
paper for federal court papers.'

KJ These requirements would not apply to dividers or original exhibits.

The proposals would amend Rule 10 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and Rule
32 of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure. The Committee on Rules of Practice and
Procedure should refer these proposals to the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules and the
Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules. Appendix 1 accompanying this letter contains the full
text of these proposals. These proposals are analyzed in detail in Closing the Loop: Requiring
Double-Sided Copying and Non-Chlorine Bleached Recycled Paper for Federal Court Papers,
1995 Wisconsin Law Review 345 (1995), a copy of which is also enclosed.

In an era where attorneys are much maligned, these proposals reaffirm the. commitment
of the legal profession to serving and responding to the needs of society. These proposals

'As the judicial system responds to technological advances, electronic filings and document exchange will likely
reduce the need for documents to be printed on paper. However, court documents are likely to be produced on
paper for the foreseeable future and, in light of this, these proposals aim at reducing the adverse environmental

few impact of paper usage by the legal profession without eliminating the use of paper.
, @Recycled Paper
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address the environmental degradation caused by the legal profession's use of paper, promote
long-standing federal policies, yet would not unduly burden the practicing bar or the judiciary.

K These proposals build upon rules or statutes requiring the use of recycled paper for court
filing in California, Colorado, Florida, Montana, New York, and Tennessee and administrative
filings with the Illinois Pollution Control Board to devise rules that are effective and practical.
To promote the use of conforming paper, the proposals require that each document submitted
to a court or served on another party bear a statement indicating that the document is printed on
conforming paper. The clerk of court would return a document not bearing the certification
statement, but the filing date would remain the date of filing the original, nonconforming
document; thus, the rights of parties would not be prejudiced by initial noncompliance with these
form requirements.

The discussion below further explains these proposals. Parts I and II identify the
environmental problems addressed by the proposals and the federal policies which the proposals
promote. Part III demonstrates that the proposals will not impose an undue burden on the
practicing bar or the judiciary. Part IV explains the meaning of the terms "recycled paper" and
"non-chlorine bleached recycled paper." Part V demonstrates that the proposals promote the

L ethical traditions of the legal profession.

re, I. ADOPTION OF THE PROPOSALS WILL REDUCE THE ENVIRONMENTAL
L DEGRADATION CAUSED BY THE PRODUCTION AND DISPOSAL OF PAPER.

A. The Use of Recycled Paper and the Double-Sided Copying of Documents Will
Reduce the Need for the Disposal of Solid Waste Through Landfiling and
Incineration.

Paper constitutes approximately thirty-eight percent of municipal solid waste, making it
the largest single component of the waste stream. 2 From 1960 to 1990 the amount of municipal
solid waste generated in the United States more than doubled.3 The use of recycled paper and

L the double-sided copying of documents reduce the need for the disposal of solid waste through
landfilling and incineration and the environmental degradation associated with these disposal
methods. A study of municipal solid waste landfills found that nearly ninety percent had
groundwater contamination.4 Municipal solid waste landfills compose more than twenty percent

rn of the sites listed or proposed for listing on the National Priorities List of most-contaminated
L Superfund sites.5 Incinerators emit an array of toxic substances into the air, thereby

L

2Franklin Assoc., Characterization of Municipal Solid Waste in the United States: 1992 Update ES- (1992).

3Id. at ES-3. Chief Justice Rehnquist has observed: 'Generating solid waste has never been a problem.
Finding an environmentally safe disposal sites has." Oregon Waste Systems, Inc. v. Department of Envtl. Quality,
114 S. Ct. 1345, 1356 (1994) (Rehnquist, C.J., dissenting).

LL 453 Fed. Reg. 33,314, 33,319 (Aug. 30, 1988).

41d.
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El contributing to air pollution.6 In addition, incineration reduces the amount of waste by only
two-thirds, leaving behind an ash containing a multitude of toxic constituents.7

B. The Use of Recycled Paper and the Double-Sided Copying of Documents Will
Conserve Natural Resources.

The production of paper from virgin timber consumes vast quantities of natural resources.
Twenty-seven percent of the domestic timber harvest is used for producing paper.8 The
production of one ton of pulp from virgin timber requires sixty percent more energy than theEL production of one ton of pulp from recovered paper.' The use of recycled paper and the double-
sided copying of documents will reduce the amount of natural resources consumed by the legal
profession's use of paper. It is estimated that, on average, each of the 800,000 attorneys in the
United States uses one ton of paper each year.' This paper is used for filing annually more
than 265,000 cases with federal district courts and nearly 72,000 cases with federal appellate
courts. 1

C. The Use of Non-Chlorine Bleached Recycled Paper Will Reduce the Discharge
of Chlorinated Organic Compounds That Cause Cancer and Reproductive
Abnormalities.

7 Requiring the use of non-chlorine bleached recycled paper will address the problems
UJ ~ associated with the discharge of chlorinated organic compounds from paper mills. In 1990, pulp

and paper mills in the United States used 1.4 millions tons of chlorine to bleach paper, resulting
in the discharge of a thousand chlorinated organic compounds, including dioxins.12 Dioxins
are carcinogenic and can lead to reproductive abnormalities, including feminization in certain
animals, which happens because these substances can imitate naturally occurring hormones.' 3

F 656 Fed. Reg. 5488, 5490 (Feb. 11, 1991).

'See, e.g., Environmental Defense Fund v. Chicago, 948 F.2d 345, 346 (7th Cir. 1991) (thirty-two of thirty-fiveEL samples of ash taken from an incinerator over a seven-year period exhibited the toxicity characteristic of a hazardous
waste), vacated, 113 S. Ct. 486 (1992), aff'd, 985 F.2d 303 (7th Cir. 1993), aff'd, 114 S. Ct. 1588 (1994).

'Claudia F. Thompson, Recycled Papers: The Essential Guide 10 (1992).

91d. at 65-66.

"'See Clay Hathorn, How to Recycle, Cut Waste, A.B.A.J. 33 (Apr. 1991).

"1992 Admin. Office of the U.S. Courts, Federal Court Man. Stat. 28, 168 (1993).

' 2Cong. Rec. E2006 (daily ed. Aug. 5, 1993) (statement of Rep. Bill Richardson).

L'3See Janet Roloff, The Gender Benders: Are Environmental Hormones Emasculating Wildlife?, Science 24-25,
27 (Jan. 8, 1994); Bette Hileman, Dioxin Toxicity Research: Studies Show Cancer, Reproductive Risks, Chem. &
Engineering News 5 (Sept 6, 1993); Richard M. Sharp & Niels E. Skakkebek, Are Oestrogens Involved in Falling
Sperm Counts and Disorders of the Male Reproductive Tract?, 341 The Lancet 1392, 1392-95 (1993). Testimony
of Dr. Theo Colborn, Sr. Fellow with the W. Alton Jones Found., Before the Senate Oversight Comm. on Gov't.
Affairs 3 (Apr. 7, 1992); Proceedings of the Roundtable on Contaminant-Caused Reproductive Problems in

El Salmonids (Int'l Joint Comm'n ed., 1990).
L ^ _ as _~~~~~-r
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L II. ADOPTION OF THE PROPOSALS WILL PROMOTE LONG-STANDING
FEDERAL POLICIES.

A. The Recycling and Reduction of Solid Waste Are Goals of the Federal
Government.

L Requiring double-sided copying and use of recycled paper for federal court papers
promotes long-standing federal policies to reduce and recycle solid waste. In enacting the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 ("RCRA"),' 4 Congress called for the

L development of alternatives to landfills and provided for the procurement of recycled paper by
the federal government to the maximum extent practicable.' 5 The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency ("EPA") has established a hierarchy of solid waste management that gives

L priority to reducing and recycling solid waste over landfilling and incineration.16 The proposals
also promote the objectives of Executive Order 12,873 issued by President Clinton in 1993
("1993 Executive Order"), which requires federal agencies to purchase only recycled paper and

Lo requires parties operating under federal government contracts and grants to print their documents
on recycled paper." The 1993 Executive Order also requires federal agencies and these private

Cl parties to double-side copy their documents.' 8
L

B. Eliminating the Discharge of Chlorinated Compounds Is a Goal of the Federal
I Government.

Requiring documents to be printed on non-chlorine bleached recycled paper is a tangible
means of achieving the objectives of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act ("Clean Water
Act")'9 and the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement of 1978 ("Great Lakes Agreement")'
between the United States and Canada. The Clean Water Act established a national goal ofL. eliminating by 1985 the discharge of water pollutants, such as dioxins and other chlorinated
organic compounds. 21 By stimulating a demand for paper that is not bleached with chlorine,
the proposals provide a tangible step toward achieving this goal of the Clean Water Act that
Congress intended to be fulfilled a decade ago.

K

'4Pub. L. No. 94-580, 42 U.S.C. § 6901 et seq. (1988).

'5RCRA § 6002(i)(1); 42 U.S.C. § 6962(i)(1).

'6EPA, Decision-Makers Gide to Solid Waste Management iii, 3-4 (1989).

L ''58 Fed. Reg. 54,911 (Oct. 22, 1993).

E 1'58 Fed. Reg. 54,915.

'9Pub. L. No. 92-500, 33 U.S.C. § 1251 et seq. (1988).

20Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement of 1978, Nov. 22, 1978, U.S.-Can., 30 U.S.T. 1383 [hereinafter Great
Lakes Agreement].

L 2"Clean Water Act § 101(a); 33 U.S.C. § 1251(a) (1988).
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L The Great Lakes Agreement provides that the discharge of "persistent toxic
substances," 2 which include chlorinated compounds, shall be 'virtually eliminated"23 and that
the policy to achieve this objective is 'zero discharge."24 Implementing the Great Lakes

L Agreement is a major focus of the International Joint Commission ('IJC"), a United States-
Canadian organization. With respect to the use of chlorine, the IJC unambiguously has called
for the United States and Canada to "develop timetables to sunset the use of chlorine and
chlorine-containing compounds as industrial feedstocks."25 Requiring the use of non-chlorine
bleached recycled paper will help create a market for paper whose production process is
consistent with the Great Lakes Agreement and the efforts of the IJC.

m. TIHE PROPOSALS WILL NOT IMPOSE AN UNDUE BURDEN ON THE
PRACTICING BAR OR THE JUDICIARY.

Some members of the legal profession may oppose these proposals simply because they
are another 'unfunded mandate" by the federal government. As a solo practitioner, I am
sensitive to the demands that businesses face. However, the proposals put forth in this letter are
not unduly burdensome, particularly when considered in light of the strong public policy
objectives which they advance and the ethical tradition of the legal profession. The discussion

L below examines practical issues associated with the proposals to demonstrate that they are not
unduly burdensome.

A. The Proposals Build Upon the Experiences at the State Level to Devise Rules
That Are Effective and Practical.

L Rules or statutes requiring the use of recycled paper for court filings have been adopted
in California| Colorado, Florida, Montana, New York, and Tennessee.26 An administrativeL agency in Illinois, the Illinois Pollution Control Board ("PCB"), has adopted similar requirements
for filings with it.' Appendix 4 contains letters discussing the implementation of these

Fo requirements in Florida, Montana, New York, and the Illinois PCB. The proposals put forth
in this letter build upon the experiences at the state level to devise rules that are effective and
practical.

The state provisions are of two general types: those that require parties to certify that
the document is printed on recycled paper (New York, Illinois PCB) and those that do not
require such certification (California, Colorado, Florida, Montana, Tennessee). These proposals
elect to follow the approach of New York and the Illinois PCB and require that each document

X"Persistent toxic substance" means 'any toxic substance with a half-life in water of greater than eight weeks."
Great Lakes Agreement, annex 12, § 1(a).

231d. art. I.

24Md. annex 12, § 2(a)(ii).

2LInt'l Joint Comm'n, Sixth Biennial Report on Great Lakes Water Quality 28-30 (1992).

26Cal. R. Ct[ 40, 44, 201, 501; Colo. Rev. Stat. § 13-1-133 (1993); Colo R. Civ. P. 121, § 1-20; Fla. R. Jud.L: Admin. 2.055(a); Mont. Unif. Dist. Ct. R. l(b)(5); Mont. R. App. P. 27(a); N.Y. R. Ct., 1st Dep't § 600.10(e);
Tenn. Code Ann. § 20-6-103 (1994).

K ~ul27 Admin. Code tit. 35, § 101.103(d) (1994).

~~~~wna ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I fo-_ fl ,.-A S <
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submitted to a court or served on another party bear the following statement on the cover of
appellate briefs and appendices, or on the signature page or certificate of service for all other
documents: "This document is printed on recycled paper." Effective January 1, 2003, this

L certification statement would read: "This document is printed on non-chlorine bleached recycled
paper." Requiring documents to bear such a certification statement will enhance the ability of
courts to determine compliance with the requirements. Appendix 4 contains a letter from the
Clerk for the Supreme Court of Montana stating that its rule, which requires the use of recycled
paper, but does not provide for a certification statement, would be improved by the addition of
such certification.

As is explained in Part IV of this letter, the proposals provide an express definition for
the term "recycled paper." The purpose of this is to assist the practicing bar in selecting
conforming paper. Appendix 4 contains a letter from the Clerk for the Supreme Court of Florida
emphasizing the importance of a clear definition for the term "recycled paper."

B. Requiring the Use of Recycled Paper Will Not Impose an Undue Burden.

L 1. Recycled Paper Is Readily Available.

Recycled paper is readily available throughout the country. Appendix 2 lists paper mills
r producing recycled paper and their phone numbers.

2. The Oualitv of Recycled Paper Is Comparable to that of Non-Recycled
L Paper.

Repeated examinations of the quality of recycled paper have found that it is comparable
to non-recycled paper. In adopting its rule requiring the use of recycled paper, the Supreme
Court of Florida observed that the Florida Rules of Judicial Administration Committee found no
discernible difference in quality between recycled and non-recycled paper.28 Several Great

Lo Lakes states extensively tested recycled paper and found it to perform satisfactorily prior to a
1993 joint purchase of thirty million pounds of recycled paper.29 Other studies have come to
similar conclusions.3

3. The Cost of Recycled Paper Is Comparable to That of Non-Recycled
Paper.

There is no significant difference between the price of recycled and non-recycled paper.
The Supreme Court of Florida found the price of recycled and non-recycled paper to be similar

28ln re Amendments to Florida Rules of Judicial Admin., 609 So. 2d 465, 465 (Fla. 1992).

2 9 See Danelle Kratzer, Wisconsin Dept. of Admin., Recycled Paper Peifornance Testing in State Agency Office
Equipment (Sept. 1993) (performance study used by the Great Lakes states for purchasing recycled paper).

o X'See, e.g., Dataquest, Inc., Document Management of North America B-46, Table 70 (Oct. 12, 1992) (survey
of electronic printer users found that more than 91 % of the respondents who used recycled paper were satisfied with
its performance); Letter from Ms. Suzanne P. Clark, Paper Specialist for Eastman Kodak Co., to Mr. Steve Grealy,
Revery Sciences (July 12, 1990) (Eastman Kodak Co. found recycled paper to perform satisfactorily in its copiers).
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and that their prices seldom varied more than ten percent. 3 ' A 1994 national survey of paper
distributors came to a similar determination, finding that when recycled paper was more
expensive than non-recycled paper, the price differential was typically less than one-tenth of a

L. penny per sheet of paper.32 The increased expense from using recycled paper will be offset
by the savings realized from decreased paper consumption through double-sided copying.

; C. Reuhiring the Double-Sided Copying of Documents Will Not Impose an
Undue Burden.

A significant portion of the legal profession already has in-house capabilities to double-
side copy documents; thus, requiring the double-sided copying of documents will not unduly
burden practitioners. This requirement also will not unduly burden the judiciary. In response
to the September, 1994 proposal by the Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules to permit the
double-sided copying of documents filed with appellate courts, commentators opposing the
proposal expressed concern that highlighting double-sided-copied documents would lead to "bleed
through" to the other side of the sheet, thereby destroying legibility.33 This is a specious
argument. The very summary of comments published by the Advisory Committee on Appellate
Rules is double-sided copied and highlighting this document does not create legibility problems.

Commentators opposing the proposal also asserted that double-sided copying would
prevent judges and clerks from using the backside of documents for notetaking.34 This is a

L tenuous basis for opposing double-sided copying. The U.S. Supreme Court requires most
documents submitted to it to be double-sided copied35 and the justices and clerks of the SupremeK Court have managed to analyze arguments presented to the Court without the benefit of the
backside of documents for notetaking. Lower courts also should be able to function with
documents submitted to them that are double-sided copied.

D. Requiring the Use of Non-Chlorine Bleached Paper Will Not Impose an
K Undue Burden.

At the present, non-chlorine bleached recycled paper is not widely available. This is not
the result of any technical prohibitions. Indeed, the Appendices accompanying this letter areK printed on non-chlorine bleached recycled paper. The lack of availability is a reflection of a lack
of demand. Adoption of these proposals will help stimulate the demand needed to induce paper
mills to produce non-chlorine bleached recycled paper. By establishing an effective date of
January 1, 2003, the paper industry and legal profession will have ample time to adapt to the
new requirement.

3 11n re Amendments to Florida Rules of Judicial Admin., 609 So. 2d at 469.

32Ca. Integrated Waste Mgmt. Board, Report to the Legislature: Survey of U.S. Paper Distributors Regarding
Recycled Printing and Writing Papers 18-20 (Nov. 1994).

'3Advisory Comm. on App. P., Proposed R. 32 of the Fed. R. of App. P. 158 (1995) (summarizing comments
on the proposed amendments).

341d.

K 35See Sup. Ct. R. 33.1(b) (eff. Oct. 2, 1995).
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IV. DEFINING THE TERMS "RECYCLED PAPER" AND "NON-CHLORINE.
BLEACHED RECYCLED PAPER."

A. "Recycled Paper."

In 1988, EPA developed a definition of recycled paper for federal agencies to use in
procuring recycled paper." In March, 1995, EPA issued draft guidelines ('1995 Draft
Guidelines") revising this definition to better reflect current market standards.3" EPA expects
to finalize these guidelines by December, 1995.38 When finalized, the definition of recycled
paper contained in the guidelines will establish the de facto national definition for recycled
paper.39 The definition of "recycled paper" in these proposals is consistent with the definition
for this term contained in the 1995 Draft Guidelines. If the final guidelines alter the definition
of "recycled paper," it is recommended that the definition in the final guidelines be used for
federal court papers. The definition of recycled paper is further discussed in Appendix 3.

B. "Non-Chlorine Bleached Recycled Paper."

The recovered fiber used for making recycled paper will virtually always include some
fiber that has been bleached with chlorine in the original manufacturing process before it was
diverted from the waste stream. Consequently, even if pulp made from recovered fiber is not
bleached with chlorine, the fact remains that chlorine bleaching was likely used in the original
papermaking process. In light of this, this proposal defines "non-chlorine bleached recycled
paper" as "recycled paper that is unbleached or has been bleached without using a chlorine-
containing compound. Recovered fiber used to produce recycled paper may contain paper that
has been bleached with a chlorine-containing compound prior to the recovery or diversion of that
paper from the waste stream."

V. ADOPTION OF THE PROPOSALS WILL PROMOTE THE ETHICAL
TRADITIONS OF THE LEGAL PROFESSION.

There may be some who assert that it is not within the purview of the legal profession
to modify its rules of practice to address broader societal issues, such as environmental concerns.
Such an assertion ignores the ethical traditions of the profession and its rich heritage of public
interest.

The legal profession does not exist apart from society. The Preamble to the American
Bar Association ("ABA") Model Rules of Professional Responsibility states that "a lawyer must
... be able and ready to shape the body of law to the ever-changing relationships of society."'
Ethical Consideration 8-2 of the ABA Model Code of Professional Responsibility echoes this
theme: "Rules of law are deficient if they are not just, understandable, and responsive to the

4O C.F.R. pt. 250 (1993).

160 Fed. Reg. 14,182 (March 15, 1995).

760 Fed. Reg. 23,928, 23,986 (May 8, 1995).

"60 Fed. Reg. 14,183.

LAmerican Bar Foundation, Annotated Code of Professional Responsibifity 1 (Olavi Maru ed., 1979).
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needs of society. "' The existing rules of practice are "not responsive to the needs of society"in that they do not respond to the need to protect the environment.

VI. CONCLUSION.

The proposed amendments outlined in this letter are practical means for the legal
profession to reduce the adverse impact on the environment resulting from its paper usage. Thisletter has demonstrated that the proposals promote long-standing federal policies, are not undulyburdensome, and advance the ethical traditions of the legal profession.

I would be happy to provide you with any additional information that you may need
C regarding these proposals.
Li

Sincerely,

Christopher D. Knopf

Enclosures
L

cc: Honorable Patrick E. Higginbotham, Chair,F Advisory Committee on Civil Rules (w/ encl.)
Professor Edward H. Cooper, Reporter

Advisory Committee on Civil Rules (w/ encl.)
Honorable James K. Logan, Chair,

Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules (w/ encl.)
Professor Carol A. Mooney, Reporter,

Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules (w/ encl.)

dArecycleimccabe.let
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October 5, 1995

MEMORANDUM TO ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CIVIL RULES

SUBJECT: Protective Orders

Em For your information, I am attaching several media articles reporting on Business Week's
publication of materials that were subject to a protective order in a fraud action brought by

[L Procter & Gamble against Bankers Trust New York before Judge John Feikens. The reporter for
Business Week asserted that she obtained the documents from a confidential source without
knowing that the materials were subject to a protective order. Instead of publishing the materials
immediately, Business Week requested Judge Feikens for permission to publish. The judge
refused and ordered Business Week not to publish the materials. He deferred final decision until a
later hearing. Business Week immediately requested Justice John Paul Stevens to lift the ban as a
prior restraint. Justice Stevens refused in a three-page opinion, apparently on procedural grounds.
Judge Feikens later held a hearing. He unsealed the records, but upheld the prior restraining

an - order. As it later developed a partner in the law firm representing Bankers Trust New YorkL "nwittingly" disclosed the materials to Business Week.

The Business Week proceedings are noteworthy in that they extend the scope of theEL protective order to individuals and organizations who were not parties in the original action.
These developments continue to receive wide media attention.

I have also attached several media articles reporting on the proposed amendments to Civil
Rule 26(c), which were submitted to the Judicial Conference in March 1995 .

John K. Rabiej

Attachments

E

F.I
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[ MARKETING & MEDIA

Business Week Is Cleared to Publish Article
By PATRICK M. REILLY restraining order, accusing the magazine Vittor, general counsel of the magazine's

And WADE LAMBERT of "duplicity" and declaring that it knew it publisher, McGraw-Hifl Cos.
Staff Reporters of THE WALL STREET JOURNAL was working with sealed documents and Because Judge Feikens is a federal trial

A federal judge in Detroit unsealed a knowingly violated his court's protective judge, his ruling isn't binding on other
court document at the heart of a First order. federal courts. But if the ruling isn't
Amendment fight over a Business Week Stephen B. Shepard, Business Week's overturned it could be cited in other
article, clearing the magazine to publish editor in chief, said the magazine will att ent the reporting of confi-
the piece after three weeks of courtroom quickly to publish the disputed article and empts to prey
battles. has expanded it to be the cover of its issue dential court information.

But Judge John Feikens also added to that appears Friday. Eager to show the One thorny legal problem: It isn't clear
concerns that the fight would have a world what it had fought to make public, whether the Sixth U.S. Circuit Court of
chilling impact on the press, with a ruling Business Week last night began sending by Appeals will agree to hear the ruling, now
that lambasted Business Week for its use fax excerpts of the long-delayed story that the court is no longer stopping Busi-
of sealed documents and supported his in a press release to news organizations. ness Week from publishing its article.
original order to quash the article. The release includes this week's cover, "The mere possibility of it happening

At issue in the case was a sealed with the headline, "The Bankers Trust again is not grounds for an appeal," said
LYC filing by Procter & Gamble Co. sup- Tapes." The release was also dissemin- University of Virginia law Prof. Robert

porting its motion to add racketeering ated last night electronically via the Inter- O'Nel dit of th Th
charges to a year-old lawsuit claiming that net's World Wide Web and "other elec- Cenl, forector n of reemas Jefferson
Bankers Trust New York Corp. sold it tronics means of distribution," according Center for Protection of Free Expression.L speculative derivatives securities without to a spokesman. Judge Feikens's ruling offered a strongL explaining their risks. Business Week had The magazine also said it quickly ap- statement that courts can stop the presses
prepared an article based on the filing, pealed Judge Feikens's ruling to uphold his when a publication is using sealed docu-

F but Bankers Trust and P&G successfully earlier restraining order, which it worried ments. "The efficient administration of
L fought to quash it. would become a precedent that could hurt discovery necessitates that I be able to

By unsealing the P&G filing, Judge other journalists, prevent Business Week from publishing
Feikens managed to let Business Week "This places an immediate chill and what never would have existed indepen-
publish while still upholding the legal logic inhibition on legitimate news-gathering dently of the discovery process," he
of his earlier decision to quash. In a activities of journalists seeking access to wrote
16-page ruling, he formally upheld that confidential information," said Kenneth He continued, 'I cannot permit Busi-

ness Week to snub its nose at court orders.
Business Week was aware of the protectiveV order in this case but nevertheless contin-
ued to pursue the sealed information."

That argument stirred surprise and
strong criticism from First Amendement
specialists. "The injunction the judge has
entered seems to be at war with the First
Amendment," said Floyd Abrams, a prom-
inent constitutional lawyer.

Mr. Abrams noted that for years the
Supreme Court and lower courts have held
p r prior restraint of the press to be unconsti-

t tutional in cases based on far weightier
LI -claims, such as national security. "In this

case, there is no such claim... . The idea

that a protective order entered between
L.; two parties to a civil litigation binds not

only those parties but the rest of the world
is absolutely novel and wholly unconstitu-
tional," he said.

L At McGraw-Hill, Mr. Vittor argued:
"Even if the documents were known to be
stolen, Business Week can't be restrained
from publishing.... You punish the thief,

L. not prohibit the publication."
Judge Feikens cited a 1984 Supreme

Court decision in which the Seattle Times
was barred from using confidential infor-

J gL mation that was obtained through the
pretrial information-gathering process.
But Mr. O'Neil, the Virginia law professor,
pointed out a crucial distinction: In that
case, the newspaper was a party to the
litigation and had agreed to keep the
material secret. "This enlarges the poten-
tial scope of [the Seattle Times casel, and
that is troublesome." he said.
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Now Mr. Holley's actions have plunged Such lapses go straight to the heart ofLeaky Credibility him into the center of an embarrassing the essential work of a corporate law firm
nightmare that has enveloped one of the that depends on the confidence of some of
nation's most prestigious white-shoe cor- America's biggest clients, including, in

Big Law Firm's Gaffe porate law firms. Yesterday, a Cincinnati Sullivan's case, Goldman, Sachs & Co.,
federal court judge let stand an earlier Exxon Corp., Eastman Kodak Co. and CS
order that had prevented Business Week First Boston Inc.. a unit of CS Holding.

r Over Sealed Rtecorls from publishing a story based on the Already, some clients are privately ex-L . T documents, which are at the heart of pressing concern. "The whole thing isRaises Troubling Issues Procter & Gamble Co.'s $196 million law- pretty surprising," says a top Microsoft
suit against Bankers Trust over Procter's official. "He's a very, very smart guy."
losses in derivatives transactions. But he Exxon officials decline to comment,

Sullivan & Cromwell Blew also unsealed the documents, effectively and Goldman officials couldn't be reached.
allowing publication by Business Week- First Boston spokesman Maynard Toll

, Bankers Trust Secrecy ' and other news organizations - to go for- says the firm has sharply cut back its use
ward. Please Dhin to Paqe A6. Columnn I

In Highly Sensitive Case
For Sullivan & Cromwell, the outcome

Mr. Holley and His Press Pals ~offers little solace. Already, the case has othfimsnehe185ad "is not in a
C Mr. Holley and His Press Pals not only laid bare missteps by Mr. Holley position to comment on this particular

L _ but also focused a spotlight on lax practices- case, but based on our own dealings with
By MILo GEYELIN on the part of 119-year-old Sullivan & Sullivan & Cromwell we have the highest

Staff Reporter of TnE WALL STRET JOURNAL Cromwell that could alarm its other cli- confidence in the firm and in its profes-
Business Week legal editor Linda Hi- ents. Among other transgressions, accord- sional standards." At Kodak, senior vice

,,, melstein was scanning a new court filing - ing to-the testimony, the firm didn't file the president and g ene ral counsel Gae-Van-
about a major lawsuit against Bankers sealed papers in a Graafeiland says a partner "called to
Trust New York Corp. when she noticed secure place, con- explain the controversy to us, and my
something peculiar. On the cover page of _ trary to the law take-away from this was that the Bankers
an attached memorandum were these p firm's policy. Also Trust incident was an aberration."
three words: "Filed Under Seal." contrary to its pol- Sullivan & Cromwell issued a public

It made no sense. Sealed documents icy, the documents apology, expressing in a written statement
r were supposed to be strictly off-limits, , , e weren't stamped its"profound regret to Bankers Trust" and

tsunder possible penalty of contempt and confidential" on announcing an immediate review of its
u stiff sanctions. Yet Ms. Himelstein had a every page. An as- internal procedures "to isure that this
obtained her ctopynsim. t ply M y pisingup ha sociate working on type of exceptional breakdown never oc-obtained her coy simply by picing up the . ~the matter freely curs again." The firm declined to comment
phone and calling a friendly source at
Bankers Trust's law firm, Sullivan & - handed them over for this article, and Mr. Holley couldn't be
Cromwell. to Mr. Holley, who reached.

Now, she later testified, she called her wasn't working on For those who know him, Mr. Holley's
source and told him, "I have learned this Stvem Holley the case himself involvement in the whole mess came as a

-___________________ and shouldn't have shock. Thorough and methodical, the New
Derivative Decisions had access to the papers without notifying York University law-school graduate hasA, .vagve Decigsions I the partner in charge. And the associate worked at the firm since he was a summer

A federal judge allowed Procter & Gam.n in violation of the court order, didn't tell - associate. He was named a partner in 1991
ble Co. to add civil-racketeering charges i Mr. Holley the documents were sealed. and appointed to the New York City Bar
Baikers Trust New York Corp. over The case has also raised questions Association's committee on Professional
derivatives sales, making a settlement about the confidentiality of other Sullivan and Judicial Ethics a year later. Although
more likely in the long-running legal' & Cromwell client matters. Mr. Holley Sullivan & Cromwell has traditionally es-
battle. testified that while he had spoken with Ms. chewed anointing superstars from among

A federal judge unsealed a court doc- Himelstein on occasion, he didn't have a its ranks, he had come to be seen by many
unment at the heart of the three-week confidential-source relationship with her, as an exception.
battle over publication of a Business contradicting her testimony. That put her
Week article. But the judge criticized credibility at stake, prompting Business[r earlier bids to use the document. Article Week to pd ntes hronversins
on page B7. In other coverage: Week to produce notes of her conversations
* Procter & Gamble can add further with M r. Holley when he was representing
charges against Bankers Trust, A3.Microsoft Corp. during its antitst fight
* Litigating in the public courts is in- with the Justice Department. Reading
creasingly a private affair, BL from Ms. Himelstein's notes, a Business

X Week lawyer quoted him in an off-the-rec-Lar document is sealed." On the other end of ord conversation making a crack about an

the phone line, she testified, came the outfit worn by the Justice Department's
reply: "Oh, s-." top antitrust prosecutor, Ann Bingaman.

The source-later identified, to the sur- The notes also show him making biting
prise of clients and some fellow lawyers, as personal snipes about Ms. gingaMan and
rising litigator Steven Holley - contends saying that "everyone on her professional
mthat that conversation never happened. staff thinks she's out of her mind."
But the 38-year-old partner admits he gave
Ms. Himelstein the documents, testifying
that he believed they were public.

VT



7 calculated Leaks
A litigator and an antitrust specialist, make arrangements for Business Week to that at least some of the documents had

Mr. Holley helped guide Microsoft to its pick it up. been seated," Ms. Hinelstein testified.

__ successful consent decree with the Justice Uptown. at Business Week's offices in To the legal editor. this didn't make

Department last year and helped success- Rockefeller Center, Ms. Himelstein sense. Court complaints, including re-

Lo fully appeal a federal judge's order reject- skimmed the two-inch-thick document that quests to add a new claim to an existing

ing that settlement. He also represented had just landed on her desk and instantly lawsuit. are almost always a matter of

the grunge-rock band Pearl Jam when it realized it was newsworthy, she testified. public record. Exceptions are virtually

r7 charged that Ticketmaster Holdings Group She wrote a quick note by e-mail to Za- unheard-of. The Business Week reporters

L, was illegally wielding monopoly control chary Schiller, the bureau chief in Cleve- continued working on their story.

over the distribution of concert tickets. Mr. land, to let him know she had gotten the Closer Look

Holley's handling of the case - and his papers. And at 5:45 p.m. Tuesday she met BubyWdeayftronBnks

calculated leaks to the media - helped ButhbylWednesday afternoonsBankeee
spark a federal investigation, which later wdithr inell f oey Hl andh buskines week Trust had gotten back to Business Week.

was dropped, as well eitoainshare ofmonyransbakingwho The pleading was indeed confidential, the
was droppedto howae tikelt are poredss had been following Bankers Trust and who bank said, and now, for the first time, Ms.

sAlongs ito hwa tbiectae aedefa would take the lead in writing the article. Himelstein decided to look at it closely for

A rl ong the wa, Hetestifbe la defethat Together, they alerted senior editor Chris any indication that it was sealed by a

L iire-heidcivdedb learo an ountthe press.Heteastiyfied last weekthat els tclaspacens idn t~he mgpazinShrfe.

part of his strategy in the Pearl Jam case heded tadlie woul B tin ighe t Fg a tfe. protective order. What she found popped
was to encourage reporters to publicize as bethtdiFor the up on the fifth or sixth page, she testified:

allegations. One of the reporters he spoke following week's editions. Business Week The words. "Filed Under Seal."
allegations. One of the reporters he spoke closes shop at 9 p.m. on Wednesday - givc t m

to was Busenioness Week' Mahs." Himels.setele r.n.ly thoeabu 33

Just last mosinthWeek Mr. Hollews the ing the magazine in this case a little more Back at hivan t domell, she
Just last atterin pliv ee in trchiec than 24 'hours to fully report, write, edit ey had been at his weekly partners' lunch

subject of a flattering piece in Architec- and get clearance from the magazine's during the early afternoon, unaware of

tural Record magazine, which ran a picto- lawyers to publish the story. Neither Ms. what Was unfolding at Business Week. He

rial on his newlyrenovated loft, a -former oHimestein nor Ms. Holland was aware had made plans to leave the office early

in Squaret The iestce , ofe t ranghott tos o that they were basing their news on a and fly to Detroit for a long Weekend with
ion arin he diece d byurig chls de 'docmwent with potentially explosive legal his parents in Michigan. returning the
asoaring ecome knowniutid y cleater.) aicaos, tetsti fied las ho th. h following Sunday onhSept. 17. Shortly after

-sandblasted panes of glass, admiringly rndeedathonly Busineds Week h. 3 p.m. he left by cab to pick up. his bags at

a;noted bthalaysudrtoo when "Poned thelwf oul buel advsmethodical l Ided, trmher onlyBuines Wee hsthome

sheotled thathe"proved to beas. mesthodica hwriter who knew of the protective order home and rush to the anrport At this point

i , his architect-selection process as in was Mr. Schiller, according to the testi- Mr. Holley's and Ms. Himuestein's ac-

preparing a court case." One of his archi- mony, and he wasn't due to return to counts of what happened diverge sharply.

tects added approvingly that his interest in en d from a tri outiof erwbaat The Business Week editor maintains-

i Modernism was key, and that "the tipoff Clevelan d mo rin , s tep 13. with phone records to back hen.up - that

was he mentioned the Bauhaus." folwn onnSp.1.she called Mr. Holley at home about 3:30

Meeting Ms. Him elsteion A Job Interview P.M. to alert him that the documents she
But Mr. Schiller had known about the had received from him bad been under

1~ ~r deadline bad toldt mee ththehdhersusnssWenhddlieatlsioae

C Mr. Holle had first et Businessprotective order for nearly a week; why seal, and that he had responded with an

Week'soMs.dHbmelsteinain 193Ctaromwep- at hadn't he alerted his New York editors? expletive., Accordn to Ms. Himelstein.
-Tioen honthed byrulivn &es Cromwellnat Mr. Schiller would later testify that he had Mr. Holley asked fis htsenot write

Tavedring th Green l r mestau ant inaNe more pressing concerns: an interview with the story iand, fail rght.akdthat she
Ysorkao meur ing an annua merica Junal a company CEO that he needed to prepare keep his name ou ofi.She agreed to --

-Lsoi9 eeig oumi ora-for and a trip to San Francisco toconsider a Protect his confidentiaity.
ism School graduate with extensive experi-psiljotrnf.ADfeetVrsn
ence in writing about legal affairs, she psil o rnfr ifrn eso

r ~testified that she had relied on him as a When he found out about the protective Mr. Holley tells an utterly different

L . confidential source nearly, a dozen times. order Sept. 7. Mr. Schiller testified last version of events. Testifying last week, he

L (Throughout her testirmony, she referred to week, he thought the Bankers Trust story denied eve speaking to Ms. Himelstein
h ~im only, as her "source"; his identity was dead. And in any case, if Ms. Himel- after sendig her ihe court papers as a

didn't Mbecme known until later.) stein was still following up through her courtesy. But he had no explanation for

The cnfidential relationship was sel- source at Sullivan & Cromwell, he rea- Business Week's phone records showing

dom, ste bu las understood when soned, the law firm would surely advise that she called from her office to his home
she cledacodgtoMs. Himelstein's her of the protective order.at31pm.-ndsoeosmoethr
tesioyinfdrlcourt in Cincinnati on Business Week, it turned out, wouldn't frnat 3:31 p m. i nd poetosomoe hr

r Sept. ?l. Mr. Holey denies that he was learn of this crucial detall until midmorn- foery tomnts
L regulary a confiential source, bu thr ~ igo et 3 hnM.Shlebc t Mr. Holley testified: "I didn't have this

is n qustio tht he returned a phone call his office in Cleveland, told Ms. Hinmel- covrain

fromn s. Himeistein on Tuesday. Sept. 12. stein. The two were discussing the planned Bankers Trust, unaware that its own
;~~r b"L Bankers Trust coverage for that night's lwe a ekdtepprblee

deadline. "He told me that he had heard Business Week had deliberately violated

L

Lw



L -
the court's order, possibly by stealing the But by now, Business Week's lawyers his subscription to the New York Times, he

sealed documents from the file in Cincin- knew what Bankers Trust still did not- testified. The first he learned that he had

nati. When Ms. Himelstein reached that the source of the Bankers Trust story inadvertently violated the court's protec-

Bankers Trust attorney Michael Cooper, at was a lawyer at the bank's own law firm. tive order was when he was summoned

Sullivan & Cromwell, for comment late As the hearing date approached, Business before Sullivan & Cromwell Chairman Ri-

Wednesday afternoon, the lawyer told her Week and Ms. Himelstein kept that infor- cardo A. Mestres Jr. on the firm's 30th floor

it was "inappropriate for me to be asking mation to themselves, honoring her prom- on Sept. 21, he said.

the questions, inappropriate for him to be ise of confidentiality to Mr. Holley. Even as "You're not going to tell me that this

responding to questions and inappropriate she took the stand to testify in her defense document came from Sullivan & Crom-

for Business Week to be doing the story," Sept. 21, Ms. Himelstein was determined well?" the chairman asked.

Ms. Himelstein testified. not to disclose his identity. Mr. Holley's - and Sullivan & Crom-
. , ~~~~~~~well's - troubles were just beginning. Mr.

He followed up with a faxed a copy of Pressing Hard westres wa s "as distressed as I've ever

the protective order and a letter advising Lawyers for Bankers Trust, the Cincin- seen h im," Mr. Holley testified last week.

Business Week to contact its lawyers. But nati firm of Vorys, Sater, Seymour & The lawyers immediately began planning

by now, Business Week's lawyers were Pease, pressed hard, arguing that under how to tell Judge Feikens, not to mention

already involved, and in their view the Ohio law, newsmagazine reporters have no their client Bankers Trust. The first call

magazine was entitled to publish. The First Amendment shield against being was th o Bankers Trust'slawyers in Cincin-

protective order barred only the parties in compelled to cough up a source. Business wato Batersday awyersoon Cincin-

the lawsuit - Bankers Trust and Procter & Week countered that New York law - and Though Mr. Holley had by now come

Gamble - from disclosing the contents of its broader press shield-applied. forward, Sullivan & Cromwell nevertheless

sealed documents. That gave Bankers Trust an opening. told the Cincinnati lawyers only that it

Faxes in Action Was Ms. Himelstein's source from "the suspected it might be- the, source of -the -
.tateo New York," she was asked? Ms. r . Thefi duntil the folowing

But as Kenneth M. Vittor, general Himeestein answered that the source was. morning thoe firm waits ofill the followudg

counsel for Business Week publisher That was enough. By midafternoon, ws ninfgom confithait aftrnooian. u the

L McGraw-Hill Inc., was wrapping up a lawersfoiBakesrTusepu itaahe aftrnHoon. ws

request of Bankers Trst andwyersafter aankers Trsypti an calle~nttrs toi souft

utine prepublication review of the article Sullivan & Cromwell, which in turn nce everyone involved realized who

at 6 p.m., his office fax machine suddenly launched an immediate review of its mes- testui n was, M H lle called to

jumped alive. Unknown to him, the federal s lo o m Mr. ati a hearing last week. It was then

judge overseeing the Bankers Trust suit that he admitted he had indeed furnished

barrin aielmturned up, along with that of Business M ho he as thtre
had just signed a restraining order barrin Week. Three hours after Ms. Himelstein was documena , that they w ereued sea. he
Business Week from publishing its story- finished testifying, Mr. Holley gotan call was playe down this cntsw Ms.

and threatening to hold Mr. Vittor person- from Sullivan & Cromwell litigation part- be mlso paed testwI hai theyndidt the Mas

ally in contempt of court if the magazineppert

Withuted mgzn'.ealn he "Did she ever ask you for a copy of the confidential-source relationship. His com-
Withbthefmagazine's deadline three complaint in Procter & Gamble and ments prompted Business Week's rejoin-

hours away. Mr. Vittor was stunned by ther Bankers Tut?"she asked Mr he der, in which one of its lawyers read aloud

order. Senior District Judge John FenkensTacstcordingatodM. Holley testi from Ms. imelstein's notes of his off -the-

78 years old, had just signed itath record, unflattering comments about the

request of Bankers Trust and P&G fe week. "Yes, she did," Mr. Holley an- Justice antitrust pfIcis outfit.

telephone conference call to his chabe swee. r Mr. Holley's ~iueis unclear. At 10

by lawyers for both companies. The ruling "'You didn't give it to her, did you? p.m. onthi 22, the young partner.x ~~~~~~~~Klapper asked. wssmoe eoeSlia rm

was e traordinary; Business Week wasn't "Yes, I did," Mr. Holley responded. well's chairmnr M t Sullivan & Crom r

given a chance to respond, and no bearing wMeeeolhe3t lo,"M.Ka- ltg hation marner. John s W arden M eir.Wr

was held. Moreover, no permanent record prsapd W edt pa t h iiainprnrJh~Wre.M.Wr

was krt's of the conference call, and the permsna "Wtneet sor ak to thncel den was livid.
jud order was open-ended rather than "He told me," Mr. Holley testified last

havin a time limit placed on it. Pleading.Ignorance week, "that what I had done was incredi-

T~eorder set off a scramble by Busi- ' Up to this point, Mr. Holley had kept bly stupid, that I had imperiled Bankers

L ness Week's lawyers that culminated, af- quiet, too. He testified that he didn't know Trust, a very important client of Sullivan &

ter a series of unsuccessful appeals up to that the court's protective order had been Cromwell, that i had imperiled the part-

the US. Supreme Court, with a hearing breached or that Bankers Trust was blam- nership, that I had imperiled Mr. Pepper-

before the judge in Cincinnati to determine ing Business Week, though both events man, who was my friend and one of our

if Business Week had violate d the court's were extensively reported in the media. very best associates, that I had imperiled

p~rote~tive order. Bankers Trust was still Mr. Holley testified he doesn't own a myself, that this sort of careless and

asserting that the magazine had broken television set, so he didn't see any news unthinking behavior was not tolerable

the law, "Possibly by invasion of the accounts of the case. He doesn't regularly from partners of Sullivan & Cromwell'and

Lcourt's own sealed record." read The Wall Street Journal and canceled ..-it just could never happen again."



immediately, that basic principle
that every hour that goes by is an

L affront to the First Amendment,
seems to have been lost here," said
Robert D. Sack, a First Amendment
lawyer in the New York office ofH ig Court Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher.The documents, which had been

P, t As Y Y s r r * ^ ...put under an order protecting theirW ill N ot Lift confidentiality, were filed in a law-
suit between the Procter & GambleL jf * ^ n ... Company and Bankers Trust Com-Magazine Ban
Some observers see a

ilearirng T6o Resume lack of urgency
L FOn Prior Restraint among thejudges.

- By DEIRDRE CARMODY
In an unusual First Amendment pany. Judge Feikens issued the or-L ruling, Supreme Court Justice John - der without a hearing after learning

Paul Stevens Jr. refused yesterday that Business Week planned to pub-
for procedural reasons to overturn a lish information in the documents.
lower-court order prohibiting Busi-

or Tom Parisi, a spokesman for
ness Weekainrom pbishomaiong artom - Bankers Trust, praised Justice~ St~ z- -

cieae conrting inorumantion rolin vens's ruling. "Our position is that
sealed court documents. The ruling ~the integrity of a protective ordersent the case back to the Federal shouldberespected, hesaid. Todo

District Court in Cincinnati that is- otherwise is to make a mockery of
U sued the order. the judicial process."

Later yesterday, at a hearing in
that court, Judge John Felkens ex- Stephen B. Shepard, editor in chief
tended until Oct. 3 the order he had of Business Week, said he was disap-
issued on Sept. 13. ThIs means, in all pointed with Justice Stevens's rul-
probabllity, that the magazine will ing, but believed that when factual
be prohibited for- a third week in a record was established in the district
row fron publishing the article with - court, the magazine would be upheld.

L the disputed -materiaL Business At yesterday's hearing, Linda Hi-
Week is complying with the order so melstein, the Business Week report-
that it will not be found in contempt er who obtained the documents, tes-
of court. tified that the documents were ob-7 *Te Federal court - hearing is tained legally from a confidential
scheduled to resume on Tuesday. source, whom she declined to name.

Calling the ruling by Justice Ste- Justice Stevens, in his ruling, chid-
vent extremely rare, lawyers said ed Business Week's owner, the Mc-
they could remember only one time Graw-Hill Companies for not having
when a Supreme Court justice had akdtedsrc or o ern

delie to ve-turn ahn order. likease the district court fadi i ora hearin

declemanied ngo part of order. lik before appealing to theSupremerethe'one involved here, directed at a
abl judic ialn bhwas complyingwith prCourt. But Business Week said it

pulresctrinson thetwas complyting withatsidthttewie ors st

the order. In that 1976 case, Nebras- went to the United States Court of
ka cress Association v. Stuart, for- Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, in Ci-

HaPressasckmim va Sat, Jar- cinnati, last week to get the order
but not all of a restraining order. The vced as sou as sure WhenSupreme C rthe later wastruc dmng athe appeals court said it did not have

the remaining part of the order. ~jurisdiction, the magazine went to
the rmaini par u othe todgear.y Justice Stevens, who hears emergepn-
LWhat wu ntil toa y a n rly cy appeals for that circuit.r absolut~~ judicial ~~~ar against prior But Justice Stevens stated he was
restraint on news reporting seems "satisfied that the wiser course is toL les's fiarm today,", . said Floyd give the District Court an opportuni-
AbraMs. a First Amendment lawyer ty to find the relevant facts and to
and am~ xpert on this kind of order.alo thhtCuranteCut
'Win l today'sulsanin e ismprocdura of Appeals to consider the merits of

L in natureth s pubnlveimcaction, the First Amendment Issue before it
ent~rd witout ~en achance for is addressed in this Court."
the pressto behe rd, a~far less Lawyers said the ruling by Justice

fore." ~~~~~~~~Stevens sent a clear message to theL uthkbertaneebeoe"press: If you obtain confidential doc-
Lawyers said another unusual as- uments and you are sure they are

Peat to ~he case was the seeming 'authentic, do not call anyone for
lack of urgency by both Judge Fei- comment, just publish.L kenls and Justice Stevens.
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L Justice Lets Business Week Order Stand
By PATRICK M. REILLY The broader danger for publishers and tice Stevens said, in essence, that by

And PAuL M. BARn-rf broadcasters is that in the future, subjects failing to fight the gag order in trial

i, >- f Reporters of THE WALL STREET JOURNAL of investigative journalism will almost court, McGraw-Hill had caused the Sixth

-- NEW YORK - Supreme Court Justice certainly try to use the Stevens opinion, Circuit's jurisdictional determination to

jlbn Paul Stevens dealt Business Week a despite its ambiguous nature and focus on gum up the publisher's effort to get the

surprising setback, leaving in place, at procedural issues, to defend lower-court Supreme Court to intervene in the case.

lost temporarily, a federal judge's Sept. gag orders. In an interview yesterday, McGraw-

13 order barring the magazine from pub- Justice Stevens seemed to signal that Hill general counsel Kenneth Vittor said

lishing an investigative article about a big he didn't intend his opinion to be used in the company tried unsuccessfully to find

banking legal battle. that way. He said that the order against Judge Feikens on the night of his order,

7 t The justice's action was highly unex- Business Week appeared to have been with Business Week's deadline just hours

L pected, since the Supreme Court has con- improperly imposed without notice to the away. The next day McGraw-Hill took the

sistently refused to magazine and that it seemed to lack "the order to the Sixth Circuit, and after failing

allow lower-court LEGAL BEAT findings of fact required by" the federal there, filed a further appeal with Justice

judges to stop the rules of civil procedure. Stevens, the member of the Supreme Court

presses for any- He didn't question, or even address, the who supervises that appeals court. Dow

thing short of an im- firmly established legal principle that the Jones & Co., publisher of The Wall Street

mediate threat to First Amendment almost always forbids Journal, also filed a brief with the Supreme

national security. judges to suppress an article before it is Court in support of McGraw-Hill's posi-

In. the Business published, or a TV show before it is tion.

Week case, Banxers broadcast. In a highly unusual approach, In yesterday's trial-court hearing,

Trust New York Justice Stevens didn't cite any case law Bankers Trust attorneys grilled Business

Corp. had argued whatsoever in his opinion, possibly under- Week about how it obtained the court

that the magazine had obtained documents scoring his desire not to be seen as chip- documents at issue in the prior-restraint

that were sealed by court order. ping away at the numerous precedents order. The documents are 300 pages that

But because Justice Stevens's three- against prior restraints. Business Week legal affairs editor Linda

page order focused narrowly on procedural The justice is known as a strong backer Himelstein obtained from a confidential

L issues in Business Week's appeal, experts of First Amendment rights on a court source, containing evidence to support

on constitutional law said it wasn't likely to where some more conservative justices are Procter & Gamble Co.'s allegation that

set a sweeping precedent. far more tolerant of government restric- Bankers Trust violated racketeering stat-

"Today's ruling is procedural, but with tion of speech. utes related to derivatives trading for the

a substantive bite," said Floyd Abrams, a Justice Stevens rebuked McGraw-Hill Cincinnati household-products giant.

leading First Amendment lawyer. "A prior for failing to follow correct procedure in Bankers Trust has, consistently denied

restraint on publication of a news article, attacking the gag order in the lower courts. charges of wrongdoing in connection with

which had been viewed as all but impossi- He said McGraw-Hill should have tried to its dealings with P&G.

f ble, is now conceivable if still unlikely." persuade Judge Feikens, who originally Ms. Himelstein said in court yesterday

K The justice ordered McGraw-Hill Cos., issued; the order, to withdraw it himself. that when she received the documents she

publisher of Business Week, to take its Indeed Justice Stevens said that if was unaware they were under court seal

case back to the trial court in Cincinnati. McGraw-Hill "bad filed a prompt motion to and a restrictive protective order.

Yesterday the big New York publisher was dissolve" the original order, "I assume" Business Week had hoped to print Ms.

back in the courtroom of Judge John Judge Feikens "would have granted that Himelstein's article in last week's issue,

Feikens for what turned out to be an relief," presumably because he hadn't before the original restraining order. It

1inconclusive hearing. The judge scheduled given Business Week a chance to oppose it had also prepared to, print it in the issue

another hearing for Tuesday and said he in the first place and because it lacked a that went to press Wednesday night.

would reacl~ a decision before Oct. 3. sufficient factual basis. If Judge Feikens

"Every day that goes by is a violation of had refused to change his mind, Justice

our rights under the MtAmendment ... Stevens said, the Sixth U.S. Circuit Court

Wewill fight it until the end," Said Stephen of Appeals in Cincinnati "would have had

B. Shepard, Business Weeks editor-in- jurisdiction to address the meritn of the
chief. restraint."

Business Week's article probably will But instead of following this course,
see Dublicatlon In the end. First Ampnd- MVr.-w-lIM immndint, V nf n qwnrol
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Critics Say Courts Seal Too Much Data
By RicHARD B. SCHMIrr say the agreements are being used in some avalanche of documents to determine what

Staff Reporter of TniE WALL STREET JOURAL cases simply to avoid bad publicity. really should be kept confidential.
For many companies and their lawyers, "A system of taxpayer-supported pub- Moreover, unsealing documents could

litigating in the public courts is increas- lic justice ought to carry a heavy presump- frustrate the purpose of federal court rules
ingly a private affair. tion of openness," says Bruce Sanford, a that encourage companies to freely swap

Boris Feldman, a Palo Alto, Calif., First Amendment lawyer at Baker & Hos- documents as a way of resolving disputes
lawyer who represents high-tech compa- faster, according to some scholars. "Get-
nies, says that when he files a lawsuit, his ting lawsuits resolved by settlement of the
first order of business is to persuade the t A system of parties instead of litigating them to the

opposition that any documents his client tA a p er-suported bitter end is something that a lot of people
supplies should be kept strictly under .aP.yerspp value very highly," says Edward Cooper, a
wraps. Judges often "rubber stamp" such public justice ought to law professor and'expert on civil procedure

7 agreements, he says, though a million carry a heavy presumption at the University of Michigan law school.
LJ pages of documents may be involved even , Yet others say that the courts have

in a routine matter. of openness, says Bruce allowed corporate litigants to keep too
More business information is being Sanford, a First much secret. "We are often talking about a

kept from the public under court seal, and m a big corporate conglomerate that may well
the trend raises questions about the pub- Amendment lawyer. be publicly traded, with a lot of people with
lic's right to know - and the ability of a lot of interest in what is going on," says
litigants to turn to the courts without tetler in Washington. Increasingly, he Jane Kirtley, executive director of the
giving up their privacy. says, companies are deciding, "Let's keep Reporters Committee for Freedom of the

The ease with which corporations can the press and public out of this, and the Press in Washington. "I have no sympathy
limit public access to court documents was courts go along with it." Indeed, a commit- for corporate litigants who choose to fight
highlighted in the recent attempt of Busi- tee of federal judges recently proposed their battles in the public courts and then
ness Week magazine to publish informa- streamlining the ground rules for sealing want to keep it private."
tion from sealed documents in a suit court documents in a way that critics Ms. Kirtley adds that-even-court docu--
involving Bankers Trust New York Corp. charge would result in even more se- ments that aren't covered by protective
and Procter & Gamble Co. A federal judge crecy. orders and are supposed to be available to
had ruled that the magazine couldn't pub- Certainly, companies shouldn't have to the public have become less accessible.
lish the materials. But after legal maneu- give up their privacy rights just because Since 1980, parties in federal court cases

L vering by Business Week and the two they are dragged into court. Courts have are no longer required to file depositions
companies, the judge unsealed the docu- long allowed them to shield trade secrets and other pretrial evidence at the court-
ments yesterday, saying Bankers Trust and other proprietary information from house. "As a consequence, stuff is cer-
had failed to show that there was "a the public. tainly not available in the routine way it
substantial governmental interest" in Mr. Feldman, a partner at the law was before," she says.
keeping them secret. firm of Wilson, Sonsini, Goodrich& Rosati, The idea of sealing documents has been

Still, sealing court documents has be- cites a practical reason for courts to ap- around for decades, but it has become
come standard in many business disputes, prove sweeping protective orders: Judges more widespread and contentious in recent
and that troubles free-speech advocates and lawyers would have to spend an inordi- years. Under the Federal Rules of Civil
and even some corporate adversaries, who nate amount of time sorting through an Please Turn to Page B9, Column 6

L.

These lawyers say protective orders
have snuffed out early warning signals,
about dangerous products, posing a threat

Companies Get Courtst to public health and forcing injured plain-
tiffs to litigate their cases without the:To Seal Too Mviucn benefit of documents that have been sealed

To Seal Too M uch, in prior cases. Over the years, protective
Some""* Charge orders have sealed information - at least -

Some Critics LC arge temporarily - in liability cases involving -
such products as breast implants, Bic:
lighters, all-terrain vehicles and Agent

Continued From Page B - Orange.
Procedure, judges are supposed to seal. But confidentiality agreements can

U... ~~documents only for "good cause." But raise questions in other business cases.
lawyers say that, in practice, if the parties Max Blechier, a Los Angeles antitrust
agree, many judges scrutinize the reasons lawyer, recalls unearthing evidence that a
for sealing documents only if protective, major auto manufacturer was fixing the
orders are challenged in court. prices that its dealers charged. He says

Disputes over protective rders reflect' he wanted to hand the information to
a growing interest by the press in busi-
.ness-law cases. Also, plaintiffs' lawyers' authorities, but a judge found that the data*
are starting to object to demands that they were obtained under a confidentiality' or-
destroy or return documents as part of ' der in the case.
settling a case, especially in instances "it is a kind of sophistry," Mr. Blecher
involving claims of defective products that says. "it becomes like using the judicial -
may be widely distributed. process as a means of suppressing some

L. wrongdoing, which I don't think is the
purpose."
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rEffective Rulemaking
L Damaged by Politics

By Arihur R. Miller SPECIAL To T~lr NATIONAL LAW JOURNAL

HE UNITED STATES Judicial The Judicial Conference almost al-

'I iConference's recent rejection of The protest targeted a reference to ways approves proposed rule changes
a revision of Federal Rule of Civ- bcueo t ra epc o h ue

II II Procedure 26(c) proposed by the very common and appropriate prac- bcueo t ra epc o h ue
13~Its Advisory Committee on Civl tice by which parties Stipulate to a pro- making committees that study and draft

RulesIs diturbig, no becase Al tective order before discovery in order to the amendments. Until now, the Confer-

change would have meant any great im- facilitate the full and free exchange of encsie pnvaiably haessuresiste bwieng itre

provement over the status quo. but be- documents while protecting against un- ountyidespoliticald pressues ocaeaswe itne

cause of why it was rejected. necessary public disclosure of confiden-celydcotndthusofamrsi
Media and pecial intrest grouptial information. These stipulations are the courts and when It forwarded anoth-

lawersaan suc essfull monteres aglast essential, particularly In complex litiga- er highly controversial discovery rule to

minutes high-visibility protest aglaistth tion with multiple parties and mnassive Congress despite more than one thou-
minue, igh-isiiliy prtes aganstthevolumes of documents. The Proposal re- sand letters of protest from all segments

proposal. Several aspects of the protest, of the bench and bar. Yet, only three or

Including Its success. are striking if not ________ four special interest groups, such as the
bizarre. Sadly, they suggest that the out- ferred to stipulated protec- .Reporters Committee for Freedom of the

comne may have been shaped more by tiv6 orders solely to con- At the uringfg Press, Public Citizen, and Trial Lawyers

special Interest politics than by reason, form the rule's text to the for Public Justice, along with Senator

experience, or empirical data. Even more day-to-day reality of actual of media and Herb Kohl. D-Wis., registered their oppo-

pratic, a thamachde sition to the public access proposals.
Mr Mlle IsBrucBrmle Proessor of committee notes md spcCIII-interCst Nonetheless, the Judicial Conference ac-

L Law at Harvard Low School. very clear. er ru lawyers, a ceded to these voices.
But like deer mnesmer "rSince there was little if any need to

ized in the glare of onconi- carefully decided change the existing rule. I do not mourn

sadly, it raises doubts as to the continued erg houeadlihs, tuhepotest-rviio
viability of a rulemnaking process that has erspothtcuse so muchm on - R rvsinteabnomnto hepooa.yte
served us effectively for over a half centu- hypothsiedticalbarythey r-W wdha
ry and which has been subjected to enor- tective orders would cause __________ jection will do no great harmn to the oper-

mous external pressure-including from that they were blinded to ationis of the courts.

Congress itself-i4n recent years. the obvious benefits the amendment of- Without an amendment, protective or-

The proposed revision, designed to fered them. They claimed the draft rule der practice reverts to what it has been.

L clarify public access to the courts, was would undercut Rule 26(c)'s requirement Judges will continue to balance public

the product of more than three years of that "good cause' must exist before a access to discovery information against

careful deliberation and public debate. It cuteerapoecverd.Thythe privacy rights of the owners of the in-

codified the current practice that allows were plainly wrong about that, so their formation, the needs of the civil litigation

parties to stipulate to a protective order, protest ironically caused the rejection of system and concerns over the potential

L made no changes to the "good cause" a revision that would have worked lin for satellite litigation. Parties unques-

showing that must be made for issuing a their favor. tionably can continue to stipulate to pro-

~. prtectie ordr aben a tpuaio.Te intensity of the protest was strik- tective orders, as they Can to virtually

and established procedures and stan- ' ing. It was highlighted by a front-page ar- ayohrmteinligin.N -party

dards for non-parties seeking access to tidle in the New York lMaes followed in rights of access to information produced

litigation Information that is subject to a short order by equally prominent articles in litigation will continue to be deter-

protective order, across the country. It is highly unusual for mined on a case-by-case basis according

~ y own views of the subject are set a proposed amendment to a court rule to to the prevailing practice in each circuit.

(SEE RULE' PAE A21 reeivesuchprominent news coverage. Having gone to extraordinary lengths
Journalists rarely take note of these mat- to satisfy Incessant demands for change

['UE' RMPGEA iters. In fact, the New iYork Times did not from media and special interest lawyers,

out in a 1991 Harvard Law Review arti- even report the Supreme Court's decision absent an empirical dmntaino
cle.In hic I osered hatcourts were in Erie Railroad v. Tompkins in 11938. any need for it. and having been re-

a lreadyn dhisplaIn o serveitivity tpulcprobably this century's 'most important huffed, the advisor commuittee's best ef-

access, exercising broad discretion to case on judicial federalism. forts have, come to nuh.Teeoe
baacLh eninbten ulca-The only explanation for the extensive commend that the members recognize

cbalandeth persiona privacy, thusli mac-n treatment of the amendment to Rule the current systemrni working and sensi-

rule amendments unnecessary. When 26(c) is that access to mor daand morecinl bfer the ftreishnouned tochne It.he kney -en

the advisory committee was first asked to formation is-for the medi n pca

consider the matter. its initial study sug- interest group lawyers-the very source administration of Rule 26 (c) by a judicia-L tdta hr asn edfrmd- of life. Not surprisingly, these two groups ry sensitive to the competing interests.

fying the rule, consider the public access Issue front This episode should maeu, hn

- -But at the urging of media and special page news. hard about the Way ihat court rules are

iterest group lawyers, the Federal Judi- made. if they are changed without a
cia Center conducted an empirical study But that tells us nothing clear, ireasoned basis, pe'ople may lose

ofpoetvLre patc nslce about what court rules confidence in the fairness and imPartiali-

federal district courts, which found that should be regarding access ty of the rulemakingprcs-n uti

P_ over a three-year period. protective or- to litigation materials that mately may lose confidence in the civil

weerequested ioly5 percent to may well have been confi- justice system itsel-f. if our rich tradition

10dercetosli aes rdmnnl dential had it not been for of federal rulemaking is to continue, the

civil rights and contract Actions, and that the coercive powers of the quality of, its product adteitgiyo

more than half of those requests were civil discovery rules. Public its process must be prtected against

(buly or partially denied. In sum,. the na- access to the courts exists those who would compromise it. espe-

tion's courts were not biding behind a to enhance public trust in diaily, thtise whose special interests re-

shroud of secrecy- the fairness of the judicial -flect a rather parochiial view of What is

Nevertheless, the Advisory Commi~ittee system, to promote public sound judicilaprocedure. C
proposed a revisiou of Rule 26(c) that participation in the pro-

wsuniformly perceived as being favor- cesses of government, and
able to the proponents of greater access- to protect constitutional
The committee revised Its proposal guarantees. The only justification for de-
twice, each time to accommodate the stroying the confidentiality of informa-
concerns of the very same groups. Even tion produced in the discovery process is
that did not satisfy them, so they that It would further these goals, not that
launched their protest. it would serve the business interests ofL ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~the media or of the trial bar.



PODIUM

zA Sneak Attack on Open JusticeK~ By Arthur Bryant SPECIAL TO THE NATIONAL LAw JOVJXNALT HE u.s. Judicial w ere proposed was as
Conference made disturbing as their like-
headlin~es9 by Yipac.Tepooa
March 19byre- ,to allow judges to enterK change to the Federal Rulesjecting a proposed protective orders with-

c nge to the Federal Rules~~~~~~~~~~~ out a showing of good
that could have dramatical- caue ws sippd ,.a
ly increased secrecy in theP. the last minute and
courts. Little noticed. how- neerpb4c..-rultL vby ,the sC anfe prence 2s dviote . : Ed for review. This w asry Committee on Civil Rules ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ .. C~~" Z in violation of the Judi-urgi Cnfrngpbi crculsatvion - cial Conference's own

urging public circulation ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~procedures, which con-and eventual adoption of an .,.t.., ~ tain extensive require-
identical proposal.~i: -;v.. ments for publication.

In meetings scheduled V .,-t. distribution, commentL for July 6 and 7, the Confer- - ~ "S4 -and public hearings on
ence's Committee on Rules ' - all proposed changes to
of Practice and Procedure the Federal Rules. Ex-

(the 'Standing Committee') ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ceptions are to be madeK will decide whether to ac- v'-r only 'in the case of a
cept that recommendation. 'Ae .~--technical or conforming
Itshould not do so. amendment' or 'when

As the Judicial Confer- the administration of
ence did just months ago, justice requires.' Yet
the Standing Committee should protect In a recent article by Prof. Arthur R. that shows that protective orders were the proposed change was sent-directly toK the integrity of the civil justice systemn- Minler, the author insists that the propos- only requested in 5 percent to 10 percent the Judicial Conference without public

adtepublic health and safety-by re- al would have codified existing practice. of the civil cases in three federal district knowledge.
fsn toallow secrecy unless 'good [NU. May 1.1 That is not true-and it courts. The study is interesting but irrel-

cause' for it is shown, misses the point. Regrettably. some evant. It tells us nothing about how much No Notification
The primary reason that the rule judges do fail to require a showing of more secrecy there would be if judges As a result, even individuals who sub-

changes were opposed-and properly re. good cause and quickly sign off on stipu- could legally enter protective orders mitted comments on the original propos-L jected-is that, for the first time ever, glated protective orders presented to without a showing of good cause, It also al were not informed of the amendment.
they would have authorized judges to is- them by the parties. Most judges. howev- tells us nothing about the type and value Indeed, Trial Lawyers for Public Justice
sue secrecy orders 'on stipulation of the er, do not. They follow the law. The pro- of the information being kept secret. stumbled upon the revision just onef ~ parties. - This would have been a dra- posed change would 'solve' the problem Some advocates say that __________ week before the Judicial
matic shift. Under the current version of of judicial violations of Rule 26(c) by al- the proposed change Me C -mlt Conference was scheduled

Rue26(c). a court may only issue a pro- tering the rule to sanction and would ef- would have been harmless ileAefbt to vote on the Proposal, A
tective order when good cause is shown. fectively encourage the violations. The because plaintiffs could at-. -,,A +c number of Judicial Confer-

The requirement is not easy to meet: proper solution is to try to stop (or at ways refuse to stipulate to shouldI protec ence members we notified
To establish good cause, the party seek- least deter) them, protective orders. The fact the, civil jutc indicated that they learned
ing secrecy must make a particularized is. however, defendants of- -'of it from us.K factual demonstration that disclosure of Without Good Cause ten threaten a lengthy dis- system by not The Judicial Conference

heprotected materials would cause it that is what current law does, be- covery battle unless plain- rejected the proposal, as it
significant, specific harm. See, for exam- cause protective orders entered without tiffs agree to secrecy. Far allowing secrecy should have, as well as the
ple. Cipollone v. Liggett Group Inc.. 785 F. a showing of good cause violate the law, too frequently. plaintiffs , other proposed changes-to
2d 1108, 1121 (3d Cir. 1986). The pro- This fact makes a difference in the real agree to theseldemnands; to Unless goodJ Rule 26(c). Some of these
posed change would have eliminated the world, If these proposed changes had avoid costly and time-con- ~ue sson arguably would have im-~, need for any showing. Judges could have been in effect, critical documents about sumning litigation. The proved public access to
simply ordered secrecy whenever the the dangers of breast implants, heart good-cause standard acts court documents. For ex-
parties agreed to it--even in the corn- valves, the Ford Pinto, all-terrain vehi- as an important counter- ample, one change would

P ~plete absence ofrgood cause. cles and other hazardous products could balance to those tactics. The parties can have made it clear that nontparties have________________________________ still be under seal, agree to whatever they want, but the standing to seek modification of a protec-
Ur Bryant is the executive director of Proponents of the change attempt to judge-applying that standard-protects tive order. (They aiready do, but the rule
fl-ial Lawyers for Public Justice in downplay the importance of this issue by the public's interest, doesn't say so.)
'Washington. D.C. citing a Federal Judiciary Center study The process' by which these changes We applauded that provision, but.

_____________________________________ ______ ~~~~~even before we discovered the last-
minute change, we concluded that theK ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~weighed its benefits-primarily because.
contrary to current law, it authorized
judges to continue protective orders so
long as the parties had 'relied' upon
them. (The change to permit stipulated
protective orders made this proposal
even worse. It meant that secrecy orders

Icould be entered without any showing of
Igood cause and then continued because
they had been relied upon.) Now, howev-L ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~er. the Standing Committee is about to
consider re-proposing all of the
changes-including the weakening of the
good cause requirement and the creationIof a 'reliance' defense.

litigation conducted in secret erodes
-, ~~~~~~~~~public confidence in the courts, Adopting

rules that would make it easier for defen-
dants to hide their wrongdoing from the
public will only worsen this problem. The
Judicial Conference helped maintain the
integrity of the courts when it rejected
these proposed changes earlier this year.
We hope the Standing Committee will do
the same thing. Courts shouldn't order

secrecy when there's no good causeshown for it. 1MI
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Judges Alone Should Not Determine Procedures
ARTHUR R. MILLER'S concern that 'me- tice Reform Act, cowls would not have
dia and special Interest group lawyers' published sttsts on the performance
caused the Judicial Conference to reject of lndlvidualJudgesincivicases.K the proposed revision of Federal Rule of I believeIts healthy that the advisory
Civil Procedure 26(c) Is misplaced. [Podl- committee has asked the standing com-
urn, NLJ, May 1.1 What he should be con- mittee to approve re-publishing the pro-
cerned with Is the Insensitivty shown In posed amendments to Rule 26(c) as they
the 11th-hour change of course by the were submitted to the Judicial Confer-
Advisory Committee on ence so that a fuller understanding will
the Committee on Rules of Practice. be in place before final action is taken.

Judges alone should not determine ju- U.S. DISTRICT JUDGE AvERN COHN

dicial procedures. Without the Civil Jus- Detrot.



It is no secret that vocal ing interests before declar- use of mediators.Keeping and influential factions of ing documents off-limits. Unlike private ADR-
_c * .the bench and bar are hos- A proposed amendment which involves business me-The Public tile to public scrutiny of the to the rule would dramati- diation between private par-

7 judicial process. Continuing cally change the situation, ties administered by privateIn th efforts to banish cameras permitting judges to approve dispute resolution ser-
from federal courtrooms are secrecy pacts crafted by the vices-conflict resolution
only the most visible signs of courtroom combatants. Al- under the ADR Act alwaysDark uthis. Pious expressions of though a separate provision includes federal agencies.
concern about debasing the of the amendment would The federal involvement
dignity of the courtroom are permit others to intervene suggests a clear public in-r often code words for initia- after the fact by asking the terest in media access to
tives designed to keep the court to dissolve such orders, the documents. But Mark
unwashed masses from scru- the net effect would be to Grunewald, associate dean

By Jane Kirtley tinizing what goes on in the cut off access to information at Washington and Lee
inner sanctum. of vital public interest. University, argues that

But while the cam- The Judicial Conference opening them up under-
era debate at least has was poised to approve the mines essential confiden-
excited public interest amendment in mid-March. tiality provisions.
and provoked exten- However, a flurry of nega- An Administrative Con-E s sive press coverage, tive comments filed by me- ference committee briefly
two other low-profile dia and lawyers' groups, suspended consideration of
campaigns, also in- prompted the conference to the proposal after receiving
tended to shroud legal postpone action and to refer comments objecting to it inLi disputes in secrecy, the proposal to one of its March. But the panel rub-
are simultanenously committees for reconsidera- ber-stamped the measure in
being waged before ad- tion in July. April, referring it for action
ministrative bodies in Harvard Law Professor at the organization's plenary
Washington. If suc- Arthur Miller excoriated the meeting in mid-June, where
cessful, they threaten Judicial Conference for cav- it is expected to be approved.
to undermine the pub- ing in to what he character- Both of these proposals
lic's right to know in ized as "special interest poli- seek nothing less than an of-
ways far more pro- tics" when it declined to ficial endorsement of secret

~xecut i e Zfound and far-reaching. embrace the amendment. In justice. They would permit
director f I the Reporters For more than three an~article in the National participants in a controversy

L Committee for Freedom of the years the Judicial Confer- Law Journal, he complained to conspire to conceal infor-
Press. ence of the United States, that media groups criticizing mation from the public, even

the policy making body that the proposal acted only to while utilizing public re-
will decide the fate of cam- advance their "parochial" sources, funds and forums to
eras in federal courts, has business interests, by gain- settle their disagreements.
been considering revisions of ing access to information ex- The public interest in know-
the federal rule that governs changed by litigants in a ing, for example, why the
the sealing of documents ex- publicly funded proceeding- Justice Department hasL PsT o proposals changed by the parties in information which, Miller dropped antitrust charges
civil suits before a trial. implied, the public has no against a software manufac-would under- Rule 26(c) currently says right to know. turer, or the details of the
these materials may be kept Meanwhile, the more ob- settlement of a sexual ha-

L. mine the secret only if the parties are scure Administrative Confer- rassment complaint against
able to demonstrate good ence of the United States, a Fortune 500 corporate offi-pub4ic' Sright cause to justify doing so. which makes recommenda- cial, or the content of docu-
"Good cause" traditionally tions for federal agencies, ments produced by chemicalto know about has included protection of has been considering a pro- companies sued by veterans
trade secrets, confidential posal to exempt certain doc- exposed to their productsr federal lea l government data or highly uments used in alternative during combat, will be
personal information. At the dispute resolution (ADR) in- trumped by amorphous

Ld proceedizngs. | same time, courts in several volving federal agencies claims of 'privacy," "confi-
jurisdictions have held that from the federal Freedom of dentiality" and "expediency."
the public and press enjoy at Information Act. These pro- This kind of secrecy willLi |least a common law, and in ceedings, which are of fairly only exacerbate the percep-
some cases a First Amend- recent vintage, are designed tion that the justice system
ment, right of access to such to settle administrative dis- promotes private interests
material, and that courts putes outside the normal rather than the public wel-
must balance these compet- court process through the fare. *

so SOAmerican Journalism Review


